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ABSTRACT 

Over the last few yem, the notion of the compact city has emerged as a key theme in 

professional planning practice and the rcadernic planning literature. The advocates of 

compact urban development daim that by planning more compact urban regions and 

suburban communities, agridtural land can be preserved, the impact of urbanization on the 

environment can be reduced, more soaally inclusive and vibrant communi ties can be 
created, and the fiscal costs assoaated with growth cm be minimized. 

Thus, in many metropolitan regions throughout North America, state, provincial and 
regtonal govemments have undertaken comprehensive policy initiatives to control sprawl, 

direct growth into regional cores and wburban centres, and to achteve a greater range and 

density of housing in suburban developments. These policy initiatives have met md are 

meeting with mixed success, in part due to the resistance of municipalities to planning 

directives coming from "above". 

In order to understand the sources of municipal resistance and to provide insight 

that would help craft more successtul intensification strategies, this thesis conducts a case 
study of the Creater Toronto Area (GTA). This urban region was selected for detailed 

analysis because the Ontario govemment has undertaken a number of province-wide policy 

initiatives to encourage more compact urban foms, and because tt has taken further steps- 

such as the creation of the Office for the Creater Toronto Area (OCTA)-to control sprawl 

in the GTA itself. 

Unke in some US states where unitary growth management legislation has 

established comprehansive planning Erameworks to prevent sprawl, intensification poliaes 
in Ontario have been adopted piecemeal by the provincial govemment over a period of 

years, by a number of ministries, and with a variety of legal statuses. Thus, the first task of 
the case study is to identify and describe the province-wide intensification policy 

framework, designed to infiuence muniapal land-use planning in favour of compact 
development. After this, the case study tums to the activities of the OGTA in its attempts 

to facilitate regional action to curb sprawl and promote intensification. Finaily, a detailed 

analysis of the planning policies contained in official plans of upper- and lower-tier 

municipalities in suburban regions reveds the extent to which provincial and provinciaiiy- 
brokered regional policies were respected. 

The p ~ c i p a l  fïndùig of the case study is that municipdities in the region have 

compromised and CO-opted provincial poiicy initiatives by adopting three linked 
development strategies: what 1 cal1 expansion management, site-spea fic intensification, and 

nodal development. These strategies d o w  municipalities to satisfy provincial policy 



pressures in a way that responds to "domestic" growth pressures and constraints, and 
avoids major changes in the hajectory of subusban growth trends. The case study results 
niggest that municipalities are increasing their autonomy relative to the province in t ems  of 

control over development patterns. Under these conditions, the effectiveness of provincial 

policy initiatives will depend-at least parüy-on the legitimacy of such actions from a 
muniapal point of view. The principles of effectiveness and legitimacy are used in the 

dosing sections O t the thesis to recomrnend some changes to provincial and muniapal 
poliaes, programs and institutions that would encourage a more compact metropolitûn 

regton 
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Part 1: Introduction. Fremework. and Methodology 





1 . Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 
Concem with the t o m  of the city and how it affects our environmental, soaal, and economic 
weli-being is not new. indeed, the search for the ideai urbm f o m  has been a recurring concept 
in reform movements and utopian visions for at least a hundred years. As Olson (1991: 251) 

has noted: 

The swift growth of the nuieteenth-century metmpoiis produced monstrous 
problems ... [Tlhe concentration of buût capital, and the haste to accumulate 
more. enerated threats to health on an unprecedented scale. Concem about 
these t 8i eats led to new ideas, and by the tum of the century reformers had 
blueprints ready for a revolution in urban form. They saw congestion as the 
problem, and envisioned cheaper, faster tran ortation as the solution. Greoter 
mobihty would permit a more generous use O space, so that àty-dwellers 
could breath again. 

'P 
Since that t h e ,  and especially in the last forty years, this tumsf-the-century vision has been 
realized on a grand scale: a greater proportion of North Amedcans are living in urban regions, 
but these regions are becoming progremvely l e s  concentrated on the urban centre and average 
densities are failing (Sharpe, 1995). 

The planning ideology that supervised this massive decentralization from core Uties, 
and the rise of suburban residential subdivision as the dominant residential pûndigm is often 
traced to the ideas of the Engiishman Ebenezer Howard, the putative father of modern t o m  
planning. Howard was reacting against the high densities, congestion, poilu tion and 
unsanitary living conditions that characterized city Iife in the preceding stage in the evolution 
of urban form. He perceived that the countryside was being depopulated as farm labour 
migrated to the city for indusûial jobs, while the city was dearly becoming over-populated. 
His proposal, which he called the Garden City, would combine the best attributes of the aty 

and country: the opportunities for social intercourse, employmen t, and cultural facilities of the 
city would be combined with the fresh air, low rents, and beautiful gardens of the countryside. 
According to Sewell(1993b): 

Howard's book gives eloquent voice to values that gained ascendancy in North 
PLmenca in the latter part of the twentieth cenhuy. values that were expressed 
by many suburban plannen, developers, and house buycrj: lower densities are 
better; using farrnland on the edge of the city will remit in lower house prices; 
and suburbia gives keedom. 

But the sprawled city itself has produced a "courtter-revolution" in W n g  about 
desirable urban fonns. The Icw-density suburb has come to be seen as a wastehil consumer of 



resources, a drain on public finances, a polluter of the air, a juggernaut that eats up the land 

and spits out social alienation, inequity and isolation. And the aty-the dense, fuming, and 
congested city that was the bane of environmentalists and plannen at the tum of the 
century-has emerged as a mode1 for suburbs to emuiate in reforming their development 

patterns: higher-densi ty, transi t-based, socially diverse, energy-efficient, and accessible. The 
advocates of compact city daim that by planning more compact urban regions and suburban 
communities, agriculhiral land can be preserved, the impact of urbanization on the 
environment can be reduced, more soàaiiy indusive and vibrant communities on be created, 

and the fiscal costs associated with gowth can be minimized. Lang and Amour (1982: 12) 

provide a typical vision of a more compact urban fom, composed of û three part package of 

interlinked concepts: a densely settled urban form; a mix of land uses; and a public transit 
system to connect fonn and tunction. 

The settlement is compact. Little urban s rawl ski development or 
underuhiized land exist, the result of m£ikng kd &veloprnent contmlr Nor 
does the settlement spread into its hinterland's agricultural areas and forests, 
whch are seen as valuable ener resources. Places of work, residence, 
shopping and recreation are we Y related to each other and to the 
transportation system, and eople choose to take advantage of them rather 
than making long automobi P e trips. Population densities in most parts of the 
comuni ty  are ~fficiently high to make transit feasible; i t  is also convenient, 
efficient and heavily used. Clustered dong transit corridors and in the 
settlement's several centres are complexes that mix a wide range of activities 
for mutual advantage. 

Having begun as a minority tradition in the planning literatw around the middle of 
the century, the Msion of a more compact city has emerged as a dominant pamdigm in 
Canada and abroad. in Canada alone, the number of reports that have adopted this mode1 is 
astonishing. At the national level, examples indude the work done by D'Amour at the 

Canada Mortgage and Hounng Corporation (1991,1993), ihe Canadian Urban Institute 

(1990, 1991), and the Canadian lnstitute of Plannen (1990). At the provinaal level, 
provincial ministries of municipal affairs and housing in British Columbia, Ontario, and 
Quebec have adopted positions, poüaes, or legislation in favour of more compact urban 

fonns (British Columbia Ministry of Muniapal Affairs, 1995; Ontario Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs, 1992; Quebec Minishy of Municipal Affairs, 1994). In larger metropohtan regions, 
planning bodies or special commissions considering metropolitan-wide planning issues have 

also embraced the compact aty US a mode1 for future development: the Greater Vancouver 
Regionai District (1995), the Office for the Creater Toronto Area, the Task Force on the 
Greater Toronto Area (1992a), and the Task Force on the Greater Montreai Area (1993). 



At the local level, many muniapalities across Canada have undertaken planning 
studies to determine the desirabilily and opportunity for intensification within their borden 
(e.g., Kitchener, 1991; Halifax. 1992; Regina, 1993; St. John's. 1991; and the City of Thunder 

Bay, 1991). A survey of planning officiais in urban areas across the country conducted by lsin 
and Tomalty (1993) revealed that Lwo-thirds of respondents were wüling to say that they 
personally ~ p p o r t e d  intensification as a policy goal in their municipalities. Less than 14 

percent were opposed. 
in the US, the concept 3f more compact growth has been incorporated into the growth 

management strategies of 13 states, induding Fiorida, Oregon, and New Jersey (DeCrove, 
1992a). In the UK and Australia, urban "consolidation" is firmiy on the planning agenda 
(Newman, 1993). as is urban "concentration" in Norway (Naess, 1993), and the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (199Cj nas strongly endorsed compact urban 

form in its widely circulated Green Paper on urban poiicy. 

1.2. Intensification, Sprawl, and Density 
Intensification refen to a key aspect of the compact aty, namely increasing the intensity or 

density of land use above those conventionaiiy the case. Because intensification is at the heart 
of this thesis, it is important to elucidate the word as it used here and to distinguish the key 
dimensions of the terrn, 

The word "intensification" can bt! used to reter to an actual developrnent trend 
towards higher densities or to public policy initiatives designed to encourage such a 

development trend.' Although 1 dl not avoid discussing intensification as a development 
pattern or process, the main focus of this thesis wdi be on intensification as a policy objective. 

We may disbguish between poliûes that encourage intensification of already buiit-up 
rreas verçus intensification of newly developing areas on the urban fringe. in already built-up 

areas, the most commonly used intensification typology in Canada (Canadian Urban 
institute, 1991a) comprises:' 

conversion: inaeasing the number of households that can be accommodated in existing 

detached or semi-detached single-fanuly dweiiings through renovation and/ or additions 
idil: the constniction of new housing within existing seMced residential areas on vacant 

or undemtilized sites. in a fonn that is physicaiiy integrated with the surrounding 
neighbourhood 

redevelopment: the creation of new housing units through the redevelopment of currently 
underutilized sites (whose uses may be obsolete) in already built-up and seniced districts 



adaptive reuse: the construction of new housing within sites that may have been originally 

designated for non-residential uses, and which now can incorporate residential 

development. 
In greenfield areas, intensification policies may aim to: 

increase the range of housing types to indude more medium and higher-density housing in 

new residential areas 

increase densities of ground-related housing by encouraging maller lot sizes. 
The above typology relates to intensification at the site-level only, and t h s  is the most 

cornmon and enduring usage of the term. Intensification policies may also be directed at the 

neighbourhood or community-wide levels. Neighbourhood or community-wide initiatives 

could include the planning of compact new t o m ,  upzoning of whole neighbourhoods, or the 

establishment of higher-density development nodes around transit fadities and along transit 

corridors. Adueving intensification at this gale wdi usually entail policies of the site-level 

type, but may also involve policies that influence population growth, limit the amount of new 

land available for development on the urban fnnge, limit development in non-urban areas, or 

guide infrastructure investment (such as transit) so as to support gmwth in already built-up 
areas. Some have called these latter policies "comrnunity intensification" in order to contnst 

them with site-speafic "housing intensification" policies (Borooah, 1992). Comrnunity 

intensification is one of the goals ofgrowth management (as it is usually called in the US and 

increasingly so here in Canada), which involves a broader attempt to manage how 

communities grow in order to link population and employment growth with land and 

infrastructure requiremen ts.' 

In metropolitan areas made up of a large number of muniapal units, we may also 

speak of regional intensification. At this level, intensification refers to policies to slow growth 

in non-urbanized and suburban municipalities, and to direct growth into the regional core, 

usually the historic centre of the metropoiitan area. Regional growth management policies use 

sinular tediniques as at the local level, including infrastructure investment planning and 

population targets, but usualy involve mechanisms to coordinate planning and development 

across the municipal units in the region. Figure 1-1 illustrates the concept of intensification as 

it applies at all three levels of andysis: site, comrnunity, and regional. 
Of course, the word "intensification" can involve and apply to non-residentiûl land 

uses, induding industrial, commercial, and institutional. Some authors have pointed to the 
importance of reforming the way nich non-residential lands are used in achieving 

intensification objectives, e.g., the amount of space used for school playgrounds, highway 
interchmges, or for environmental services such as storm water storage (e.g., Whitweli, 1995). 

But as Lynch (1981: 264) says, "the density of housing is always a fundamental deasion in 
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Figure 1-1: Intensification in the Urban Region 



city design. It sets the framework for al1 the other features and has far-reaching implications." 

For the following reasons this study focuses on polides to influence residential development: 

residential areas use more land than any other urbm land use m d  the type of housing that 
will be buiit helps determine the arnount of l a d  needed to accommodate new growth 

the growth of residential areas reflects changes in the distribution of population in an 
urban region, and therefore plays an important role in the locational decisions of many 

retail, finanaal, persona1 and community s e ~ c e s  
residential areas are the origins of daily travel and hence the distribution of housing is a 

prime determinant of travel mode, which in h m  has a majar impact on land consumption 

for transportation faalities. 
Another way of defining a term is to contrast it with its opposite. Thus, hirther light 

may be shed on the meaning of intensification by contrasting it with the concept of urban 
sprawl, a phenomenon intensification policies are designed to arrest. Unfortunately, no 

precise technical definition has been developed in the literature on the subject. DeGrove 
(1992a: 18) defines sprawl as: "scattered, untimely, poody piamed urban development that 
occun in urban h n g e  and nird  areas and fiequently invades lands important for 
environmental and natural resource protection." Fowler, (1992) considen sprawl to be a 

mu1 tidimensional phenomenon, including decentralization of population and employrnent 
(Le., from centre to periphery), deconcentration (i.e., the trend towards less-intense land use 
and lower densities in new developments), and homogeneity (i.e., large zones with single land 

uses and the tendency for suburban areas to segegate housing on a socio-economic basis). 

Finally, Wainman (1996: 3) links sprawl on the fnnge to the development potential of existing 
areas: she characterizes sprawl as "rapid growth in the outlying regions of a city while the 
exishng urbmized area could feasibly support a larger population and denser development 

wi thin its boundaries." 
Combining elements of these defuutions, 1 will use the term sprawl in this thesis to 

mean: 

The rapid extension of the urban envelope ont0 a 'cultural and 
environmentally-sensitive lands düe to the growt fl of low-density car- 
dependent residential areas that are relatively homogenous in soaal character 
and buiit form, and that draw development potential away bom the already 
urbanized area, specificaliy the regional core. 

This definition impiies the same three levels of analysis used in the discussion of 
intensification above: the regional level, conceming the change in the balance of population 

from the regional centre to the regional periphery, the local level, conceming the balance of 
population growth between the built-up and h g e  areas, and the site level, concerning the 



actual density and mix of dwelling types. Although these features are typically linked, that is 
not necessariiy so: i.e., sprawl on one level is not n e c e d y  sprawl on other levels. Thus, 
decentralization of the regional population to suburban areas does not necessarily entail low- 

density homogenous development. 
Another way of describing a phenornenon is to say how one could measure it. 

Different authon have suggested different ways of meamring the degree of compactness or 
spread of an urban area. Edmonston et al. (1985) propose using a measure called the density 

gradient, which refl ects the steepness of density dedines from urban centres to peripherd 
areas. The British Columbia Round Table (1994) has proposed a number of other measures: 
housing density in mature urban areas compared to the density of newer suburban areas; the 
area of rural land converted to urban uses annually per 1000 increase in population; the rate 

of redevelopment of urban land to higher-density urban use; or the value of building permits in 

urban nodes compared to their value outside of nodes. Marchand and Charland (1992) have 
suggested still other measures: the degree of continuity of land use, the structure of land uses 

in terms of number of major nodes in an urban area. average transportation distances 

involved in daily cornmutes, and the density of land use. 

A number of meanves will be used in the course of this thesis. Land-use density is 
usually thought to be the simplest and most useful measure for many planning purposes, 
especially at the site or neighbourhood level (Newman and Kenworthy, 1989). In simple ternis, 

density is a measure of the intensity of the use of land and has two numerical elements: a 
numerator and a denominator. The numerator is the type of urban activity or development 
that takes place on the land, usuûlly population, jobs, housing units, building floor spùce. 

Since the main concem here is with residential density, the number of housing units will 

normally be used. The denominator is the area of land to which the measures of urban activity 
apply. The complexity of density rneasures is introduced by the variety of ways to measure 
the denominator. Two types of density measures are the most common. Net density is usually 
defined as the number of housing units divided by the area of land used for housing purposes, 
Le., the aggregate parce1 area. Gross density is the number of housing units divided by the 
land area of the neighbourhood being described, i.e.. the land used for housing purposes, dong 
with local streets, neighbourhood stores, religious institutions, schools and other 
neighbourhood-related land uses. 

Cross density is the measure most often used in the present study, but othen will be 

employed where appropriate: 
Floor space index, cornmonly used to measure the density of land use in higher-density 

areas with a mix of commercial and residential uses, It relates the floor area of the built 

structure to the area of the parcel it is siting on, so it is a form of net density. 



Municipal density, in which the denominator is the entire municipality. This measure is 

used to make rough cornparison of the degree of urbûnization among rnuniapalities within 

a given region: obviously, the more rural land in a municipality, the lower its municipal 
density will be. 

Intensification ratio, which is the amount of growth within a municipality that is 
accommodated within the exisüng buiit-up area v e r w  greenfield development. This 

measure c m  be used to reff ect past development trends and to establish planning targets 
Regional population distribution ratio, which is a measure of the relative growth in the 

regional core compared to suburban areas outside the core. This is used to refiect trends in 
population diffusion and targets in population reconcentration. 

While these meanires may seem quite straight fonvard in their definitions, many are 
not. Net density is open to interpretation because some p l a ~ e n  indude half the street m a  in 
front O €  the units being desaibed whde othen do not. Because de finitions differ as to what is 

"neighbourhood-related", gross dewity is an ambiguous rneasure. Hitchcock (1994:) 

illustrates this point by posing the folowing question: 

Some neighbourhoods contain uses which might be considered regtonal in 
nature, such as the neaopolis, zoo and adjacent parkland located on the edge 
of the Don Valley within Toronto's Cabbagetown. Should al1 of the area of 
these uses be counted as part of the gros residential area, some of it, or noiie? 
There is no single answer to the question. 

Similarly, the floor spûce index is also open to a number of interpretations because it  does not 

relate to building height, often an important planning concem. The intensification ratio 
depends on how the "existing buiit up area" is dehed :  should it indude only lands with 

development above a certain density, lands within the designated urban envelope, whether 
developed or not, or some other definition? Fmally, muniapal densities and population 
distribution ratios are based on census data, which themselves are open to some latitude O f 

interpretation due to shifting definitions and standards used in data coiiection: e.g., whether 
transient people are induded in a municipality's population figures. As we wiii see as the 

thesis unfolds, the nmbiguity of these meanws  is an important terrain of codic t  in 
intensification policy . 

1.3. Statement of the Problem 
If a consensus has emerged that sprawl is "bad" and intensification is "good, then what is 
the problem? Isn't it simply a rnatter of reforming planning and development process so as to 

achieve higher-density new developments with a greater range and mix of housing, dwcüng 
more growth to mahue suburban areas and to the regionai centre? Needless to say, the 
situation is more compiicated. F i t ,  there is intense debate about the alieged benefits of the 



compact aty  over conventional development patterns. The arguments of the compact city 
advocateç-often supported by environmentalists, transit-activists, soaal housing advocates, 
central city interests, and federal and provincial housing and planning agencie+have been 
attacked by those who believe that the benefits of the compact city are unproved and that the 
notion is an excuse for greater govemment intervention in the development process. Detractors 
of the concept daim that an unregulated market wdi allow intensification to occur naturally 
and that new urban f o m s  are emergmg in suburban areas that make intensification policies 
redundant. Outside of these ~ b u r b a n  centres, the low-density subdivision and the 
automobile form an unbeatable combination for which the vast majority of citizens have voted 
with their feet, 

ünked to this debate-and getting doser to the problematic at the heart of my 
thesis-is the controversy over the appropriate role of different levels of government in the 
planning and development process. If the alleged benefits of the compact dty happen to be 
mostly non-local, which compact city advocates adviowledge, then senior governments will 
have the strongest motivation for adopting intensification poliaes. But, if the costs of 
intensification are felt most acutely at the local level, then municipal governments may have 
strong motivation to resist such poliaes. Given that control over land use is shared between 
provincial and municipal governments, intensification policy seems to be ideally structured to 
result in conflicts between different levels of governrnent. 

Tius is the issue that is explored in detail in ths thesis. In many metropolitan regions 
throughout North Amenca, state, provinaal and regionai govemments have undertaken policy 
initiatives to control sprawl, direct growth into regional cores and suburban centres, and to 
achieve a greater range and density of housing in suburban developments. These policy 
initiatives have met and are meeting with rnixed mccess, in part due to the resistance of 
munici pali ties to planning directives coming hom "above". 

The key research question rnotivating this thesis is: "Why have provinaal poliaes 
designed to influence muniapal planning activity towards the ûeation of more compact 
comrnunities not been that sucîs~sful and what can be done about it?" in order to answer this 
question, I conduct a case study of the Greater Toronto Area (CIA).  This urban region was 
selected for detaded andysis because the Ontario govemment has undertaken a number of 
province-wide policy initiatives to encourage more compact urban toms, and because it has 

taken further steps-such as the creation of the Office for the Creater Toronto Area 
(0GTA)-to control rprawl in the GTA itself. 



1.4. Research Objectives 
The speci6c research objectives of this thesis fiow from the main research question posed 
above. They are: 

to explore the academic and planning literature on the compact citylsprawl and to 
identity i i ie  h y  t ems  of the debate 

to document the evolution of the provincial intensification policy framework in the case 
study region using a chronological narrative, and to identify provincial policy objectives 

to track the translation of provincial poücies into muniapal planning actions and to shed 
üght on how municipalities interpret and react to provincial poliaes 

to use the insights gained from the research to reflect on potential reforms to provincial 

and muniapal institutions, the policy process, planning practices, and other instruments 
to meet the goal of amore compact urban fonn. 

1.5. Thesis Outline 
This thesis follows a standard format. The literature review, theoretical ba i s  and rationale 

for the study are provided in Chapter 2. The iiterature review is organized on the bûsis of the 
three major daims about the benefits of the compact city: a healthier and l e s  resource- 
consumptive environment, a more just and vibrant soaety, and growth that is less costly to 

the public purse. Challenges to each of these major daims are also coriddered as are the 

rebuttals of compact city advocates. The theoretical basis begins with a justification for public 
intervention in the development process, and then moves on to a justification for provincial 
intervention in municipal decision-making in order to achieve more compact urban forms. 

Municipalities are presented as having two limitations that prevent them from achieving the 
most desirable development patterns: k t ,  municipal deasion-making is heiivily influenced 
by local politicai forces that favour sprawl over compact urban form; and second, individual 

municipalities in mehopolitan areas do not take into account the positive and negative 

extemalities of their land-use decisions. This leads into a discussion of the relationship 

between provincial and municipal levels of govemment with respect to land-use planning 
issues, Le., the degree of provinaal dominance/municipal autonomy. A brief review of 

intensification initiatives in Canada's largest metropoütan areas shows that municipalities 
have conslderable abüity to resist provincial planning directives, leading to the resewch 
questions: 

why do municipaiities resist provinaai attempts to manage growth and adueve more 
compact urban form? 

what types of provincial policies and policy instruments are more or less likely to be 
resisted by rnuniapaiities? 



what enables municipalities to thwart or adapt provincial intensification policies? 
what recommendations can be made for achieving more compact urban foms  given the 

Gndings of the research? 
Finally, the questions are cast in the language of policy formulation and implementûtion in 

order to provide a conceptual framework for the case study. 
In Chapter 3, the justification for the choice of case study region is given and the case 

study method is described in some detail. Upper- and Lower-tier municipalities in the GTA 

have been involved in a round of officiai plan making over the last five yean or sot a period 

that corresponds well with the creation of the provincial intensification policy framework. 
This provides an opportunity to use officiai plans as a vehide for exploring the relationship 

between provincial intensification polides and local planning policies. The case study uses a 
number of data sources including interviews with provincial and municipal plmers;  a 
diversîty of documentary sources, including provincial polio statements, officia1 plans and 
background reports minutes £rom public hearings on officia1 plan proposals, and documents 
from other stakeholden in the planning process; and, newspaper articles on intensification, 

sprawl, and offiaal planning. 

in Chapter 4, 1 identify and describe the elements of the province-wide intensification 
policy framework Policies are gmuped under three rubrics: growth management, which relates 

primarily to policies intended to reduce the consumption of land for new urban development; 

housing supply, which covers policies memt to ensure a greater range of residential densities 
and housing types; and urban structure, which encompasses policies to encourage the 
development of higher-dençity nodes and corridors throughout the urban region. 

Chapter 5 describes the poücy framework at the regional level, focuting on the 

activities of the Office for the Greater Toronto Area, a branch of the provincial goverment 
created in 1988 to coordinate provincial actions in the region and to facilitate a discussion on 
growth management among provincial and muniapal planning agencies. Two major policy 
outcomes are detailed in the chapter: the urban structure proposed by the Urban Form 
Working Group and the 30-year population allocations to the various upper-tier 

municipalities that resulted hom the deüberations of the Population and Empioyment 
Committee. 

Chapter 6 links the previous section on provincial and regional poliaes with the next 
section on municipal official plan responses. It does so by describing the official plan 

approval process and by placing muniapal planning in its institutional setting. Some of the 
general features of the new generation of official plans in the GTA are described as a prelude 
to the reporting in the next three chaptea. 



In Chapters 7 to 9, the impact of the provincial policy hmework on municipal 

planning deasions is described and assessed, with each chapter dealmg with one aspect of 

the policy hmework  growth management, housing supply, and urban structure. After 

detennining the degree to which the provincial policy objectives are redized in the official 

plans under study, the factors that might be operaüng at the local level to produce the 

observed results are identified. 

In Chapter 10,l attempt to broaden the analysis from the detailed findings conceming 
the provincial intensification poiicy kamework and its implementation in officia1 plans. 1 do 

this by summarizing the findings and linking them to the research questions posed in Chapter 

2, and to the wider literature on implementation problems, regionai planning, growth 

management, and intensification. 1 dose the chapter by retiecting on some of the theoretical 

issues raised in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 11 proposes some recommendations for adueving more compact urban t o m  

in the CTA based on the forgoing case study, and draws some implications for other urban 
regions. Finally, 1 consider same of the limitations of the current case study, which point to 
future research directions. 

Endno t es 
1' Thus, whcn wc say "mainstrcct intcnsification" wc may bc rcfcrring to cithcr an obscrvcd pattern of 
density change or to the policy initiative to encourage this pattern. 
' This typology has several strengths: it employs wcll-known planning terms, is simplc and intuitive 
and appcan to capture the main typa of intensification, Nonethclcss, it dws  have at least two 
dcfcds of whidi we should bc aware. First, the typology is incomplete; it docs not mcntion, for 
instance, thc ncation of new housing by sevcring existing singlcfamily lots. Secondly, some 
catcgorics arc ovcr-dctcrrnincd; therc is no rcason, for instmcc, why conversion should bc limitcd to 
dctachcd or semi-detachcd homes. 
'The link between these two forms of intensification wcrc pointed out as carly as 1976 by Petcr Spurr 
in his well known study on land development in Canada: "While the easiest way to protect 
neighbourhouds is to focus growth on n w  fringe Imds, this accelentes the destruction of the natural 
cnvimnment and inmases the total cost of development. To avoid these costs and disadvantagw, it is 
neccssary that significant arnounts of growth omir in the form of compact development in both fringc 
and existing arcas. It appears, then, that the basic dimensions of urban land policy rnust protcd thc 
natuml environment, limi t urban spnwl, and encou rage growth to occur thmugh densifica tion a m s s  
existing a ties" (365). 



2 . Plannlna the Comaact Cltv: 
Theoretlcal Conslderations and Analvtical Framework 

2.1. Introduction 
As a planning vision, the compact tity presents an alternative to histoncal and current trends 

in urban development. Thus, it is nonnaiiy assumed that a more compact urban form can be 

achieved only through public policy action on the part of senior govemments. In a market 

society-and particularly one that values local autonomy-nich policy action needs to be 

justified on a number of grounds: Le., that there are important gains to be made from a public 

perspective, that an unregulated land market cûnnot adueve optimum densities, and that 

local govemments are unable or unwilling to be the prirnary agents of change. 

In ths chapter, 1 review each of these arguments and conclude that, indeed, provincial 

policy action is needed in order adueve more sustainable development patterns. I iilso 

conclude that while local governments may not be equipped to act independently to intensify 

the urban fabric, they are not plastic entities whose planning policies and practices can be 

molded by unilaterd provincial poliaes. The Canadim experience in planning large 
metropolitan areas over the last few decades has shown that municipalities can have 
protound influence on the ability of provinaal or regional govemments to implement compact 

city policies. This insight serves to focus attention on the relationship between provincial and 

municipal govemments and an malytical hrnework is elaborated that will help address the 
specific research questions. 

2.2. The Benefits of the Compact City Mode1 
In the introduction to this thesis, 1 noted that the notion of the compact city has undergone a 
shift from a minority utopian vision to the mainstream of the planning literature. This can be 
ûttnbuted to the emergence of a widespread concern with economic, soaal and environnienta1 

costs of conventional patterns of urban development. As Boume (1991: 186) remarks: 

The question of interest here is the possibility of reducing and redistnbuting 
some of these costs by encouraging new urban forms and a different balance of 
growth behveen new niburban greenfield sites and the recycüng of existing 
buil t-up landscapes. 

The three rubrics of social equity, economic efficiency, and environmental soundness 

are the commoniy accepted building blocks of sustainable development, to which its 

advocates have iinked the concept of the compact city (Canadim h t i tu te  of Planners, 1990). 

in tius section, 1 survey some of the purported benefits of the compact a ty  relative to 



traditional regional and suburban development pattems, using the three nibrics just 
mentioned. 

2.2.1. Social Benefits 
The earliest critique of suburban sprawl was based on the contention that low-density 
scûttered settlement pattems could not form the basis for a vibrant, meaningful comrnunity 
life. This aitique can be traced at least as far back as the wrîtings of Benton MacKaye of the 
Regional Planning Association of Arnerica {Alexander and Tomalty, 1994). In h s  1928 book 

77le New Exploration, he divided the urban region into three distinct environments, each having 
its own integnty: wüdemess (primeval), countryside (rural) and urban (communal). in his 
view, sprawl, a "low grade urban tissue", cornpromised the integrity and distinctiveness of 
each of these environments and violated their residents' psychological needs. 'These souls live 
d l  in a single environment: not city, not country, but wiidemess-the wildemess not of an 
integrated, ordered nature, but of standard disordered Qvilizûtion" (quoted in Hiss, 1990: 
189). 

This cultural critique of suburbia continued into the nuddle part of the century: In the 

1940s. Paul and Percival Goodman published their book, Coniiniiiiitas, which disparaged the 
suburban interpretation of the Garden City concept: "iather than [ive in a Garden City, an 
intellectual would rather meet a bear in the woods" (1960: 35). In 1961, Jane jacobs puhlished 
her work, 77re Deatlt alid Li/c of Great Ainenca~i Cities. In it, she aitiazed the received principles 

of modem planning as irrelevant to how cities actuaiiy grow and function. She, too, 
deprecated the Garden City concept of Ebenezer Howard and the sterile low-density suburbs 
and single-use districts she felt his ideas had helped to spawn. 

in the 1960s and 19705, the critique of suburbia dovetailed with the growing concem 

over dass and raaal segregation in US cities. There, urbanists identified traditional suburban 
development pattems as a physical expression of an exdusionary society that the white 
middledass had built as it fled the inner-cities. Downs (1977) argued that "opening up 
suburbia" would aiiow low-income households escape the ghetto, give a better education to 

their diüdren and take advantage of expanding subuhan job opportunities, thereby helping to 
eradicate her-c i ty  poverty and diffuse the possibility of racial and dass conflict. 

More recently, the soaal critique of sububan development has shifted to the daim 

that suburban forms have failed to respond to changes in the social structure of urban society. 
Suburbs, having been based on the concept of the nudear family with a male b r e a d w i ~ e r  and 
a female home worker, no longer reflect soaal realities. The US designer, Peter Calthorpe 
(1993: 15) put it this way: 



The nuclear farnily, for whom suburbia was conceived, now represents barel 
one out of four new households. But we are süll building WWIl niburbs as i 
families were I e and had only one bread-wimer, as if jobs were al1 

r 
downtown, as Y if and and energy were endlea, as if another lane on the 
keeway would end traffic congestion. 

One key demographic change is the gradua1 aging of population in many communities 

(Hodge, 1995). Another is the falüng average household size: as families get smaller and more 

and more individuals choose to live alone, populations in some mature areas with stable 

housing stocks actually dedine. Rishg affluence and the waves of new immigrants also affect 

the demand for housing in terms of type and location. (Harris, 1991). Finally, wi th the mass 

reauihnent of women to the paid workforce, the isolation and car-dependence of suburban 

houses appean less appropriate to many women and their families. These demographic 

changes point towards a shft in housing demand away from larger, single-family houses 

towards a wider range of housing choices, including mialler- and medium-sized new houses 

and units that can be provided through infiil and conversion of existing stock (Cooper 

Marcus, 1986; Booth, 1985; Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1995; Michelson, 

1985; van Vliet, 1991). Furthemore, these demographic changes may be contributhg to a 

lirnited "back to the city" movement that is creating greater demand for housing in central 

cities (Boume, 1992a). 

2.2.2, Econornic Benef its 

The social critique of the suburb relates primady to the segregated land uses kaditionally 

found there. The economic critique of sprawl can be related to two other features of 

conventional suburban development: the deconcentration of land uses to lower densities and 

the decentralization of population and ernployrnent frorn the traditional core to suburban 

locations. 

In the residential context, deconcentration refers to the predominance of low-density 

detached residential units. Wheaton and Schussheim (1955) proposed several hypothetical 

development patterns to accommodate additional residential growth in three Massachusetts 

aties and anaiyzed the impacts on muniapal costs of density, size of settlement and distance 

from the city centre. The authon found that service costs of water supply, sanitary sewen 

and strsets, tend to decrease as residential density increases. They attributed this to a 

reduction in length of streets and uülity lines per dwelling. Their conclusions were reinforced 

by Isard and Coughiin (1956) in a Nnilar study of hypothetical settlements. 

The Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board in BC was one of the first Canadian 

planning agenaes to express concern over the costs of servidg lowdensity development. in 
1956, it conducted an analysis of utility and servicing costs (road paving, road and ditch 



maintenance, and water supply costs) of three zones representing different population 

densities in the Surrey region. The board conduded that these costs were significantly higher in 

lower-density areas than Uiosê in the higher-density areas. 
In 1977, the Real Estate Research Corporation pubüshed the results of what became 

the best known study on t h s  topic, nie Cosir of Sprmul. The study exarnined costs of various 

development patterns for six comrnunities and six neighbourhoods with different population 
densities. The study induded capital and operating costs of utilities (including sewen, wûter 

supply, storm drainage) and "soft services" (such as poüce, Bre and schools). The authors 
found that contiguous, compact development is l e s  costly han  spnwled development. 

More recently, a study along these lines was done by Essiambre-PNlips-De jardins 

Associates et al. (1995) €or the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. It explored 
differences in public and private costs for two types of developments: a conventionid 

suburban design and a more compact "neo-traditional" design. The authors concluded that: 

The uifrastructure in the alternative lan, feahiring a denser development and a 
broader mix of house types and lm 1 uses, is more cost effective for both the 
public and private sectors. The total life-cycle cost (over a 75-year period) of 
the infrastructure in the alternative plan is approximately $11,000 er unit, or P 8.8 percent l e s  than in the conventional plan ... The per unit cost O savings 
associated with the alternative plan is attributed to the increase in residential 
density, which spreads the cost of the infrastructure over more units, and to 
the increase in land-use mix, which reduces the residential sectof s share of 
capital, operating and maintenance costs (30). 

A related economic argument in favour of compact cities is that a greater mix of 

housing in new developments cm aeate communities that are more sustainable from an 
infrastructure point of view: 

because new wburbs are targeted toward speafic homogenous grou ps... they 
require a disproportionate volume of seMces unique to the target group (e.g., 
schools) ... As the population enters the next stage of its life cycle, services 
initidl provided become redundmt, and new services, consistent with the Me 
cycle, b ave to be provided (Mathur, 1990). 

Decentralization is another principal feature of urban evolu tion. Critics of suburbm 

sprawl daim that decentralization from the central city has two main economic 

disaüvantages, it leads to the econornic decline of the central city and it leads to 
underutüization of existing public investrnent in infrastructure and requires expensive 

infrastructure development on the h g e .  

Among the first to make the argument that suburban development is a causal factor in 

the loss of population and economic activity in the central üty was Thompson (1965). He 

daimed that the fiight of middle and upper dasses had a tendency to depress the residential 



property values, with obvious repercussions for the local tax base. A downward spiral sets in 
as commercial and industnal sectors follow custornen and employees to the suburbs. Similar 
arguments have been made by the critics of sptawl: 

Although the debate on whether and to what extent urban sprawl is 
dehimental to regional growth and wealth is ongoing, there is littie doubt that it 
threatens the inner aty, whose demo aphic, econornic and fiscal dedine can be r partly imputed to unregulated subur an expansion (Des Rosiers, 1992). 

Several studies have compared the s e ~ c i n g  costs of hnge development with infiil 

development of the already built-up area. Cost savings are greatest when incremental infill 
development exploits excess service capacity, such as existing schools. A study undertaken 
by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation in 1981 showed that a population increase 
of 5,000 in the inner-city could save $125 million by avoiding the need to mû te  new school 

facilities for greenfield development (Keams, 1981). Another Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corpora tion-sponsored report-a case study of S t. John's, New toundland fou nd t ha t-given 
excess capad ty in infrastructure and servicesdensi ties could be inaeased in already buil t 

up areas with negligible effects on capital costs. Where inaeased densities implied greater 
opera ting costs, nich as in garbage collection and waste disposal, the enhanced assessmen t 
base was enough to neutralize the change (Barnard, 1981~). A Winnipeg case study confirmed 
these conclusions for that city as well. The Winnipeg study also found that intensification of 
existing built up areas could lead to better use of transit facilities and existing expressways by 

reducing comrnutes to work, resulting in significûnt cost savings (Barnard, 1981b). 

2.2.3. Environmental Benefits 

Historically, many writen concemed with the environmental effects of urbanization have 

tavoured the decen traliza tion of major ci ties in to smaller set tlements (Alexander and 

Tomalty, 1994). Concerns were expressed about the degradation of the environment that 
resulted from urban crowdmg and concentrated industrial activity. Bookchin (1973), for 
instance, conceived of the ideal urban f o w  as consisting of srnalier, self-contained cities with 

plenty of open and green space, buffered by m a l  areas and comected by efficient 
transportation systems. Although concem about higher-density urban living have not been 
eliminated among environrnentalists, the balance of environmental opinion has shitted 
deasively toward more compact urban forms (Paehlke, 1991).' 

A key environmental argument against low-density mburban development is tha t i t 
increases the need for motorized transportation. Holtzdas (1991) compares vehicle nules 
traveled per capita and per household for San Francisco, Chicago, New York, Great Britain, 

Toronto and elsewhere. The renilts show a consistent pattern: doubüng residential or 



population density reduces the annual auto mileage per capita or per household by 20 to 30 

percent. Based on his empllical work relating land use to transportation, Cervero (1991) has 
argued that intensification, mixed land-use, and a better jobs-housing balance are essential 
ingredients for reducing automobüe use. 

Related to automobüe use is the issue of air quality. Automobiles are responsible for 
over 40 percent of all air pollution (Brown and Jacobsoir. 1987). Downing and Gustely (1977) 
found that air pollution £rom automobiles was 20 to 30 percent less in a more compact 
conununity than in art sprawled development. 

Higher densities also make public transportation more viable. A widely cited 
Australian study by Newman and Kenworthy (1989) of 31 cities in North Arnerica, Europe, 
Australia, and Asia showed the direct rehtionship between residential density, the viability 
of public transit systems, and automotive fuel usage. A 1977 study by Pushkarev and Zupan 

showed that residential densities were an important determinant of transit use. They found 

that as residen tial densi ties increase, transit service became more feasible and auto use 
declined. 

Higher densities also enhance the potential for walking and cyclllig. The Angus Reid 

Croup (1992: 5) looked at eight Canadian cities and compared place of residence, place of 
work and mode of transport to work. They concluded that "higher densities and greater 

proximity of home and work ... are required if the choice of mode of travel to work is to 
become more environrnentally uiendly or healthier." 

The compact city may also reduce the cost of environmentally friendly seMces. 
Paehlke (1989) daims that higher-density settlements are better able to afford recycling 
programs, such as waste collection, faciiities recovering waste materials, the marketing of 

waste materials, and the control and treatment of effluents and other forms of pollution. This 

argument is reinforced by Richardson (1992: 160) who argues that environmental "impacts 

may be more economsaily ruid effectively managed if the sources are concentrated than if 
they are dispersed." 

The m d e r  living units and nuitiple dwellings associated with compact urban forms 
are more resource efficient. Owens (1986) found that heat energy is more than 20 percent mon 

efficient in semi-detached houses and nearly 30 percent more efficient in row houses than in 

comparably insuiated single-detached dwellings. A mid-floor apartrnent requires about one- 
thrd the heat energy of a detached house of equivalent size. He also argued that high-density 
development makes district heating feasible. In another study, Downing and Gustely, (1977) 

found that in high-density areas, energy conmpt ion  hom auto transport, space heating and 
coolhg requirements were more than 40 percent lower than in low-density residential 



developments. Water consumption was reduced by approximately 35 percent in tugh-density 
cornmunities. 

Another environmental argument advanced by promoten of the compact city idea is 
that it preserves farmland at the urban hinge. Because aties were often originally located so 
as to exploit an agricultural hinterland, urbm sprawl tends to consume high quality 
agncultural land. Warren et. al. (1989) have found that in the 20 yean of urban growth from 

1966 to 1986, large Canadian cities spread duefiy ont0 agricultural land: of the 301,440 ha of 
rural land urbanized, 58 percent was of high agncultural capabiliiy. According to Maynes 
(1990) intensification of land use is the most important method of reducing sprawl ont0 
farmland. 

2.3. Challenges to the Compact City Mode1 
The compact city model has been challenged on a number of grounds, including soaal, 
economic, and environmental. Here, 1 would like to briefly review and address some of the 

main points of this critique. 

2.3.1. Social Challenges 

The soaal critique of the compact city takes issue with the cldm that hgher-density living is 
more vibrant, livable, and community-oriented. Authoa in this vein point to the considerable 

research showing that low-density conununities on the suburban fnnge are more desirable than 
higher-density central areas to a wide range of households. Among the "push" factors are high 
central area land prices, traffic congestion, the relatively unsafe conditions typical of imer 

cities, dislike of ethnic and raaal diversity, aversion to hgh-density living, and an antipathy 
towards interaction with dissinuiar social groups (Kivell, 1993). Pull factors attracting 
residents and employers to suburban locations include lower land prices the availability of 
land for residential and industrial development, a pleasant environment for raising a family, 
privacy, and a nird ambiance (Audirac, 1992). in this co~ect ion,  the point is often made 

that compact a ty  enthusiasts are swîmming against the tide and threatening to interfere with 
the dearly expreaed housing preferences of the majority of the popuia tion (Harvey, 1965). 

Defenders of the compact city model have been able to counter these arguments to 
some extent. In response to the aiticism that people "vote with their feet" in terms of housing 

preference by moving to low-density suburban neighbourhoods, Neuman (1991: 346) maices 
the interesting distinction between the housing-type preference, which he admits is 
overwhelmgly single-farmly, and the preferred form of comrnunity. "Whde Americans may 

prefer single-famüy homes, this does not mean they want them to exist in sprawllng fonns." 

He goes on to a t e  evidence that community residents, when showri images of b o t .  sprawl and 
traditionai housing and comrnunity types, overwhelmingly prefer traditional types. Other 



authon have pointed to the ùicreasing acceptance of neo-haditional urban designs in spite of 
in-grained preferences for low-density suburban designs (Bookout, 1992). 

The social critique of intensification also points to the wide range of research that 

shows that increases in density are generally unwelcome to existing residents and have a range 
of negative economic and social impacts. A study done for the Ontario government by Klien L 

Sears (1983) found widespread resistance to intensification projects, espeaally when lower- 
income housing was being proposed. The authors found that resistance to intensification was 

greater in suburban areas than in central cores. A study done for the City of Vancouver (1986) 

found that concems were highest in homogenous low-density residential areas. but that 
acceptance of intensification projects increased as densities and land-use rnix increased. In 

the US, the Advisory Cornmittee on Regdatory Barriers to Affordable Housing (1991) 

concluded that a pervasive NIMBY syndrome, especirlly in the suburbs, was one of the most 

sigruficant barriers to affordable housing in urban areas across the country. A conunon theme 
is found among al1 these studies: residents of low-density neighbourhoods resist higher- 

density housing because they believe it will affect neighbourhood quality (e.g., parking, parks, 
traffic), persona1 security, and property values. 

Evidence is available to counter these daims. A gowing body of studies points to the 
condusion that intensification does not negatively affect surrounding property values. In 
Canada, Ekos Research Associates (1989) studied 51 non-profit housing projects randomly 
selected in three cities and found that the projects had no overall negative influence on the 
property values of neighbouring properties. Another study by the same authors (1988 ) 
showed that conveniononich as the creation of basement aparhents-had negligible 

impacts on surrounding property values. in the US, Martinez (1988) carried out a review of 15 

key studies, dating from 1963 to 1986, on the impacts of low-income housing on surrounding 
property values. He found that 14 of them had reached the conclusion that there are no 
signifîcant negative effects. 

In response to critiams about the quality of life in higher-density areas, compact city 

advocates daim that attention to design and process issues at the site level can obviate local 

social impacts. Another study by Ekos Researdi Assodates (1994) camed out in Vancouver, 
Ottawa. Montreal, and Halifax found that acceptance of higher-density affordable housing 

could be Uicreased by appropriate project design, an open and thorough consultation process, 
and by avoiding over-concentrations of such houshg in partidar neighbourhoods. A study 
undertaken by Energy Pathways (1994) in Charlottetown showed that neighbourhood 
concems with social housing projects were higher for residents who were not awiw of m e n t  

project proposais than for residents that were aware, implying that increased community 
participation couid enhance acceptance of intensification projects. This research is consistent 



with published reports of plamers' experience with consultation programs, whch show that 

an open process and appropriate design can go a long way towards overcoming 
neighbourhood concems with higher-density development (Pianosl, 1991). 

From a design point of view, intensification advocates have recognized that 

concentrations of "towen in the park"-which attract the most public opposition-can no 
longer be considered the best way to increase Imd-use densities and houshg supply in al1 
situations. In this spirit, a number of studies and charrettes have been undertaken in order to 
show how moderately hgh densities can be achieved with low-rise and ground-related 
dwelling types in combination with more modest development standards (Lehman & 

Associates, 1995; Canadian Urban Institute, 1990). Other studies have been undertaken to 
show how suburban subdivisions can achieve higher densities without the repetitivenea and 
ugliness that has come to be awaated  with the concept (Hemson Consulting Ltd., 1993; 

Urban Development Institute Paafic Region, 1991). 
In terms of persona1 security, compact city advocates have tried to uncouple the 

association in many people's minds between density and crime. Long ago, Jacobs (1961) 
coined the phrase "eyes on the streets" to express the sentiment that dense, lively 

neighbourhoods were more likely safer than deserted ones. Bourne has argued that: 

I t  is said, for example, that some environrnents inevitably lead to crime, social 
dienation and civic disorder. Of course, physicûl environments can 
accommodate, if not stimula te certain types of behaviour, both social and anti- 
social. but the eneraliy do not produce that behaviour. Physical planning 
clearly shoul cl? f O al1 that it can to facilitate and stimulate positive social 
behaviour ... But deviant behaviour is a social problem not a physical or 
architectural one (Boume, 1975: 9). 

There is at least some evidence tha t higher-densi ty or mixed-densi ty neighbourhoods 

are no more likely to be affected by crime than more homogenous ones. Fowler has evaluated 
the impact of the design of the post-war aty on human behaviour by studying 19 different 
Toronto neighbourhoods, ranging kom the physicaiiy diverse to the phyncally homogeneous 
(e.g., those with only residentiai high-rises, or only sububan houses, or only warehouses). The 

author conciudes that: 

The less overall srnail-scale phyacal diversity, no natter what the socio- 
economic makeup of the nei hbourhood, the less neighbours knew each other, 
and the more crime, especi fi y juvenile aime, there was. It is important to note 
that this relationship held up in the suburbs as weU (1991: 31). 

Finally, critics of growth management suggest that restrictions on the supply of new 

land at the urban fringe wili tend to increase prices, espeaaliy for the exishng single detached 
units (Simpson, 1993). Evidence for this cornes £rom the experience garnered during the first 



wave of growth controls in the 1970s, espeaally in the US. There, limitations on the 

construction of new houshg renilted in higher housing prices and the displacement of 
development pressures to jurisdictions l e s  able to manage growth (Navarro, 1991). 

Advocates of more compact urban forms do not contest the notion that reducing the 
supply of new land for development on the urban hinge will tend to raise housing prices. 
However, they do contend that a distinction must be made behveen earlier, fragmented 

attempts to prevent growth on the urban h g e  and more comprehensive growth management 
polides that include mechanisms to increase housing supply: Le., streamlining the 

development approval process, setting housing mix and minimum density targets for new 
development, and capi ta1 grants to increase the production O f affordable housing. Under 

these conditions, housing prices can remain stable as sprawl-iimiting poliaes go into effect 
(DeCrove, 1992a). 

2.3.2. Economic Challenges 
The alleged economic benefits of the compact aty have also been attadced. For instance, 
Feldman has argued tha t the Real Esta te Research Corporation study modeled di fferent 

development mixes and demonshted that service delivery is less expensive in compact 
zones, but that it failed to compare the cost of adding infrastructure to service population 
growth on the periphery with the costs of such infrastructure doser to the regional core: 

Because land at or near the center inevitably is more valuable than land on the 
periphery, espeaaiiy in the presence of policies that raise doubt about the 
potential use of peripheral lands, the construction of additional faalities to 
seMce urban populations will be more expensive than new faalities at the 
fringe ... Thus, planning that discourages sprawl may be protecting established 
econornic interests, raising the land values of early occupien wMe preventing 
newcomers from affording urban land and the services that accompany it 
(1987: 142). 

in support of this contention, obsewen point to one of the most comprehensive 
reviews in Canada of s e ~ c i n g  costs associated with different development options, the 
Creater Toronto Area Urban Structure Concepts Study. This shidy found that the capital 
costs of development would be about the same over a 30-year period, whether the 

development represented a continuation of m e n t  spread patterns, clustered into higher- 
density nodal areas throughout the region, or concentrated in the existing built-up areas. The 
authors conduded that high costs of upgrading services in the urban core and acquiring land 

for parks and other facdities offset any per capita efficiency advantages of the central option 

compared to the spread option (101 Croup, 1990). 
This finding has had a major impact on the debate over sprawl in Canada. Even 

organizations that endone the compact city idea on other grounds warn, on the bans of the 



IBI study, that "urban densification should not be justified solely on the basis of lower 
servicing costs to the public" where redeveloprnent of core areas might require new 
intrastructure (British Columbia Round Table on the Environment and Economy, 1994: 87). 

Advocates of the compact city have attempted to qualify the 181 conclusions on the 

grounds that the study was conducted in great haste and made a number of insupportable 
assumptions (Hitchcock, 1991): in fact, five years later, the consultant revised its findings, 
explaining thai "the study was camed out ... in four months under intensive time pressure." 

The revised figures showed that, in fact, the central and nodal options wouid result in 

significant capital cost savings over the spread scenario of 14 percent and 10 percent 
respective1 y. 

The fiscal studies supporting more compact growth patterns have also been attacked. 

Critics daim that the original engineering studies that wpported the compact city mode1 
typically calculated costs of the inf?ûstructure needed to service real or hypothetical 
settlements of different densities, but left out operating costs and the public costs associated 
with activities other than infrastructure investment. An alternative to the engineering 
approach is offered by statistical studies that regress actual pubiic expenditures by municipal 

ruthonties against densities for a large number of urban regions. Studies using this approach 
tend to show that higher population densities are assodated with higher per capita local 
government expenditures (Marchand and Charland, 1992). 

One of the earliest statisticûl studies of local govemment service costs was conducted 

by Brazer (1959) who analyzed data for 462 dties in the US. Except for highways and 
recreation, he obtained a positive correlation between per capita local govemment 
expenditures and population density. Another shtdy by Bah1 (1969) examined city 
expenditures for 198 centra1 aties. Using the same categories of local govemment 
expenditures as those used by Brazer, he found population density to have a positive and 
significant infiuence on per capita expenditures, the only exceptions being highway and park 

expendihues. More recently, Ladd (1992) conducted research on 247 US counties to 

determine the impact of density and rates of population on the costs of providing public 
services. She found that the relationship between density and pubiic expenditures (including 
operating, capital, and pubiic safety costs) were U-shaped, with a trough at about 625 people 
per square kilometre (Le., l e s  than three units per net hectare). After this threshold, those 
counties with higher population densities had higher pubüc sector spenduig than those with 

lower densities. 
Two issues need to be raised in the context of these studies. Fust, those regression 

studies that looked at fiscal costs associated W h  larger cities found thût public sector costs 

decüned as the proportion of the metmpolitan population found in the central a t y  increased. 



This might imply that monocentnc urban regions are more effiaent €rom a fiscal point of view 

than dispersed urban regions. Secondly, in their review of the literature on the public costs of 

various development patterns, Marchand and Charland (1992: 19) have pointed out that 
regression studies have difficulty isolating the effects of different deve lopmd densities on 

public spending (because they use a muniapal-wide density measure) and warned that 

conclusions based on sudi studies are therefore of questionable validity. Although they 
recognized that engineering studies do not capture the full picture either, the authon favoured 
such studies as a bans for condusions about the relationship between developrnent patterns 

and public expenditures. As we have seen, such studies support the clûim that higher-density 

urban t o m  are fiscaiiy more efficient. 

Critics also question the connection made by compact city supporters between central 

city decline and suburban development. Carreau (1991) argues in his book Edge Cities that 

central aties are in dedine for macro-econornic reasons, with suburbanization as a symptom. 

He emphasizes that edge cities simply mirror modem needs and technological evolution in 

transportation and communications, and that traditional downtown cores are now an 
anachronism. Thus, as a normal process of metropolitan growth, urban sprawl should not be 

unduly impeded by intensification polides. 

Wtule empirical justification for the daim that suburban development leads to central 

city decline has eluded the advocates of the compact city, there is some evidence that a 
healthy central city is essential for a sound regional economy. Ledebur and Barnes (1993) 

surveyed 78 mehopolitan areas in the US and found that changes in central city median 

household incornes were strongly conelated with incomes in the Qties' suburbs. Where a 
central city was not doing weU, its suburbs were also s u f f e ~ g ,  and vice versa. The authors 
conciuded. 'There is strong economic justification for addressing the needs of central cities 

and for cooperation among Qties and suburbs to meet the muhial economic needs of their 

local economic regions. 

2.3.3. Environmental Challenges 
The environmentai gains daimed by the proponents of the compact city depend largely on the 
daim that it would e n t d  less comrnuting than in sprawled Qties. Some researchers have 

attadced what they see as the underlying supposition in the anti-sprawl Literature, i.e., a 
monocentric model of urban development whereby residents' trip lengths increase as urban 

growth extends £rom a single employment centre. Gordon and Wong (1985) counter this model 

with a polycenüic model, which states that trip-ends (especiaiiy for work trips) become more 

dispersed as cities grow and that this development is in many ways more effiaent. To test for 
this, the authoa used a national sample £rom the US 1977 Nationwide Penonal 



Transportation Study. They conduded that dispened work trip-ends had allowed for shorter 

work-trip distances for suburban residents in the Iargest aties. 

In a later paper, Gordon et al. (1989) argued that, as urban growth continued, the 

monocentric city became inefficient due to inaeasing congestion costs dose to the CBD and 
that, as a result, a polycentric urban structure emerged. They found that dispersed and 

polycentric metropolitan areas faalitate shorter commuting times. Because of changing urban 

structure, Poulton (1995: 91) has argued that intensification of mature neighbourhoods in the 

central area of the urban region is inefficient. "The hansportation and locational benefits to 
residents in these areas are dedining. The city form is changing and the attractive locations for 

jobs, homes, and services are located more and more in suburban belts." 

The longer commute times expected by the monocentric model depends on the 

asnimption that residents' place of work is exogenously detennined, i.e., that their choice of 

employment will not be affected by their residential location. Recent evidence provided by 

Waddell (1993) and Levinson and Kuniar (1994) suggests that residential and employment 

location are jointly determined, indicating that the cityls inhabitants make location 

adjustments to reduce commuting distances. 

In defence of the compact city, some have daimed that the polycentnc urban structure 

model is only applicable to some ci  tiec-especially those in the US southwest-and that other 

North American cities-espeaûlly Canadian Qties-are still primarily monocentnc (Bemdge 

Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd., 1991). In support of this view, Coldberg and Mercer (1986) have 
shown that for a large number of econonuc variables-such as manufacttuing and wholesaling 

activity, retail establishments, and the number of hospitiils-canadian cities are more 

centrallyoriented in their urban structure than are their US counterparts. Boume has 

exiunllred comrnuting patterns in order to test the "multi-nucleation hypothesisl' in the 27 
largest urban regions of Canada. He conduded that: 

overall comrnuting flows stili tend to be dominated by the widespread 
dispersal of employment throughout the suburbs and by the continued 
attraction of the central core in terms of long distance commuting related to 
higher-order jobs and professional occupations. The multi-nudeated urban 
fo m... apparently has not yet amved (1989: 325). 

in 1994, Coffey conducted a case study of urban structure in the Montreal region. 

Noting that Carreau identified three models of poly-nucleation (i.e., cases where the CBD 
retains its traditional economic role; cases where economic growth is shsred between the CBD 

and niburban centres; and cases where the CE3D rehquishes its role to suburban centres), he 

conduded that "the Montreal CMA is thus situated somewhere between Carreau's first and 

second models, and is probably doser to the first than to the second" (1994: 95). 



A recent study on commercial activity in the CTA found that there were 40,000 
commercial outlets in the region, halt of them in about 1000 commercial nodes. Within this 
diffuse structure, the authon found that: 

more than half the commerad activity is still located within Metro, the 
smaiiest in area of the five regionai muniapalities. Of the 56 ercent of B commercial jobs in Metro, 20 percent are located withm the owntown core, 10 
percent in the rest of the City of Toronto and 25 percent in that part of Metro 
outside the city ... Comparisons of Toronto with other North Amencan Qties 
suggest that Toronto is ununial in the strength of the core, and the vitality and 
variety of retail stnps within the i ~ e r  aty (Centre for the Study of Commercial 
Activity, 1996: 105-106). 

I t  is also widely recogruzed that, in Canada, the extent of suburban nudeation is 
partly an outcome of planning choices made by provincial, metropolitan and central city 

govemments, aii of which are strongly committed to the preservation of central city economic 
heal th (Boume, 1992b)?To the extent that this process is under public control, it is unlikely to 

proceed to the point where the CBD loses its role as the employment centre in the 
rnetropolitan region. Thus, with CBDs continuing as major employrnent areas and comrnute 

destinations wiüun metropolitan regions, a strong case can still be made for directing new 
population gowth  to central dties. 

Some authon have also wamed that in striving for more compact urban forms, we 

mûy put pressure on planning authorities to allow developen to convert green and open space 
in already built up areas to residential use. Tius would reduce wildlife habitat whle increasing 
stormwater ninoff and discharge into water bodies (Audirac, 1990). According to Hitchcock 
(1994: IS), "density c m  be something of a blunt instrument in relating urban developrnent as 

it occun 'on the ground' to various kinds of planning objectives." He goes on to point out 

that: 

the association of environmental protection with higher density tends to 
assume that 'the environment' is somehow outside the Qty. In this view, the 
relatively high density of Toronto is desirable because it reduces land 
consumption outside Toronto. Toronto's municipal area density has corne at 
the expense of wetlands and stream courses withm the city's boundaries. 

In his review of the environmental effects of intensification, Paelhke (1991) 

acknowledges these and a number of other environmental risks of intensification, including 

potentiai negative micro-dimatic effects and increased exponve to contaminated soils due to 
redevelopment of industrial land. He condudes, however, that most of these risks can be 
mitigated through appropriate design and complementary policy initiatives, and that, on 
balance, the positive implications of the compact city outweigh the negatives ones. 



Finally, it has been pointed out by detracton of the compact city model that the 
dedine of farming in the urban shadow is related to larger economic forces such as changes in 
the global pnces of agncultural products and the subsidy wan among developed nations. 
Civen this situation, the concentration of population in compact cities may, ironically, serve to 
undermine the rural farrn economy by depriving famen of economic activity that could have 
sustained them4.e .  the right to sever or sel1 their land (Newby, 1990; Breheny, 1992). 

Recognizing this as a potential problem with intensification, compact city advocates have 
proposed mechanisms to compensate and support famiers outside the urban boundary: eg., 
through the purchase of development rights, the transfer of development rights, differential 
taxation programs, and right-to-farm legislation (Mantell, 1990). 

2.4. The Role of Public Policy 
This review of the empirical literature suggests that, while the debate is obviously ongoing, 
there are a number of potential advantages to more compact urban foms over conventional 
suburban development pattems and regional decentralization. Most of these potential 
benefits of the compact city are of public concem because of the strategic importance of the 
resourceç involved (familand, energy), the implications for public health (air quali ty, 

recreation), social justice (housing choice and affordability), public expenditures and taxation 
levels (capital and operating costs associated with different developrnent patterns), and 

economic developrnent. Thus, the advocates of the compact a ty  have routinely called for 
strong public policies to intervene in the development process in order to deliver these 

potential benefits.' In this section, I review the main justifications offered for policy 
intervention. 

2.4.1. Planning Needed to Overcome Market Failure 
A nurnber of different approaches cm be taken to explaining suburban development pattems, 
each of which implies a different role for public poücy in guiding growth. Economic theories 
concentrate on the role of individual constuners of urban land. Such theories lead to the 
conclusion that only a minor or very limited role cm be justified for public policy in guiding 
suburban gro wth, usuaiiy suggesting that inexorable forces are operating universally to 
produce the characteristic growth patterns observed throughout North Arnerica and 

elsew here. 
Market-based theory conceives of spatial change in terms of the demand for space, 

with the supply side seen as passively responding to market signais. This model ponts that 
spatial change is a product of individual location dedsions in a given spatial environment. 
Deasion-maken are assumed to seek out locations that optunizes their locational tradeoffs- 
for industrial location this involves (among other things) the rninimization of transportation 



costs in inputs (labour, raw materials, etc.) and outputs. In residential location the main 
tradeofk are between travel time to employment locations, land prices, and environmental 
ameni ties. 

Technological changes are also an important aspect of this f o m  of explanation: the 

development of the hghway system and the spread of the automobile shifted the tradeotf 
calculus to favour more distant commutes (Coppack, 1988). in later phases of the evolution of 
the urban region, the shift to an information-based economy encourages the development of 

exurbia by allowing its residents to telecornmute to urban locations (Hepworth, 1990). 

The foregoing deals mostly with the decentralization aspect of suburbanization. The 
deconcentration characteristic of suburban development can also be explained on the basis of 

individual decisions and market transactions, in particular the demand for low-density 

neighbourhoods and detached large-lot housing as an essentid part of the North American 
dream. Lynch (1981: 261) writes: 

The preferences of most @ut not d l )  groups of the population of the United 
States is for a relatively Iow residential density. These preferences have been 
stable over a long period of time ... Moreover, this preference seerns to be shared 
by majorities in most countries of the developed world, despite differences in 
culture, political economy, or in the doctrines of their leaders and planning 
professionals. 

The third key feûture of suburban development in North Amencan cities is segregation 

dong socio-economic, racial or ethnic lines. Suburban expansion tends to cater to middle and 
upper dass households, leaving lower d a s  households behind in the core areû. Withn 
suburban areas, communities tend to be organized along soâo-economic lines with lower 
priced housing relegated to arterial streets, as buffer zones between industrial and residential 

areas, or otherwise spatially segregated frorn middle and upper dass areas. Economic 
explanations for such development patterns emphasite the bundle of amenities that residents 
purchase in their housing deasions, induding neighbourhood quality, stability and 

predictabiüty. These values are maximized in socially homogenous residential areas. 
An underlymg assumption of much of the economic approach is that the allocation of 

land by the market is the most efficient possible. In this case, the proper role of govemment is 
to remove barrien to the expression of market forces: 

Intensification by govemment fiat is not in the best interests of housing 
c o n m e r s  or society as a whole. The primûry role of govemment should be to 
ensure there is a plentiful supply of sites for medium- and higher-density 
housing both in existing comrnunities with excess capacities and h g e  
suburban areas. Covernment should expedite approvals for the redevelopment 
of underuoüzed or obsolete sites for housing [and] ... e l i m a t e  obstacles to 
"main street" housing, such as burdensome parking requirements and 
insufficient densities (Clayton, 1992: unpaginated). 



Bourne (1994: 17) has noted that intensification "has been a continuing element of 

urban growth and change since a ties began." As nich, "this process of 'densifia tion' in the 
building envelope, which some would caii a natural process, is dearly market-driven ..." 
Intensification as a market outcome-this "natural process"-works through a number of 
mechanim. Fint, as an urban area grows, land values rise m d  im economic premium is 

placed on using land more efficiently. This provides an incentive for redeveloping lands to 
higher densities. Drawing on evidence in US aties, Pieser (1984) argued that "a keely 
hinctioning urban land market with discontinuous patterns of development inherently 
promotes higher-density of development ... by Iater infill." 

Secondly, the values O f land in different uses shift relative to each other in response to 
larger economic changes such as the shift in demand for industrial land from central areas to 
the urban fringe. This has left large tracts of vacant or undenitiüzed industrial, railway and 
port lands in central areas avaüable for redevelopment? in some central cities the industrial 

land values have actually dropped below residential values in the central area, providing a 
signal that converting lands to residentid uses are appropriate. 

Thudly, economic cycles and long-term economic changes to the regional economy cm 
result in changes in income and savings and thus to changes in the demand for various housing 
types and locations. Lower average incomes and job insecurity during recessionary times may 
lead to the strengthening of the market for srnaller lot detached housing and medium-density, 
street-related housing toms. Fourth, demographic and lifestyle changes g v e  rise to changing 

consumer tastes and a limited "back to the city movement" whch is creating demand for 

hounng near downtown locations. 
However, as Martin (1977) and othen have pointed out, the unregulated market 

produces the most efficient allocation of land uses and densities only under conditions of 

perfect cornpetition. Critics of the economic approach point to many deviations from this 

condition in land markets and argue that unregulated land markets would not work to 
produce sustainable toms  of urban development. The most obvious divergence between those 

development patterns niggested by the compact city concept and those that would result 
hom the free operation of market forces is in tems of soaal equity. Housing that is affordable 

to the full range of socid and demographic groups, residential opporhuuties for immobile or 
low-incorne households near facilities and services, and neighbourhoods that are socïally 
inclusive are not automatic outcornes of an unregulated land and housing market. As Kiveil 
(1993: 30) has noted: 

One of the most comprehensive criticisms [of the unreguiated market1 concerns 
its failure to cater adequately for a number of social needs, in tems of the 



provision of land for soaally desirable but unprofitable uses, and in term of 
caterîng for economically weak social groups. 

Nor do free land markets necessarily produce the most economically efficient 
outcomes. Due to "market failures" a kee private housing and land market wiil not create 
housing in desùable locations, mixes, and densities so as to optimize the efficiency of the 

urban system. Sprawl is not just the product of the attractiveness of low-density living, it is a 

resul t of the failure of markets to operate effectively: 

Althou h [sprawl] represents an inefficient allocation of resources for society, 
it must \ e profitable in an economic sense for those who are a purty to it. This 
suggests certain elements of monopsony or im erfect cornpetition in the P resource markets. 1t alw represents a monopo y element in the product 
markets. This situation suggests a assivity on the part of consumers and 
horneowners who are evidently w&ng to purchase inferior goods at a premiurn 
(McKee and Smith, 1972: 182-183). 

Intensification may take place in unregulated markets, but it will be in a chûotic 

fashion that generates cornmunity resistance and fads to achieve the potential benefits. 
Developen propose rezoning for intensification projects in order to maxirnize profits, not to 
optimize the use of existing services and infrastructure. Distinguishmg developer-led 
intensification and policy-led "reurbanization", Bemdge Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd. (1991b: 5) 

observeci that: 

residential intensification implies an ad-hoc, uncoordinated approach to 
intensification, while reurbanization irnplies a coordinated, comprehensive 
approach. As such, reurbanization is an approach to urban growth wluch 
emphasizes the public interest, and represents the best chance of maxirnizing 
the attainment of public objectives. 

Market-based theories of land allocation assume a large number of selles in the 
market place, s e h g  to the highest bidder among many buyen. Marxist and other radical 

writers have offered fundamental critiques of this ammption, arguing that far from being 
passive taken of the highest bid, property ownen often have control over prices through 
monopoly positions in the land market. According to Reid (1991: 62), for instance, the 
Canadian "corporate city" has been dominated by local real estate speculaton and promoten 

whose interests were reflected in the form of development foilowing WWII - the suburb. 
"Starting with Don Milis," he daims, "we see the fint conscious and organized attempt by 
corporate deveiopers to b d d  and organize the built environment." 

Most empirical evidence suggests that developer monopoly may be Iess pervasive than 

is implied by radical critics of market ailocation (Markusen and Scheffman, 1973, but other 
imperfections are clearly present. Most important is the issue of extemalized costs assoaated 

with suburban growth patterns: e.g, costs to the enwonment and the comrnunity that are not 



induded in the cost of producing or purchashg a house. Comrnody cited biophysical 
extemalities assoaated with suburban growth include uicreased greenhouse gas production, 
detenoration of wetland function, l o s  of recreational land and arnenity values. According to 

Oxley (1975: 500): "the existence of extemal effects drives a hard wedge between private and 

social costs. Thus market operations based on individual dedsions do not maximize social 
objectives." 

Externalized costs are increased when the infrastructure needed to avoid 
environmental and social degrada tion does not accompany new residential development. 
According to Nicholas (1993: 202): 

A Florida commission found that the per fanuly cost of growth amounted to 
$37,000 for infrastructure. Given average growth of 125,000 households er 
year, Aorida's cost of providing infrastructure to these new households 8 unng 
the 1980s ran $4.6 billion per year. Of course, Rorida did not pay these costs 
in monetary terms but paid them largely in terms of congestion and pollution. 

Thus, the housing market generaliy fails to incorporate the cost of or to directly kirnish 
the public goods needed to support effiaent development patterns, such as roads, public 

transit, stormwater management faalities, and so on. When public agencies step in to provide 
such services, they essentially subsidize low-density h g e  development (Kawrda, 1983; 
Vining, 1983). In the US, the per dwelling unit public capital cost was calculated by the 
California Office of Planning and Research to be about $20,000 in 1982 (Nicholas, 1993). 

Fowler (1992) has estimated a similar public subsidy to low-density suburben development in 
Canada, 

The last point raises the issue of govemment involvement in the land allocation 
process. As Harvey (1987) has pointed out, market-based theory assumes t hat ou tcomes are 

dictated primanly by market transactions and that there is iittle govemment interference. 
However, recent wriûng on this topic has pointed to the important role played by senior 
governments in the suburbanization process. As Gottdiener (1994: 243) has explained: 

The suburbanization of homeownership is almost single-handediy the 
consequence of active state intervention ... It has long been repeated ... that 
suburban development has occurred because of an insatiable demand among 
Arnericans for the single-family home. Ciearly such massive growth would not 
have occurred after WWII were it not for the variety of govenunent subsidies 
directed toward supporting the supply of that particular form of housuig. In 
addition to the govemment programs ... which ropped up both a housing 
industry and a reai ertate financiai h e w o r g  admissible tax deductions sîso 
worked specificall to reduce the burden of mortgage payments and local 
property taxes on g omeowners... In short, the reason single-family home 
ownership is so popular in the US is because people are literally paid to 
purchase into this mode of housing. 



In the face of market imperfections and the distortions introduced by govemment 
finanang of public and private goods, concerted public policy is needed in order to reonent 
market forces and rnaximize the efficiency and equity of the urban system. One way to 
achieve more compact urban fonn would be through econornic instruments: i.e., taxes and 
charges that intemalized environmental costs and charged developea for the full costs 
associated with public goods. Vojnovic (1994) has applied the full cost pncing notion to the 
issue of urban sprawl, clairning that by recognizing the true costs in the priang of urban 
private and public goods, urban regions wouid have a greater propensity to intensify to a 

more compact and efficient pattern of development. This is also the approach taken by Blais 
(1995: 50) in her study on the Toronto region: 

More efficient land-use patterns would be acheved by implementing the 
should pay for services and infrastmcture in 

infrastructure and seMce 
would still be freely avaiiable, but 

of its real costs. 

Many municipalities in Canada have taken steps to implement full-cost pricing by 
adopting "pay-as-you-go" mechanimis, nich as sewer impost fee, building permit fees, and 
developrnent charges. Some jurisdictions have also intemalized some of the environmental 
costs associated with low-density car-dependent development by iniposing taxes on gasoline 
conmmption and road use? Finally, some jurisdictions have attempted to use economic 
means to address equity issues by proposing thût developen pay "ünkage fees" to support 
affordable housing as a condition for development approval. 

Market-based instruments have several advantages: they provide ongoing incentives 
for voluntary compliance with public goals, they are flexible in that the levels charged çan be 
adjusted as conditions change, they uwally require little administrative mûchinery to impose, 
if  properly implemented they can reduce econornic inefficiency often associated with 

regulatory instruments, and they respond to a shifting ideological preference for "carrots" 
instead of "sticks" (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995). 

However, it is important to realize the limitations of economic instruments in 
encouraging the creation of more compact ci ties. First, developers, housing consumers, and 
cornmuten strongly resist s h o u i d e ~ g  the full costs (capital, operating, and environmental 
costs) associated with low-densiry sububan development patterns. Secondly, some charges 
may exacerbate social inequities by increasing the average cost of housing or reducing mobiliky 

and access to services. On the basis of these considerations aione, Cervero (1991: 120) noted 
that: 



The best solution would be to ricc lowdensity living corrntly through higher 
property taxes, fuel taxes, an 1 congestion tees ... But, because of political 
inertia, congestion charges and "sprawi" taxes have et to materialize in the 
US. This, then, leaves land-use practices as more or ess a second-best solution 
to the problem. 

r 
There is, however, another important limitation to market-based policy instruments. In 

their discussion of the role of planning in a market society, Bardessa and Cimeron, 1983: 442 

(summarizing the writing of Scott and Roweiss, 1977) argue that "it is too simplistic to 

conceive of political forces coming into play only to rectify the ineffectiveness of market 

forces." They point out that market playen cornpete for resources that are under public 
control and that "in these circumstances the State often has to make a decision on whom to 

bestow locational advantages acming from its decisions." In a metropolitan region, such 

decisions may include the allocation of population growth to different spatial areas of the 
region, investment in trunk sewer and water systerns, major transportation investments, or the 

location of an urban limit üne beyond which pnvate land-ownen will not be permitted to 

develop their lands. For such deasions, there are no market mechanisms available to fail: al1 

such decisions are essentially public in nature. 

2.4.2. Municipal Planning Inadequate 

We may conclude €rom the foregoing discussion that there is a strong case for public 

intervention in the development process in order to overcome market failures and to allocate 

resources and growth potential on a regional scale, m d  that t h s  intervention should be 

centered on land-use issues. This raises the question as to the appropriate role of land-use 
planning agenaes in achieving more compact urban tom. 

The Canadian constitution gives responsibility for local and private m t t e n  to 

provincial govenunents.' Geneally speaking, provinces across Canada have delegated most of 
their powen over land use to municipal govemrnents. Although each province presents a 

somewhat different situation, municipalities across Canada enjoy sinular powers: local 

governments can create official plans that set out poliaes to guide the physical, economic, and 
social development of the municipality, pass zoning bylaws that control land use, height, lot 

coverage, and density; engage in development control that aiiows conditions to be set on a 

site-by-site basis before development is permitted to go ahead; and regulate the subdivision of 

land in suburban areas, induding timing, servicing, use, and density (Kieman, 1990). 

Given these delegated powers, one's k t  indination might be to look to local 

governments as the principal agents in prornoting more compact development patterns. But, 

accordhg to the advocates of the compact city (e.g., Downs, 19921, municipalities are not 

equipped to achieve these ends. Theù typical pro-growth orientation and theu geographical 



hgmentation within mehopolitan regions prevent municipalities from addressing sprawl on a 
local basis and from resolving issues on a mehopolitan scale. 1 turn now to a consideration of 
these two features of municipalities, i.e, their pro-growth orientation and their geogrûphical 
fragmentation within metropoiitan regions. 

2.4.2.1.The Growth/Anti-Growth Coalitions 

Theoretical support for the la& of confidence in munidpaiities to manage growth 
appropriately cornes Erom the variety of writers who focus on the of the soîalled "growth 
machine" or "growth coalition". Various theorists have contributed to this model (e.g., 

Mollenkopf, 1983,1972; and Cottdiener, 1977, 1986), however, the approach is perhaps most 
closely associated with two writers-Harvey Molotch and John Loglin-whose work will 
serve as the bans for the following exposition unles othenvise noted.' 

According to the growth machine model, local power is tied to land. Municipalities 

have an inherent bias towards growth as a result of pressures from economic elites, i.e., from 
both existing and potential investors in the muniapality. Such elites use avic institutions to 
maxirnize retums on investment, especially by "increasing the intensity of economic activity 
occurring within one's turP (Molotch, 1988: 26). 

At the core of the local growth madune are real estate investors and politicians, whose 
fortunes are strongly interlinked. Of al1 the local elites, real estate investon "are the ones most 

dependent on the unique local powers of govemment" (Gottdiener, 1994: 248). Real estate 
investon have a speaal interest in the expansion of urban boundaries and in the extension of 

municipal seMces to their property in order to maximize the exploitation of the land resource. 
Thus, property owners witlun a municipaüty compete for public investment and land-use 
poliaes that wiU valorize their investrnents. 

While real estate investors compete for site-specific advantages, they cooperate at the 

muniapal and regional level in order to attract outside public and private investrnent. Al1 real 

estate investors stand to gain from the increasing economic activity in the area that results 
from major infrastructure inveshnents such as port faciüties, airports, highways. industrial or 
commeraal activities or multinational. Population increases, new employers. and more r e t d  

activity a l  raise the value of land in the vicinity and thus the revenues commanded by the 
owners of property. 

But the relationship behveen property interests and local politicians is two-way. Real 
estate interests are of particular importance to the campaign funds of municipal politiaans, 

often being the largest conûibuton for di major candidates, and aimost always dominating 
among the winners. in r e m  municipal politicians ensure that planning regdations are 

generaiiy supportive of real estate interests, although public deasions may involve some 
wimen and losen. This raises the issue of local corruption as a systemic aspect of the growth 



machine. As Cottdiener (1994: 247) notes: "local political leaders often use public office in a 

compt  manner to realize personal and party gain from theù elected ability to regulate land 
use in regions that are growing rapidly." 

Muniapal counals are also tied to economic interests through the mechanimi of the 
property tax, a major source of muniapal revenue in al1 North American aties. The fiscal 
interests of the municipdity rnay be punued through various land-use strategies. Where 
municipali ties have excess uifrastnicture due to unreûüzed gro w th aspirations, falling 
population, or dedining household size, they rnay pursue an intensification strategy to 
inaease the efficient use of the physical plant. Municipalities rnay rlso try to attract new 
industry and commerce, the richest source of property tax with the lowest demand for 
municipal services. in suburban areas where land is plentiful and relatively cheap, 

municipalities rnay attempt to restrict residential growth to units with high assessed values, 
typically detached housing on large lots. 

Growth machine theonsts acknowledge, however, that fiscal imperatives are often 

overlooked by local councils when they conflict with the needs of the growth machine. Most 

commonly, leap-frog development rnay be approved on lands belonging to a prominent local 
developer, requiring the extension of expensive new services, rather than on lands adjacent to 
existing built up areas. As Logan and Molotch (1987: 188) observe: 

Because growth machines are active at the suburban level, fiscally irraiional 
projects can often be approved. And because use value activism is strong in 
some places, there are residential t o m s  that wülingly sacrifice fiscal gains to 
yeserve their amenities. 

Besides real estate investors and local politicians, the growth coalition includes local 
financial institutions, newspaper publishers, lawyers that deal in real estate, planning 
consultants, accountants, property management finns, construction companies, and 

construction materials supply firms. "Cosmopolitan" corporations who sel1 their products 
nationally or internationally are not particuiarly concemed with the general character of local 
growth, but rnay have speaal needs-such as zoning, infrastructure, or appropriate housing 
opportunities for their employees-that can be met by local deasion-maken. Thus, they will 
involve themselves in local planning deciàons that affect their h s '  economic 
competi tiveness. 

in the US, local poiiticians are often linked to state and national party machines, either 
formaliy or infonnaily. Senior level poiiticians help their local counterparts by delivering 

prograrns and investment that will increûse development opportunities in the muniàpaiity 
(e.g., a new airport or highway). in tum, local politicians rnay offer their senior counterparts 



support (in the t o m  of endorsements or staff contributions) during state and national level 
elections. Thus, senior politicians may serve an important role in the local growth machine. 

While most local govemments are therefore predisposed to support growth end urban 
expansion, other forces corne into play that force muniapûlities to shape or condition that 
growth. Local councils must also pay heed to electoral interests if they are to retain power. 

Most importantly are the residents' associations that anse in order to enhûnce or protect the 
"use value" of their properties and neighbourhoods as opposed to the "exchange value" being 
punued by real estate interests (Logan and Molotch, 1987). Thus, neighbourhood groups 

lobby for local amenities, such as park;, daycares, hospitals and so on in order to enhance 
local use values. This could bring neighbourhood groups into direct confiict with the growth 

coalition. 
In central areas, red estate investors are typicaily interested in achieving the maximum 

density that the site will bear. If they encounter a pliant local government, intensification will 

occur in a haphazard w q ,  perhaps at the expense of local service levels. Crowth machine 
theorists note that neighbourhood protection p u p s  are generaiiy more powerfd in well-todo 
areas and one of their principal objectives is to prevent the encroachments of the poor. As 
property owners, Mme existing residents may also be concemed a bout p r e s e ~ n g  the 
exchange value of their homes: they fear that introducing higher-density housing and social 
diversity into the neighbourhood will affect land values. For d l  these reasons, such groups 
lobby counu1s to impose height or density ümits, and, in the extreme cases, muniapality-wide 
growth moratoria. This is not necessanly a contradiction of the growth machine point of view. 

As Johnson (1989: 212) says: 

It is not a contradiction that proponents of rowth occasionally take part in 
growth-limitation effor ts... in general, the su f urban gowth limitation effort 
aims either at controllhg the pace of growth to permit adequate servicing of it 
or to keep unwanted land uses (and lower income people) away from the more 
affluent residential areas. Those residents certainly favour growth elsewhere in 
their metropolitan area9 and often reap abundant profits from it." 

On the urban Wge, speculatoa are the leading edge of the growth machine, buying up 
farms, holding them until favourable land-use regdations and servicing can be secured boom 
the local government, and then selling to developea at a profit. The result could be poorly 
planned gowth with serious environmental, social, and fiscal disadvantages, including l o s  of 
green space and farmland, destruction of landscape values, reduced air and water quality, 

congested roads, and spiraihg taxes (Gottdiener, 1977; Feagui, 1988). in response, vibrant 

environmental and ratepayer movements have arisen at the local level to contest the logic of 
unrestrained suburban growth. 



Under certain conditions, anti-growth coalitions rnay gain local power and severely 

limit, at least for a period, the expansive activities of the growth coalition. But growth 

machine theorists are qui& to point out that the anti-growth coalition is at a disadvantage in 

the face the economic and political resources at the dispowl of the growth machine. Moreover, 
case studies of the dynarnics between growth and anti-growth coaütions in the US have 
shown that the anti-growth coalition rnay be divided between environrnentalists calling for 

higher-density development of the urbanized area in order to preserve land on the urban 

h g e ,  and residents of existing neighbourhoods who do not wish to bear the costs of higher- 

density living in terms of reduced quality of life (Vogel and Swanson, 1989). Thus, the anti- 
growth coalition rnay have some impact on the location and disüibu tion of growth, but their 

fkagrnentation means that they are unable to present viable alternatives to the overall pace of 

growth in any @en locale." 

2.4.2.2. Municipal Fragmentation 

The growth machine analysis presented above would apply to any urbanized municipality, 

but in metropolitan areas fragmented into a large number of municipal jurisdictions, other 
difficulties anse to undermine the ability of municiptlities acting alone to manage growth and 

achieve the most equitable, efficient, and ecologically sound urban form. As Bollens (1992: 

455) has observed: 

Among the primary reasons for the transference of growth policy authority 
from local to state government hm been the unwillin ness or inability of local 
govemments to deai adequately with growth issues t at trûnscend municipal 
boundaries. 

a 
In regional planning theory, these growth issues are typically identified as negative and 

positive extemalities (e.g., Barlow, 1981). Externalities arise when locally regulated land uses 

involve costs and benefits that are unevenly distnbuted across jurisdictional levels: Le., when 

a land use involves costs to the locale but benefits to the region, or vice versa. 

Negative extemalities occur when actoo in one municipal jurisdiction make decisions 

that have negative effects on an adjacent municipaiity where citizens cannot directly register 
their disapproval. Thus, haditional low-density suburban development patterns rnay be 

desirable from a local political and fiscal perspective, but the inaemental results on the 

regional level rnay be irrational: they rnay dup away at the local agrkuitural land base, 

increase energy consumption, pollute the regional "airshed", leave the region with no 

reaeational areas, or seriously undermine the functioning of regional ecological systems. 

Such environmental extemalities are the most commonly ated, but externali ties may 

anse whenever municipal boundaries transect a fundional system, whether that be an 

ecosystem, housing market, labour market, transportation system, or land market. Tax 



competition is an especially problematic form of negative extemûlity in metropolitan regions. 

We have already seen how the dependence of municipUlities on property tax revenues may 

distort local development decisions. In metropolitan regions with fragmented municipal 
structures, these problems are exacerbated because adjacent muniapûlities rnay compete with 
each other in order to maxirnize the capturable returns Erom new development. Thus, 

municipalities rnay over-zone for high tax land uses, e.g, office centres and indushial parks. 
While this rnay be rational from the point of view of the individual muniapality, the aggregate 
renilt could be an urban region with so many designated employment centres that no 
discemible urban sirudure c m  emerge. 

Positive extemalities occur when the benefi ts of a local service spi11 over in to O ther 
junsdictions, resulting in an under-allocation of resources to the service in question. Since 
extemal benefits are not taken into account by the jurisdiction providing the service, in general 

too little of the seMce will be provided" (Slack, 1995: 5). A typical example is transit 
provision: if an individual muniapality establishes and subsidized its own transit services, 
the benefits rnay accrue to usen in other municipaiities who do not eontnbute to the subsidy. 
Thus, transit will be under-provided and metropolitan growth will take place assuming a 

lower Ievel of transit than would otherwise be the case, resulting in more auto-dependent 
development. 

Spillovers also occur when local jurisdictions foreclose on locally unwanted land uses 
(or LULUs), nich as affordable housing. In urbûn areas comprehended by a single 
municipality, there is less incentive for exclusionary zoning because "it is obviated to some 

degree by the self-evident fact that low-incorne households must be ûccomrnodated 

somewhere" within the municipality (Poulton, 1995: 92). When an urban region straddles a 
number of municipalities, individual junsdictions rnay choose to limit the number of low- 
income or highdensity dweliing units, assuming they will be provided by other niunicipalities 

witiun the region. The underîupply of higherdensity housing in suburban areas may force 
lower-income households to locate or remain in the central city where the stock of such 

housing is histoncaily high. 

But this is not the only spiil-over affecting the central city. The central city in a 
metropoütan area typicaiiy provides a large number of services that are of benefit to the entire 
region, but to which suburban dwellen do not conhibute through property taxes." In k t ,  one 
of the reasons households relocate to suburbûn areas rnay be to escape the high taxes usually 
associated with supporthg central area services. This rnay ihreaten the fiscai and soaal 

stability of the central aty. Given the centre's la& of control over development in kagmented 
rnunicipalities at the periphery, this dynamic rnay create dernands among central aty interests 

for regional planning (Feldrnan. 1987). 



It is important to realize, however, that controlling positive and negative externalities 
assodated with development on a fragmented fringe is only one motivation for regional 
planning. The other p ~ c i p a l  justification is to allow growth through the efficient provision 
and coordination of services. Infrastmcture such as water, sewage, communication and 

transportation facilities can only be effkiently provided at the metropohtan scale and 
fragmentation prevents the realization of such economies (Sharpe, 1995; Barlow, 1981). 

Frequently, the costs of such facilities are well beyond municipality capabilities and senior 

govemments (i.e., provinaal or regional) are expected to step inJJWhen regional land-use 

planning is assoaated wi th commitments to strate@ infrastructure investment to support 
regional growth, the attractiveness of planning on this scale becomes more apparent to 
municipalities where the potential for growth is highest, Le., ~ b u r b a n  jurisdictions outside the 

core aty." 

This leads to one final point: regonal coordination is increasingly seen as an essential 
element in overcoming destructive and inefficient municipal cornpetition for external 

investment and in enhanang the competitiveness of the metropolitan area relative to other 
urban regions. This foUows h m  the increasing recognition of the importance of metropolitan 
areas in the nationai and sub-national economic strategies: 

Much of the ca acity of [a] nation to deliver a rising standard of living and to 
compete global Y y in specific industry groups rests ever less on the volume of the 
nation's resources and increasingly on how those resources are organized 
spatially and functionally in its metropolitan areas (Coffey, 1994). 

With the concentration of economic power in urban areas, according to Sancton (1991: 
482), provincial governments became increasingly interested in managing the developrnent of 

metropohtan regions: "As provincial govemments tried to orient their economies away trom 

various forms of primary production, their aties becanie jncreasingly important as the places 
in whch diversified economies could take shape." The increasing economic importance of the 
regional economy to provinaai authorities, the reaiity of economies of scale in s e ~ c e  
provision, and presence of negative and positive extemalities has meant that the scope of the 

purely "local" has diminished substantiaily and the scope of the "non-local" has expanded. 

2.4.3. Provincial Planning Required 

Given the growth orientation of local governments, the inability of local anti-growth 

coalitions to control the overd Pace of growth and its impacts, and the debilitating effects of 
municipal £ragmentation, compact aty advocates have pointed to the need for intervention in 
the locai planning process by higher levels of govemment in the context of regional planning, 

Bollens (1992) has coined the terms "growth restriction" to refer to the need to anest forms of 



growth with negative extemalities, and "growth accommodation" to refer to the need to 

stimulate foms  of growth with positive extemalities. Conveniently, these terms can also be 
applied to the type of senior government poliaes needed to address the distortions on local 
decisions making caused by the local growth and anti-growth forces: growth restrictions are 
required to prevent developers from expanding the urban area at cardependent, poorly- 

serviced, low densi ties, while growth accommodation policies are needed to counteract 

neighbourhood groups that wodd refuse to accept higherdensity, more affordable housing in 
their midst. Table 2-1 summarizes these points. 

Table 24: The Need for Intensification Policies 

& 

Growth machine 

In the US, compact city advocates have touted state-sponsored planning systems as 

Municipal hagrnentation 

the best means of achieving more efficient, equitable, and ecologically sound development 

intensification Poliaes 

pa t tems. From an inclusionary housing perspective, the Advisory Commit tee on Regula tory 

Barrien to Affordable Housing (1991) conduded that local regdation wus the primary 

Growth Restriction 
Restnct expansion of 
urban area at low density 

Restrict land uses with 
negative ex temalities, e.g, 
auto-de endent, poorly 
serviceZenvironmentaUy 
destructive, fardand 

regulatory bamer to affordable housing and thus the state was the level of govemment that 

Growth Accommodation 
Accommoda te intensification 
of mature areas with divenity 

I 

of housing types 
Accommodate land uses with 
positive externali ties, e.g., 
affordable housing 

could best accompüsh regulatory reform. From a gowth management perspective, DeCrove 
has strongly advocated "state-sponsored" legislative reform that would create strong guiding 
context for municipal planning decisions (1984; 1991; 1992a; 1992b). 

Burt (1983), as quoted in Vogel and Swanson, 1989: 66) has explaineci DeCrove's 
position: 

He does not tallc of limiting growth, c a l h  that impossible, but of managing it. 
He advocates art idea fast becomhg pop uf ar among planners: the designation 
of urban areas into which di new development would be squeezed ... It would 
force urban redevelopment by denying space for development to sprawl across 
the countryside ... in return for that ... he would pledge the retention of open 
spaces and natural vistas. With this, he believes developers and 
envkonmentalists might reaiize a mutuality of interest ... and create a coahtion 
of public support. 



What Amencan writen cal1 "state-sponsored" growth management imposes growth 

restrictive and growth accommodating poliaes ont0 local policy makers, who are forced to 
address the costs and benefits of local development and to take measures to protect the 
environment and quality of life in their cornmunity. Rather than reducing the overall amount or 

rate of growth, growth management programs seek to redistribute growth and development in 
ways that minirnize negative environmental, soaal, econornic, and fiscal impacts. The primary 
instruments through which state-sponsored growth management operates are offiaal plans, 
conventional zoning and subdivision regulations, development fees, amexation controls, 

urban limit Iines, as well as infrastructure service and timing requirements (Landis, 1992: 491). 

To da te. 13 US states have initiated growth management planning systems, including 
Fiorida, New Jersey, Oregon, Georgia, Maine, Vermont, and Washington. W i h  metropolitan 

areas, state-wide systems are complemented by provisions for regional coordination of 

municipal deasions. These systems typically involve tnnsferring certain municipal powers up 
to regional or state-level agenaes. Based on his familiarity with these planning frameworks, 
compact city advocate Anthony Downs (1994) has itemized the components of an ideal 
state-sponsored growth management systems for large metropolitan areas. His Neru Visioii Jor 

Metropolitaii Amenca uses a combination of state-wide planning policies and coordination of 
municipal plans on metropolitan-wide scale : 

a statement of state-wide planning goals and policies applicable to al1 municipalities 
local plans and policies inconsistent with these goals should be challengeable by local 

residents in court or in special forums created for such adjudications 
every locai government should be required to develop a comprehensive land-use plan that 

addresses common elements (such as transportation issues and housing affordability) 

significant citizen participation should be required in formula ting these plans 

a single govemment agency at either state or regional level should be empowered to review 
ail local land-use plans, check their consistency with the states' goals and theu 

consistency with each other and suggest revisions were inconsistenaes are found 

the agency should have the power to withhold approval of local plans, with significant 
penalties in the form of various types of state hancial assistance 

the approval agency should have the power to ovemde local government decisions, such 

as zoning decisions that prevent creation of lowtost housuig. but would not be directly 
involved in approvîng plans for individual developments 

an adjudication process should be set up to settle disputes between local governments 
and the state coordinating agency and between developers and local govemments, i.e., a 

special court or a quasi-judicial administration agency 



the sarne agency that coordinrtes the plans of local governments should also coordinate 
state transportation departments, utility regdation departments, environmental 

protection departments, and other hinctional agenaes 
forma1 reports should periodically evaluate the effectiveness of the entire system, 

conducted by a third party. 
While some of these provisions may sound radical to a US audience, where "home 

nile" for muniapalities is still the n o m  in many jurisdictions," they wül %und somewhat 
more f d a r  to Canadian audiences, where provinces have tradi tionally ta ken more initiative 
in y id ing  muniapal planning. Here, provinaal govemments are invested with several legal 
powen with which to respond to the challenges of planning for the compact city. First, 

provinces have the power to create (or abolish) municipalities, whch includes the power to 
alter existing municipal boundaries to indude wider geographicd areas and to create new 

municipal institutions at both lower and upper tien. Secondly, provinces determine what 

planning powers municipalities will have and how these powers wdl be shared between levels 
O f municipal govemment or behveen municipal govemments and provinad agencies. Third, 
provinces retain influence over how municipal powea are to be exerased, prirnarily through 
provincial approval of major municipal planning decisions. This approval authority may be 

exercised directly by the provinaal minister responsible for municipal affairs (as in Ontario 
and Quebec), or indirectly by appealing municipal decisions that violate provincial policies 

through semi-independent administrative tnbunals, such as the Ontario or Quebec Municipal 
Boards, or through the justice systern, as in British Columbia. Other provincial agencies or 
commissions may have the power to ovemde local planning decisions, such as the agncultural 

land commissions in British Columbia or Quebec. 
in the fint part of the cenhiry, muniapalities enjoyed considerable autonomy over 

land-use decisions. Since then, planning systems in Canadian provinces have evolved to 
impose ever greater legal controls over local land-use planning (Taylor, 1986). Until the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  

the reduction in municipal autonomy was taken for granted as notions of saentific 
management, centralized administration, and universal standards of senice delivery 
predominated in the Canadian federal system (Nowlan, 1976). But by the 1970s, the notion 

of demoaatic participation, local particularism, and grassroots activism, dong with the fiscal 
aisis that had engulfed senior govemments and their obvious inabüity to deal with systemic 

problems such as d a t i o n  and unemployment, led to a renewal of demands for local 
autonomy (Hamel, 1991). 

After this, further provincial incursions into the municipal realm were undertaken 

under the rubric of increasing local autonomy. in the Ontario case, the province-wide planning 
system was extensively revised in 1981 as a renilt of a seven-year review process. A 



landmark during the process of revising the act was the release of the report of the Planning 

Act Review Cornmittee chaired by Eli Comay. Among the recomrnendations of the report were 
the radical devolution of authority to local municipalities, the elimination of the legal status of 
official plans and the elimination of mandatory content in offiaal plans, with an emphasis on 

local discretion. In fact, however, the new act increased provincial control, in pûrticular 
through: provincial policy statements, for which municipaüties wouid have to "have regard 
to" in their planning decisions; a listing of substantive and procedural provincial interests, 
including environmental protection, energy conservation, mfrastructure provision, inter- 

municipal cooperation, and remlution of conflicts involving muniapalities; and the 

"declaration of provincial interest" which could be used in any speafic planning situation to 
ensure that provincial interests were protected in local decisions (Marshall, 1992).16 

In tems  of planning for the Toronto area, Sancton (1991: 482-483) has remarked that 

since the early 1970s: 

provincial power in relation to our cities has probably increased. Althou h B various reorganization schemes-induhg Ontario's program of regiona 
govemment-were in part justified on the grounds that they would enable more 
decentralization O t rovinaal authori ty to restntctured muniapalities, there 
was in fact very litt l' e decrease in provincial control. 

In fact, as this muniapal restruciuring was taking place, the province was preparing to 

massively increase its involvement in muniapal planning in the Toronto region. A senes of 
regional planning studies was carried out in the 1960s and early 1970s, resulting in the very 
ambitious Toronto-Centred Region concept. This regional plan would see growth directed to a 
number of regional centres well wpported by higher-order transit, and away hom agncultural 
and recreation lands north of the central area. The provincial role in achieving this vision 

would be dominant, using its control over regional mfrastnichire planning and plan approvd 

to steer local planning efforts in the right direction. hdeed, the plan required the newly- 
created upper-tier govemments to serve provincial interests in controiling lower-tier planning 

activities. 
in Quebec, the Parti Quebecois announced its "reîvaluation of local power" in 1976 

and its intention to devolve responsibiiity for land-use planning entirely to local councils. The 

govemment created (and subsidized) upper-tier regionai muniapalities (MRC) in order to 
oversee ths process. MeanwhileI however, the province also created a commission to manage 
agncultural land and prevent municipal expansion at the expense of good farrnland. The 
Agndturd Land Protection Commiçsion, created in 1978, was an a m ' s  length provinaal 
agency that had the power to override municipal zoning cieasions. 



Within the Montreal region, the province adopted its own regional plan in 1978-the 

so-called "preferred option"-as a policy tramework for metropolitûn growth. The option 

envisioned a consolidation of the urban fabric within the dready built-up areas of the region, 

giving priority to redeveloping the island of Montreal. It represented the fint coordinated 

attempt by the province to guide the strategic decisions made by the government in the 

Montreal region so as to curb urban sprawl: deasions on the location of govenunent facilities, 

infrastructure investments such as new subways and freeways, sewage treatment plants, 

greenbelts, and so on. This vision was to be realized by a moratorium on bridges and freeways 

cornecting the central city to its suburbs, which served as the bans for the 1979 

transportation plan for the region, and by preventing the urbanization of familand in the outer 

reaches of the region, as expreaed by the Agncultural Land Protection law. 

The preferred option was also meant to provide guidance to the 12 newly fomed 

MRC in adopting their first strategic plans. Thus, municipal restructuring-which was 

~ p p o s e d  to increase muniapal autonomy-was incorporated into the province's plan to 

increase its control over the development of the metropolitûn region. Quesnel (1990: 43) 

concludes from his review of provincial-municipal relations in Quebec's planning systern that 

the discoune of decentralization, with the associated images of greater democracy, citizen 

participation, and a sense of belonging to a community "was part of the legitimation process 

of [provinaail intervention in urban development." 

In British Columbia, the province also engaged in municipal reorganization under the 

rubric of strengthening the autonomy of local govemments and their ability to address local 

issues related to growth. In order to accomplish this goal, the province provided for the 

creation of regional districts in 1965 to administer certain functions over several municipal 

jurisdictions (Oberlander, 1993). Meanwhde, however, the province also established the 

Agncultural Land Commission in 1972 with powers to control expansion of urban areas in 

order to protect quality agricultural land throughout BC. Although an amYs length agency, the 

commission's members were appointed by the province and its deasions were subject to 

appeal to the provinaal cabinet. 

The ûrst steps towards fonnalùed regional planning in the Vancouver region were 

taken in 1949 by the provinaal Ministry of Municipal Affairs when it established the Lower 

Mainland Regional Planning Board. In 1966, the board adopted an officia1 plan, but it quickiy 

became a source of friction with the provincial govemment. The Board was dissolved in 1968 

by the province and its functions were taken over by the four Regional Districts, induding the 

Creater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), that had been aeated the previous year. 

The CVRD approved a regional plan in 1975, inciuding population and employment 

targets for each municipality, a regional urban structure, a regional transit plan, and an open 



space systern. M e n  in 1983 the GVRIYs planning activities came into conflict with provincial 
poiitical priorities in the region, the province responded by stripping the district of its 

planning and zoning powers. After that, the CVRD plan became advisory only. Transit 

planning in the region tells a similar story: although transit planning is an essential aspect of 

achieving the regional vision, local elites in the region have struggled in vain to gain control 

over the levers of regional transit provision. In fact, in 1985, the province passed legislation to 
centralize control over transit provision at the provincial level (Smith, 1986). 

This brief review suggests that in the provinces with the country's three largest 

metropolitan regions, institutional, legislative, and policy changes since the 1970s have tended 

to strengthen the legal basis for provincial control over municipal land-use decisions and 

metropolitan planning. Not surprisingly then, commentators whose analysis focusses on the 

legd basis for provincial-municipal relationships tend to cast municipalities in the role as-in 

the final analysis-subordhate and reactive to provincial initiatives. For instance, in 
summarizing the intergovenunental relationship in land-use planning, Kieman (1990: 67) 

provides a good iilustration of the primacy sometimes gven to legal factors: "regardless of the 

relative merits of the municipal and provinaal arguments, at the end of the day the bald legal 

and political reality remains that the provincial govemment almost invariably has the final 
my." 

Some researchers have bcgun to question t h s  approach. Quoting Jones (1988), Smith 

(1995a) has dishnguished between the legai authority of senior governments to influence 

municipal deusion-maiung ("the right of a legislature to create, modify or destroy") and 
power ("the ability of the authority to act in full or in part, to exerase unfettered choice to act 

at any time, any place, or to any extent it chooses"). indeed, there is a mal1 but growing body 

of evidence that suggests that whde provinaûl regulatory hameworks may be expanding, 

muniapal strategies for preserving autonomy and thwarting provincial goals are also 
becoming more sophisticated, regardless of the forma1 legal relationship between the two 

orders of govemment (Andrew, 1995). 

Along this line of thought, Frisken conducted a case study of provinaal attempts in 

Ontario to reform the local property tax system. She presents quite a different picture from 
the image of an aggressive provincial state ovenvhelming reactive and nibordhate municipal 

agenaes with their superior constitutional powen. Rather, she suggests that "local political 
institutions and acton may be vigorous and often successful in combatting provincial 

initiatives perceived as contrary to their interests, or in persuading provincial officiais to 
mochfy poliaes to take those interests into account" despite their legaily subordinate position 

in the govemment hierarchy (1991: W)." 



If we revint the discussion of provincial attempts to manage growth in large 

mehopolitan areas in Canada with this view in mind, we find that Frisken's view has a 

certain plausibility in this policy field as well. While the legal power to manage growth clearly 

rendes with the province, poücy initiatives by Cimadian provinces have frequently 

encountered serious implementation difficulties, and in some cases have been completeiy 

abandoned. A variety of explanations have been offered for the difficulties encountered in 

implementing growth management policies, induding la& of provincial kinding, the failure of 

senior governments to coordinate their interventions in particular regions, and changing 
econornic conditions, but a common theme seems to be the resistance offered by muniapalities 

to provincia! or regional planning initiatives. la 

In the Toronto region, the TCR concept was quietly abandoned by the end of the 

1 9 7 0 ~ ~  and, in retrospect, pronounced as a provinaal planning failure. Since then, the 

important role played by municipal govemments in forcing the provincial goverment to 

modify its regional planning vision has becorne dear (Bordessa and Cameron, 1982)." 

In Montreal, the preferred option plan was not well received by suburban 

municipalities, who resented the constraints it irnplied on growth prospects and local 
autonomy. In this context Charbonneau et al. (1993: 460) have noted that: T h e  difficulty 

with making mch a perspective operational depends on several factors, not the least of which 

is the resistance of local authorities to a decision imposed on them by the provincial level." 

As a result of municipal agitation, the Quebec govenunent "clarified" the option by 

extending the areas in which consolidation of the urban fabric was to take place to indude the 

near mburbs on the South and North Shores. Munidpalities in the region have also 

successfully lobbied provincial agenties to supply infrastnicture wherever it is needed to 

support local growth, effectively underminhg the infrastructure policies of the preferred 

option. Finaiiy, the strategic plans adopted by the new suburban MRCs violated the regional 

vision in their growth projections and land designations: in fûct, these plans were often mere 

compilations of lower-tier aspirations and therefore tended to confim existing development 

patterns. The preferred option soon came to be seen as a statement of good intentions by the 

govemment, but had ümited impact on the form of growth in the area (Quesnel, 1990). 

Even in the Vancouver region, where the provincial govemment had used its legal 

powers to dissolve and decentralize regional planning institutions and to strip regional 
districts of their official planning powers, there is evidence that municipalities were not merely 

passive victirns of these poiicy changes. As Smith and Bayne (1994: 731) report: "In British 

Columbia ... the regtonal planning system was emasculated in 1983; the stated reason was to 

free municipalities hom the regulatory authority of regional districts." 



Thus, despite the literature on provincial domination of land-use planning in the large 
metropolitan regions of Canada, there is some evidence that municipalities may play an 
important role in thwarting or modifymg provinaal designs in order to address their own 

substantive and institutionai interests." 

2.5. Research Questions 
The argument advanced to this point suggests that provincial intensification policies are 
required in order to achieve more compact urban forms, but that the growth of metropolitan 
areas has been difficult to manage in part due to municipal resistance. By the mid-1980s, 
provincial efforts to manage growth in the three largest metropolitan areas of Canada were at 

a low ebb: the TCR concept had been more or less abandoned by a chastened Conservative 
govemment in Ontario; the Liberal govemment elected in 1985 lifted the moratorium on 

highway construction to the outer ~ b u r b s  and adopted poliaes that weakened the 
agricultural zoning law; and in British Columbia, the GVRD was reduced to an advisory 

agency that was unable to control the growth aspirations of its suburban members u p  the 

Fraser Valley. 
The low ebb in provincial activism corresponded in tirne with the dampening of sprawl 

due to economic factor+the oil aisis and recession of the early 1980oûnd the shift in 
policy interest towards stimulating growth rather than managing it. But in the second half of 
the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  economic recovery renewed ~ b u r b a n  grow th tendencies. Once again, concems were 
raised about the need to manage growth on a metropolitan scale, both in terms of providing 
the infrashucture required and in terms of increasing the efficiency of land use by directing 
growth to central aties and inaeasing suburban densities on the hinge. The strong 
environmental consâoumea that was infil traüng al1 policy fields at the tirne dove tailed with 
these growth management issues and resulted in stronger calls for provincial action to aclueve 

more compact urban forms. 
Provincial governments responded with a variety of policy initiatives. in Ontario, a 

province-wide commission on planning and development was created in 1991 to reconunend 

changes to the planning system and to suggest provinaal policies that wodd (among other 
things) better control sprawl and promote residential intensification. These were translated 
into reforms to the provinaal Planning Act in 1995. in the Toronto region, the province created 

the Office for the Greater Toronto Area in 1988 in order to help coordinate the provincial 

poücies affecting growth and development in the metropohtan region and to faalitate the 
creation of a strategic vision in conjunction with muniapal govemments. Over the next six 

years, the office undertook a growth management study for the region, set up a nurnber of 
workmg groups to build consensus for a regional urban structure, and set in motion a process 



for allocating population growth to the various upper-tier regions witlun the CTA. A new 

round of upper-tier planning within the CTA presented the provinaal government with the 
opportunity to implement growth management policies at the local level. Then in 1995, the 
Ontario govemment announced the creation of a task force to consider the future of the GTA 

and to generate proposals on govem'mce, planning, taxation, and economic developrnent. The 

task force's report-released in early 1996-strongly endoned the compact city mode1 and 
recommended that a new regional govemment undertake to mate  an integrated land use and 

transporta tion plan. 
In Quebec, u second round of official planning is now being undertaken by the MRCs, 

this time with more poiicy guidance being provided by the province. These policies include 
requirements that the MRC plans promote the consolidation of existing urban areas, favour 
more compact development patterns at higher densities and provide for a greater mix of land 
uses. As for the Montreal region, the Quebec govemment announced the creation of the Task 
Force on Creater Montreal in Aprii, 1992. The task force was given a mandate to make 
recomrnendations on regional planning and development, municipal structures, taxation, 
economic development, and the role of the City of Montreal in the region. The task force 
reported in 1993, recomrnending that a regional govenunent be established that would ovenee 

regional planning. The report also recommended that the plan be based on the principle of 
compact development, i.e., adopt minimum densities, promote the consolidation of existing 

residential areas, and encourage a wider choice of housing types throughout the regon. 
Although no action has yet been taken on the plan (at least partially due to the resistûnce of 

suburban municipalities), the new Minister of the Metropolis has amounced that he intends to 

implement parts of the task force's report. 
In British Columbia, the NDP govemment elected in 1991 launched a commission on 

housing opportunities in order to address the ais is  of affordability in that province. The 

commission's report r ed t ed  in several important refonns to the Mitnicipal Act that gave 
municipalities the legal flexibiiity to create opporhinities for affordable housing, but did not 
require them to do so. in tems of growth management, the province adopted a new Grmuth 
Strategies Act in 1995, whch introduced a "cross-acceptance" between regional and municipal 
plans in the province. in the Vancouver region, the GVRD embarked on an mbitious program 
to update the Livable Region Plan at the end of the 1980s, and in 1995, a new plan was 
offiaally adopted under the Grmuth Strategies A d  Although the plan had been diluted 

somewhat as a resuit of suburban resistûnce, it directed population growth to the regonal 
centre and into suburban town centres, presented a vision of more compact gowth, and is 
iinked to a new regional transit plan. 



These initiatives mggest that intensification, especially in large metropolitan regions, 
has once again emerged as an important planning issue in metropolitan regions a m s s  
Canada. Whether or not provincial governments will achieve their objectives will depend to 
sorne extent on the cooperation or resistance they encounter from municipalities withm those 

regions. 
These observations lead to the major research question addressed in this thesis: "Why 

have provincial policies designed to influence municipal planning activity towards the 
creation of more compact communities not been that successful and what cm be done about 

it?" This question can be addressed by posing a number of subsidiary questions: 
What are the main provincial poliaes that attempt to influence muniapal planning 

decisions with respect to residential densities? 
To what extent do municipalities implement and to what extent do they resist these 

provinaal intensification poliaes? 
To the extent that municipalities resist provincial intensification policies, why do they do 

so and how? 

Whût recommendations can be made for better implernentation of provincial 

intensification policies given the Findings of the research? 
As Smart (1994: 577) has noted in his review of literature on provincial-municipal 

relations in Canada: 

In general there is an imbalance in the literature: analyses of policies and forma1 
descri tions O f institutions are plentiful wMe works tha t consider w ha t 
actua f y happens in these institutions, how poiicies are implemented, and how 
local responses may modify what actually r e d t s  are in scarce supply. 

This insight suggests that one of the next steps in developing our understanding of 
intensification policy in Canada would be a more detaiied examination of an attempt by a 

provincial govemment to implement such policies and a dose analysis of the municipal 
response. in t h s  thesis, 1 undertake a case study of intensification policies in one urbm region 
in Canada, the GTA. 

2.6. Analytic Framework: Policy Formulation and Implementation 
Elements of the anaiytic hamework that 1 wiil use for this case study have already been 

alluded to in this chapter. Here 1 bMg hem together into a larger public policy framework in 

order to set the stage for the case study. 
There is no generaliy accepted definition of public policy in the acadernic literature. 

Some writers in the field reserve the phrase to apply to formal statements of govemment 
policy such as contained in legislation while others use it very Ioosely to refer to "whatever 

govemments choose to do or not do" (Dye, 1984). Pal (1992: 13) has defined pubüc policy as 



"a course of action or inaction chosen by public authorities to address a given problem or 

interrelated set of problems," and this is accepted as a serviceable definition for purposes of 
this thesis. 

The analysis of public policy rnay take a number of forms: the researcher rnay aim to: 
analyre the objectives, content and design of a policy; trace how the policy was implemented 

by implementing agenaes, or; evaluate the impacts of the policy on the target variables 

(Hogwood and GUM, 1984; Pal, 1992). The present research will focus on the second of these 
three forms of policy analysis, Le., the response of local planning agenaes to provincial 

policyJs promoting intensification of the urban fabric. But the other two aspects of policy 

enalysis wiîl not be ignored. Ln ternis of impact evaluation, it is important not to lose sight of 
the fact that the uitimate aim of provinaal policies is to affect land use, and that municipal 
planning poliaes are only an intemediate step in this process. For this reason, 1 will make 
observations throughout the thesis on the impücations of municipal planning policies for 
further implementation on the ground? In terms of policy formulation, it is important to 

identify the problems being addressed by the provinaal policy framework and the stated 
goals of that framework: only then can we assess whether local implementation is meeting the 

policy objectives. 

1 have already nirveyed the reasons that a provincial goverrunent might undertake 
intensification policy initiatives in metropolitan regions: to protect provincial interests in 
addressing the inequities, economic ineffiaenues, and ecological problems tha t fiow from the 
influence of the gmwth machine at the local level and from municipal fragmentation. On this 

reading, provincial govemments must intervene because the problenis of metropohtan regions 
have become too important from an economic, environmental and social perspective to leave 

to municipal govemments. 

But govemments do not ody  adopt poliaes to defend their jurisdictional interests: 

they also serve as a conduit for souetal structure and power. Thus, they rnay adopt policies 
in the interest of economic elites, e.g. the development industry rnay be ciilling for the 

province to intervene in municipal decision-making in order to remove anti-growth regdations 
or the agncultural industry rnay want provincial action to preserve fardand. Provincial 

action rnay be also be in response to the dernands of electoral constituencies, in this case, this 
nught include housing consumers, environmentalists, or social welfare activists. Finally, 

provincial poücy initiatives rnay be a means for provincial bureaucrats and poiiticians to 

expand their sphere of action by intruding into muniapal jurisdiction or enhancing their statuç 
within the provincial bureaucratie hierarchy.n 

The choice of poiicy insûument is an important aspect of poiicy formulation. This 
refen to "the capaaty of govemments to act through the use of different instruments- 



taxation, regulation, expenditures, pubüc ownershp, and mord suasion-to adueve a 

particular goal (Woodside, 1986). Doem and Wüson (1974: 339) have developed " coercion 

theory", which postulates that in choosing policy instruments, govemments will move from 
the least coercive measure to the most coercive over time, 

The hypothesis would suggest that politicians ... tend to respond first in the 
least coercive fashion by aeating a shidy, or by creating a new or reorganized 
unit of govemment, or merely by utterin a broad statement of intent. The next 
least coercive goveming instrument wo 3 d be to use a distributive spending 
approach in which the resources could be handed out to various 
constituencies,.. [Alt the more coerave end of the governing continuum would 
be direct regulation in whch sanctions or threat of sanctions would have to be 
directly applied. 

Although this theory has not gone unchalienged (e.g., Trebilock et al., 1982), it c m  serve as ii 

basis for analyzing the evolution of intensification policies in the case study region. 
According to Friedmann (1987: 1631, "one of the reaUy serious problems in policy 

analysis is the lack of attention given to the question of policy or program implementation." 
Political scientists and poiicy analysts traditionaiiy a m e d  that aRer policy decisions were 
made, they were au tomatically carried out, rendering the irnplementa tion process of lit tle 
interest to academics. But as Kernaghan and Siegel (1987: 106) point out, "there c m  be 

significant slippage between policy statements and actual policy, and then further slippage 
between policy as adopted and policy as implemented." 

One reûson that policy implementation has received so little attention is because of the 
assumptions of classical theory of public administration. The genesis of this model reaches 
badc to the turn of the century, with the writings of Max Weber, who described an ideal 
bureaucracy as a highly rational, legalistic authonty structure conholled ai  the top by policy 
formulators, whose decisions were automatically irnplemented by unquestioning subordinates. 

i h i s  machine metaphor virtuaiiy exduded implementen £rom the policy formulation process 

and aiiowed them very iittle discretionary authority and no political latitude in implementing 

policies. 
This "dassical technouatic" model held sway until mid-century, when i t began to 

corne under scrutîny by poütical Mentists. One of the major criticisms concerned its 
weaüst ic  assumptions about the link between poiicy formulators and implementen. 

Appleby (1949) was the fint to suggest that irnplementea were often involved in policy 
formulation, a situation considerably more compücated than ideaüzed in the classical model. 
This critique grew as more studies on poiicy implementation appeared showing that 
irnplementen were not simple automatons, but often actively hvolved in policy formulation 



or in developing strategies to CO-opt or resist the policy duectives coming from above (e.g., 
Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). 

In this chapter, 1 have already discussed the consatu tionall legal fkmework for 

provincial-muniapal relations, the division of authority over planning and development 
matten, and competing views of the degree of domination by province and subordination of 
mu~apalities. To M e r  characterire the provincial-muniapal relationship from an 
implementation perspective, 1 will employ the typology offered by Nakumura and Smailwood 
(1980) in their analysis of the politio of policy implementation: 

Ciassical technocratic: this is the Weberian ideal-type, which assumes that formulators 
state goals clearly and delegate the technical responsibility for carrying out those goals to 
implementers, who agree with the goals and carry them out in the desired marner. 

Instructed delegate: this rnodel is similar to classical technocratic approach, except that 
formulators delegate more disnetion to implementers, who have lirnited authority to make 
deasions dunng the policy implementation process. 

Bargaining approach: this approach departs substantially frorn the classical Weberian 

model. Fornulaton and implementen do not agree on policy goals, but instead engage in a 
bargaining or negotiation process in order to realize policy objectives. Each "side" requires 

the cooperation of the other in order to realize policy objectives but may enjoy di tferent 
power resources that will effect the outcome of bargaining process. 

Discretionary experimenter: tonnulaton do not have enough authority or knowledge about 
particular circumstances to speafy detailed poiicy directions. Thus, formulators convey 
general goals to Unplementers and implementers use their dimtionary powen to carry 
out policy goals. 

Bureaucratie entrepreneur: implementen initiate policies by fomdating goals and then 
marshaling support for those goals among relevant groups and policy maken. 

These different policy implementation styles are characterized by different degrees of 
uinuence of the poiicy implementor on poiicy formulation, and in their discretion over how 

policy is implemented. In the classical mode, the implementor has no influence and no 
dimetion whereas in other styles the implementor has either p a t e r  influence 
(entrepreneurial), geater discretion (discretionary experimenter) or boih (bargaining). These 
analytical categories wiii aid in characterizing the provincial-muniapal relationship, espeaally 

in the conclusions to the thesis. 
Another assurnption of the classical t e h o a a t i c  model was that local implementen 

had no poütical constraints on their ability and willingness to cany out the commands of the 
policy formulaton. As the recognition of the discretion and influence of implementers 

increased, more attention began to be paid to the political environment of implementers and 



how this affected their ability to respond to policy directives from above. The primary 

linkages between municipal planning deasions and the extemal environment are through 
electoral and fiscal "iriinsmission belts"!' As we have seen in the discussion of the growth 

machine mode1 earlier in this chapter, the main local political constraints on muniapal 
deasion-making flow from collective actors involved in shaping the planning and 

development procea: primarily developen of the growth coalition and citizen groups of the 

ant-grow th coalition. This analytical framework draws attention to? 
the political influence of property developers in local planning matters and their interest in 

pursuing the intensification of the already built up area, in seeing suburban expansion, and 

in steering public faalities towards their lands 
the activities of existing residents, environmentalists, and other anti-growth actors in their 

attempts to de fend use values against growth pressures 

the relationship between planning deasions and fiscal considerations. 

The two implementation issues discussed here (i.e., the relationship between provincial 

formulators and municipal implementers, and political constraints on local implementers) 

correspond roughiy to the two dimensions of municipal autonomy identified by Gurr and King 
(1987). "Autonomy I" (or what others have called "horizontal autonomy") refen to the 

degree of autonomy of local govemment decision-miiken from influence exerted by local 

political forces, and "Autonomy II" (or "vertical autonomy") refers to the degree of autonomy 
of local government decision-makea from influence exerted by senior governments. This 

distinction c m  be used to illustrate the conceptual h.amework, presented in Figure 2-1. 

To address the main research question as to why provincial policies designed to 

influence municipal planning activity towards the aeation of more compact communities have 

not been that successful, we cm draw upon the literature on the conditions for successful 

policy implementation. Since the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  the number of works in this field has grown steadily 

(e.g., Nakamura and Snidwood, 1980; Brooks, 1993; Mazmanian and Sabatier, 1981; Morah, 

1990; Edwards, 1979), aiiowing us to identib a number of relevant conditions. Here they are 
arranged accordhg to the two dimensions of municipal autonomy just identified: 

Vertical Dimension: 

there is a vdid causal theory connecüng polities with desired outcomes 

the policy framework contains detaiied, dear instructions to implementers and hûs a 6rrn 

legal basis 

political leaders are supportive of the policy framework 

the social, economic, and politicai conditions that gave rise to the policy continue to hold 
over the Life of the poiicy 



policies of other state agencies are supportive or neutral 
bureaucratic institutions that implement the policy framework have adeqwte mandates 

and resources to carry out their roles 
the judiciary is supportive of the policy framework 
there is support for the poücy objectives among the public 

there is a effective process for monitoring policy impacts and progress towards realizing 

policy objectives as a basis for adjusting policy framework 

Horizontal Dimension 

extemal constraints on local hplementen do not interfere with implementation 

local implernenten have adequate incentive to comply 
local implementers are willing to alter traditional roles and practices in order to comply 

with the policy framework 

local implementers' concems with local autonomy do not interfere with irnplementation. 
These conditions for successful policy implementation will be employed in Chapter 10 

of this thesis to analyze the research results and suggest avenues for reform of the proMncial 
policy framework, the policy process, planning practices, and other instruments tha t rnight 
help to achieve provinaal policy goals. 

2.7. Conciusion 
In this chapter, 1 have provided a rahonde for the research study and a conceptual 

framework with which to conduct the research. The review of the literature on the compact 

aty revealed the key terms of the debate and pointed to the tact that many of the benefits of 
compact urban form are felt at the non-local level whde many of the costs are at the local 
level. This set the stage for an exploration of the justification for public intervention in the 
development process and for provincial land-use poliaes in part idar.  Municipalities were 

presented as having two limitations that prevent them h m  achieving the most desirable 

development patterns: fint, muniapal decision-making is heavily Uinuenced by local political 
forces that favour sprawl over compact urban form; and second, individual municipalities in 

metropoütan areas do not take into account the positive and negative externalities of their 

Iand-use decisions, 
This led into a discussion of various provincial initiatives to influence urban fonn in 

the largest metropolitan areas of Canada. Difficulties with implementing these policy 
initiatives were tied to the issue of provincial-municipal relations. A conceptual framework 
was established that will ailow us to investigate these relations with respect to a particular 

case, i.e., the CTA. in the next chapter, 1 tum to a detailed account of the methods used to 

investiga te the case study. 





Endno t es 
' Thc list of environmentally-onentcd organizations advocating morc compact urban forms in Canada 
is imprcssivc. It includes thc Ontario Round Table on Environment and Emnomy (1992), thc former BC 
Round Table on the Environment and Economy (1994), the Fraser Basin Managcmcnt b a r d  (19%). thc 
National Round Table on Environmcnt and Economy (Roseland, 1992), thc Fricnds of the Earth 
(O'Brien, 1991), the City of Vancouvefs Task Force on Atmospheric Change (1990), Alberta's 
Environment Council (19ûû), and the Ontario Environmcnt Nctwork (1990). In the üK, thc influcntial 
Fiends of the Earth (Elkin, 1991) have adopted thc compact aty position, and in the US i t h ~ s  been 

romotcd by the Wodd Watch Institute (Brown, 1987). 
POnc assurnption that has not rcceived that much attention is the population projection for Mctro 
Toronto under the concentnted scenario: it postulrted that Metro might accommodate up to 3.8 
million peoplc by the ycar 2021, or an increase of 1.6 million over the current ~opulation of 21 
million. Given that the population of Metro had been more or les  stable for 20 ycars, this sccms likc 
an unlikcly-cvcn extrcme-vision, ngardlcss of one's faith in the ability of public policy to affect 
wttlemcnt pattcms. Prnurnably, with a mon realistic population targct for the conccntratd option, 
cxisting cxccss infmstructum wpiaaty could have bwn rclicd on to handlc thc inmascd population 
and lcss extravagant invcstmcnts in infrastructure would have been necessUry. 

As Crccnbeg and Maguirc (1988) point out: "Thc plan for deconccntwting gmcvth in thc Toronto 
rcgion was a dclibcratc rcsponsc to potcntial ovcr-devclopmcnt in the centrai m a  of Toronto, not an 
unstoppablc migration away from thc city." 
' For example, Richardson ct al. (1991: 3) callcd for Ontario to "decide on goals-thc v ~ l u e s  and 
desircd conditions-by which future changes in its land and rnvimnmcnt will bc govemd .... [Tllie 
provincial governmrnt Iras a clear and inescapable respunsibility to articulate these goals in a 
meuningfid way and to put t l i m  into a cdttrent frmezuurk This is an immenrly difficult and 
dcmanding task, t h m  should be no misundantanding about his. It is, qually, an absolutcly essential 
one" (cmphasis in thc original). 
' ln û case study by Boumc (1992) of thc "population tumaround" in thcCity of Toronto, it was found 
that 47 pcrccnt of population growth in the 1981-86 p e n d  was accommodatcd on such sitcs. 

In Canada, thcsc mcchanisms have becn explored furthest in thc Vancouver region. Scc the study 
done by the IBI Group (1993) for a survcy of policy initiativn in this field. 
' Thc fcdcral govcmmcnt's rolc in influcncing urban f o n  is problemûtic in Canada becausc of thc 
constitutional division of powers giving the province cxdusive jurisdiction over municipal institutions 
and local matters. Furthemarc, provincial govcrnmcnts have rcsistcd fcdcnl intrusion into this 
arca. as evidenced by their rcadion to the short-lived (197i-1979) Ministry of State for Urban 
Affairs. Nonetheless, fcderal policics have playcd an important d e  in the dcvelopment of the 
urban system aaoss Canada through its polian on immigration, frce tradc, telecommunications, and 
banking, to take a fcw examplcs. It has also had an important influence in shaping particular urban 
regions through its infiuence over infrastructure such as railways, airports and harbours, and its 
rcgional dcvelopment policies. But the fcdcral govemmcnt's infiuence on urban fonn has becn most 
dircct in tcrms of housing: the provision of mortgagc insurance and fedml tax laws that have 
assisted home owncis, and a combination of public loms and on-going subsidies for soaal housing. 
HOWCVC~, the federd government has not used its powers over infrastructure and housing in any 
concertcd way to shapc urbûn fami or to cncounge intensification. Rather, the federal govcmmcnt's 
intercst in housing has been linked more with economic development and fiscal issues than with urban 
problcrns or thc needs of any particular urban m a  (Fdlis, 1994). 
' Their ideas on the gmwth machine were laid out in sevenl works, but most comprchensively in 
Urbm Fortunes (Logan and Molotch 1987). Other writings indude Molotch, 1976; 1988, and 1988. 

Filion (1 992) has explineci that the residents mûy support 1-1 growth in hopes of seeing their 
properties appreciate in value and local taxes decline as fiscd entries improve. 
'O This approach sheds a differcnt Iight on the market-based explmations for suburban segregation 
noted earlier. For instance, Smith (1988: 10) has observeci: "far from being an expression of rationally 
wlculatcd econornic choices by individuai consumers for different housing and amenities bundles, the 
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racc and dm segrrgntion of metmpolitan amas in the US is a by-product of the socid actions of 
political adors in various local juridictions pursuing a conscious policy of local protectionism. In t his 
way, the managerial and pmfcssionrl strata crect significant bamcrs to midential and social 
mobility: zoning Iaws. restrictive building codes, property tax diffcrcntials and the life, which 
strotify mctropolitan communities by incorne, race and dask.. [the top strata] u r  exdusionary public 
policies like luge  lot zoning to lirnit the choices available to the stightly l e s  wcalthy. Thesc, in 
their turn, follow suit, until the bottom of the social structure is rcached. In this position, 'market 
choice" is virtually non-cxistcnt." 
l' Gmwth machine theonest point to ~esearch showing that growth controls arc scldom effective in 
stopping growth. For example Liindis (1992: 491) found that: ''Vicwed over a tcn-ycar pcriod, local 
gmwth control programs, of the t ypn  adopted in scvcn mid-sized California citics during thc carly 
1980s, havc becn largely imlcvant to the managrment of urbon gmwth ... Lowlly rdministercd 
population and housing growth caps have pmven extremcly porous ... r] hey have not su bstan tiall y 
limited growth or dcvclopmcnt." 
l2 Shsrpc (1995) cxpmses this by rcfcmng to the daytirne vcrsus nighttime populations of ccntral 
citics. The one squarc mile City of London, for instance, counts about 7,WO night residents. At noon on a 
wcekday, hc estimatcq thcy arc bctwccn 200,000 and 500,000 pcoplc in that arca. 
" Opponcnts of regional coordination point to the empirical evidencc that suggests the cost of services 
bcgins to rise ovcr a certain population thmhold, obviating the economy of xale  argument (e.g., 
Kushncr, 1992). As Friskcn (1991) h a  pointed out, however, this mcarch finding applics to the so- 
callcd soft serviccs, such as policing and firc services. The growth-supportive serviccs bcing discussed 
hcm fall into the catcgory of hard-scrviccs, for which largcr planning units outpcrform smallcr. 
'' From a compact a ty  point af vicw, this aspect of regional planning is a double edgcd sword: on the 
one hand effiaent land-use patterns rcquirc efficient services to support them, on the othcr hand thc 
provision of ncw infrastnicturc is likely to rcmovc scrvicing bamers Io fringc dcvclopmcnt and lowcr 
costs to privatc dcvelopers. 
'' An influcntial paradigm in the US is "public choicc theory", which asscrts that cornpetition m o n g  
hagmentcd municipalities is the bcst way to cnsure high-quality, low-priccd public scrviccs. 
According to writers in this vcin, the policy prescriptions of senior govemmcnts arc mcrcly 
expmssions O€ thcir institutional and pcnonal sclf-interest and arc unlikely to havc bcneficial 
cffccts at the local level. If ngiond planning and service provision is rcquired, munidpalities acting 
thmugh intemuniapal service agreements or "contncting outt1, c m  mect thc need. This view is far 
lcss iicccptcd in Canada, ait hou8 h the growing interest in private-public partncrshi ps and the scarch 
for altcrnativcs to "more govcrnment" has raisai intcrcst in the paradigm (Sandon, 1994). 

Aftcr t his, t hc trcnd towards grcatcr pmvinaal lrgal contmls continucd wit h ûmcndmcnts to t hc 
Planning Act to extend thc conditions under which provinaal intercst could be dcclarcd, to includc 
more issues undcr the nibric of provincial interest, such as housing, and through the elaboration of 
more policy statements undcr section 3 of the Ad. 
'' 1 n terms of the fedeml-municipal relationship, Filion's (1988) study of the federûl Ncighbourhood 
Improvement Prograrn showed that the city of Montrcd CO-opted the fedenl program, which 
cmphasized prcscrvation and rehabilitation of existing residcntial areas, to punuc a prc-cxisting 
urban renewal program. 
" In the US, "lowlist resistance" to state sponsored growth management initiatives is well- 
docurnented. DeGrovets (1992:161) review of state-sponsored growth management policies in thc US 
found that in d l  cases, it was the state-level govcrnrnent that took the initiatives to reasscrt ri more 
activist role in land use and growth miuiagcment vis a vis l o d  levcls of govemmcnt. L o d  
governments tcnded to opposed any ncw initiative unlcss they playcd an important rolc in the 
implementation process tliat was envisaged by the legislation. Clark (1994) has docurncnted focal 
resistance to the efforts of regionai planning agencies. 
l9 A fuller analysis of the failure of the TCR will be presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
' The provinciai decision to abolish the planning and zoning powers of region11 districts followed in 
part fmm a specific land-use confiid in the GVRD. A l o d  pro-developrnent counal, dong with û 

major developer, had lobbied for provincial intervention in order to allow a large parcel of land to be 
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rvmovcd from thc agricultural land rcscrvc, in violation of the q iona l  plan (Obcrlandcr and Smith, 
1993). 
z' 1 have not evcn mcntioned the important role playcd by municipalities in shaping thc 
jurisdictional stnicturc within each region by initiating or msisting amalgamation or annexation 
&ropomls (sec O'Brien, 1993). 

An dtcrnatc approach to this research might have bwn to focus on assnsing the adual impacts of 
provincial policies on the ultimatc target, Le,, land use patterns. However, because the provincial 
policy frarnework was only recently-fonnulated, and given the length of timc usually involved in 
changing patterns of land use, a comprehcnsivc cvaluation of the impacts "on the ground" of the 
provincial policy framework is not yet possible. 

1 rcalize that 1 c a ~ o t  do the topic of provincial policy formulation justice in a couplc of 
paragraphs. A variety of works are available that provide a good cross section of explanatory factors 
in senior govemment policy formation in Canada. Se ,  for instance, Brooks, 1993; Atkinson, 1993; 
Howlctt, 1995; Pal, 1992. 
" This frarnework for analyzing I d  planning dcasiow dnws its inspiration frorn the ûnûlytic 
framework prcsented by Filion in his work on core area rcdevelopmcnt in Kitchcncr (1992; 1995 ). 

Whilc thc main focus will bc on collective adors, thc influcncc of individual actors c m  not bc 
ignorcd: in some cases, charismatic individuals with significant rmurces or authonty a n  have a 
dccisivc impact in a planning outcornes. 



3 . Research Methodolony 

3.1. Introduction 
The preceding chapter presented justifications for provincial action to adueve more compact 
urban fonns and briefly reviewed some provincial policy initiatives in mehopolitan areas. 

This review revealed that whether or not provincial govemments will achieve their objectives 
will depend to some extent on the cooperation or resistance they encounter from 
municipaüties within those regions. These observations prompted the major research question 
addressed in this thesk "Why have provinaal policies designed to influence muniapal 

planning activity towards the creation of more compact communities not been that successhl 

and what can be done about it?" This question cari be broken down into a number of 
subsidiary questions: 

What are the main provincial policies that attempt to influence rnuniapai planning 

decisions with respect to residentid densities? 

To what extent do municipalities implement and to what extent do they resist these 
provincial intensification policies? 

To the extent that municipalities resist provinaal intensification policies, why do they do 

so and how? 
a What recommendûtions can be made for better implementation of provincial 

intensification policies given the findings of the reseach? 

3.2. Rationale for Case-study Approach 
This thesis adopts a case-study approach. According to Yin (1989), the case-study approach 
is suitable for answering "how" and "why" questions, such as those posed above. This is 
because a case study allows the investigator to immene him or herself in the details of a 

particular setting, explore the motivations of key actors, and foliow linkages over time and 

between actors and levels of analysis. As wiil be discussed in geater detail in Section 3.6, the 

present research attempts to trace the fate of provinaal policy initiatives from the provinaal 
level through to mehopolitan, and upper- and lower-tier municipal planning agencies. This 

research objective is ideally suited to the case shidy approach. 
A case study approach is most appropriate when the investigator wants to study "a 

contemporary phenomenon withm ib real-iife context" and when "the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident"(l989: 23). The present siudy focuses on 
ment poücy changes at the provinaal level and how these are affecthg municipal planning 
deusions. A basic assumption of the research, as expressed in the conceptual kamework 



outlined in the last chapter, is that provincial policy initiatives and muniapal planning 
deasions ocmr in a rich context that conditions the policy and planning outcomes. This 

context indudes the political influence of powerful social actors, electoral inauences, economic 

and environmental problems, and the self-interest of policy and planning agencies in 
advancing their o m  agendas. By restricting the scope of research to a particular situation or 
geographic location, the case study approach allows the investigaior to observe interactions 

and to look for patterns among a large number of variables and outcomes. 

3.3. Type of Case Study 
Three types of case study are generaiiy recognized in the methodological literature: 
descriptive, explanatory, and exploratory (Neuman, 1991). But as Babbie (1979: 87) says, 

"[aJlthough it is useful to distinguish the three purposes of research, ... most studies will have 

elements of al1 three." This is the case in the present research. First, this research has a 

descriptive aspect in that the policy framework and administrative mechanisrns to translate 

that framework into municipal decidons needs to be fully described before any further 
analysis can proceed. Secondly, the research has an exploratory aspect in that it does not 
attempt to test a specific hypothesis, but generates results that suggest a number of 
conceptual constnicts and hypotheses that could be tested in future research. Thirdly, the 

present case study has an explanatory aspect in that it offers a range of reasons to account 

for the observed behaviour of municipalities in implementing the provincial policy framework. 
Although it has teatures of al1 three types of case study reseûrch, the present inquiry is 

essentially exploratory in nature. Exploratory research is appropriate when the investigator 

undertakes research without the intention of testing a pre-conceived idea as to what to expect 
in the way of relationships among variables. The reseûrcher may make t h s  choice because he 

or she wants to broadly explore a topic in a relatively unshvctured way that will reveal 
unexpected relationships among variables and suggest new conceptual constructs. As Babbie 

(1989: 105) notes: 

Since there is a tenciency among social scientists to regard the exploration of 
unstnichired ideas as mfenor to more structured inquiries, 1 shouid note that 1 
do not take that position. Often research efforts thût are largely unshuctured 
at the outset may be more fruitfui ultirnately than those that are prestmctured. 
in a structured inquuy, analysis al l  too often concludes with the testing of a 
prespecified hypothesis. in an unstructured i n q q  however, it concludes with 
satisfymg ourselves that we have discovered the best available answer to our 
general research question .... 
Exploratory research is also called for when the basic facts of a case are not weii 

known and have not been previously reported (Putt and S p ~ g e r ,  1989). In the case at hand, 

the policy area had not yet been mapped or described by academia, and even professional 



planners working in the case shidy area had only a partial grasp of the policy krmework and 

the administrative mechanisms involved.' 
In exploratory research, tentative conceptual conshucts are developed in the course of 

data collection and andysis and are used to generate hypotheses that can be tested through 

future research. 'Rus approach to theory and hypothesis generation-sometimes cailed 

"grounded theory"4s well established in the social science literature, beginning with the work 

of Glaser and Strauss (1967). In the course of the field work for the present study, elements of 

the provincial policy framework and muniapal planning responses became visible that had 

not been remarked upon in any O€ the secondary iiterahw reviewed prior to beginning the 

Field research.' Also, the evidence that was emerging from the field research niggested that 

certain theoretical distinctions had to be made that were not avûilable from the secondary 

literahue.' 

According to Yin (1989), there is no necessary co~ec t i on  between the type of case 

study undertaken and the data gathering and analysis techniques used to conduct the study. 

However, exploratory researchen frequently use qualitative rather than quantitative 

techniques because the former are l e s  wedded to hypothesis testing. Qualitative methods are 
appropriate to mch research because they are flexible, "open to using many types of evidence 

and discovering new issues" (Neurnûn, 1991: 19). Qualitative research allows the investigator 

to identify overall patterns in the data gathered and to relate those patterns to relevant 

contextual factors, whereas quantitative research methods (such as statisticûl surveys) focus 
on the frequency or incidence of discrete events. The present case study adopts a qualitative 

approach and the specific methods used are elaborated below. 

3.4. Selection of the Case-study Region 
A fiow chart of the steps used to construct the case study is shown in Figure 3-1. Following 
the choice of the research question and research method, is the selection of a case study 

region 
The choice of case-study area was tacilitated by earlier exploration by the author in 

association with other investigators. Research had been undertaken on intensification by 

surveying the aver 1000 municipalities in the 26 metropolitan regions of Canada. The results 
of more than 500 completed nvveys showed that intensification issues in Canada were most 

acute in the three largest metropolitan areas: Vancouver, Toronto, and Montred (Isin and 

Tomalty, 1993). 



Figure 3-1: Research Steps 

Prcvious Rcsearch Literaturc Rcvic~ 

Set Rcsearch Question 

Select Research Mcthod 

Select Focus ~unicipalities Wi thin Case Study Rqion 

ldentify and Dcscribe ~rovinhal/~e~ianûl Policy Frarnework 

Analyzc Municipal Responses to Policy Frmework 

Answ er ~csearch Questions 

Makc ~ccomrncndations 

A second researdi study was carried out that focused on these three metropolitan 

regions (Tomdty, 1996). This investigation suggested that the Toronto region would serve as 
the most fruitful metropolis within which to undertake more detailed research. This decision 
was based on the following rationale: 

the strong provincial presence in regionai land-use planning through its powers of plan 
approval and its wel-developed planning poiicies 

the existence of the Office for the Greater Toronto Area, a regional body to coordinate the 
strategic planning decisions across provinaal rninistnes and municipûlities in the study 

area, which had set as its goal the creation of a more compact region 

the existence of the Ontario Municipal Board-a provinciai agency-which gives 
stakeholders the opportunity to chaiienge municipal plans on the basis of their Mure  to 
adhere to provincial interests and "good planning principles." 

Not only did this region show rich possibilities in exploring intensification dynamics, 
but it promised to serve as an important critical case: if intensification policies were found to 



be ineffective under these conditions, then we could say with some confidence that they 
would be l e s  likely to be succesfu! in other metropoütan regions of the country. 

3.5. Selection of Focus Municipalities 
The preüminary study aisa helped in makmg a number of other strategic decisions regarding 
the thesis research. First, the preüminary researdi revealed the central importance of the 
dynamic behveen provinaal and municipal planning agencies: the province generally adopting 

and promoting poücies to encourage more compact toms of development; lower-tier 
municipalities often resisting; and upper-tier municipalities playing an intermediate role. 

The preliminary research also revealed that this dynamic was most visible in suburban 

areas. In the suburban areas the main dynamic was between provincial and lower-tier 
planning agencies, with upper-tier planning playing an increasingly important role. Withn 
Metropolitan Toronto, provincial polides played a lesser role as the upper-tier govemrnent 
was the pnmary motivating force behmd the policy push for intensification. The preliminary 

research also revealed that the provincial policy framework was developed largely to 
influence Imd-use and housing development patterns in the suburban regions outside 
Metropolitan Toronto and address suburban resistance to the principles of intensification. 

Over the next 30 years, almost 85 percent of C'TA growth is antiapated to occur in the 

suburban regions outside Metro, Le., the regional municipalities of Durham, York, Peel, and 
HaIton (see Figure 3-2). Clearly, this is where land is going to be consumed in the development 
process and where increasing land-use efficiency wdi have the geatest impact in detemining 
the environmental, fiscal and social consequences of gowth. As Feldmm (1987: 129) wrote: 

The h g e  or perîphery, then, is the area beckoning development as an 
extension in some fashion of existhg populations and activi ties inside the 
established metropolis. It is apparent visuaily, and it is distinct economically 
and politically. It is the main arena where developers c m  perceive options, and 
where the overnments perceive opportunities for shaping the hihue direction ! of urban Li e. 

After having decided to focus on the regional municipalities in the CTA ouhide of 
Metropolitan Toronto, 1 also needed to dedde which of the 24 lower-tier niunitipalities 
comprising these regional mtmicipalities would be studied in more detail. Most of the new 

growth in the region is expected to occur in the municipalities adjacent to Metro, dong the 
Lake Ontario lakeshore and up the Yonge Street corridor north of Toronto. These 
municipdities can be caiied "suburban" as opposed to the urban muniapalities within 

Metropolitan Toronto or the rural municipalities towards the h g e s  of the GTA. Suburban 

municipalities have Iocaüzed urbanized areas but are undergoing significmt new growth as a 





result of the extension of the urban envelope, the completion of alrerdy designated arens, or 

the innlling of mature areas. 
Table 3-1 shows some salient fi y r e s  for the muniapaiities in the GTA, including 

population, housing, and density. Municipalities in each of the five regions have been dassed 
either urban, suburban, or rural on the basis of theu population densities.' Densities above 
2000 per sq. km. were dassed as urban densities behveen 150-1999 were classed as 
suburban, and those municipalities with densities below 150 were classed as rural. All the 

urban municipalities are in Metroplitan Toronto. The outer regions have no urban 
muniapalities, but each has a mix of suburban and rural muniapalities. Suburban 
municipalities are attrachg the greatest arnount of residential growth: household increases 

are generally higher than in m a l  municipaüties of the same region (except for Ciarington). 

The level of development activity and the availability of geenfield sites within these 
rapidly suburbanizing municipalities makes the policy choices between intensification and a 

continuation of conventional development patterns more meaningful than in Metro-where 
virtually al1 the land base has been urbanired-or within most rural municipalities, where 

growth rates have been and are expected to remain relatively low. 
Having detided to focus on suburban muniapaiities outside Metro, 1 had to make a 

hrther choice among the 13 municipalities fitting this description. 1 assumed that impacts of 

the emerging provincial policy harnework would most likely be seen in municipalities that 

have recently undertaken major officia1 plan reviews and that have substantially incorporated 
new planning policies. Because offiaal plans are usually accornpanied by intense research and 

policy activity, they provide the outside researcher with rich material for studying planning 
policy and the interaction of planning authority in the region. Six of the 13 muniapalities have 

recently engaged in complete revisions of their official plans: Burlington, Mississauga, 
Brampton, Newmarket, Pickering, and Whitby. These six rnuniapalities-shown in Figure 3- 
3-were selected for detailed study. 

3.6. Case-study Design 
Research design typically involves the identification of units of analysis and data sources. 
Units of analysis are "those units that we initially describe for the ultimate purpose of 
aggregating their characteristics in order to desaibe some larger group or explain some 
abstract phenornenon" (Babbie, 1979: 88). in the present research, I use two categories or 
dimensions to group the units of analysis: poliaes and levels of govemment. intensification 
policies are divided into three areas, depending on the principal policy objective: growth 

management, which relates primanly to poücies intended to link population and employment 

growth to land and utkastructure requirements; housing supply, which covers poliaes meant 



Table 3-1: Population, Household, and Density Characteristics of GTA Municipalities 

City Total Total Total Pop. Household Pop. Ciass t 
. 

Population Households Hectares Change Change Dcnsi t y 
(1992) (1 392) ( ~ q .  km) (1987- (1987- (1 992) 

1992) 1992) 
Mctro 

Toronto 1 598,939 291,352 99.9 1 -24,368 15,502 5,995 U 
-5,333 2,004 5,606 U 
-3,178 1,326 

180 -30,167 6,812 
187.4 1 10,284 15,798 2,589 
127.1 1 -10,975 5,800 

Durham 
123,681 48,812 142.1 -1,412 4,753 870 S 

Ajax 
Whitby 
Pickering 
Clarington 

wP6 
Uxbridge 
brock 

54,542 
59,152 
64,946 
47,262 
17,053 
13,241 
10,530 

Hal ton 

19,037 
20,875 
21,632 
17,575 

Oakvillc 
Burlington 
Halton Hills 
Milton 

65.3 
147.2 
221.4 
575.9 

1425 
189.1 
280.7 
370.9 

109,718 
125,260 
35,496 
30,138 

Peel 

19,829 
13,666 
17,900 
13,629 

6,860 
5,090 
4,549 

- 39565 
47,778 
12,727 
20,416 

Mississauga ' 
Bramp ton 
1 

Calcdon 

1,996 
1,269 
448 

4555 
412.3 
402.8 

24,162 
6,4 14 
-1 84 

-1,722 

6,280 
5,292 
5,945 
5,729 

8,996 
6,441 
1,232 
540 

770 
662 
126 
81 

880 
80s 
450 

S 
S 
R 
R 

434,093 
217,892 
33,538 

York 

835 
402 
293 
82 

2925 
271.4 
698.7 

154,463 
72,889 
11,575 

S 
S 
S 
R 

37 

Newmarkct 
Richmond 
Hill 
Markham 
Aurora 
Vaughan 
Seorgina 
Whitchurch 
-Stouffville 
East 
Gwillimbury , 

King 

R 

64,482 
35,217 
4,029 

t U = Uhan, S = Suburban, R = Runl 
' These are "muniapd densitics" meaning totai population divided by totai municipal Imd area. 

14,544 
27,085 

45,425 
9,982 

31,307 
13,328 
6,4M 

5,7l3 

5,997 

42,932 
74,007 

145,325 
27,840 

106,460 
27,838 
17,403 

17,346 

17,444 

32 
26 

29,862 
13,930 
1,851 

36.8 
97.6 

205.9 
49.5 
261.8 
288.5 
201.2 

238 

339.2 

R 
R 

1,484 
803 
48 

S 
S 
R 

8,812 
28,401 

37,020 
7,855 

3,318 
11,008 

9,439 
2,nl 

1,167 
758 

706 

S 
S 

S 

48,097 
6,352 
2,646 

2,961 

1,268 

562 
407 
% 
86 

73 

51 

10,612 
2,788 
880 

991 

683 

S 
S 
R 
R 

R 

R 





to increûse housing opportunities in the already built-up area and to ensure a geater range of 
housing types and densities in new development; and urban structure, which relates to 
poliaes rneant to encourage a system of higher-density nodes and corridors throughout the 
urban region. The second dimension is the four relevant levels of governrnent: the province, the 
OCTA, and upper- and lower-tier municipalities. The interplay of these two dimensions 
provides the logical backbone of the thesis report: the thesis reports on particular policies and 
foilows them through from provincial formulation to municipal implementation. 

The report logic can be expressed as a series of research "moments" or logical steps. 

Research moments are divided into two main sections: poücy formulation and policy 
implementation. In the poücy formulation section, the analysis pmceeds by establishing the 
provincial policy framework and the policy context. The policy context is defined as those 
societal conditions and concems that gave rise to the policy initiative and helped shape its 

formulaiion. The policyfiamnuork is the series of provinaally adopted or endorsed policies 
governing urban growth and housing development. This framework is divided into two 
components: those policies that apply to muniapalities province-wide and that emanate from 
provincial "line departments" such as the Ministries of Municipal Affairs, Housing, 
Environment and Energy, and Transporta tion; and those poliaes emergmg from the activi ties 
of the Office for the Greater Toronto Area, a metropolitan coordinatmg agency that cuts 
across line departrnents. After presenting each of the major elements of the provincial policy 

€ramework, some attention is paid to the poliej reactioit, Le., the response of the municipal 
sector across Ontario and in the CTA in particular. 

In the next section of the thesis, the implementation of the policy framework is 

examined in detail. Implementation is studied by explorhg the ofFnal plufi coritext of the 
case-study muniapalities, ofin'al plarc dyrtamics involving provinaai and municipal plamers 

and other key stakeholden, and official plart outcmes. Th~s latter treahnent 1s divided into 
the three policy areas mentioned above: growth management, housing supply, and urban 
structure. For each policy area, explanations are proposed for the policy outcomes. This 
oficial plan interpretatiur~ is constructed from the point of view of municipal planners, 
pinpoinhg the key consbaints and mo tiva tions on their decision-making. Final1 y, because 
offîaal plans are oniy the h t  step in adueving poücy-directed changes "on the ground," the 
implications of the officiai plan outcomes for plan implemerrtatiort is briefly discussed 

relative to the provincial policy objectives for each planning aspect of the compact aty. This 
completes the logical movement trom the pmblems being addressed by the provincial poücy 
tramework and poücy fomulation, through policy implementation, to undestanding the 
municipal response and its implications for realizing provincial policy objectives on the 

p u n d .  



For each level of analysis, a variety of data sources is available. As Hakim (1986) 

notes, case studies are usually based on two or more methods of data collection, a fact that 
allows case studies to present a more rounded and complete account of the target issue or 
process. In the present case study, six data sources were employed: 

newspaper articles 
secondary literahire and data sources 
i n t e ~ e w s  with provinaal and municipal officiais 

official poiicy and planning documents 
other govemment documents, induding background planning reports, research reports, 

minutes of public meetings related to official plans, and written comments £rom 
govenunent agencies on proposed offiaal plans 

documents produced by other stakeholders in the region, e.g., municipal associations, 
development interests environmental and social advocacy groups fûrm organizations, 
labour unions, residents' groups, and individuals. 

Table 3-2 links the research moments with the various data sources identified above. 

3.7. Case-study Data Sources 
In this section, more detail is provided on the data sources used in conducting the case study, 
data collection methods, and analytical procedures. 

3.7.1. Newspsper articles 
Newspapers can provide an important source of information about intensification as a policy 
issue and about particular intensification projects. They present very Fine-grained analysis 

from a vanety of writers over an extended penod of time. Reportage is oken based on 

i n t e ~ e w s  wi th parties to intensification policy or project confiicts, making it an excellent 
vehicle for exploring the types of policy dynamia surroundhg intensification. The 
combination of feature articles, editorial/opinion pieces and letters can hunish important 

insights into what is happening behind the headlines. 
An analysis of newspaper accounts can also help identify the major issues assoaated 

with growth and development and the poüticai context accompanying the elaboration of the 

intensification policy Eramework or its implementation through offiaal plans. Newspaper 

artides are also a convenient starting place for contacts within govenunent and may lead to 
potential interviewees. Finally, the analysis of newspapea is unobtnisive: the events have 

already taken place, the articles written and the research activity cannot infiuence the 
opinions of the source. 



Table 5 2 :  Research Design: Research Momenk and Data Sources 

Rcsearch 1 Data Sources 

Poiicy Formulation 

Mmmt 1 

tion, 
density, 
sprawl, and 
spccific 
volicics 

housing, 
growth 
trends, etc. 

Ncwspapcr - 
articles 

provincial 
and OGTA 

Sccondary 
soum 

position I provincial 
papers on officials 

lntcrvicws Off icial 
daumcnts 

reports, NGO 
teports 

policy issues, 
resea rch 
reports, and 
newsletters 

Othcr 
government 
documents 

Secondary provincial 
literature policy 
on spccific statemcnts 
policies and othcr 
and the policy 
planning documents, 
systcm in OCTA 
Ontario policy 

documents 

Stakeholdcr 
documents 

irnplement- 
ation 
manuals for 
and dnft 
versions of 
official 
policies 

Policy 
framcwork 

1 

Policy lmplcmcr 

position 
papers on 
pulicy issucs, 
rcscarch 
rcports, and 
newslcttcrs 

municipal 
officiiils 

municipal 
officials 

contcxt tion, 
dcnsity, 

Lit/data on 
housing, 
growth 
trends, etc. 

planning 
reports 

s rawl a public 
comments on 
officia1 plan 
proposals 

1 communia- 
tions bctwecn 
provincial 
and 
municipal 
planning 
agencies 

provincial 
officirils, 
municipal 
officials 

dynamics 

Officia1 plan 
ou tcomes 
Official plan 
intcrpretation 

official municipal a intensifica- 
tion, 
densi ty, 

sccondary 
literature 
on planning 

municipal 
of ficials plans planning 

reports 

Official plan 
implcmcnta- 
t ion 

intensifica- secondq 
literature 
on planning 

secondary 
plans 

municipal 
of ficials tion, 

densi ty, 
s ~ r a w l  



Undoubtedly, there is a complicated relationship between the content of newspaper 

artides and the political or social events they describe: newspapers may help set agendas as 
much as they describe them. Nonetheles, content analytis of newspaper artides has been 
used by credible researchers to gauge public opinion or the political dimate surrounding 

certain issues. Mazur and Lee (1993) used accounts in the New York Times to judge the 
importance and awareness of various global environmental issues. Other researchers have 

done ükewise (e.g., Castells, 1974; Funkhouser, 1973; Filion, 1992). Of course, investigaton 
must be aware of the potential editorial bias of newspapers, but properly conducted and 

interpreted, journalistic sources can be a legitimate source of information when used in 
conjunction with other, independent sources of information on policy issues (Baker, 1992). 

Thus, newspaper analysis presented itself as one potentially important source of 

insight into the provincial policy context and municipal reaction to specific policies; the 
municipal planning context and the constraints and issues faang municipal p l a ~ e r s  in 
responding to the policy framework; and implications for implementing speafic aspects of the 

policy hmework  
Because the Toro~tto Star provides more consistent coverage of regional development 

and planning issues than the Globe mid Mail, and because it publishes suburban editions 
covering planning and development issues outside Metropolitan Toronto, it was selected for 

systematic searching. Searches were conducted of the full-text electronic version of the Star 

from the beginning of 1989 to the end of June 1995, encompassing the period during which the 
provinaal intensification policy tramework was elaborated in Ontario. Search ternis induded 
"density", "intensification", and "sprawl". AU articles with any of these terms (in addition to 

some quaiifying terms in order to reduce spurious hits) were downloaded to disk Articles 
that were inappropriate (e.g., on bone density or sprawling wrestlers) or of marginal interest 
were filtered out and the remaining articles were printed. These artides were coded so as to 
respond to the research logic laid out above. 

Relevant artides dealing with "urban sprawl" in the C'TA amounted to 275 for the 

period under study. Each article was coded according to: 
the jurisdiction level concemed, induding the specific municipaiity if rnentioned 
whether it referred to particular aspects of the policy hrnework or secved to illuminate 

the general policy context 
according tu the main issues raised, whether they be problems associated with sprawl or 

the benefits of reducing sprawl. 
Relevant articles containing references to "intensification" or "density" amounted to 

598 for the period under study. Each article was coded according to: 

the jurisdiction level concemed, induding the speafic municipaiity if rnentioned 



whether it referred to specific development projects, to policy and plans, or to 

intensification as a generd issue 

the main issues raised in the article, 
While these 873 ûrtides from the Toro~rto Star fomed the bulk of newspaper analysis, 

they were complemented by other artides from the Toronto Star and the Globe alid Mail on 

specifïc policies and policy initiatives, especially: 

the Housing Policy Statement 
the Apartments in Houses legislation 

the Commission on Planning and Development Reform in Ontario 

the Task Force on the Gteater Toronto Area, 
Finally, for municipalities poorly covered by the Toronto Star (Le., Whitby, Newmarket, 

Burlington, and Brampton) local newspapers were searched for artides relating to provincial 

policies or the offiaal planning process. Taken together, this collection of newspaper articles 

provided a rich source of information with which to assess the intensification policy context 

over the study period, gain insight into the formulation of specific intensification policies at 

the provincial level, and to understand the planning context within the CTA and the focus 

munici palities. 

3.7.2. Secondary Literature and Data Sources 
Secondary literature and data sources were used in assessing the provinaiil and regionûl 

policy context and the context of official plans at the local level. Data sources induded 

figures kom Qnadû Mortgage and Housing Corporation on housing starts, £rom Statistics 

Canada on housing stock and demographc trends, the Canadian Real Estate Association on 
housing prices and affordability, Born Metropolitan Toronto on regional housing, 

transportation, population, and employment trends, the Canadian Urban uistitute on 

population density and govemment structure, and the research output h m  individuai 

municipalities in the region on land use and hwsing matters. Secondary iiterature on specific 
poüaes and the planning system in Ontario was also employed in desaibing the poiicy 

Eramework, in helping to interpret municipal responses to that framework, and the 

implications for plan implementation. 

3.7.3. Interviews 

Interviews with govenunent offiaals provided a principal source of information for the case 

study. A "judgemental sample" of i n t e~ewees  was chosen, meaning that the sample selected 

was judged to be the one most ke ly  to yield an understanding of the abject of study in the 

case-study area. The sampiing procedure used a combination of "snowball" and "quota" 
methods, depending on the jurisdictional level. 



In the case of provincial officiûls, i n t e~ewees  were identified through the snowball 

method. Those officirls responsible for formulating or overseeing the implementation of 

particular polides were suggested by other infamants and UiteMewees. Thus, the list of 

provincial interviewees wûs built up over the period during which field research was 

conducted. koWldal officials were i n t e ~ e w e d  from the Ministries of Municipal Affairs; 

Housing; Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs; Transportation; Environment and Energy; and 

Nahiral Resources. Representatives from ami's length provincial agencies and commissions 
were also i n t e ~ e w e d ,  induding the Ontario Reality Corporation, the Waterfront Regeneration 
Trust, and the Commission on Planning and Development Reform. Many of the current and 
former officials with the Office for the Greater Toronto Area were also interviewed. 

In the case of municipal officials i n t e~ewees  were suggested by newspaper articles, 

provinaal officials involved in plan approvals, or through "cold" calls to municipal planning 
departments using muniapal and provincial directories. Officiais were i n t e ~ e w e d  kom the 

four regional municipalities w i h  the GTA and MetropoiitanToronto, the six local 

muniapalities whose official plans were shidied in detaii, and from some non-focus 

municipalities. Table 3-3 shows the number and distribution of interviews conducted for the 

case study. 

Table 3-3: Interviewees for the Case Study 

1 Catcgory 1 Nurnberof 1 Numbcrof 1 
1 Inte~iewecs 1 Interviews 

Provincial 1 21 1 27 . . . .  
1 

- - -. 

OGTA 5 7 , 

Municipal-Lower-tier 15 21 
Total 51 71 

interview research for the case study took place boom May 1994 to August 1995.) A 

total of 71 interviews were camied out with 51 different interviewees, lasting from 30 minutes 

to 2.5 hours but averaging about 1.25 hours. Before the interviews took place, i n t e ~ e w e e s  
were given a preliminary description of the project, its purpose, and the types of questions 

that would be asked of them. By and large, the interviews proceeded through a question and 

answer, semi-shuctured format. i n t e~ewees  were permitted to taik freely about their 

interpretations and concerns. Most interviews were conducted over the telephone, detailed 

notes were taken on a desktop cornputer, and a piuaphrased transcript was prepared 

immedia tely a fterwards. 

As conceptual constructs and potential explanations for planning outcomes became 

available in the course of the research, bllow-up i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted with some of the 



interviewees. During these second or third i n t e ~ e w s ,  I could ask interviewees questions 

regarding the tentative conclusions 1 had reached, explore alternative explanations, and get 
feedback on the appropriateness of emerging constnicts. 

Despite the semi-stnictured approach to the interviews and the evolving interview 

objectives, consistency was maintained for each group of interviewees and a set of common 

interview objectives was estabüshed. For provincial ofncials, common objectives included: 
darifying the poücy context, incluâing the problems being addressed by the policy 

determining the policy objectives in terms of desired changes to municipal planning 
policies 

obtaining a description of spedfic policies with which the official was associated 

identi fying constraints on policy implementation 
identifying typical points of conflict or controversy with municipaliües in implementing 

policies through municipal official plans. 

For municipal officials common objectives included: 

darifying the planning context in terms of key planning issues ta be addressed through 
offiaal plans 

identifying typical points of conflict or controversy with upper-tier or provincial agencies 
involved in offiaal plan approval 

interpreting planning policies in each category of provincial intensification policy. 
determining the implications of those planning policies for development activity within the 

municipality. 

A list of interviewees appears in Appendix A of this thesis. 
In addition to these semi-structured longer interviews, 26 shorter (Le., l e s  than 30 

minutes), unstructured interviews were conducted with officials holding specific information 
that was needed in order to round out the case study. This induded i n t e ~ e w s  with a 

provincial officials havuig information on the number and distribution of assisted housing in 
the CTA, the number of municipalities in the CTA that conducted provinciaiiy-funded 
intensification studies, and the number of severances on agncultural land. Similarly, municipal 
officials were interviewed who had detailed information on the production of affordable 

housing in a speafic municipaiity, the fiscal impacts of different housing types, and the 
progress of an OMB hearing related to an official plan poücy. These "secondary interviewees" 
are listed in Appendix B of this thesis. 

3.7.4.Official Policy and Planning Documents 
The official policy documents making up the provincial intensi£ication poücy framework were 

identified during the case study research. These included: 



legisla t ion 
policy statements under Section 3 of the Pla~ining Ad 

policy guidelines to be used in the provincial approval of municipal plans and in 
generation of muniapal plans 

policy reports of the OGTA resulting h m  the activities of formally organized committees 
inrluding provinaal and municipal representatives 

These documents were subjected to detailed andysis using the tollowing protocol: 

the categories of intensification policy (growth management, housing supply, and urban 

structure): used to identify and categorize the relevant policies withtn each document 

the typology of formulator-implementer linkages: used to characterize the approach 
employed by the policy formulating agency responsible for the document in tenns of the 

amomt of influence municipalities and other stakeholders were permitted to exert over 

policy formulation 

the typology of policy instrument types: used to differentiate elements of the policy 

frarnework according to their legal coerciveness 

provincial policy objectives: the impact the provinaal policy was meant to have on 

municipal planning policies. 
In addition, the upper- and lower-tier official plans of the focus municipalities within 

the case study region were assembled and subjected to systematic analysis. Eleven categories 

were created with which to label sections of plans. Each category was then included under 

one of the main units of analysis: Le., growth management, houang supply, and urban 

structure. 

General 
a Preamblel Introduction/ Principles of the Plan 

Implementa tion Mechanisms 

Housing Supply 
Housingl Residential Policies 

Community Improvemen t Areas 

Monitoring 

Urban Structure 
Commercial Areas 

Urban Structure 

Transportation 

Growth Management 
Servîcing/ Phasing / Boundary Changes 
Agncultural/ Rural Areas 
En Wonment / Open Space / Resources 



Finaily, plan policies organized in this way were linked to each of the three elements of the 

provincial intensification policy frûmework in order to assess municipal cornpliance. 

3.7.5. Other Government Documents 
Govemment documents other than offidal polides and plans were also used in building the 

case study. At the provinaal level, a number of other sources of documentation were 

uncovered that helped interpret the policy ffamework in terms O f the motivation for 

undertaking policy initiatives, and assessing the objectives of provincial planners in 

implementing the policy framework at the muniapal level. These documents included: 
draft policy documents 

policy implementation manuals 

public educûtion materials 
comments on offidal plans from provinaal ministries. 

At the metropolitan level, the main saurce of document 

by the OGTA, induding: 

* draft policy documents 

comrnents from municipalities on OCTA policy documents 

public education material 

background research reports. 

1 information was provided 

At the municipal level, background studies and reports leading up to offiaal plans 

were also helpful in interpreting the plans, as were offiaal plan-implementing instruments. 

These included: 

Municipal Housing Statements, which identify housing needs over the long term and 

m e s s  current housing nipply trends 
Residential Intensification Studies, which identify the intensification opportunities present 

in the muniapality based on such factors as land availability, willingness of property 

owners, servicing availability and demand for housing ui those locations 

Crowth Management Studies, which forecast population and employment growth in the 
municipality in order to justify an expanded urban boundary 

Secondary Plans, which give more detailed guidance than official plans to the 

developrnent of specific areas withm a given muniapaüty 

Transit Studies, which consider the various options for improving transit service, including 

land-use options 

Strategic Plans, usually based on extensive public consultation. These plans se: d o m  the 

basic long-term goals and values of the comrnunity. 



3.7.6, StakehoIder Documents 

A number of stakeholder-produced documents were also used to help establish the poücy 

context, the poücy reaction, and offiaal plan dynamics. Stakeholden are defined as "the 
various parties who are affected by policy decisions, whose interests are at stake when 
changes are proposed" (Hakim, 1986: 146). Stakeholder orgÿnizations were divided into three 
levels: provincial, regionai, and local. Provinaal interests induded the Association of 
Municipalities of Ontario, the Ontario Environmental Networlc, the Ontario Professional 
Plamers lnstitute, the Ontario Round Table on the Environment and Economy, Ontario 
Fedesation of Agncdhire, the indusive Neighbourhoods Campaign, and the Urban 

Developrnent Institute. Regionel stakeholden included those organizations with an interest in 
intensification issues and that daimed to have a regional perspective, induding the Greater 
Toronto Home Builden Association, the Metro Toronto Social Planning Councii, the Labour 
Council of Metropolitan Toronto, Environmentalists Plan Transportation, the Toronto 
Environmental Alliance, Women Plan Toronto, and Save the Oak Ridges Moraine. The range 
of documents produced by provincial and regional stakeholder groups induded: policy 
position papers, research reports, newsletters, and brochures. The local stakeholden category 
was comprised of those making comrnents on official plan proposais in the case study ares, 

i.e., retidents', environmental, and other groups, individual developers, and individual 

ci tizens. 

3.8. Validity and Reliability of the Case Study 
Case-study research design hss been crititized as wcientific and unlikely to produce results 
of a generally valuable nature (George, 1979). in answering these criticims, Yin (1989) has 
identified three tests of good design for exploratory case-studies: extemal validity, construct 
validity, and reliability!' Each one is dealt with in hm below. 

3.8.1. External Validity 
Extemal validity refers to whether or not the study's hdings are generalizable beyond the 
immediate case shtdy. in the case at hand, can the findings and conclusions based on research 
in the GTA be extrapolated to other metropolitan regions in Canada? Critics cl- that single 
case studies are unable to provide insights into broader phenomena because they are based on 

the unique conditions found in particuiar locales. Yin (1989) makes the counter-daim that 
such critics misunderstand the nature of case studies: unlike other forms of research that 

depend on statistical generaiization, case shidies rely on analytical generalizations. 

Patton (1982) niggests that, although a case study may not techrucally permit broad 

generalizations to al1 possible case studies, logical generalizations can be made £rom the 
weight of evidence in studyuig a single case. Single case-skdy research is most powerful when 



cases are chosen that are either typical, deviant, or critical (Hakim, 1986; George, 1979). The 

research objectives for this thesis focus principally on the dynarnics of the interaction between 

provinaal and municipal planning agencies. To explore this dynamic, 1 selected a "critical" 
case-study, i.e., that metropoütan area of the country where intensification issues were most 
in evidence and where provincial policies were most aggressive in promoting municipal 
planning poliâes that would create more compact urban forms. 

This research logic has been used in other case studies on urban issues in Canada. 
Most recently, Coffey (1994: 78) has reasoned that: 

in the following analysis, we are examinîng the Canadian CMA in which the 
edge city phenomenon should logically be the least likely to appear. If we do 
Find evideiice of the phenomenon in Montreal, in a context in which planned 
decentralization policies and certain important geographic, sacio-demographic, 
and economic conditions are absent, we may assume with a reasonable degree 
of assurance that edge ci ties are more iikely to appear in other metropolitan 
areas. 

nius,  the fact thût Ontario hûs an elaborate intensification poiicy framework and a 

more authoritative, directive planning r e p e  than other provinces (as briefly desaibed in 
section 3.3) makes the GTA a good candidate for this study Erom the point of view of extemal 
validity, Le., if intensification policies were found to be ineffective in the CTA, then it could be 

argued that intensification policies would be unlikely to ~ c c e e d  in other jurisdictions. But the 
particular features of the case study area may also have a negative implication from the point 
of view of external validity. We may find, for instance, that certain aspects of the provincial 
intensification policy framework are being successfdly implemented at the municipal level, 

but that the uniqueness of the GTA case study prevents us from conduding that such poliaes 
could be successful in other urban areas in the counhy. The issue of the generalizability of the 
research findings to other urban areas is taken up in the final chapter of this thesis. 

3.8.2. Construct Validity 
A comrnon fading of case-study research design is the lack of a vaüd set of meanires or 
variables that are used to structure the research, and that are consistently referred to in 

interpreting the research hdings.  Critics suspect that impressionistic, unstnictured case 

studies ailow for too many subjective judgements about data to be induded or exduded from 
the reporting of research hdings. To address this issue, Yin mggests that the investigator 
justify the selection of constructs and variables used in the study. 

in the research at hand, the p ~ à p a l  variable to be studied is that of policy changes 

affecting the density of residential development. As explained in Section O, this variable was 
redved  into three components: growth management, housing supply, and urban structure. An 



effort was made to touch base with these aspects of intensification policy at al1 stages of the 

research design and in the research report itself. This indudes the analysis of the provincial 
policy framework and the analysis of municipal plan implementation. The conclusions 
presented in Chapter 10 also respect this logical structure. A justification for choosing these 
three elements, as opposed to some other construction of the policy framework, is therefore 

important to estabüshing the validity of the research. 
Because this study inquiries into the translation of provincial policy objectives into 

municipal planning policies, i t was essen tial tha t the iden tified policy componen ts "resona te" 

with the policy structure at both jurisdictional levels. Thus, in order to choose the most 

appropriate units, a preliminary understanding of intensification policies at provincial and 
municipal levels was necessary. At the provinaal level, this proved to be a difficult task. In 
Ontario, the researcher who sets about investigating intensification policy cannot tum to a 
single provincial policy or prograrn-or even a single govemment department-and quickiy 

finds him or herself making judgements about what should or should not be induded under 
that the intensification policy title. Clearly, "intensification" is not a discrete policy areû, but 
is a rather vague public poücy goal that is expressed through a number of indirectly-related 
govemment actions. It was not immediately dear how to organize this array of policy 
initiatives in such a way as to lend itself to easy analysis. 

At the municipal level, 1 found a more obvious pattern in policies relating to land use 

intensity. Almost al1 of the ten municipal officia1 plans that were subject to detailed smtiny 
had main sections relating to housing supply and urban structure. Looking badc at provinual 

policies relating to land use intensity, 1 found that the concepts of housing supply and urban 
structure conesponded to key provintial poliaes (such as the Housing Policy Statement and 
the Transi t-Supportive Guidelines), but left out provincial poliaes rela ted to managing gowth 
such as projecting population growth and budgeting land to accommodate growth. Once ttus 

third category (growth management) was identified at the provincial level, I revisited official 
plans to see whether correspondmg municipal policies could be identified. Indeed, 1 found 
thût the plans contained policies on anticipated population gmwth, the extension of urban 

boundaries, the seMchg and phashg of growth, and the preservation of agncultural and 
envimnmentaily sensitive land, usually organized into two or three sections. Together these 

seemed to correspond wel with the definition of growth management being advanced by the 

province. Discussion with key informants at the provincial level confmned that this was a 
rationai and useful way to organize the poücy kamework Thus, the three policy 

components-housing supply, urban structure and growth management-only became visible 
in an iterative fashion as the research unfolded, a situation not untypical of policy research 

(Majchrzak, 1984) .' 



To ensure case study validity, Yin also wggests that the investigator demonstrate that 

the meanires used to tradc the selected variables do indeed reflect those specific variables, 
i.e., that they are not spurious. The research design describecl in Section 3.6 assumes that 
policy changes affecting the density of residential development can be gauged through a 
careful study and interpretation of poiicy and planning documents at the provincial and 
municipal levels of govement .  At the provincial policy level, this assumption is relatively 
unproblematic: a number of ministries were surveyed for the key policies affecting the 

consurnption of land, housing, and urban structure. Poücy changes were tracked through 

official policy amouncements, including poücy statements under Section 3 of the Ontario 
Platitiblg Act, cabinet approved documents, and ministerial policy publications. It is hard to 
imagine a convincing argument that provincial policy was something other than was expressed 

through these documents, although condusions to the thesis must take into account the 
possibility that provincial policy and funding actions other than those exarnined may have 
contradicted intensification policies. 

Conshuct validity is more problematic at the muniapal level, where measurement was 

limited to statements contained in official plans and background documents. A critic may 
point to the obvious chasm between municipal intentions as expressed in official plans and 
the translation of those intentions into zoning and development control changes, where 
resistance to provincial policy changes may be more forcefuily expressed. The choice to focus 

on offiaal plans was made for a number of reasons: 

these are the primary implementation mechanimi envisioned by provincial policies 
they are the most comprehensive statements of municipal planning policy. Other planning 

documents, such as secondary plans or zoning by-law amendments, may reflect municipal 

policy in specific districts but only officiai plans enunciate policies that are muniapality- 
wide 

in most cases official plans had only recently been adopted or were stiil in process of 

being adopted. Thus, relying on changes to zoning bylaws or development-control poiicies 
would have introduced even greater doubts about the constmct vaiidity 

focussing on officia1 plans did not obviate consideration of secondary plans and zoning 
changes-where they had taken place-in ûssessing how offiaal plans rnight be 
implemented in selected muniapalities. 

Yin proposes a number of checks on construct validity, checks that have been 

irnplemented in this researdi design: a variety of data sources have been used, key ~nformants 

have been asked to review the principal ûndings, and a diain of evidence has been 
maintained. The latter is discussed in more detail in the next section. 



3.8.3. Reliability 

Case studies have also been dt iased as unreliable in the sense that a second investigator 

working independently of the first but foiiowing sinuiar procedws might easily arrive at 

sipficantly different findings and condusions. In other words, the case-study methods may 
invite resewch bias and error that influences the outcome of the research but is difficult for an 

outside reûder to detect in the final report. 
Babbie (1979) iternizes a number of reüability issues that are relevant to the case study 

at hand: interviewees may be infiuenced by the demeanor or attitudes of the interviewer, 

interviewees rnay gve  opinions beyond their realm of special knowledge, newspaper coding 

might have been influenced by the orientation of the coder to the issue at hand, and so on. 

The reader's confidence in the reliability of the study can be enhanced in two ways: 

+ by showing that any given renilt or interpretation in the thesis itself can be traced back 

through a chain of evidence to documented sources 

by convincing the reader that the investigator took steps to ensure that his or her persona1 

bias did not unduly influence the choice of data sources or the interpretation of the data 

gathered. 
Each of these sources of reliability is discussed in tum. 

Yin (1989) ~ g g e s t s  that reliability is enhanced when the researcher creates a formal 

case-study data base that is separate from the written report, documents the procedures 

followed in the case study, and maintains a chan of evidence. 
The present shidy has rnaintained an extensive data base sepante from the written 

report. This data base is composed of: 
transcripts of every interview conducted for the research 

coded information on relevant newspaper articles 
+ a bibliogaphic data base listing primary documents indudmg provincial policies, official 

plans and reports of other stakeholden 

* an address and scheduling data base showing the coordinates, affiliation, and position of 

each interviewee and data source, dong with a record of contact with them and their role 
in the research design. 

The procedures used in the prewnt study have been extensively documented: 

a list of research objectives for each type of interviewee was maintained 

notes on the coding of newspaper artides were maintained 

the source of each primary document was noted and a date of receipt recorded. 

A chah of evidence was maintained by: 

identifying the research objectives 



linking the selection of municipalities, interviewees, other memben of the policy 

cornmunity, and newspaper articles to the research objectives 
canyng out the data collection with each data source in a consistent manner 
linking the evidence presented in the report to speafic data sources, consistent with the 

need to protect the anonymity of i n t e ~ e w  sources. 

maintaining a confidential data base on the individual sources for statements appearing in 

the thesis. 
Other techniques are available to increase the reader's confidence that a second 

investigator proceeding from the same research question in the same study area would select 

similar data sources and reach similar conclusions, i.e., that personal bias did not unduly 
influence the conduct and outcome of the research. As one safeguard, Yin (1989: 65) 

recommends that preliminûry ûndings shodd be reported to "two or three aitical colleûg~es'~ 

who might suggest additional sources of data and offer alternative interpretations of the data 
than those being proposed by the investigator. in the present study, a thesis cornmittee of four 
other ûcademia and one professional planner served just this hnction by reading and 
commenting on earlier drafts of the thesis. Furthemore, key informants were provided with 
the main research findings at several points during the data collection and thesis writing 

stages. Their responses helped refine later data collection strategies and the interpretation of 
the data. Finally, I took speaal pains to remain open to alternative explanations and 
unexpected findings. One indication of this openness is the fact that the condusions drawn 
from the research depart in important ways Erom the assumptions 1 held going into the study.' 

3.9. Methodological Issues 
There are a number of issues raised by the method used in the thesis that require hirther 

discussion. 

3.9.1. Selection of Focus Municipalities 

In this study derences are drawn from the focused study of six mburban muniapali ties 
within the GTA to the wider group of 13 suburban muniapalities. This couid be an important 
source of error if the selection O t six muniapalities were non-representative or biased in some 

way. 
in order to address this issue a number of assurances are availabIe. First the six case 

shidies represent a wide range of mburban conditions that shouid d o w  us to generalize the 

ûndings to the Fui1 range of suburban conditions withm the CTA: 

Geographical dispersion: Each of the four regional muniapalities outside Metropolitan 
Toronto is represented in the selection of municipalities for focussed research. 



Growth rates: from among the lowest (Burlington) to among the highest (Pickering) recent 
rates of growth in suburban areas of the region. 

Developrnent stages: three municipaütiec-Whitby, Brampton, and Newmarket- 

designate substantial new growth areas in their offiaal plans while three others- 

Mississauga, Burlington, and Pickering-are nearly or hilly designated. 
Size: from Newmarket with only 46,000 people in 1991 to Mississauga with a population 

of 463,000 or roughly 10 times the size. 

Secondly, a number of i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted and documents analyzed kom other 
suburban rnunicipalities within the GTA in order to increase confidence that the six selected 
municipalities were typical cases. This induded the municipalities of Aurora, Richmond 
and Vaughan. Nothing m e  to light through these efforts that suggested the six focus 

municipalities were atypical in any way. 

3.9.2. Confidentiality and Reporting Technique 
Confidentiality was promised to i n t e~ewees  in order to increase the likelihood of receiv 
personal insights and frank opinions rather than the offiaal positions of the organization 
being represented. l n t e ~ e w e e s  were told that quotations may be used £rom the transdpt but 
that the personal identity of the informant would not be divulged. They were also told that 
their names and affiliations would appear in an appendix of interviewees at the end of the 

t hesis. 

Hedo and Wildavsky (1981) established the validity of this methodological choice in 
the research on British fiscal policy. Ln their case-study report, they emphasized that their 

research was only possible because they gained the trust of their interview subjects and 
guaranteed their anonyrnity, even if this entailed spedd efforts on their part in reporting on 

the research findings. The disadvantage of this method is that quotations must be presented 
in the thesis without giving the reader the opportunity to weigh the reliability of the speaker. 
To minirnize this disadvantage, the affiiiation of the speaker being quoted is given, and in 

some cases, the speaker's position in the bureaucratie hierarchy, i.e., "a senior planner" or "a 

poücy advisor of long standing." Care was taken to ensure that these epithets would not 
serve to identify the speaker personaliy. 

A residual problem emerges from the fact that not all evidence and argument can be 

put forward in the form of quotations from interviewees. Thus, statements of fact or 

interpretation appear in the Chapters 4 to 9 without speafic references being provided. Once 
again, this approach tends to reduce the reader's abüity to judge the perspective being 
represented or to m e s s  the reliability of the evidence hunished. Fortunately, it is possible to 

report on the research findings in a way that groups i n t e ~ e w  sources by agency. Footnotes 



are provided at the begnning of each section or subsection indicating the agency or agencies 
that provided the interview information being presented. This usually includes the level of 
govemrnent, the ministry or department, and, where applicable, the office or branch 
concemed. 

3.9.3. Changing Policy and Planning Landscape 
Another important methodological issue concems the time frame selected for anûlysis. The 
main purpose of ths m i t i d  case study is to determine whether provincial intensification 

policies are being incorporated into municipal official plans in suburban regions of the GTA. 

i h e  fact that both provincial policies and official plans are "living" entities that are still 
evolvhg presents a speaal challenge tu the researcher. 

As we will see in Chapters 4 and 5, the provinaal intensification poücy framework 
can be divided into province-wide land-use planning policies and CTA-specific regional 

polities. 00th aspects of the framework were developed through incremental additions 
between 1989 and 1994. in 1995, however, the province-wide planning system in Ontario 
begm to undergo more fundamental change. Fint, the spring of 1995 saw legislative changes 
to the planning system and a consolidation of provincial poliaes. These changes tended to 

strengthen the intensification policy framework Then in the surnmer of 1995, the Progressive 
Conservatives replaced the New Democrats as the governing party ûfter a provincial election. 

The Tories immediately undertook to review and dinûntle many of the NDP reforms, 
resulting in a p l a ~ i n g  system with a weaker intensification policy hamework 

Given the fact that this is a aitical case study, 1 am interested in assessing the impact 

of the most assertive provincial polities on municipal planning decisions. The most assertive 

policies are those implemented by the NDP government in the changes to the planning system 
in 1995. However, gtven their short-lived existence, few official plans were undertaken and 
approved with this policy framework in mind. Therefore, 1 will assess the impact of the 
provincial policy framework as it developed over the period front the end of the 1980s until 
the introduction of the Tory refoms in the Fd of 1995. After readllng conclusions based on 

this tune period, 1 comment on the likely impact of the Tory planning refoms in the last 
chapter of the thesis. 

Producing an offidal plan often takes several yean from initial draft to cound  
approval and h a 1  provincial approval. The municipal plans that have been chosen for 

anaiysis were al1 drafted after the key elements of provincial poiicy framework were in place 
and before the proposed Tory reforms in late 19959 Thus, we can assume that they were 
largely shaped under the policy conditions that pre-dated the Tory refomdO Furthemore, 
some aspects of the intensification poiicy framework were relatively unaffected by the 



changes introduced by the Tories. Most importantly, many aspects of the regionally-specific 

policies described in Chapter 5 remained in place. Fially, the administrative mechanisms for 
trmslating provincial poiicies into municipal plans were ~Iso undranged by the NDP-Tory 
transition. 

Another timing issue anses due to the fact that at the time of writing, some of the 

plans were not yet approved by the province. Thus, some elements of the plan may be 
changed before b a l  provincial approval, and these changes may have suggested s different 

dynamic between provincial and municipal plannuig agencies than that conduded on the 

basis of events so far. Table 3-4 shows the status of the various plans studied at the time of 

writing. 

Table 3-4: Official Plan Stahis 

Municipali ty 1 Stage of Approval 
Whitbv 1 Adonteci bv Council Scot/ 94 

I Dtaft dan issued June/95 I - - .. - -  
t 1 - .  

Newrnarket 1 Ado~ted bv Counal OctI94 1 

Halton Region Adoptcd by Counal Md11994 
Pecl Rcgion Drdt plan issued July/ 1995 

Mississauga 
Burlin~ton 
York Razion 

The fact that muniapal plans are shii evolving does not necessarily detract from their 

value given my research purposes all of the plans reviewed had been extensively comrnented 

on by provincial agencies, and that documentation was made avaüable to me for analysis. 

Although the outcome might still be in doubt for some plans, the main points of contention 
and provincial priorities in plan review are therefore avaüable for analysis. 

Draft plan issued Dec/94 
Adoptai by Cound Jutyj94 
Aoomvcd bv Ministrv of Muniaual Affairs O d 9 4  

3.10. Conclusion 
This chapter has explained and justified the method used for the case-study research and 

explored some of the issues raised by this approadr. The research design presents two main 
opportunities, one descriptive and one explanatory 

to lay out a detailed description of policies designed to adueve higher residential densities 

in a Canadian metropolitan area, induding administrative mechanimis and planning 
outcomes 

to provide other investigaton with tentative hypotheses explainhg the planning outcomes 
that couid serve as the basis for further, more systematic research. 



Endno t es 
' For instance, the growth management objectives of planners in the Plans Approval Brmch at the 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs, dcsaibed in Chapter 7. 
For instance, the basic distinction between growth mangement, housing supply, and urban structure 

poiiaes, discussed further in Chapter 3 bclow. 
For instance, the distinction between growth management and expansion management, made in 

Chapter 7. 
These are what Hitchcock (1994) calls "municipal densities". A bettcr measure of the avcragc 

population density in cadi municipality would be the total population dividcd by the urbanized 
area rathcr the total arca of the muniapality. Unfortunately, this data is not readily available. 
' A fcw "updatef' interviews were conduded after this period. 

Yin's fourth test of good case study design is intemal validity, which refen to the confidence wc cm 
have in the causal relationships positd by the case study, whercby certain conditions are shown to 
lead to othcr conditions. This test of dequate research design is normaily applied only to 
cxplanatory or wusal studics where factors are being sought to explain certain phenornena or test a 
clcar hypothcsis. The prrsent wsc study does not fit either of these types-rathcr it is of an 
cxploratory kind. In these types of studies, strong statements about ausa1 co~ections are usually 
avoided. 
' It is important to note that the t h m  types of intensification policies were dcsigned to achieve 
number of policy objectives other than increasing the intensity of nsidential land use: gmwth 
management polios arc meant not only to concentrate development on the least land base but ûIso to 
ensurc the ordcrly expansion of urban arcas in tcrms of the phasing of services, and thc reduction of 
fiscal and envirunmc.nta1 impacts of growth; housing supply policies acr mcant not only to encourage 
highcr-dcnsity greenfield dcvcloprncnt and thc intensification of existing Ureas, but also to promotc 
thc production of affordable housing and a nngc of housing types that mect cxisting and future 
dcmand; and urban structure policies are meant not only to engcnder higher-density residcntial nodes 
and corridors, but also to rcvitalizc town centres, attract commercial dcvcloprncnt, and makc transit 
improvcrncnts economic~lly fcasiblc. Thus, the trcatmcnt of intensification policy in this thcsis will 
frcquently takc place thmugh discussion of thcse rclated policy objectives. Nonctheless, we should 
not lose sight of thc tact that the focus of the rwarch is on the intensity of rcsidential Iiand use in thc 
GTA. 
%s will bc secn in Chapter 10, for instance, I condude that provinad poliacs should bc fomulated 
with grcater municipal input in ordcr to inmûse the legitimacy and thcrrforc the cffectivcness of 
thc provincial policy framcwork. When 1 began this investigation, 1 felt that the involvernent of 
muniapalities in formulating intensification objectives would be a mistakc. 
' Somc policy developments had to be ignored in this study because they orne into cffcct so latc in the 
study period. Most important are the guidelines developed by the NDP for implementing altcmativc 
developmcnt standards, which were not findized by the Ministry of Muniapal Affairs end the 
Ministry of Housing until Apd, 1995. 
'O When this is not the case, mention will be rnadc in the text. 



Part II: The Provlnclal Intensification Pollcv Framework 





4 . Province-Wide Land-Use Policies 

4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, I review the elements of the province-wide intensification poiicy framework. 

As the chapter will detail, the poiicy objectives have stufted over tirne as econornic and 

political conditions changed. In the 1970s and early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  intensification policies were put 

forward in support of the goals of energy conservation. f a d a n d  preservation, and building 

rehabilitation. In the late 1980s. housing affordûbility was the ovemding policy objective and 

intensification was seen as one instnirnent in inueasing the supply of affordable housing. In 
the early 1990s, the issue of urban sprawl took centre stage of the province's policy concems 

and intensification was promoted as an instrument in managing growth and arresting sprûwl. 

Not only has the policy objective evolved, but so too has the policy instruments used. The 

chapter shows that the province has employed a wide array of policy instruments in achieving 

its objectives, from policy research, policy guidelines, policy statements and legislation. 

The chapter is organized into two main sections: first, the evolution of intensification 

policies in the 1970s and 1980s is nirveyed. Secondly, the curent policy kamework-defined 

as those policies created from the begnning of the new round of provincial policy effort in 

1989 up to and including the planning refonns of 1995-is surveyed. 

4.2. Pre-1989 Provincial Policy 
Four ministnes were active in the 1970s and the 1980s in developing policies to support 

intensification: Agriculture and Food, Housing. Muniapal Affairs, and Energy, with Housing 

playing the key role. Intensification policies were of four kinds: 

research 

influencing the planning practices of municipalities by creating planning guidelines 

funding municipal studies and infrastructure investment 

intervening directly in the housing market by targeting the deasions of property owners. 

Each of these is considered in turn. 

4.2.1. Research 
Dunng the early 1980's the province undertook an extensive research programme on housing 

intensifka tion, induding: 
the multi-volume research report prepared by a number of connilting firms led by Klein & 

Seaa (1983), entitled Sfiidy of Residential hitois$catioa aild Rmtal Hoiisiiig Co~lsemt io i i ,  

jointly commissioned by the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing and the 

Association of Municipalities of Ontario. 



a study commissioned by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Assoaation of 

Municipalities of Ontario and conducted by David Hulchanski, entitled Urba~i Resicioitial 

La~zd-Use Cortservation, Dnisij?catioti and Intei~sificatio~z: A Raietu of the Literatirre (1982). 

a series of reports camed out by Lewinberg Consultants Ltd., entitled bl Yoiir 

Neiglibourltood, published between 1984 and 1987. 

The main focus of this research was "mall-scale" intensification of aiready built up 

areûs, particularly conversion and infiU in mature areas. One of the prinapal motivations 

behnd t hese reports was to asses the pubüc acceptabiii ty of this form of urban 

redevelopment in the aftermath of the politically disastrous experiments with urban renewal 

in the 1950s and 1960s. Small-scale intensification had the potential to lead to diffuse 

physical change in the urban fabric while increasing substantialiy the supply of lowîost rental 

housing in core cities. 'T'hus, it was designed to adueve provincial goals without threatening 

the stability of established neighborhoods. 

4.2.2. Intervention in Municipal Land-Use Planning 
Beginning in the late 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  the province began to establish policies and programmes designed 

to affect the priorities and deasions contained in muniapal plans. 

4.2.2.1. The Food Land Cuidelines 

Ontario's best agriculhiral lands are located in the most heavily urbanized areas of the 

province. This has resulted in increasing cornpetition over the use of these lands. With the 

suburban housing boom of the 1960s and 1970s, urban development in rural areûs emerged as 

an important political issue. Studies showed that the best agncuiturd lands in Ontario were 

disappearing ut rvhat seemed an alarming rate (Bureau of Muniapal Research, 1977). 

Responding to this concern, the provincial cabinet approved the Food Land Guidelines in 
1978 as a statement of govemment poücy (Ontario, 1978).' 

The main purpose of the guidelines was to ensure that land with high capabllity for 

agncul ture was kep t available for farming. The guidelines required that municipidi ties 

contemplating the development of agncuitural land for non-agncultural purposes justify their 

plans through a variety of means: 

projected population for the municipality 

refemng to the potential for infiliing of existing built-up areas 

the land acreage required, calculated on the basis of population increase to be 

accommodrted at reasonable density 

efficiency of servicing 

logical extension of an existing comrnunity 



providing proof that no alternatives in terms of lands with lower quality soils were 
available to accommodate the plamed growth. 

The guidelines completed the govemment's Strategy for Ontario Farmland, the purpose 

of which was to maintain an economicdy viable agricultural industry in Ontario. Thus, the 
main purpose of the guidelùres was to asist muniapalities in planning to preserve agricultural 
land, not to arrest sprawl. The guidelines worked to direct growth to lower quality agricultural 
land: they did not look at the need to preserve other environmentally valuable resources or to 

enhance land-use effiaency as an overall goal. 
Being among the k t  of the province's offidal policy statements, the announcement 

sparked discussion about the appropriate manner of provinaal policy intervention in 
muniapûl affairç. Municipalities asked that the province adopt a fomal mechanimi requiring 
consultation with municipalities, which helped give rise to Section 3 of the revised 1983 

P l a m h g  Act. In 1985, the province undertook a review of the Food Land Guidelines, and a 
draft Food Preservation Policy Statement was released for public review in 1986 by the 

Ministers of Agriculture and Food, and of Muniapal Affairs. Ironicaily, however, the Food 

Land Guidelines were never adopted under Section 3 and therefore never became an official 
policy statement.' 

4.2.2.2. Land-use Planning for Energy Conservation Cuidelines 

Reflecting the dramatic rke in oil prices in the 1970s and early 1980s, energy conservation had 
become a major policy objective of the provincial government. In support of the province's 
energy conservation goals, the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affain and Housing produced 

three documents in 1982: 

provincial guidelines for offiaal plans outlining the various planning techniques that could 

be incorporated into official pians to conserve energy-induding compact development, 
mixed land use, adaptive reuse, and "retrofit" development 

a review of urban development standards suggesting how reduced servicing standards 

couid Save embodied energy in sewers, roads, sidewalks, and so on 
a Handbook for Energy-Efficient Residential Subdivision Planning dealing with site design 

issues. 
The provinaal effort culmmated in 1984, with the issue of Land-Use P l a ~ i ~ i b z g  for 

Energy Conservalion. The document pointed out that: "Of al1 the energy conserving techniques 
available to planners, increasing densities is the most effective. inwasing residential densities, 
particularly if mu1 tiple-famüy uni ts are induded, will resui t in considerable reduction in both 
space-heating needs and transportation energy requkements" (Ontario Ministry of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing, 1984: 5). in support of this position, the document laid out 
comprehensive guidelines for municipal p l m e n  on issues rangmg from site design, mix of 



land uses, transit-supportive development, and intensification of the dready built up ûrea. 
lmplernentation of energy conservation measures was to be through a range of land-use 
planning inshuments induding offiaal plans, secondary plans, zoning bylaws, site-plan 
control, and subdivision control. 

4.2.2.3. Main Street Revitaiization Program 
One of the eiuüest intensification programs was called Main Street Revitalization Program, 
beguii about 1978 by the Ministry of Housing's Community Renewal Branch. Over the course 
of the next couple of years, the brandi pubüshed a number of information packages designed 

to encourage municipalities to refurbish their traditional mainstreets by improving the public 

realm and allowing housing to be built above existing retail spaces (Ontario Ministry of 
Housing, undated). 

4.2.2.4. Municipal Housing Statement Program 

Begun in 1980, the Municipal Housing Statement Program provided funding to municipalities 
to carry out housing studies as a precondition for receiving any federal-provincial funds for 

municipal non-profit housing. The shidies required tha t the municipalities undertake housing 

needs projections and encouraged them to adopt housing intensification policies, presumably 
as an altemate way to satisfy the demand for low-cost housing. Municipal Housing 

Statements were adopted by municipal councils and approved by the Ministry of Housing. 
The guidelines for aeating Municipal Housing Statements called for housing policies that 

would "encourage a particular emphasis on the growing need for renewal and planning for 

energy effiaency." The guidelines ~ g g e s t e d  that muniapalities should adopt policies to: 
maximize opportunities for infilling, through the division of lands by consent, to achieve 

compact growth 
maximize opportunities for redevelopment ût higher densities to increase energy efficiency. 

4.2.2.5. Ontario Neighbourhood Improvement Program 
The Ontario Neighbourhood Improvement Program (ONIP) was part of the Programs for 
Renewal, Improvement, and Development (PRIDE). I t  was designed to: 

assist municipalities revitalize older residential neighbourhoods occupied by low- and 
moderate-income househotds 

encourage investment in the rehabiiitation of exisüng housuig stock and new in611 
development by priva te or assisted housing 

encourage energy conservation through energy-efficient land use. 

The program provided grants for improvements to low-income residential 
neighbourhoods where the housing stock and community s e ~ c e s  were deteriorahng. ONIP 
funded: municipal services (sewer and water, hydro, gas, roads, etc.) and community faalities 
(paris, wading pools, swimming pools, bal1 diamonds, community centres, etc.). It also 



provided funds to purchûse land for low- and moderate-income housing where the land 

consists of residential buildings beyond the stage of econornic rehabilitation (Ontario Ministry 
of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 1983). 

In the mid-1980s, the PRIDE program was expanded to provide additional grants for 
upgrading residential services and faalities that would speafically support intensification. 
These grants could be used to help muniapalities implement some of the strategies identified 

in the MHS. An off-shoot of PRIDE, known as HlNT (Houshg intensification) was targeting 
at community improvements thrt would exploit the intensification potential of a given area. 
Offered h m  1988-90, only 15 muniapalities across Ontario took advantage of the program, 
and of those, oniy two (ïoronto and York) were in the CTA. 

4.22.6. Neighbours 
This program made funds available to assist municipaüties in undertaking 

cornmunica üon/ education-oriented irai tiatives intended to promote houshg intensification 
options and reduce neighbourhood resistance to intensification planning policies. Funding was 
available from 1988 to 1989 only. Some muniapalities used these tunds to implement 
communication goals of the MHS intensification Study. 

4.2.3. Market Intervention 

4.2.3.1. Home Piiuuwig Advisory Service 
This program provided funding to assist rnunicipalities in establishing and operating a "hand- 
holding" tunction to assist maIllcale producen through the design, development approvd 

and consmiction assodated with intensification and renovation projects. Again, this could be 

an element in implernenting a municipali ty's MHS intensincation Study. 

4.2.3.2, Add-A-Uni t 

Operated between 1983 and 1985, Add-A-Unit offered interest-Eree loans to homeowners to 

add accessory units (such as basement apartments) to their houses. As a pilot program, it 
was offered only in four Ontario municipalities: Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton and Thunder 
Bay. in 1986, it was folded into the Convert-to-Rent Program. 

4.2.3.3. Convert-to-Rent 

This program offered interest-Eree loans (of up to $7000 when the program ended in 1990) to 
owners of detached dwellmgs to encourage them to add an accessory unit. 

4.2.4. Summary 
in the 1970s and early 1980s, intensification policies were motivated by the need to conserve 
agricultural land and energy, and to encourage the rehabilitation and conversion of existing 



housing. A s  the energy crisis waned in the early 1980s and high interest rates and recession 
slowed down suburban developmen t temporarily, the rationde for intensification shifted from 

resource conservation to addressing certain problems in the supply of housing: the need to 

encourage privately created units suitable for senior citizens and lower-income households 
through the conversion and infiil process. This issue dovetailed with the mounting fiscal 
problerns experienced by the province: intensification was increasingly seen as a way of 
optimizing the use of existing infrastructure in central areas with declining populations and 

reducing the need for costly new infrastructure investment on the periphery, and to reduce the 

dernand for provincially-subsidized housing units. 
Regardless of the motivation, provincial policies and programs in this period appear 

to have met with little success. Although the Food Land Guidelines continued to be in effect 

into the 1990s, "the generai feeling among the agriculhual community and othen is that low- 

density urban sprawl on quality farmland has continued relatively unhampered by policy" 
(Commission on Planning and Development Reform, 1993: 25). Rurd planning was being done 
through the consents process: municipalities in Ontario granted 12,200 severances in 1988, up 

trom the 3,965 granted in 1982 (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1989). As for the 
Land-Use Planning for Energy Conservation Guideiines, offiaals at the Ministry of Municipal 

Affaia acknowledged that they seemed to have vanished without a trace and appeared to 
have had little impact on municipal plans or the plan approval process. A series of program 

evaluation studies (e.g., Cresap/Barnûrd, 1988; Jerome Markson Architects et al., 1985) 

showed t h  t the market intervention programs were meeting with some success in terms of the 
uptake by property ownen and the creation of new units, but by the turn of the 1990s, 

funding for most of these programs was being wound up and the money transferred to the 

NDPs job creation strategy, the Jobsontario Community Action Program. This was a 
community economic development program that had no objectives specifically related to 
intensification. At any rate, municipal intransigence to adapting planning regulations was 

presenting a formidable barrier to their wider success. As a senior officia1 in the Ministry of 
Housing wrote: 

Sy the end of the decade, community opposition to intensification, particularly 
mai l  scde intennôcation within neighbourhoods, was increasing. A 
com onent of the Convert-to-Rent program which supported the conversion of 
sin e-famüy homes to create accessory apartments was really only successfui 
in t h e City of Toronto, which was virtuaiiy the o d y  rnunicipality in Ontario in 
which the zoning by-law permitted these apartments in any dgmficant way. in 
response, the new housing Minister attem ted to direct1 infiuence local plans 
and zoning regdations which prohibited ti ese uses for 2 e k t  t h e  through 
the introduction of a policy statement under the Planning Ad (Borooah, 1992: 
4) 



The policy statement referred to in this quotation was the first component of û 

renewed provincial campaign to reduce spriiwl, encourage intensification of alrmdy built up 
areas, and increase the density of new residential development. 1 hm now to a consideration 

of each of these poüaes. 

4.3. Provincial Policy 1989-1995 

4.3.1. Introduction 

The provinaal policy hmework as it has evolved from 1989 is described in this section, 

organized according to the units of analysis identified in Chapter 3: i.e., growth management 

polities, housing mpply polides, and urban structure policies. The reader will recall from the 

discussion in the last chapter thot these rubrics provide a convenient logical structure for 

describing and evaluating intensification poliaes Ui Ontario, not only because they capture the 

main thrust of provincial and regional poücies relevant to the intensity of residential land use, 

but also because they correspond to the categorizrtion of policies in municipal official plans. 
We tum now to a connderation of pmvinaal poliaes falling under each rubric. 

4.3.2. Housing Supply Policies 

4.3.2.1. introduction 

One of the most important expressions of the provincial policy interest in intensification is the 

Land-Use Planning for Housing Policy Statement (or the Housing Policy Statement), 

approved by the Ontario Cabinet on July 13,1989 and jouitly announced by Ciaviva Hosek, 

the Minister of Housîng and John Eakins, the Miruster of Municipal Affairs. The Housing 
Policy Statement was one among a mal1 number of other such statements adopted under 

Section 3 of the 1983 P l a ~ i i r g  Act, which gave the province the authority to issue poücy 

statements that other ministries and muniapal authorities must have "regard to" in their 

decisions. According to Kanter (1992: 5), "the Housing Poiicy Statement reflected increasing 

provincial înterest in the impact of planning deasions on housing cost and design, an area 

which had previously been left to municipaüties." 

The Housing Policy Statement was an attempt to address problems of housing supply 

that had reached crisis proportions in the last half of the 1980s. Although many regions of the 
province were experiencing problems the govemment was particularly aware of deteriorating 

conditions in the GTA. Before going on to describe the Housing Poiicy Statement, 1 wiii briefly 

review key elements of the context in which the policy was fonnulated and adopted. 



4.3.2.2. Policy Context' 

4.3.2.2.1. Demograplric Tmids 

A number of important demographic trends lay behind some of the housing issues that will be 

discussed in the following sections: population growth, dedining household size, and housing 

starts across the province. 

Ontario's population had inaeased steadily since 1961, rising Erom about 6.2 d i o n  

to 9.9 million in 1991. At the same time, the average household sire had dedined from about 
3.7 in 1961 to 2 3  in 1991, a decline of 27 percent in 30 yean (Statistics Canada, 1991). The 
decreasing household size can be athibuted largely to family households havhg fewer diüdren 

and to an aging population. The result was an increased number of "empty-nester" 

households. Population increases, coupled with a dedine in average household size, resulted 

in a rising demand for smaller dwellings. 

4.3.2.2.2. Housing Aprdability 

The Housing Policy Statement was responding largely to a housing affordability problem that 

had been gathering force since the middle of the decade but reached aisis proportions in 1988 

and 1989. Very high mortgage rates persisted throughout the decade and there was a 

dramatic rise in resale housing costs. Although affordability had becorne an issue elsewhere in 

the province, it  was especially pronounced in the CTA: the average rewle price rose from 

$102,318 in 1984 to $273,698 in 1989 (Canadian Real Estate Association, 1991). In 
Burlington, for exûmple, housing prices had trîpled over that IO-year period, doubling in the 
last three years of the decade alone. Frequently the rate of increûse was greatest for smaller 

residential units, niggesting unmet market demand for medium-density housing. 

A poll conducted across most of the GTA in 1988 showed that housing affordability 
and supply were major poütical issues for residents. It showed that almost 86 percent of 

respondents were dissatisfied at the lack of affordable housing in the area and 60 percent 

were very dissatisfied. Nearly 60 ranked housuig problems among the area's top three 

concems. The poli revealed that dissatisfaction was almost as high among suburban 
municipalities as within Metropolitan Toronto(Toronto Star, May 20,1989: Al, A$). 

According to a report published by Peel's regional chef administrative officer: "Peel 

Region is experiencing a housing affordability crisis as senous as some of the older urban 

centres in Canada and perhaps even more so because of the rapid rate of population growth," 

(quoted in Toronto Star, January 5,1988: Al). The report went on to note that most of the 

housing being piamed and developed in the region was aimed at the higher end ûf Û k  narket, 

reflecting the demand for larger houses on large lots for second- and third-time home buyea 



Besides the personal implications for those unable to iînd adequate housing, high 

housing prices were widely considered to be responsible for a number of other negative effects 
of provincial concem. Fint, provincial offiaals thought that skyrocketing housing prices 
would force both homebuyers and indushy to seek out new land farther and farther beyond 
Metrots border, thus contributing to urban sprawl (Toronto Star, Aprü 22, 1989: El). Secondly, 
as the Minister of Housing pointed out, "many busuiesses and professions are finding it 
difficult to attract talented young employees" to the Toronto area because of the high cost of 
housing, leading to a loss of employment in the area (Toronto Slar, March 2,1989: A7). 

4.3.2.2.3. Subwban Resisfance to Social aiid Rmtal Hoilsi~ig 

Another issue that the govemment intended to addrea with the Housing Policy Statement 
was suburban resistance to soaal housing projects, which were almost exdusively higher 
density in form. Within the C'T'A, of particular concem was the low rate of production of 
rental and social housing in the ~r rounding  regions and the concentration of such units in 

Metropolitm Toronto. In 1989, out of a total of 139,500 social housing units in the CTA, 

106,100 units or 76 percent were in Metro. In York Region, where resistance to social housing 
was strongest among the GTA suburban municipalities, govemment-assisted housing made up 

only 3.5 percent of the housing stock in 1989, compared to over 10 percent in Metro, and only 
16.4 percent of housing stock was for rent compared to nearly 60 percent in Metro. Of the 
30,000 new assisted units being planned for Ontario, only 700 had been approved for York 
Region. Muniapal councüloa were frequently opposed to social housing in their municipalities 

and would use their planning powers-such as with rezoning applications or even site plan 
approval in an area already zoned for higher-density housing-to defeat proposals being put 
forward by non-profit and CO-op groups (Tomnto Star, March 16,1989; February 20,1989: 

A20). 

4.3.2.2.4. Exclitsionary Planning 
Exdusionary planning refers to the municipal practice of designahng only for low-density 
development, exduding higher-density, dieaper housing. Often, these practices are motivated 
by a desire to maintain an "exclusive neighbourhood" image or to avoid any negative fiscal 

implications associated with providing soaal seMces for lower-income residents. 
The suburban growth surge in the latter half of the 1980s was seMng prirnarily an 

upscale market. Developen were building houses for the richest secton of the regional 
population. Of course, not di suburban municipalities in the GTA were accused of such 
practices, but some certainly were. For instance, developers complained about Oakviiiefs 40- 

foot minimum hn tage  regdation, and Vaughan mayor Loma Jackson was criticîzed for her 



pledge to keep low-cost housing out of the town o€85,000 by preserving the status quo of 

detached and above-average priced homes (Torosto Star, December 10,1989: EN). 

Among plamers in the tegion, Richmond Hill also had a reputation of exclusive 

zoning. According to one local planner: "Council sees Richmond Hiil as a single detached 
cornmunity." Although, cound would approve high-density housing, this was largely M t e d  
to condominium development. "Council was enamoured of single detached and condominium 

housing al1 through the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  they wouldn't approve any medium-density Iow rises. It's a 

social perception thai good people live in condo apartments or detached housing but bad 
people iive in townhouses." 

The ministry was hearing cornplaints from builders such as the Metropolitan Toronto 

Home Builders Association that they were being stymied in their efforts to produce cheaper 

housing because some municipalities would not zone land for mialler lots. "Builden have no 
problem conshucting the upscale or more expensive homes," said the president of the 
Association: 

the problem is on the affordability side. There is a real shortage of townhouse 
lots. Man builders would like to enter this particular e of market but there 
is no lan c r  available. It is virtuall afmost nil. Muniapa ities have the r P 
responsibility for planning. Sure y they have the demographic information 
which shows there is a need for the first-time buyer to purchase a home. There 
is a significant need for smaller lots (Tororito Star, January 9, 1988: El). 

4.3.2.2.5. Lard Szcpply arid Srrvitirig 
The province's analysis pointed to land supply as a key reason for the dramatic increases in 
housing prices in the GTA. Developers complained to the province that municipalities were 

failing to keep up with the dernand for s e ~ c e d  land and that ths was affecting housing 
prices. "The most immediate challenge [tu the industry] is the cost of land. Unless the supply 
of serviced land is increased [by municipalitiesl, the cost of land will continue to rise in the 
face of the antiapated demand for new residential, commercial and industrial development" 

said John Switzer, president of the Urban Developrnent institute. He went on to aititize 
municipalities: "The resistance of municipalities, and rateplyen to higher-ûensity 
development, the long and complicated planning process, municipal development standards 

and excessive lot levies wiii remain as issues in 1988'' (Toro~ito Star, january 2,1988: Cl). 

In some areas, battles erupted over servicing for blocks of land, and charges of 
politicai corruption £iew. in other cases, developea with committed seMces failed to move 
ahead with development projects thereby tymg up those services and preventing other 
developers from moving ahead. Civen the rapidiy rising price of housing in the area, some 



ownen intentionally kept their land undeveloped (thereby reducing carrying costs), while 

waiting for higher retums.' 
Several municipalities in suburban regions of the C ï A  hûd imposed, or threatened to 

impose. growth freezes by reshcting the supply of serviced land for new development. 
Growth freezes, it appears, were undertaken at least partially in order to force the provincial 

govenunent to increase f u n h g  for seMces so as to maintain service levels as growth 
proceeded. In Brampton, for instance, a fteeze was placed on residential development by 

municipal counal pending increases in provincial hinding for transportation services. in the 
same municipality, school boards also attempted to ffeeze development in order to avoid 

congestion of the school system. Growth freezes were also imposed in Oakville, and 
threatened in Vaughan (Toro~tto Star, March 7. 1989: A7). 

4.3.2.2.6. Addressing Regdatory Barriers to htozs$cntiori 

Policy advice to the government had been moving in the direction of a more direct provincial 
role in land-use planning issues affecting housing provision. The above mentioned multi- 
volume Study of Reside~itial Iritrnsifcatioii und Rental Horising Conservation, found that "existing 
municipal by-laws, official plans and development approval practices and procedures 

constitute a major constraint to realizing intensification opportunities to any major degree 
through the province" and pointed to a nurnber of provincial instruments that could be used 
to help overcome these bamen. However, the recornmendations were relatively gentle, 
including education campaigns and rninor changes to legislation such as the section of the 

Planning Act deaiing with minor variances. 
In 1987, an influential report by Eli Comay' once again drew attention to municipal 

practices that were seMng as regdatory bamen to housing intensification. Concemed mostly 
with conversion of single detached housing, the creation of housing in non-residential 

buildings, and in611 housing, the report's author noted that municipal planning regulations 
have an intubitory effect on intensification: 

the narrow scope and rigid deFuutions for permitted uses, which effectively render much 
of the existing low-density housing stock inaccessible to most of particular housing types 

in question 
because of this, most intensification proposais automaticaily trigger the rezoning process, 

whch in him brings into play the full force of prevailing neighbourhood attitudes and 
opposition to such houshg. 

The report made a strong case for consideMg housing regdation as a provincial rather 
than exclusively municipal issue. Noting that the "prevailing practice is to treat these matters 

as being primarily for local muniapalities to deade for themselves," he noticed that the 
latitude of the Plannirig Act for the province to p u m e  its interests had not been exercised in 



the housing field. 'Tus, in the end, represents the core issue" in dealing with the regdatory 

kamework affecting housing intensification (Comay Planning Consultants Ltd., 1987: 4). 

His asnimption was that "the determination of what takes place on the ground (use), 

and how it takes place (performance), will remain a local responsibiüty in the first instance. 
But it is also accepted that in the furtherance of provincial interests the provincial government 
has the authority to restrict the way in which municipalities and other local agencies exerase 

this responsibility. It is assumed, in other words, that Provincial Ministers have the authority 

to act on behalf of the provincial interest" (6). 

4.3.2.3. The Housing Poücy Statement6 

4.3.2.3.1. Introdiictiott 

The Land-Use Planning for Housing Policy Statement (the "Housing Poücy Statement") was 

issued jointly by the Minister of Muniapal Affairs and the Minister of Housing, by Order-in- 

Council dated July 13,1989, pumant  to S. 3(5) of the Plaiitiing Act, 1983. It represented the 

formal expression of the provincial interest in overcoming the obstacles "to ensuring that 

decision-makers have regard to the provincial interest in housuig when making land-use 

decisions" (Brown, 1990: 1). 

According to Section 3 of the 1983 Plawiing Act, policy statements apply to "any 

authority that affects any planning matter." This inciudes municipal councils, local boards, 

the OMB and other provincial ministnes, but it is clear that the primary target of the policy 

statement was municipal counais. Municipalities must "have regard to" policy staternents in 

their official plans and official plan amendments, zoning bylaw deasions, and decisions 

regarding the processing of individual development proposals. What does "have regard to" 
entail in terms of the discretion of municipal officiais? A provinaal plamer has written on 

this topic: 

in working with a poiicy statement, a muniapality must k t  determine if the 
policy applies in a particular instance. If the statement is applicable, its 
objectives should be reflected as dosely as possible in local policies. M e n  
reviewing or ap roving municipal policies provincial authorities wiii take a 
similar approa& i.e., is a par t idar  poiicy statement applicable, did the 
rnunicipality have regard to it and is it adequatel reflected? If it is not, has the 
municipaiîty demonstrated how and why it cou1 d' not meet the policy? in a 
sunilar wa the OMB must "have regard tort olicy statements in adjudicating r R matten re erred or appealed to it. in cases w ere a statement appears not to 
have been taken into account the onus wiii on the muniapali to demonstrate 1 to the OMB why the poiicy could not be foiiowed (Fitzpatric ,1992: 399-400. 

Thus, policy statements do not require that municipalities comply rigidly, rather they tread a 
h e  between being directive and speafic enough to be meaninghl, yet flexible enough to d o w  

realistic interpretation in varymg circumstances and in different geographical areas of the 



province. However, the onus is on municipalities to show why the policy rnight not apply to 

them. 

4.3.2.3.2. Description 
The Housing Policy Statement had five components. two housing supply elements addressing 

the range of housing types in new development and the intensification of existing areas; a 
growth management policy relating to the supply of land for residential development; and 
two more general elements, s t r e a r n h g  the planning process and monitoring. Each of these 
will be considered in turn. 

4.3.2.3.2.1. Range and mjx of housing 
The policy statement encounged the torrnation of muniapal planning policies that would 
increase housing choices in the context of the local housing market. Choice was interpreted in 
three dimensions: a variety of built forms, a variety of tenues, and unit prices. It required that 

muniapalities: 

designate lands in the official plan speafying appropriate residential uses and densities 
establish poliâes in the official plan so that the range of housing types-including housing 

defined as "affordab1e"-be distnbuted throughout the muniapality on lands designated 

for residential use 
incorporate implernentation poliaes in the official plan to iissist in achieving the identified 

range of housing types 

establish policies and standards to enable at least 25 percent of new development (in 

either greenfield or existing areas) to be affordable.' 

4.3.2.3.2.2. Inlensifhtjon of Exjsthg Amas 
The fourth comportent of the policy statement was residential intensification in already built- 
up areas. Tnis section directed rnuniapalities to adopt policies that would promote 
intensification activities wch as infil housing, redevelopment of residential or non-residential 
lands, conversion of non-residential structures to residential use, and the aeation of accessory 
apartments. The purpose was to "identify opportunities to increase the supply of housing 

through better use of exisüng resources, building or serviced sites to meet changing 

demographic trends and housing demands" (Ontario, 1989: 8). in carrying out this purpose, 
muniapaüties were to designate areas in the official plan where each fomt of residential 
intensification would be pennitted. Muniapalities could restrict intensification locations on 

the bans of the foilowing aiteria only: 
the physical potential of the existing building stock or prevîously developed sites to 

accommodate the identified forms of intensification 



the ability of existing services to support new households in the affected area 
the potential demand for these fonns of accommodation. 

O themiq  "[mlunicipalities are required to dcsignate al1 sites andlor areas that meet these 
tests for speaâc toms  of residential intensification" (Brown, 1990: 7-8). 

4.3.2.3.2.3. Land Suppiy 
The policy staternent required that municipal govemments maintain a 10-year supply of land 

designated for development wiüun a 20-year planning frame, that they identify the projected 
serviang needs for these Iands, and that they maintain at least a three-year supply O€ draft 
approved and/or registered lots and blo& for new residential development at al1 times. 

The implementation guidelines that accompanied the policy statement set out a 

procedure by whch municipali ties would be expected ta estima te the amoun t of land needed 

to satisfy this provision. Briefly, this involved a series of projections of population growth 
over five, 10 and 20 years. Upper-tier municipalities would estabüsh their growth projections 
fint and then allocate the expected growth to lower-tier municipalities, brsed on factors such 

as the feasibility of providing infrastructure, the impact of new employment opportunities, the 
projected composition of households, and the potential for intensification within the 
comniunity. 

In order to maintain a three-year supply of lots and blocks, municipalities with 

being subdivided for development were required to aerte an inventory of existing 
undeveloped lands at the draft approved/ final approved stage and project targets of 
demand for subdivided lands for three yem. The implementation guidelines recogmze, 

and 

however, that the demand for new subdivision units would change hom year to year, so the 

actual targets did not need to be included in the plan. 

4.3.2.3.2.4. Streamlining 
The policy statement required that muniapûlities implement procedures to reduce the tirne 

necessary to process residential applications. This meanue was intended to reduce the 

carrying costs assodated with housing development (and hopehlly, houMg prices) and to 
inmase the supply of new housing. 

4.3.2.3.2.5. Monitoring 
The poiicy statement also referred to m o n i t o ~ g  issues. This was intended to provide some 
mechanimi by which plannen could track the implementation of provinaal poiicy objectives. 
It cailed on muniapalities to adopt official plan policies to review: 

the adequacy of the land supply 



the range of housing fonns produced through greenfield development and intensification of 
existing areas 

house pnces for each housing faim 

how targets for processing of land-use planning applications were being achieved. 
Municipalities were directed to amend their policies if on-going monitoring showed 

that provincial policy objectives as expressed in the Housin8 Poücy Statement were not being 
met. 

4.3.2.3.3. Respme 

The response to the Housing Policy Statement centred around the 25 percent affordability 
target Opposed were the development and building industry and the larger business 
cornmunity, represented by such groups as the Ontario Alliance for Housing, and the 
Metropolitan Toronto Board of Trade. Such groups considered the 25 percent targe t an 
arbitrary quota thût would be impossible to enforce and suggested a range of other policy 
measures would have been more effective in prornoting housing affordability: phasing out rent 

controls, caps on muniapal development charges, and the release of more surplus govemment 
land for housing (Torortto Star, March 7, 1989; March 3, 1989: A7). 

On the other side of the debate was the Affordabie Action Housing Croup, which 
considered the policy "muddled and too weak to succeed." The housing coalition, made up of 

unions, social agencies and church organizaüons, wanted at least 60 percent of new dwellings 

to mèet the province's affordability guidelines, over twice the target contained in the policy. A 

similar position was adopted by the Cooperative Housing Association of Ontario, one of the 

key groups expected to provide low-cost homes in the province. In particular, this association 
was concerned about the ability of the province to enforce its policy statement on reluctant 
rnunicipalities (Toronto Slar, March 3,1989: A7). The City of Toronto, with an interest in 
seeing other rnunicipalities in the GTA accept more affordable housing, also considered the 
policy too weak and l a h g  in enforcement procedures. City staff niggested that a special 
cornmittee, made up of housing ministry and GTA municipal officiais, be established to 
forecast the region's 10-year need for affordable housing and to set quotas for each 

municipality (Toronto Star, Feb 7, 1989: AS). 

Many Ontario municipaüties were not oniy opposed to the affordable housing target in 
partinilar, but to the poiicy statement in general. In its response to the draft staternent, the 

Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) noted that: 

Housing is currently not a matter of provincial interest under the Plami~zg Act. 
The Cabinet ap roval of the pro osed Housing Poücy Statement wii! estabiish 
the detailed po 1 'cies created by tR e proposed Housing Policy Statement as 
matters of proWidal interest. This will present potentialiy sigmficant 



ramifications for changes in the traditionai niunicipal and provincial roles in 
the land-use planning process and authonty (Association of Municipalities of 
Ontario, 1989: 2). 

The response stated that: ''The Assoaation believes that the... mechanistic and 

inflexible approach to planning for reddential development as present in the Policy Statement 

[isl inappropriate and will be ineffective in dealing with the housing problems in this 

province" (1). The policy statement was clearly interpreted as an attadc on municipal 

autonomy: T h e  Policy Statement attempts to deal with the housing shortage by controlling 
municipal options in land-use planning" (1). 

With respect ta the residential intensification section of the policy statement, for 

instance, the AM0 report found that the concept was only supportable as an option for use 

at the discretion of muniapalities. Quoting kom its earlier report on the 1981 Stirdy of 
Residnitial f ~ r t e n s ~ c a t i o ~ t  and Rental Ho~csi~tg Conservatio~t, the report rei terated tha t: 

AM0 believes that zoning has traditionally been a munia al responsibility. 
Any suggestion to weaken such powers through Rovinci a/' intervention is 
strongly opposed. AM0 believes that those munia alities that wish to 
encourage intensification should revise theu offia a.r plans and zoning by-laws 
to faditate convernon to the dcgree and in such areas as municipalities believe 
appropriate ... AM0 believes it must be left to each municipality to deude to 
what extent it wants to facilitate such activity (8). 

It went on to suggest that the province get its own house in order, as it were, before 

intervening in muniapal planning procedures by directing the province's attention to a number 

of other matten of provincial responsibility: rent review, tax regulations, rental housing 

protection, the Landlord TPirairt Act, infrastructure kinding, non-profit housing programs and 

commercial and industrial development strategies. 
The rejection, in hct, was unequivocal: "It is ununial for the Association to express a 

blûnket rejection of a proposed provincial policy. The rejection was not amved at lightly. 

Since al1 municipalities and other authorities must have regard for the Housing Policy 

Statement it must be a dearly expressed and fair document. It should not put muniapalities 
under the burden of complex, expensive and detailed planning iumed at goals ihat are 

unaduevable. This Policy Staternent does just that" (2). 

The province made changes to the policy statement as a result of the input from AM0 

and other stakeholders, but most were modest relative to the demands for fundamental 
revisions. The most signifiant change concerned the definition of affordable housing, which 

was made more flexible. The draft policy required that half the affordable housing supplied in 

a municipality be affordable to households with the lowest incomes, i.e., up to the 30th 

percentüe, and the other half to be affordable to households of moderate incomes, i.e., from 

the 30th to the 60th percentile. The Fuiai policy did not mention the two categories, meaning 



al1 the affordable housing could be directed at moderate income households. Other minor 
changes to the text of the statement were made, with the effed, as noted by Frisken (1990: 
61), of removing "laquage that implies a direct assault on speafic municipal planning 

practices." 
Given the categorical response to the staternent by the muniapal sector, it is not 

surprising that many munidpaiities in the CTA did not implement the Housing Policy 

Stütement by rnaking appropriate changes to their offiaal plans. The target date of August 1, 

1991 was given to the 104 municipalities within the priority areas, induding the 35 

municipalities within the Creater Toronto Area, to implement the provisions of the Housing 
Policy Statement. A review of municipal compliance was perfomed by Ministry of Housing 
staff in 1993. It conduded that by the target date, only 54 muniapalities-or just over hdf- 

had complied with the poücy statement. Even those plans tell ~ m e w h a t  short of the 

expectation of provincial officiais. As one complained: "On the one hand they were good. 

They certainly had regard to the policy statement. But they were not as strong as we had 

hoped for. The level of detail hamtt been overly enthralling in terms of enthusiastic adoption." 

Muniapal compliance with the Housing Policy Statement was highest for the land 

wpply aspects of the policy. As one provincial planner put it: "Most municipelities love to 

designate lots of land. That section was adopted by everybody: everybody wanted a 10-year 
land supply." Strearnlining was also well received by municipalities in their official plans, as 
were the monitoring provisions of the policy statement. 

Compliance was lowest for those aspects of the policy statement dealing with 

intensification. Only 25 percent of the municipalities w e y e d  had identified permitted areas 

for intensification within their officia1 plans. This conclusion was reached even though very 
broad latitude was given in the interpretation of municipal policies: "For the purpose of this 

study, even f&ly general policies on intensification were identified as having had 'regard to' 

the Housing Policy Sta tement. This was regardless of whether the poücies were of 

questionable value, or if other poliaes could be considered as ninning counter to them" 

(Ontario Ministry of Housing, 1993a: 7). 

A provincial official involved in the review said: "1 know that the intensification 
policies were the most difficuit ones. In fact, a few plans were adopted that induded 

everything else in the Housing Policy Statement but intensi£ication, [espeaaly 1 those 

muniapalities in high growth and newly urbanizing areas." He athibuted the la& of 

compliance to the fact that: "Developea were not showing that much interest in 
intensification and the whole concept was considered politically difficuit, i.e., saying we are 
going to support changuig neighbourhoods." The review showed that, of the various types of 



intensification calîed for in the policy statement, provisions for basement apartrnents were the 
least weii implemented in municipal plans. 

In 1991, AM0 also conducted a w e y  of the 104 priority muniapalities in Ontario to 
gauge their response to the Housing Policy Statement (Association of Municipalities of 
Ontariot 1991a). The report pointed out that by the provinaally-irnposed deadline many 

priority municipalities had conducted housing studies and public consultations in preparation 

for offiaal plan changes, but c o h e d  that municipalities were having difficulty responding 
to the Housing Policy Statement!' lt  argued that the policy statement was deeply flawed and 
required wbstantial revisions to be implementable by municipalities. Essentially, the report 
argued for less planning intervention by the province and greater discretion and power at the 

local level in meeting the poîicy goals. 
The report suggested that there was wide support in the municipal sector for the goals 

of the Housing Policy Statement but not the means adopted. In particuliir, muniapalities were 

concemed that they did not have the regulatory instruments to ensure that affordable housing 
is produced at the end of the planning process: 

the municipal authonty to effectively pian for affordable housing production is 
extremely h t e d .  AM0 argued that r e q u i ~ g  municipalities to amend their 
officia1 plans and zoning by-laws only addresses part of the regulatory 
environment and d l  not result in ûnythmg different than what is being 
produced already ... Many municipalities continue to support the position that 
they should have the power to ensure that affordable housing actuall ge ts 
built and that it is actually delivered to targeted income groups at a f ordable 
costs (Association of Municipalities of Ontario 1991a: 22-23). 

r 
The province had argued that some housing types were inhinsically affordable, e.g., 

higher-density srnalier units. Municipaüties argued that developers may use the Housing 

Policy Statement (e.g., at the OMB) to get approval of higher-density units but there was no 
guarantee that such units would be brought on stream at affordable prices. In order to ensure 

production of affordable housing, the report called on the province to p a s  legislation that 
wodd give muniapaiities sweeping powea to reguiate housing prices, rent, occupancy, tenure 
and affordable houshg delivery in the forrn of Affordable Housing Agreements with 

developers. The agreements wouid be executed as a condition of development approval, 
induding rezoning, site plans, variances, subdivision plans, consents condominium approval, 
and building permits. 

The report went on to summarize the municipal response to the intensification 

component of the Housing Policy Staternent. The main objection was to the so-called "reverse 
onus" impüed by the poiicy statement: it required municipalities to designate lands for 
intensification unless it could be shown that one of the three provincial aiteria were not met in 



particular areas. Not only did t h s  remove local planning discretion, but it also excluded local 
criteria "such as the compatibility of a proposal with the existing character of a 

neighbourhood" (Association of Municipalities of Ontario, 1991a: 35). The report concluded 
that the criteria for intensification "should be determined through a local consultative process 
and not be centrally established and applied uniformly across al1 communities" (36). 

4.31.4. Aparhnents in Houses/ Residents Rights ~ c t '  

4.3.2.4.1. lntrodirction 
As the recession deepened and developea themselves began to push mu~cipalities to ailow 
denser, more affordable housing, the confiict between the province and Ontario's 

muniapalities over affordable housing and intensification began to subside. In May of 1992, 

however, the NDP's throne speech announced that the province wouid p u m e  Iegslation to 
enforce the provisions of the Housing Poücy Statement with respect to basement apartments, 
once again bringing the province into sharp conûict with municipalities. 

According to some observers at least, the production of secondary units may be very 

promising as a means of supplying affordable housing and as a means of intensifying the 
urban fabric (Comay, 1994). But municipal councils have generally rejected initiatives to 
legalize such units or permit them as of right, largely due to the objections of existing 
re~idents.~~This does not mean that homeowners have been actively discouraged from creating 

such units: officially, the province estimates that there are now about 100,000 illegal units in 
Ontario with just under half of h e m  within Metropoiitan Toronto (Douglas, 1994). 

The Housing Policy Statement had included accessory aparhnents in its intensification 
provisions requiring that municipalities adopt official plan policies and zoning provisions 

allowing accessory apartments in residential zones by August 1,1991. By the deadline, 
however, no municipality in priority areas of Ontario had fdiy complied. In fact, many 
municipalities had expressed their strong opposition to allowing accessory apartments in 

single-farnily neighbourhoods. They demanded that the province meet a long lists of 

conditions before they would change their officiai plans and zoning bylaws to permit 
basement apartments: they proposed that the Landlord-Tmnt Act be modified making it 
easier to evict troublesome tenants, that apartments be permitted only in owner-occupied 

dwellings, and that municipal offiaals mch as fire and building inspectors be given the right 
of entry for inspections. The province responded that it could not meet these conditions, as 
many of them would contravene the Charter of Rights or human rights legislation. 

Despite the muniapal protest, the province was committed to action on ths issue for 

a number of reasons: 



the illegal status of accessory apartments exposed tenants to arbitrrry decisions of their 
landlords, an issue close to the soad justice orientation of the NDP government 

d i k e  other t oms  of intensification, the province felt that municipal dixretion in site- 

specific zoning for basement apartments was unnecessary, and that no planning process 

was required to resolve neighbourhood planning issues 
experience with provincial programs in the 1980s had s h o w  that, unlike developers in 

largescale intensiûcation projects, homeowners would not go through the rezoning process 

in order to legaiiy establish their right to a second unit 

accessory apartments were finely hined to market conditions, making home ownenhip 
more affordable during hmes of rising costs (interest, price of housing) and providing a 

supply of low cost rental housing without the need for provincial subsidy 
accessory aprtments were thought to be the most ben@ and non-intrusive forms of 

intensification because they could be produced without changing the exterior appearance 
of neighbourhoods. 

in October of 1992, the province introduced the Apartrnents in Houses legslation (Bill 

90), which would d o w  home ownerç to add a second unit to their house, and in the Fall of 

1993, these provisions were incorporated into Bill 120, the Residnzts Riglrts Act. The 
apartments in hauses provisions of the act were proclaimed into law on july 14th, 1994. 

4.3.2.4.2. Descriptio~i 
The Reside~its Riglits Act amended the Planl i iq  Act and the Miozicipl Ad to prevent 

municipalities (through offidal plans and zoning bylaws) from prohibiting accessory 
ap~rhnents in detached, semi-detached, and row houses located in zones that permit 
residential use. Existing units became legal as long as they met applicable standards (fire, 

building, planning) and new units in detached, semi-detached, and row houses were 

permitted as of right. The act also contûined provisions to prevent municipalities from 

creating standards that would effectively block secondary aparhnents. 
Essentially, the act "deemed" itself into munidpal zoning by-laws, ovemding the local 

planning process. However, the act did not alter the authority of municipalities to regulate the 

physical character of the neighbourhoods. Municipalities retained the power to deal with 

matters such as lot size, lot coverage, yard setbacks, building height, maximum building floor 

area, and landscaped open space, as long as nich standards did not exceed those applied to 

houses without secondary units. 

4.3.2.4.3. Respo11seu 

The response to apartments in houses legislation was sharply divided. Strongly in favour were 

social groups organized around issues of housing affordability and access, especially for 



diwdvantaged goups. The Indusive Neighbourhoods Coalition, an Ontario-wide coalition of 

140 children's aid, legal aid, social housing, and human rights groups, was foremost in this 
respect. Within the CTA, individual groups, such as the Affordable Housing Action 

Association in Mississauga, and the Scarborough Housing Work Croup, were alsa supportive 
of the legislation. 

Strongly opposed to the legislation were municipal councils, who saw it as invasion 

into their area of authority. The Association of Municipalities of Ontario had fought the 
legislation from its introduction in 1992. Thcir documented response indicated that "6rst and 

foremost AM0 objects to the provinaal intrusion into the authority for zoning which has been 

delegated to municipal c o ~ n d r ,  caiiing it an unprecedented interference in municipal 

authonty (Assoaation of Munidpalities of Ontario, 1992: l)." The association also brought 
forward a number of more detaled concerns: 

It objected to the use of binding legislation rather than a policy statement in expressing 

provinaai objectives. 
It daimed that the legislation was a heavy-handed attempt to force a blanket policy on 111 

muniapaiities across the province, when the problem of affordable housing wûs only an 

issue in the largest urban centres. "As a result, many municipalities outside of the major 

urban centres of the province see this as a policy initiative created in response to a 

Toronto' problem and not one which is sensitive to or reflects the situation in their 

communities" (4). 

It endorsed the provincial objective of promoling social diversity in neighbourhoods, but 

daimed that ths was "clearly a matter of local policy wd neighbourhood design" (5). 

a It drew attention to a number of planning concerns such as the impact of accessory units 
on hard and soft services, which would normaiiy be considered in the rezoning process but 

were sidestepped by the legislation. 

Newspaper analysis over the two-year period behveen the introduction and 

proclamation of the apartments in houses legislation shows that municipalities were 

concerned about a nwnber of other points not raised in the AM0 report. Most importantly, 

municipal councillors were outraged by provinaal insensitivity to the fears and expectations 

of homeowners, i.e., the fear that basement apartments would cause neighbourhood property 

values to fa11 and the expectation that neighbourhoods would remain socially exclusive. 

Whitby's response was typical. The cound unanimously rejected the province's draft 

legislation on apartments in single-Iaxniiy homes. As a column in the Taro~iio Star (September 

17, 1992: AS) recounted: 

'7'hey must be thuikuig of hUuig these homes with leprechauns," Counciiior Joe 
humm said. B u p g  a dream home will be a nightmare with increased density 



drivin roperty values down in some nejghbourhoods if the proposed Iaw is 
!e wid. He objected to the part that states the province will remove 

the municipal ability to impose excessive standards that disallow apartments 
in homes. "What the province fails to realize is that homeownen in t h s  
community have moved here because they h d  those 'excessive standards' 
extremely valua ble." 

Shortiy after proclamation of the act, the City of London launched a court challenge 
against it, with 30 other munkipalities parücipating dong with some neighbourhood 

assoaations and ratepayer groups." 

4.3.3. Urban Structure and Growth Management Policies 

4.3.3.1. introduction 

By the tum of the 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the policy context had begun to undergo changes that tended to 
reduce the urgency of hounng supply issues and shift attention to wider issues of urban 
development. The Toronto story paralleled changes across the province. A sharp reduction in 
the number of housing starts in the Toronto area following the real estate bust of 1989 relieved 

many of the poiicy pressures that had given rise to the Housing Poiicy Statement in the fint 
place. Growth no longer outstripped land supply, the pnce of housing fell throughout the 
region, interest rates were down, the rate of increase in rents gradually declined and rental 
unit vacancy rates rose. Developers tapped into a stronger market for lower-priced housing 

and began to build more medium-density housing or detached housing on smaller lots (Torottto 

Star, October 24, 1992: CS). 

As a l a m  over housing affordability and supply faded in the province and the Toronto 
region, one might have expected intensification itself to decline as a policy issue. But this did 

not happen. Rather, intensification as a policy goal was adopted by govemment agencies and 

social groups that had a much broader urban agenda in mind, Le., curbing urbûn sprawl." The 

critique of urban sprawl was essentiaiiy a criticim of the total development pattern typical of 

post-WWII cities. Curbing sprawl required not only higher-density houshg development, but 

the management of employment growth, infrastnicture investment, transportation deasions, 
and service delivery. Ln contrast to housing supply, sprawl was disnissed not oniy-or even 
primady-as an equity issue. Rather, it was seen to encompass issues of fiscai ineffiaency 

and environmental detenoration. This refiected two important trends: the rising fiscal crisis 

that embroiied aii levels of govemment in Canada as they struggled to reduce expendihues 
and to "download" responsibility for service provision;15 and the blooming environmentai 
movement, raising concern for the protection of environmentai features, local and global 

ecological systems, and farmland. 



4.3.3.2. Policy Context 
In the early 1990s, a number of provincial bodies had begun to draw attention to the issue of 
urban development pattems in Ontario. Among these was the Urban Development and 
Commerce Task Force of the Ontario Round Table on Environment and Economy, which 
published its final report in Mmch 1992. The report's recommendûtions were based on the 
view that low-density, singledetached housing development had serious ecological, economic. 
and social implications. Ecological problems cited by the Task Force included the excess 
consurnption of energy in transportation and heating assoa~ted with low-density 

development, the poliution of air, water and =il, the loss of farmland and the destruction of 
the natural environment and wüdlife habitat. The economic syniptoms included the erosion of 
the economic base of mmy Ontario towns, and high infrastructure costs. The social symptoms 
include the poor distribution of affordable housing. The task force recomrnended that 

muniapal planning be refonned so as to better integrate environmental and economic issues 
with land-use planning. It pointed towards the work of the Sewell Commission to propose 
policy and legislative changes that wouid contain sprawl and set urban development patterns 

on a sustainable basis (ORTEE, 1992a). 

The Round Table was not the only orgmization to pin its hopes on the Sewell 
Commission to reform municipal planning so as to curb urban sprawl. The Ontario 
Environment Network, the province's Iargest and most influential coalition of environmental 

groups, formed the Land-Use Caucus in 1991 and immediately became deeply involved in the 
work of the Commission. The Clucus had identified urban sprawl as a major environmental 
issue and used its influence with the Commission (one of the Commissionen was a prominent 
environmentalist and coileague of the chair of the Land-Use Caucus) to push for strong 
growth management poiicies that would protect environmental features from urbitn 

development and produce land-use pattems less dependent on car use (OEN, 1992). 
The Sewell Commission had been estabiished in 1991 by the Ministry of Municipal 

Affain to recomrnend changes to the Planning Act (and related policies) that would "restore 
integnty to the planning process, would make that process more timely and efficient, and 

would focus more dosely on proteding the natural environment" (Commission on Planning 
and Development Reform, 1992: 1). The Commission irnmediately identified urban sprawl as 
one of the key issues with which it had to contend in its recornrnendations for planning reform 
(New Plalining News, Novemberf December, 1991). Environmental and fiscal issues were at 

the top of the Commission's concerns with sprawl. It pointed to toliowing costs of "low- 
density, scattered, and sprawîing development": 

S e ~ c i n g :  the capital and operating costs of "hard" services, such as sewers and roads, 

and the operating costs of "sott" services, such as poiicing. 



Lnd consumption: the diwppearance of prime agricultural Imd, the l o s  of open spaces 
and wetlands. 

Environmental: particuliirly the costs of ever-increasing automobile use and pressures on 
ecosystems and wateaheds (New Planning News, Mardi, 1992: 5). 

Two types of sprawl were identified by the Commission, exh with serious economic 

and environmental impacts: scattered growth in unserviced areas at the urban-rural fnnge and 
in rural areas, and low-density residential growth in seMced suburban areas. 

The number of severances being granted to agncultural land ownea had increased 

dramatically in the last hûlf of the 1980s and made scattered growth on the urban-rural fnnge 

a significant political issue by the early 1990~.'~ Of particular interest with this type of sprawl 
were the environmental costs associated with septic-based development and the fiscal costs 
of trying to provide services to a very rattered population. By 1991, h o s t  one million 
septic qstems had been installed in Ontario, with about 30 percent thought to be failing, 
causing serious public health concerns. PoUuted groundwater, in tum, created pressures for 

the province to hnd municipal water and sewen systems, adding to the fiscal strain. 
Atternpts by the Ministry of Environment and Energy to inaease the size of septic-based lots 
for environmental reasons ran into opposition from the MuUstry of Agriculture, Food and 

Rural Affairs, which objected to taking larger amounts of farmland out of use (Neru Plaririiirg 

Nerus, December, 1991). 
Scattered developrnent on the urban fnnge alx, wated pressures for expensive seMc@ 

delivery that was fiscally unsustainable. Provincially mbsidized services to rural ûreas 

included police, fire, mow removal, and school busing, ali of which were increased by low- 

density scattered development (New Pluiining News, July, 1992). 
The key environmen tal and fiscal issue associated with the second type of sprawl- 

low-density residential growth in seMced ~ b u r b a n  areas-is automobile dependence, and to 

a lesser degree, water and sewer senices. The Ontario Round Table's Task Force on 
Transportation had reported in 1992 that there were roughly 4.6 million cars registered in 
Ontario, and that per capita energy c o m p t i o n  in the province was one of the highest in the 

world. As a whole, the transportation sector accounted for about a third of the carbon 

dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, and volatile organic compounds. Traffic congestion was increasing 
in the highly urbanized portions of %uthem Ontario, a result of low-density residential 
development segregated kom employment sources (ORTEE, 1992b). 

The fiscal costs assoaated with road construction and maintenance to support low- 

density suburban growth presented an increasing burden to a cash-strapped provincial 

govemment. About $750 nuLiion was spent in 1991 by the provinaal government to build and 

improve local roads, an arnount matched by the province's municipaiities. To this must be 



added the hundreds of millions spent per year by the province on expressway and highwûy 
construction. Developing a transit system to service lower-density suburban growth was also 

very taxing: in 1991, the province contxibuted $400 million to the operation of public transit 
systems, with another $600 million raised through local means for this purpose. Operating 
costs per trip were about $1.75, with costs inaeasing as the population density of the service 
area decreased (Nnu Planning News, March, 1992). 

The costs of providing sewer and water were also being raised as an issue related to 

Iow-àensity suburban development. In 1991, municipalities in Ontario spent about $1 bill ion 
to instdl and maintain water and sewer s e ~ c e s .  About 5150 million, or 15 percent, of the 

total was provided through graiits from the province. This burden was inaeased by land- 

consumptive development patterns: "The M e r  underground sewer l i n s  are extended, the 

higher the cost of fumshing and maintaining service to each household" (New Plannitig Nnus, 
March, 1992: 7). 

Both types of sprawl identified by the Commission were aaociated with the high rate 

of agricultural land consumption in Ontario. A widely cited study conducted by Environment 
Clnada (Warren, 1989) showed that 78.3 percent of rural land converted to urban use in 
Ontario from 1981 to 1986 wûs prime agricultural land, compared with 53.4 percent for 
Qnada as a whole. The report also indicated that the Toronto urban region converted 10,047 

hectares of prime agricultural land, comprred to only 2,665 hectares in the Montreal region 
converted, and 498 hectares in Vancouver. These issues were raised by the Sewell Commission 
in its critique of urban development patterns in the province (New Plastiing News, Mûrch, 

1992). 

4.3.3.3. Transi t-Supportive Land-Use Planning Guidelines 

4.3.3.3.1. Introdtictiott 

The Transit-Supportive Land-Use Planning Guidelines (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 

and Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1992) were inspired by an eariier study undertaken for the 
Ministry of Transportation on the relationship between municipal land-use practices and 
pubiic transit in the GTA (Frisken and McAree, 1989). That shidy concluded that there were 
two main strategies open to govemments in the GTA: accept ongoing trends toward urban 
deconcentration and dispersal as inevitable and irreversibIe, and to concentrate on 

accommodating urban transportation systems to them; or to hy to idiuence land-use 
development in ways that support transit operations and help to sustain transit ridership, 
thereby makmg it possible to provide transit seMce to a large proportion of the urbanized 
population. 

The study noted that: 



The Provincial Government has expressed its interest in municipal transit in the 
fom of enerous transit subsidies. Despite this ûnrnaal cornmitment, it has no 
dedare d interest in promoting regional and municipal land-use policies that 
benefit transit operation and transit uses. On the other hand, the Pla~iriirrg Act 
does include among "Matters of Provincial !nterest" a nurnber of items that 
relate to the way land-use decisions impact on transit. There is a need to 
determine how the Area's governments are translating that im licit interest into 
their land-use deasions, and whether there is more they can x O (x). 

The prinapal recomendation emanating from the study was that Ministry of 
Transportation and Ministry of Municipal Affairs should collaborate in the aeation of 
guidelines to help muniapal and regional planners incorporate into official plans land-use 
features conducive to transit cost-effectiveness and accessibility. As a result of the study, a 

joint Ministry of Transportationl Ministry of Municipal Affain team, working in conjunction 
wikh the IBI Croup, developed the Transit-Supportive Guidelines. The policy team included 
only one representûtive of the municipal sector, but the draft guidelines were reviewed by 

municipal planners-in addition to environmentalists, developers and transit organizations- 
and refined on the basis of the comrnents received. 

As the guideiines themselves indicate, they "represent suggestions and advice to be 

used at the dixretion of municipalities and are not formal statements of provinaal policy" 

(1). Although many of the participants would have preferred to see transit-supportive 

principles expressed in a policy statement under Section 3 of the P l a ~ i n i q  Ad,  they realized 

that this was unrealistic given the fact that few such stûtements had been adopted and the 

generally long time trame assoûated with their development. Furthemore, according to a key 
member of the study team, the Ministry of Municipal Affaia was a reluctûnt participant in 
the process: "they didn't see transit-supportive planning as very high on the [policyl agenda." 

4.3.3.3.2. Description 
In this section, I sununarize the intensification and growth management related provisions of 
the guidelines. In doing so, 1 omit other transit-supportive poliaes that are not relevant here. 

4.3.3.3.2.1. Aciivity Nodes 
The guidelines suggest that upper- and lower-tier officiai plans incorporate provisions to 
encourage the development of an urban structure based on linked nodes and corridors. 
Activity nodes aüow a better mix of uses and higher development densities. Tliese nodes have 
the folio wing characteristics: 

a Mixed use: By concentrathg mixed uses into activity nodes, trip ends are concentrated 

into discrete locations, making it more convenient to use transit. Uses should indude 
employment, retail, recreational, entertainment and cultural fadities. Residential uses 



should also be encouraged in order to make transit services more feasible and to ensure 
that nodes are populated around the dock. 

Compact: Higher-density residential uses, again. enswe thrt transit services will be well 
used. Nodes should be higher-density than surrounding uses) but indude a variety of 
housing types and income levels 

Hierarchy of nodes: The size, density and variety of uses at nodes should be related to the 
level of transit seMces provided. Table 4-1 indicates niggested densities for three nodal 
types. 

Table 4-1: Transit-Su pportive Guidelines, Hierarch y of 
Nodcs 

Location 1 Lcvel of Servicc 1 Dewity (fsi) 
( Large urbm ccntrc ( Riipid transit or 1 3-5 1 

Affairs, 1992. 

Wgcr municipality 
Srnall municipality 

4.3.3.3.2,2. Com'dors 
The guidelines conceived of comdoo as linear activity nodes along major transit routes. 
Corridors should be: 

Medium-density: This seerns to suggest sligh tly lower densities thûn in activity nodes. 
Mixed-use: The notion of the Main Street was used to illustrate this concept-reàdential, 

reiail, mal1 shopping plazas, local commercial, offices, smaU s a l e  light industrial and 

entertainment activities would be encouraged. 

4.3.3.3.2.3. M a n  Boundan'es 
In order to discourage scattered residential or commercial development in isolated m a l  areas 
whch are more âifficult to serve by transit, and to provide a long-term context for phasing 
growth in a compact fashion, the guidelines suggested that municipalities adopt Erm urban 

boundaries. It niggested that the amount of land required to accommodate growth should be 
calculated at development densities that are sufficientiy high to support cost-effective transit 
opera tions. 

The authors recogmzed that boundaries could be overly restrictive or overly generous: 
overly restrictive boundaries codd lead to a supply/demand imbalance in locd land markets 

and raise land pnces, overly generous urban boundaries could reduce municipal incentive to 

develop at higher density. 

Source: Ministry of Tnnsportation and Ministry of Municipal 

commuter raii 
Buses 
Eluscs 

2-4 
1.5-2 



4.3.3.3.2.4. Phasing of development 
The yidelines note that "in wbm areas where there is a preference for single-family housing, 
there may be a tendency to develop lower-density uses fint, whle higher-density activity 

nodes and comdors may not intensify for Mme t h e .  If urban boundaries are expanded before 

the higher-density nodes and corridors begin to intensify, it will be very costly to provide high 
quality transit seMces to new urban areas" (33-34). Thus municipalities should: 

avoid pre-se~c ing  areas outside the existing boundary with municipal sewer and water 
designate target densities in offiaal plans for nodes, comdors and residential areas 

require densities in existing areas to reach target levels before designating new land for 

development 

avoid dom-zoning of sites in nodes and comdon. 

4.3.3.3.2.5. Minimum Residential Densilies 
The guidelines identified density as a key factor in transit-supportive land uses. Table 4-2 

shows the densities suggested to support various levels of transit use. 

Table 4-2: Densities Required to Support Various Levels of Transit Services 

Service 1 Minimum Residential Density Required 
Bus, 'l km route spaanr, 1 hou r service 1 10 units pcr hcctare adiaccnt to routc 

1 Rapid transit, 5 minutcs headways during 1 30 units per hect~rc avcragc dcnsity ovcr ( 

LP 

1 pcak hours. 1 cxtcnsivc arcas with highcr dcnsitics in 1 

Bus, 1 km routc spiicing 1 / 2 hour service 
Bus, 1 km routc spacing frcqucnt scrvim 

1 central amas and amund stations. 1 
Source: Ministry of Transportation and Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1992: 111. 

17 units pcr hcctm adjaccnt to routc 
37 units pcr hcctarc adjacent to routc 

The guidelines were pubüshed in April, 1992 with little fanfare. According to an official at the 

Ministry of Transportation, they were weii-received by environmentalists and transit groups, 

although some groups claimed that they did not go far enough in ternis of proposing targets 

for minimum densities and that-as guidelines-they did not cany enough legal weight to 

influence municipal planning. 

keasely because they were discretionary guidelines, they attracted li ttle attention 
from developers and municipalities. A number of municipalitiewuch as Kitchener, Kingston 
Township, &angedie, and Scarborough-signaled that they were interested in adopüng the 

guidelines in the design of particular developments, but no municipality made an outright 

cornmitment to implementing them in a wholesaie wûy. Accordhg to Frisken (forthcoming: 



local land-use 
t Ontario tignals 

likely to evaluate 

than in 

Pressures on mwcipaiities to sdapt to this new context wili continue to 
codlict with p r emws  to minimite constraints on new development in the 
interest of economic growth or to maintain the Iowdensity environment that 
the majority of suburban residents seem to want. 

Within the CTA, the guidelines helped shape regional planning policies by providing a 

basis for thinking about an appropriate urban structure. This influence will be apparent in the 
discussion of regional planning poüaes in Chapter 5. 

4.3.3.4. Crowth and Settlement Poücy Cuidelines" 

4.3.3.4.1. Introdtictioti 
The Sewell Commission was not to report und 1994 and legislative changes would not take 
place until 1995. Nonetheless, the Commission had an important policy impact in that it drew 
attention to the need for planning institutions to address growth management issues. The 
public discussion engendered by the commission's consultation process was one of the factors 
that encouraged the Ministry of Municipal Affairs to issue its Growth and Settlement 
Cuidelines in 1992. The guidelines provided muniapalities with a statement of provincial 
goals that would guide provincial plannea in reviewing and approving municipal planning 
decisions nich as official plans and official plan amendments. 

According to one provincial plamer. "Sprawl translated into costs for the province, 
including the need to upgrade roads, improve ambulance services, fire services, and so on. We 

wûnted to reduce costs by maiung growth patterns more efficient." Thus, the guidelines were 
designed to encourage municipalities to direct growth to existing settlement areas and away 
from environmentally-sensitive areas, prime agncultural lands and resource areas. 

Because the Growth and Settlement Policy Cuideiines dealt mostly with the issue of 
greenfield development, whether on serviced or unserviced land, they were dearly W e d  at 

municipaiities in suburban and rural areas. Withm the GTA, ths meant that the guidelines 
would be of greater tnfluence in the subuhan Regions of Durham, York, Peel, and HaIton than 
in Metropoiitan Toronto, where the land base was aimost entirely bult out. 

The gudeünes suggested that muniapalities develop a vision of what was desirable 
for the future of a cornmunity. "If a common vision is established, the planning process can 
direct growth and developrnent to appropriate locations in suitable forms to best achieve this 

vision" (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairç, 1992: 1). They also embodied the new 



thinking on sustainable development, incorponting economic, environmental m d  social 
considerations. According to the document, land-use planning should: 

contribute to the protection of natural and cultural hentage, promote energy and water 

effiaency and the conservation and wise management of natural resources to support both 
environmen t quality and economic gro wth 

support economic growth and fiscal efficiency by making use of existing infrastructure and 
human services and efficient provision of new infrastructure and services to newly 

developing areas 
recognize social needs by contnbuting to the accessibility of a hl1 range of resources such 

as housing and employrnent, open space and education and health facilities. 
The guidelmes consolidated and fonnaiized bureaucratie practices that had already 

been instituted through the rninistry's planning approval process. They served to strengthen 

these practices by placing them in a formal document that received the approval of the 
provincial cabinet. Cabinet-approved guidelines provided provincial plamers with greater 
legitirnacy and authority to negotiate with muniapalities over planning policies, such as 

official and secoqdary plans." Cabinet approval also meant that the guidelines would carry 
more weight with and for other ministries involved in municipal land-use planning, i.e, 
Ministry of the Environment and Energy, Ministry of Natural Resources, Ministry of 
Transportation, and the Ministry of Housing. 

4.3.3.4.2. Descn'ptio~t 
According to Kanter (1992: 9): 

The intent of the Growth and Settlement Policy Guidelines seems to be the 
establishment of a development hierarchy. In sirnplified tems, intensification 
of built-up areas is best; new development near built-up areas may be allowed 
if densities are high enough; develo ment in other areas is bad, and will ody be 
allowed if the municipality undert $ es a comprehensive needs analysis. 

Many of provisions of the guidelines reiterated what had already been espoused in 
pre-exisüng provinaal policies, e.g, the growth management and land designation aspects of 
the Food Land Guidelines, and the need for an adequate supply of designated and serviced 
land as in the Housing Poücy Statement. The Growth and Settlement Guidelines however, 

added a number of other dimensions to the poücy framework, including the oeed to exploit 

intensification opportunities before expanhg  the urban envelope and to develop at minimum 
densities. As one offiaal in the Ministry of Muniapal Affairs phrased it: 

The primary purpose of the Housing Poücy Statement was not to support 
intensification over greenfield development-it said you should have both. 
Everybody thought that vast majority of development would stii i  be greenfield. 
It was Qng to address supply of land, support intensification, and accessory 



a arbnents, integrate servicing, land use and planning. But the mindset has 
J a n g e d  dramatically. There is far greater concern about urban sprawl in the 
CTA than in 19M-89: that's manifested through our ministry's Growth and 
Set tlement Guidelines. 

Fially, the guidelines incorporated some policy considerations on urban structure that 

hûd been expressed by the Transit Supportive Land-Use Guidelines of 1991. Thus, the main 

conhibution of the guideünes was to place intensification issues in a larger planning context of 

managing growth. Summarized here are the relevant aspects of the guidelines, presented under 

the rubncs of the main andytic categories. 

4.3.3.4.2.1. Gro Wh Management 
Designating land beyond the existing built-up area should be based on defensible 

population and employment projections for the municipality. 

Opportunities to accommodate growth within existing built-up areas should be exploited 

before extending development into greenfield areas. 

Development to be directed away from significant environmental feûtures and areas, 

prime agriculturd lands, and other resource lands." 

Development taking place on previously undeveloped land within a settlement area 

should occur adjacent to the existing built-up area, wherever practicable. 

Impacts of growth and development on municipal finances have been minimized and are 

at an acceptable level. 

Designation of new land for development should incorporate a "phased" approach to 

new development and redevelopment which indicates how growth is to be accornmodated 

in the short-terrn. 

* Minimum densities should be spedfied to encourage compact new development. 

4.3.3.4.2.2. Urban Structure 
Land-use planning should support the efficient provision and use of public transit in 

municipalities where pubüc transit exists or may be introduced in the future by inciuding 
poliaes within the offidal plan which e n w e  that overdi densities in the area are 

adequate to support public transit; concentrate development at higher densities within 

nodes and along artenal roads and other transportation corridors; provide opportunities 

for a mix of land uses; and e n w e  that the Street layout and location of public facilities 

and walkways d o w s  for efficient access by transit vehides and by transit riden. 

4.3 J.4.3. Respome 

The reaction of municipaiities and municipal sector representatives to the Growth and 

Settlement Guidelines was rnuted. Some municipal officiais objected to the fact that the 



province had issued the guidelines while the Sewell Commission wûs studying growth 
management issues and proposing a provinaal policy statement on the topic. Rural officiais 

complained about the inhastructurai poliaes contained in the guidelines, specifically the bias 
towards communal vernis private seMces in remote areas. In suburban municipalities, there 

was some resistance to the requirement that they had to explore intensification opportunities 
before approving greenfield development. A representative of the municipal sector explained 
that "it was too subjective. Mwiicipalities were expected to address it in official plan, but 
how could you prove it either way?" Because the guidelines focused on the extension of the 
urban envelope and services, they had üttie impact on fully urbanized municipalities such as 
those in Metropolitan Toronto. 

Other stakeholden also responded to the provincial guidelines. The development 
industry commented that the requirernent to use existing inkastructure could be problematic if 

the appropriate zoning aîiowing intensification were not in place. Developers were concemed 
that inconsistencies or a h g  between provincial policy guidelines and municipal zoning 

practices could slow down greenfield development without generating intensification 
opportunities in the already serviced areas. Environmentalists, in contrast, were much more 
positive about the guidelines, daiming that they would go very far towards stopping sprawl 
and preserving important environmentai feahires and hinctions (Ontario Eriv i rome~i t  Network 
News, Novem ber t 993). 

4.3.4. Summary  

It is clear from this survey of provincial intensification poliaes that there wûs no single 
"intensification poiicy" and no single agency responsible for formulating and implementing 
intensification as a provincial policy objective. Rather, we have seen that there were a number 
of provinaal policies that could be considered part of the intensification policy frarnework, 
with a variety of legal standings, and that a range of provincial agencies had been involved in 
developing the frameworkm Nonetheles., it is evident that the collection of poücies 1 am 
calling the intensification poücy karnework fonned an integrated whole, and that individual 
poüaes were uniaiiy ünked in some way to eariier policy initiatives, either responding to 
failures or problems in prior policies, or incorporaüng earlier poücies into a broader poiicy 
context. These relationships are iiiustrûted in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: Linkages Among Elements of the Intensification Policy Frarnework 

4.4, The 1995 Reforrns 
This tendency for the policy framework to build on itself and incorporate earlier objectives 

reached its apogee in the reforms niggested by the Sewell Commission and undertaken in the 

NDP reform package of Mardi 1995. Three official plans (Mississauga, Pickering and Peel) 

induded in the present study were developed for approval under this refomed planning 

system. For these reasons, it is important that the 1995 reforms be considered in some detail, 

an endeavor 1 undertake in the following sections. 

4.4.1. The Sewell Commission 
The Commission on Planning and Development Reforrn was estabüshed by the province in 
1991 to review the planning process and recommend legislative and poücy changes in 

response to widespread concems about an aimless planning system that was the-consuming 

and inefficient, marked by intense conflict between different levels of govemment and had 

failed to take environmental consideration into account as a routine aspect of land-use 

planning. The Commission was chaired by John Sewell, a former Mayor of the City of Toronto. 

The main goals of the Commission were to streamline the planning process and increase its 

putiüc openness, redefine provincial and muniapai responsibilities, and incorporate 

environmental issues into land-use planning. One of the key themes advanced by the 



Commission was the need for more compact urban development patterns and residential 
intensification in parücular (Nnu Plmining News, 1992). 

4.4.2. Planning Reforrn 

The Commission released its final report in 1994 and its recommendations were substantially 
incorporated into legislative and policy changes that came into effect in March, 1995? As 

part of the refonn package, a comprehensive set of policy staternents was elaborated that 

incorporated modified versions of previously announced policies, such as the Crowth and 
Settlement Guidelines, the Housing Policy Statement, the Food Land Guidelines, Wetland 
Policy Statement and xi on. Most importantly, the refonns continued the trend towards a 

policy-driven provincial planning system and away from a systern based on close provincial 

involvement in individual land-use decisions by municipalities. This gave û consistent, across- 
the-board policy statement status to what had been a contusing array of different policies 
with different enforcement statuses. Some of the key motifs behind the new comprehensive set 
of policies was the need to control spwwl, preserve environmental features and agricultural 

land, and encourage residential intensification. 
The new comprehensive set of policy statements strengthened sorne of the housing 

supply provisions of the policy statements and guidelines it replaced: 
A higher percentage of ûffordable housing was required in new development (30 percent 

instead of 25 percent, and half of this had to be affordable to the lowest 30th percent of 

household incorne)? 
Small-scale intensification (including infill, rooming, boarding and lodging houses, and 

apartments in houses) was to be permitted in al1 residential areas except where 

infrastructure was inadequate or where there were significant physical constraints. This 

removed the third critena of the Housing Policy Statement-i.e., the need to demonstrate 
demand for such housing-which had served as an excuse for municipalities to avoid 
designating areas for intensification in the past. 

The requirernent that municipalities maintain a reasonable supply of designated and 
serviced lots on hand for development was modified so as to indude lots arising £rom the 
designation and serviàng of land in the already buiît-up areas, i.e., from intensification. in 
the past, this requirement of the Housing Policy Statement had been interpreted to mean 
an adequate supply of s e ~ c e d  greenfield land, adding to pressures for hnge  growth. 

Growth management policies contained in the Housing Policy Statement and the 
Crowth and Settl ement Guidelines were incorporated into the comprehensive set of policy 
statements with some modification. On the one hand, provisions that would have 
muniapaüties establish minimum densities for new development were dropped and the new 



policies were less directive on transit-supportive land use, m a h g  no mention of nodes and 

corridors, transit-supportive densities and street Isyout. On the other hand, the new policies 
encouraged municipalities to use residential development standards that facilitate compact 
and affordable housing. 

The comprehensive set of policy statements was backed up by very detailed 

implementa tion guidelines, which were developed through consultation wi t h stakeholder 
groups. These guideiines provided municipalities with further information on the rneaning of 
the policy statements, and mggested a vuiety of means to tulfill them. They also 
incorporated key provisions of the Transit Supportive Guidelines discuwd earlier in this 

chapter. Aithough these guidelines did not become mandatory for municipal planning, they 
certainly gained further legitimacy by being induded in the new implementation guidelines. 

The policy changes were accompanied by legislative changes (Bill 163) that had two 
main goals: to reduce the province's power to intervene m municipal development deasions 

(i.e., its approval authority), but to give more weight to the province's policy statements (Le., 
its policy authority). The fkst goal was achieved by delegating provinciai approval power 
over official plans, plans of subdivision, condominium plans, and severances to municipal 
authorities and by removing the province's option of dedanng an issue of provincial interest 

before the OMB. This meant that the province could no longer overtum OMB decisions and 
have the final say on municipal planning decisions. Changes to the approval authority made 

little difference in the CTA where upper-tier municipalities had already taken over most of the 
provinaal function in this respect. The Seweii Commission's earlier recomrnendation that the 

province evenhially remove itself completely hom the approvals process-strongly endorsed 
by muniapalities in the province-was rehacted in the final recommendations. 

The second goal was achieved by requiring that municipal offiaal plans and other 

planning decisions were to "be consistent w i t h  policy statements under the revised Plariniiig 

Act, replacing the eariier "have regard t o .  "Be consistent with" is thought to provide l e s  
leeway to municipalities in interpretuig provincial policy objectives. Essentially this meant 
that provincial poiities would carry more weight at the muniapal level and with tribunals 
such as the OMB. Aiso important was the provision that the province would stipulate 

mandatory contents of upper- and lower-tier oMitial plans through regulations. Sudi contents 
were ükely to include population and houshg projections, Uihashuctw planning, and 
density provisions. 

4.4.3. Response 
As rnight be expected, the response to the Sewell Commission's recommendations and the 
refonn package based upon them were sharply divided, with environmentalists on one side 



and developers, home builden, and the muniapal sector on the other. Environmentalists 

perceived that they had won major rebrms to the planning system that would protect 

environmental values through strong, mandatory environmental poücies, detailed 

implementation guidelùres, and a continuhg provincial presence in municipal planning 
deasions (Ontario E~ioimnmrnf N e k w k  News. June, 1993). Their input into the process 

appeared to be based on the assumption that muniapalities couid not be trusted to protect 
environmental values in the face of developer pressures. As one briefing document put it: 

The [Sewell Commision'sj expectation is that munia alities will assume u 
more re onsible attitude and voluntarily comply wit provincial poliaes once T R 
strong, c ear policies have been established. But this expectation rnay be 
excessively optimistic ... [Elven in dear-cut situations, munici alities may 
choose to i ore provincial poücies - because they don't like t em, or because x K 
it's politic y convenient to approve a questionable development in the narne 
of local boosterisrn (OEN, 1992). 

Although environmentdists continued to demand more concessions right up unN the 

reforms were put in place, it was clear that they had won most of the key conflicts: strong 

environmental policies and the '"be consistent with" provision were preserved tgainst 

developer- and municipal-sector lobbies to soften hem, and the earlier recommendation that 

the province eventually withdrûw from the municipal planning approval process was 

overturned. Only one major battle wûs lost: Le., the Commission's preliniinary 

recommendation that environment take precedence over development when policies confkt 
was withdrawn in the final package. 

The development industry, led by the Creater Toronto Home Builders' Association and 

the UDI, daimed that the new poiicy statements were rigid and favowd environmental 
values over economic development. They objected to the "be consistent with" dause on the 

grounds that it "wùi renilt in top-down planning," reduce the discretion of the local planning 

authorities, i.e., "the ability of local decision-makers to respond to unique arcumstances and 

other local conditions" (1994: 3). In general, the industry suggested that the policy statements 

be softened by changuig modal verbs kom "wiil" to "should", and that they be Iess 

prescriptive. 
interestlligly, the industry generally supported the growth management provisions with 

respect to ensuring an adequate land supply, seMchg and phasing developrnent, but 

criticized the vision of compact urban fom embedded in the policy statements: their 

comrnents dryly noted " We would suggest that not all residents of Ontario would agree with 

this iifestyle" (7). The strongest laquage was reserved for the affordable housing policies, 

which the industry considered mecessary and unjustified. They expressed the concern that 



the revised housing policies would require affordable housing in every project, no matter how 

large or srnall. 
The municipal sectof s response to the reform package was similar to that of the 

building and development industry. AMû's (1994: 2) overall perspective was that planning 

reform should lead to "inaeased municipal deasion-making authority," calling for "dearer 

roles, and a strong municipal role in m a h g  planning dedsions." In theu view, the provincial 
interest should be forrnally defined and detimited and the province should speak oniy through 

formal policy statements and should eventuaiiy withdraw entirely from the approval process. 

The organization did not support the change to "be consistent with", and they rejected the 

level of detail that was expressed in the new policy statements: they wanted the province to 

set oniy "broad goals and objectives" and to Ieave the translation of those goals into planning 

policies up to municipalities. As the association's response to the draft reform package said: 

many of the policies are too spedfic and directive, focusing on means and not 
ends and perpehiate the distrust of municipalities' ability to implement, and 
maintain the integri ty of provinciai goals and objectives (E-2). 

Like the development industry, AM0 also broadly endoned the growth management 

objectives, but rejected the intensification concept at the heart of the NDP proposais: 'The 

policies blindly endorse a position that compact urban form will solve planning problems, 
best protect the environment, and result in the optimum allocation of soaetal resources. This 

very major assumption remains unexplained or supported"(Assoaation of Municipalities of 

Ontario, 1993: 24). Again, like the development industry, the muniapal sector objected most 
strongly to the provincial housing policy, espeaally the provision to raise the affordable 

housing requirement from 25 to 30 percent: 

muniapaiities have again questioned the appropriateness of setting a province- 
wide percentage or standard for adueving a certain proportion of affordable 
housing through the Iand-use planning process. Our assessrnent is that it is 
neither ap ropriate to a ply one standard aaoss Ontario or for the province 
to expect J a t  land-use cf' esignations can meet affordable housing targets. In 
condusion, it is recommended that this policy should be brought into line with 
other policies and therefore not specify a uantity of land for this particular 
land use (Assoaation of Municipalities O 4 Ontario, 1994a: 26-27). 

The perspective given by A M 0  represented the views of the assoaation's main 
constituency, i.e., elected muniapal offiaals. It is important to note, however, that although 

professional plannen did not play a major role in the public debate on p l m g  rebrm in 

Ontario, their professionai association took quite a different perspective on the reform 

package than did their political "masters". Comments on the Sewell Commission's work by 

the Ontario Profestional Plamen institute (1993) showed that they substantialy agreed with 



the direction of reform behg adopted and with most major reform proposais. Most 
significantly, plannen backed the move to the "be consistent with" enabling clause for policy 

statements, and, with very minor reservations, endonod the new policy statemen ts. Ho wever, 

like AMO, they did reject the provision that conflicts between policy statements be resolved 
in favour O€ environmental concerns. 

4.5, Conclusion 
The survey of provincial poücies related to residentiai densities in Ontario has provided an 
opporhinity to explore some of the political and legal dynamics around the issue of 
intensification. It is dear from the responses to various provincial policy initiatives that 

municipaiities are on guard to proted their discretion and contml over land-use decisions, 

and in this effort they are mpported by the development comrnunity. This finding is 
consistent with the expectations of the growth machine theory introduced in Chapter 2 of this 
thesis: real estate interests appreciate local autonomy because the local sate is more amenable 
to their influence than senior govemments. It should aiso be noted that growth management 

policies were generdy supported although higher-density new development and 

intensification of existing areas was more problematic. Finaiiy, the approach of environmental 
organizations is also consistent with the framework laid out in Chapter 2: i.e., they proposed 
stronger provincial role in muniapal planning and MW local discretion as a prelude to sprawl. 

The policies discussed in this chapter also reflected the wide range of instruments 

available to the province in encouagng residentiûl intensification. Table 4-3 shows the policy 
objectives addressed by each component of the provinaal intensification policy framework. 
Policy objectives are arranged according to the units of ûnaiysis introduced in the last chapter, 

Le., growth management, housing supply, and urban structure. The table ~ g g e s t s  that the 
various poücies overlap in their policy objectives: growü~ management had the greatest 
number of sources of policy support and the urban structure objective had the fewest sources 
of policy support. 



Table 4-3: Provincçwide Intensification Policies: Policy 
Objectives 

1 Management 1 ~ u p p l y  1 Stnicturc 
Apartmcnts in 1 X 1 4 1 X 

Policy Policy Objcctivcs 
Growth 1 Housing 1 Urban 

Table 4-4: Province-wide Intensification Policies: Legal Status 

Houses 
Housing Policy 
Statement 
Crowth and 
Scttlcrncnt 
Guidelins 
Food h d  
Cuidelincs 
Transi t-Supportive 
Guidelincs 

Apartments in 
Houses 
Housing 
Policy 
Statement 
Growth and 
Scttlernent 
Guidelines 

Food h d  
Guidelines 

Legend: v' = Focus of the policy, O = Considercd by the policy, X = Not 
considercd by the policy. 

O 

4 

4 

4 

Transit- 
Supportive 
Guidelines 

4 

X 

X 

X 

A 

X 

O 

X 

4 

I 

L q a l  Status 
- I 

Housing and 
Municipal 
Affairs 
Municipal 
Affairs 

The overview of provincial poiicies presented in ths chapter suggests that-consistent 

Ministry 

Transportation 
and Municipal 
Affairs 

with the expectations of "coercion theory" desaibed in Chapter 2-the general trend in 

Da te Original Policy 
Status 

Lcgislation 

1989 

1992 

intensification policies over the last 20 years has been towards greater provinaal intervention 

l 

Housing 1 19% 

Aftcr 1995 Planning 
Rcfoms 

Legislation 

Agriculture and 
Food 

1992 

in the municipal land-use planning process: from poiicy research and niasion through funding 

Statemcnt undcr S. 
3 of the Planning 
Act 
Cabinet-ûpproved 
Guidelines under S. 
2 of the Planning 
Act 

programs, to the use of guidelines, policy statements, legislation, and haiiy, the tightening of 

Statcmcnt undcr S. 3 of 
the Planning Act 

Statcmcnt undcr S. 3 of 
the PImning Act 

1978 

Act 
Joint Ministerial 
Guidelines under S. 
2 of the Planning 

Guidelines to the 
Comprehcnsive Set of 
Policy Staternents 

Cabinet-approved 
Guidelines under S. 
2 of the Planning 

Statement undcr S. 3 of 
the P lmning Act 



control represented by the 1995 reforms. The legal status of the key elements of the 
intensification policy kamework is shown in Table 4-4. 

Apartrnents in Houses, which used provincial legislation to ovemde municipal 
planning discretion, had the most legal weight. Next in order of authoritative status was the 

Housing Policy Statement, which was a formally-adopted policy under Section 3 O t the 

Planning Act. Section 3 of the Planning Act requires that muniapalities "have regard to" the 
Housing Policy Statement, but this leaves more room for muniapal discretion and local 
interpre ta tion of provincial objectives than does legisla tion. 

Next in the hierarchy of legal weight was the Growth and Settlement Guidelines, which 

was a "cabinet-approved" document, meaning that it had been endorsed by other ministries 
to guide their actions on planning matters. This poiicy document had about the wme policy 
status as the 1978 Food Land Cuidelines, whose growth management provisions it largely 
incorporated. Although the legal basis for the Growth and Settlement Guidelines was not 

specified in the document, it could have been justified under Section 2 of the Plamiirtg Act 

identifying the range of provinaal interests. Such cabinet-approved policy guidelines probably 
provide more leeway in muniapal action than formal poiicy statements and the document 

itself daims that the guideünes come second if they conflict with provincial policy statements 
under Section 3 of the Pla~ining k t ?  Lowest in policy stahis was the Transit-Supportive 

Cuidelines, which was released jointly by the Ministry of Transportation and the Ministry of 
Municipal Affain, but were not an officiai policy statement and were not cabinet-approved. 

Theses guidelines did not have the word "policyf' in the title and were considered 
"assistance" to municipalities that wanted their settlements to be transit-supportive. 

We may condude hom this review that the housing supply objective had the most 
legal weight, using both binding legislation and an official policy statement. The growth 
management objectives had a somewhat weaker expression and the weakest were the urban 

structure poliaes contained in the Transit-Supportive Guidelines. After the 1995 reforms to 
the planning system, the housing supply and growth management objectives achieved equal 
weight as part of the comprehensive policy package. The urban structure objectives were 
mentioned in the policy set, but did not serve as a policy focus. The Transit-Supportive 

Cuidelines were incorporated into the policy guidelines. 
Together, these policies comprise the province-wide policy Eramework. These policies 

have served as a basis for the development of regionaiiy-specific policies witlun the GTA. 

This is the topic of the next chapter, to which 1 now turn. 



- - 

' In 1%6, the Minister of Municipal Affairs gave a spcech to the cffcct that ncw dcvclopmcnt should 
be concentratcd in cxisting settlements. This becorne known as thc Urban Dcvclopmcnt in Runl Arcas 
olicy, but it was not codified or made officiai poliq in any way. 

!As wc shdl sec bclow, howcver, rnany of the provisions of the Food Land Guidelines were 
incorporated into thc Growth and Settlemcnt Policy Guidelines in 1991. 
'This sedion is baseci on a survcy of ncwspaper iutidcs in the Toronto Star from 1988 to t989 and 
interviews with planning officiiils in the Ministry of Housing, Planning and Buiiding Policy Section, 
and thc Industry and Municipal Liaison Section. 
' For grccnfield sites, until land is developed, agricultural assnsmcnt applics. Thcsc can muit  in tax 
rates as little as onetenth the levcl of rcsidcntial ratcs. 
' Eli Comay wis  the man who headed the planning mforrn commission of the 1970s. mu1 tins in an 
ovcrhaul of the Ontario Phning Act in 1983. 
'Sources for this section are the Housing Policy Statement itrlf, thc lmplcmcntûtion Guidelines for 
thc staternent, and an ~ s a y  by Evclyn Brown (1990). a membcr of thc provincial unit oversccing the 
implemcntation of the statemcnt, the Housing Advocacy Tûsk Force. 
'The policy statement defined "affordablc housing" as housing that would have I market price or 
rent that would bc affordable to households within the lowest 60 percent of the incomc distribution 
for thc housing region. "Affordablc" was defined as annual housing costs that do not cxcccd 30 pcrccnt 
of g ros  m n u d  household incomc. Evcry ycar, the ministry puts out a guidelinc showing thc incomc of 
houscholds in the 60th percentik of income camers for a given a m ,  and the amount of housing cost 
that arc affordable to thcm. Thus, the definition of what counted as îsffordablc housing pcrmittcd 
some local variation within a provincially defined framcwork. 
'Thc province had committed millions of dollars to funding of municiprl housing studics that would 
allow muniâpalitics to idcntify housing ne& and intcnsification opportunitics in irnplcmcnting thc 
Housing Policy Statement. 
'This section is bascd on a survcy of ncwspapcr articles in thc Toronto Star fmm 1992-1994 and 
intcrvicws with officiûls in the Ministry of Housing, Planning and Building Policy Scction, and thc 
lndustry and Muniapal Liaison çcction. 
"1° Howcvcr, a serics of planning studies hevc failcd to show that sccondary units hûvc significûnt 
negative impacts on neighbourhoods (Hulchanski, 1994). 
" In addition to the cited documents, this d i o n  is bascd on interviews with rcprescntûtivcs of thc 
UDI. provincial offiaals in the Ministry of Housing, Planning and Building Policy Section, and 
lndustry and Municipal Liaison Section, minutes of the GïA Mayors Committcc for 1993-1994, and 
municipal planncrs in the C î A .  
" Although AM0 and the UDI oftcn took sirnilu positions on issucs rclatcd to intcnsification, in this 
c m  the dcvclopmcnt industry was morc or lcss silcnt. Bcwuse it involvcd only small-scalc propcrty 
owners, the industry had little interest in the issue. Home builders showcd somewhat morc intercst, 
opposing the legislation on the grounds that thcy f e d  legalized secondq units would lead to 
higher development charges on detached dwellings. The legislrtion was also opposcd by rcaltors, 
who believed that bassrnent apartrnents would darnage the prestige value of u p-scale 
neighbourhoods. and by tire chiefs, who doubted that basement apartments could bc as safc as 
conventional dwelling units. 
'' They argued in court that thc legislûtion violates the secunty of the person in that bûsemcnt 
apadments cm cause exposure to hiuards such as fire and flooding. 
" Whereas the number of newspaper artides on housing intensification pmjccts declincd precipitously 
fmrn 1989. the nurnber of artides on sprawl grew from 1989 to 1992 eûsing off only slightly in 1993 and 
1994. 
'' In response ta its fiscal crisis, the Ontario governrnent passed the Socid Contract Act of 1993. which 
rcquired a reduction in public sector paymll costs by $2 billioh province-wide. In order to achieve the 
t q e t e d  reductiow, the province reduced transfers to muniapdities by $1992 million. In addition to 
staff layoffs and early retirernents, municipalities have responded by placing inaease emphasis on 
user fees, reduced services and higher pmperty taxes (Kitchen, 1994). 



'' Although this was an iissuc in the CTA as wcll, it was espeaaily pertinent in mrd  countin, such as 
Grey County, where thc provinaal govemmcnt adudly hûd to suspend the planning powcrs of the 
county administration in ordcr to prevcnt furthcr spnwl (Cl& und M d ,  Junc 21,1991: Al). 
"The information for this section was genented through intewicws with officiais at thc Ministry of 
Muniapal Affairs, Municipal Policy Dcvelopment Division, and the Municipal Opcrations Division. 
"Thcy did not, however, achieve the status of a poliry statcment undcr sections 3 of thc Planning 
Ad. Ministry of Municipal Affairs staff did not propose a policy statcment becausc thc Scwcll 
Commission was known to be working on similar guidelines that would cvcntudly bccorne part of thc 
comprehensive set of policy statemcnts p d  under planning reform in 1995. 
"The guidelins irfemced a numbcr of policics reiatcd to the prcservation of environmental Ieatum 
md rcsourcc areas. Su& policies have objectives other than the intensification of land use, but havc 
implications for muniapal planning poliacs related to urbm form. These policcs indudes: 

* thc Wctlands Policy Statcment issued jointly between Ministry of Municipal Affairs and 
Ministry of Natural Resources in 1992 but arculated in draft form for public consultation sincc 
1981 and availablc with "guideline" status sincc 1984 
* the Minerai Aggregate Roourccs Policy Statement, issucd jointly by Ministry of Muniapal 
Affairs and Ministry of Natura! Rcsou~cs in 1986 

the Flood Plain Planning Policy Statement, issucd jointly by Ministry O €  Natural Rmourccs 
and Ministry of Municipal Affairs in 1988. 

Due to limitations of sprcc, 1 cannot give these policies thc dctailed attention thcy might othcrwise 
rnjoy. 1 can mention, howcver, that such poliacs affcct urban form primarily due to their impact on 
"cnvironmcntal takeouts". This t c m  refcrs to the dedication of land in order to support ccological 
functions or resourcc extraction, making it off-hits to dcveloprncnt. This includcs natural arca 
designations, signifiant wctlands rggrcgate developmcnt areas, flwdplains, headwiitcr and 
rcchargc areas, in addition to the rcquired buffcr arcas. Togcther, thme takc-outs cm amount to a 
signifiant proportion of thc land b m .  

A survcy of AMUS rcsponses to thcsc policics shows thst-cornparcd to provincial housing 
supply policicornunici plitics wcrc gcnerally acccpting of provincial policics t ha t would dircct 
grow t h away from cnvimnmcntally-sensitive or rcsource a m s  (AMO, 1987; 1988; 1991 b). Objcct ions 
to the p o l i c i e ~ n  dctailcd issues or on thc gmunds that they wcrc too p&ptive-werc couclicd in 
a context of overall support rather than thc rcjcdion that characterizcd AMO's mponse to thc 
Housing Policy Statcment and the Residents' Rights Act. 
T h i s  contrûsts with the situation in mmy US juridictions where cornprchcnsivc growth 
mrinagcmcnt packages havc bccn ûdoptcd in single lcgislativc cvmts. 
'' One important differences between the recornmendations of the Sewcil Commission and Bill 163 
conccmcd lot creiition in agriculturd areas. The Sewell Commission had rccornmendcd that 
severances on f m l a n d  bc strictly controlled whereas the planning reform poliaes allowed 
scvcnnccs for a numbcr of reasons, induding retirement homes for farmcrs, a cornmon cause of 
f m l a n d  fragmentation and unsewiccd rural dcvclopment. 
"This provision essentially reversed the single major diange in the Housing Policy Statcment 
behveen its draft and finai versions, which had been made in response to municipal objcdions. 

An important fora where this discretion is defined and exprewd is the Ontario Municipal Board. 1 
will touch on the OMB's role in Chrpter 10. 



5 . Realonallv-S~eclfic Land-Use Policfes 

5.1. Introduction 
The intensification policies considered in the last chapter related to the province-wide 
planning framework. The provincial policy framework provided guidance to individual lower- 

and upper-tier municipalities in preparing land-use plans and in development approval 

decisions. This chapter describes the poücy frarnework at the regional level, focusing on the 

activities of the Office for the Greater Toronto Area (OCTA), a branch of the provinda1 
govemment. In 1988, the province aeated the OGTA in order to hel p coordinate the 

province's policies affecting growth and development in the region. The principal mandate of 

the office was to coordinate provincial actions in the region and build consensus on a regional 

growth management strategy. The office has no legislative basis for its role md no formal 
planning mandate. It depends for its effectiveness on the d i n g n e s s  of other ministries and 

govemments to implement its recommendations (Office for the Creater Toronto Area, 

unda ted). 

Ttus chapter begins by desaibing key elements of the poücy context: whût gave rise to 
the widely perceived need for regionai land use goals? This will be followed by a bnef 

overview of the two principal elements of the regional policy framework: the population 

distribution targets and the urban structure vision for the region. Because the OGTA does not 

directly conhol land use, implementation of the regional policy framework depends on the 
wüüngness of mwapalities in the region to reflect the frarnework in their offiaal plans and 

other planning decisions. In later chapten, 1 will examine how these elements of the provincial 

policy frarnework are being expressed in the actual planning activities at the level of 
individual suburban municipalities in the CTA. 

5.2. Policy Context 

The regionai intensification policy framework was estabiished largely behveen 1989 and 1993 

through a series of studies and working groups, coordinated by the OCTA. Before going on to 
describe and assess the elements of this tramework, 1 present a brief overview of the study 

region. 

5.2.1. Overview of the Study Region 

The Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is an administrative unit d e h e d  by the provincial 

govemment and corresponds roughly with the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area. The CTA 

had a population of 4,235,756 in 1991, and covered a land area of 7,200 square Mometers. 



At the core of the region is the Muniapaiity of Metropolitrn Toronto (Metro), an 

upper-tier municipality composed of the City of Toronto and five other lower-tier (or "area") 

muniapalities: York, North York, East York, Etobicoke and Scarborough. Metro was created 
by the province in 1953 in order to foster coordination of planning, infrastructure and service 
provision within its borden. Since 1988, it has had a council composed of directly elected 

representatives together with the mayon of the lower-tier municipdities, who sit on it ex 

oficio. 

Surrounding Metropolitan Toronto, and created roughly 20 yean later to promote 

effiaent capital planning and effective administration of regional services, are four other 

regional jurisdictions with separate governing councils: the Regionai Muniapalities of hirham, 

York, Peel and Halton. Together, these regions are comprised of 24 area muniapalities, 
ranging from large cities such as Oshawa to relatively spanely populated areas such as East 

Gwillimbury . in total, therefore, there are 30 lower-tier area muniapali ties and five upper-tier 

regional municipalities in the GTA. 

Upper-tier govemments are responsible b r  determinhg the pattern of settlement and 
for identifymg region-wide infrastructure needs such as arterial roads and trunk sewers. 

Lower-tier govemments maintain most of the land use planning powers to control 

development, although they are subject, through plan approval requirements, to regional and 

provincial land use policies. 

The electoral structure of the four regional rnuniapalities is similar. Eadi of the upper- 
lier counals is made up of the heads of councii (i.e., mayon and reeves) of each of the area 

muniapalities in the regon, plus a nurnber of other coundloa who sit on both lower-tier and 

upper-tier councils (the "double direct" system). Representation of each lower-tier 

municipality on the upper-tier cound is roughly proportional to its population wittun the 

regional muniapality, although Sancton (1992) has pointed out that the voting power of rural 

municipahties is greater than warranted by their population and the opposite is true for the 
more populous suburban municipalities within each region. The largest ci ties (Oshawa, 
Markharn, Misissauga, and Buriington) in each region have the most votes, but no 

municipality has a majority of voting members on any regionai councii. Each regional council 

selects a non-voting (except in the case of a tie) chair from the general population, i.e., he or 

she is a non-elected member. Thus, the chair is the only member of an upper-tier council who 
is not also a member of a lower-tier council. 

The Toronto region has no metropolitan-wide govemuig institution. Since 1988, 

however, the provinciaiiy-created Office for the Creater Toronto Area has provided a 
coordinating h c t i o n  to help faciiitate regional cooperation and irnprove provinaal-municipal 
relations. 



5.2.2. Crowth Patterns 
Before 1971, most of the region's population growth occurred within whût is now called 

Mehopolitan Toronto, but since then, most of the population growth in the region has 
occurred outside Metropolitan Toronto. Between 1971 and 1991, growth was especially 

strong to the north and west of Metropolitan Toronto, with York region hipling its population 

and Peel close behind. Growth has been weaker on the east, with Durham experiencing l e s  

than a doubling of i b  population over that time. 

Table 5-1: Changing Population Distribution in the GTA, 1971-1991 

Durham 
York 

Compared to the rapid growth before 1971, Metropolitan Toronto experienced a 
stagnation of population growth from 1971 to 1991: from 2.09 million to 2.276 million, only a 

nine percent increase (see Table 5-1). To bruig the chronological trend into relief, consider that 

215 
166 

Pccl 
Halton 
Four Out er 
Rcgions 
GTA 

between 1961 and 1966, Metropolitan Toronto gained about 40,000 people annually, whereas 

between 1986 and 1988, Metropolitan Toronto lost an average of 30,000 people per yeûr 

(Met ro Facts, Feb. 1992). Between 1971 and 1981, the City of Toronto experienced an absolu te 

population decline from 712,785 to 599,282 but thereafter partially recovered to a 1991 

Source: Stcitistics Canada 
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2,920 
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population of 635,395. Relative to population growth in the rest of the GTA, however, the city 

7.36 
5.68 
8.9 

651 
28.46 

100.00 

continues to decline: i t accounted for oniy 4.9 percent of the regional population gro wth in the 
years 1986-1991, although it comprised more than 15 percent of the total regional population. 

While growth attributable to natual hcrease had declined over the preceding three 
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733 
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decades (birth rates dedined while death rates remained constant), the main change in 

9.66 
11.92 
1731 
739 

46.28 

. 
100.00 
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population trends was a dramatic shift in net migration. Before 1971, migration resdted in 

increasing population in Metro, whde it has drained population since then. Of the three 

sources of net migration into Me-international, other provinces, and within Ontario-the 

k t  two have remained positive over the 1980s.Thust the net migration out of Metro since 
1971 is attributable to losses from Metro to other areas within Ontario, primarily to the 



adjacent suburban areas (Mefro Facts, 1992: 2). York, Peel and Durham regions-in that 
order-were the primary destina tions of migrants from Metro between 1981 and 1991 (Met ro 

Table $2: Net Migration from Mehopolitan 
Toronto to Ontario Destinations, 1981-91 

Region 1 Net Migrants 1 Pc~cnt  Total 
York 1 -189.140 1 40.95 

-146,090 31.63 
Durham -82,790 17.93 
Sirncoe -26,080 
Halton -17.760 
Total 1 -461,860 1 100 
Source: (Metro Facts, April 1993) 

Reflecting on these figures, Metropoütan Toronto's strategic plan noted that: "Without 
specific intervention, population growth in Metropolitan Toronto will be stagnant ... Unless 

more people are encouraged to reside within Metropolitan Toronto, the population is 
expected to increase by only five per cent, to approha te ly  2.3 million people, by the year 
2011. With immigration, it can be expected to dimb between 2.5 and 2.8 million" 
(Metropolitan Toronto, 1991: 45). 

Densities in the CTA gradually decrease from the centre in concentric zones. At the 

core of the region is the City of Toronto, which has the highest population density in the CTA 

(6540.3 persons per square km. in 1991). This density is the highest of any city in Canada, but 

is moderate for a central city by international standards. Adjacent to the core tity is a second 

zone of muniapalities that make up the rest of Metropolitan Toronto. These municipalities 
have m average density of 3077 persons per square km. Meho as a whole has an average 
density of 3611 per square km. Btyond the perirneter of Metropoütan Toronto, a ring of 
muniapalities in the 400-2000 people per square km. range is found dong Lake Ontario and 

up Yonge Street as far as Newmarket. Beyond that is a ring of lower-density outer suburban 
municipalities with less than 400 people per square km.. 

in 1991, the Toronto CMA had a total of 1,366,695 housing units, 791,825 owned and 

574,870 rented. Of these, almost 55 percent were of the single-detached or semi-detached 
type, and 38 percent of the units were in apartments. Row houses accounted for only six 
percent of the region's dwellings. 



Table 5-3: Housing Types, GTA 

Housing Type [NurnberofUnits[ Pcrccnt 
Sinnlc-detached 1 607,445 1 45 

I 1 4 
Sourcc: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, data supplicd. 

Scmi-detached 
Row house 
Aput ment, detached duplex 
Apartment building, five or more storeys 
Apartment building, Iess than five stonys 
Total 

It is estimated that the region's 1991 population of 42 million people will grow to 

about 6.67 million inhabitants by the year 2021 (Hemson Consul ting Ltd., 1993). This 

assumes an increasing growth rate, from about 66,000 people per year in the 1971-1991 
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386,130 
131,175 

1,366,700 

period to about 122,000 per year. The demographic weight of the City of Toronto and 
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Metropolitan Toronto wfl continue to dedine: over half the region's population wiil rende 
outside of Metropolitan Toronto by the hm of the century. 

The household structure of the region is undergoing rapid changes. The traditionai two- 

parent family with chiidren is dedining and there are growing proportions of singles and one- 

parent families, as well as aging empty-nesten. These trends contribute to a dedining 

household size throughout the region, increasing the demand for mailer dwelling uni ts. Table 

5-4 shows that ths trend is most pronounced withm Metropolitan Toronto, but also affects 

suburban regions within the GTA. 

Table 5-4: Household Size, Metropolitan Toronto and Outer Regions, 1961-1991 

F 1 1 A I 

Source: Metropolitan Toronto, 1995. 

f urisdiction 1 l%l t 197l 1 1981 1 2 991 1 

5.2.3. Economic Issues 

The c a l  for GTA-wide regional planning that emerged in the late 1980s was based primanly 
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CTA 

on the need to coordinate inhastructure investment after decades of underinvestrnent, poor 

infrastructure planning, and high rates of growth. The region had not been subject to any 

3.76 
3.84 
3.78 

concerted planning effort since the failure of the province's earlier initiative, the Toronto- 

Centred Region concept, in the mid-1970s. One result of this fadure was a serious mimatch 

332 
357 
339 

between population p w t h  in suburban areas and inhastructure availability. in the eastem 

2.71 
3.16 
3.86 



part O f the region where inErasüucture was himished to senrice r much higher population than 
actudy evolved, there was an overcapacity of sewerage. On the western side of the region, 
where the province had wanted to constrain hirther growth, water and sewage infrastnicture 

was de ficient, and some municipalities, mch as Milton and Halton Hills, were forced to 
dedare development freezes in the late 1980s. n i e  muniapalities north of Metropolitan 
Toronto experienced the highest growth rates in the region and sewage faalities were nearly 
exhausted. 

The region had seen very Little transportation infrastructure inveshnent since the mid- 

1970s. Subway and rapid transit expansion had ceased in 1970s after the construction of the 
Scarborough LRT, and other than the northward extension of Highway 404 and improvements 

to Highway 427, there had been no major highway expnditures. The resulting traffic 

congestion that resulted had become the top concem of GTA residents ûccording to a poll 
conducted in 1989 (Toronto Star, May 15,1989: Al). 

A hstra ted development industry was among the most vociferous of the proponents 
for a regional plan of action. in its 1989 report entitled nie Greater Tomiito Area Oirtlook-Year 
2021, the Urban Development institute (UDI) predicted that the CTA could grow from 3.9 

million to 5.3 million people by the year 2011 (UDI, 1989: 7). The report argued that given the 
magnitude of the expected population increase, drastic meanues had to be taken right away 
to plan for and arrange finanang for substantial inkastructure investment. Infrastructure 

investment was aucial to open up new areas for growth and to minirnize the "real and 

perceived problems created by ment high growth rates in the GTA" (9) which might 
otherwise lead to growth moratoria.' 

There was a note of panic discernible in the report: "Ihere is a aitical shortage of 
developable land around Toronto for both the short and the long term. ln the short terni, the 

recent boom has devoured most of the ~ p p l y  available in the approval pipeline ... In the 
medium term there is a critical shortage looming for developable lands. In most regions, the 

supply of land for low-density units will be almost al1 absorbed within 10 years" (24). The 

fear was with an mfrastructure planning horizon of 15 years, the supply of available land 
would be exhausted before new uifrastnicture could be put in place to open up new land for 
development. 

n i e  report noted the uneven development of planning capabiiity among the V ~ ~ O U S  

regïons, with Durham having a weli developed growth strategy and an offiaal plan, whereas 

Peel's plan was indennitely stailed and York had not yet tried to create a plan. But even if 
official plans were in place in ail regional muniapaiities, "because regional offidal plans 
usuaily only address mattea within their own political jurisdiction-the wider inter-regional 

concem of the GTA are likely not to be considered." It therefore called on the province to 



"undertake to prepare an overail strategy for fuhue growth, including a sound economic plan 
that will support and tund that gowth" (24). 

Whde the development industry was a vocal advowte of regional planning in the late 
1980~~ it was certainly not alone in caüing for some sort of provincial intervention in the 

region: other business interests dm quietly lobbied for provincial action in the region. By the 
end of the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  there were already clear signs of economic dedine in the area: "slumping 
automotive markets and inmeashg world cornpetition, coupled with the Canada-US Free 

Trade Agreement and other trading bloc changes, suggest that it would be unwise to assume 

that the GTA's econornic Mure will be 'business as usuai'" (IBI Group, 1990~: Volume 2: s.3). 
The CÇT was behg introduced, the Canadian dollar was rising against its US counterpart, 
and the cost of doing business in Toronto was higher than just aaoss the border in the US 

(Toronto Star, September 7,1989: El).' Economic growth had begun to slow, and in 
Metropolitan Toronto, a palpable decline had already set in, although most observers had no 
idea how serious t h s  would becorne.' 

Business interests were concerned that provinaal inaction on mfrashucture investment 

was leading to high industrial and commeraal land costs as developable land dried up. 

Increasing traffic congestion in the GTA had given rise to concerns about the economic impacts 
due to slower movement of goods across the region. The Metropolitan Toronto Goods 
Movement Study, conducted in 1988 for the Metropolitan Toronto Department of Roads and 

Tra ffic, estimated the foilowing costs: 
$1.9 billion of the $6.4 billion total annual costs of goods movement within the GTA or 

between the GTA and other regions in 1986 could be attnbuted to traffic congestion 
the cost would rise from this 30 percent level to about 50 percent in 1997 

over the next 10-year period, the costs due to congestion would amount to about $15 

billion in 1986 constant dollars. 
A 1990 report by the 181 Group commissioned for the Ministry of Transportation 

concluded that increases in transportation costs on this magnitude codd lead to increases in 
retail costs of products and seMces sold in the CTA, and a reduced capacity to adopt "just 

in tirne'' shategies by local îndushy, requiring higher inventories and inventory costs (IBI 
Group, 1990b). Congestion would also penalize companies in the GTA relative to other 

regions because of the diffidty of attracting new employees to the region and the increased 
pressure on wages due to long comrnute tirnes. Congestion and conunuting cos& were also a 
factor in companies' deasions to locate new plants outside the GTA. Together, these factors 
could have serious impacts on the competitiveness of business located in the CTA. 

The demands of the development and business community for provineid action on 
coordirtating and funding growth in the region were strongly endorsed by the suburban 



municipalities of the GTA. This was not surprising, given that suburban regions would be the 

major beneficiaries of the types of infrastructure development projects being demanded: 

twinning of the existing York/ûurham sanitary sewer to increase its capacity in some places 
and extending it to open up new areas for development; establishing a lake-based sewer and 
water system in Halton; construction of Highway 407 across Peel, York and Durham Regions; 
and extension of Highway 403 through Halton. Civen the histone Unbalance between 
population and employment growth in the suburban areas, these municipalities were 

particularly interested in public inveshnents that wouid open up new land for commercial and 
industrial development, increase access to markets, and generally enhance their a ttractiveness 

to potential employers. 

Another principal stimulus for some sort of coordination of regional growth came from 

Metropolitan Toronto interests who were concerned about the dedine of the regionrl core. 
Councillors and plamen £rom Metropolitan Toronto also prodaimed the need for the 
province "to direct growth in the right direction" and "put Mme rnoney on the table" (Torotito 

Star, November 4, 1989: A4), but their interests were diametrically opposed to those of the 
development industry. While the UDI and regional municipalities in the suburbs were 
interested in promoüng growth in greenfield areas on the suburban fringe, from Metropolitan 

Toronto's perspective this was exactiy the problem. In fact, the character of suburban growth 

was having significant negative spill-over effects in the regonal core. A survey done by 

Metropolitan Toronto in 1986 showed that the low setuernent densities in suburban areas 
outside Metro were accompanied by a dramatic increase in vehicles per household and a 
concomitant increase in the nurnber of daily trips made by car (see Table 5-5). 

Cordon counts conducted by Metropolitan Toronto showed that congestion was 

particularly bad near the Metropohtan Toronto boundaries, suggesting serious spill-over 
effects of suburbm development. Whereas the CBA saw oniy a 17 percent inaease in traffic 
into the area in the 14-year period between 1975 and 1989, traffic across the Metropolitan 

Toronto boundary into the sububan regions increased by 132 percent in the same time period 
(Metropolitan Toronto, 1990: 5.9). Metro plannea predicted that traffic and transit chaos 
would result kom a continuation of mburban growth patterns: they forecasted that the 2.7 

million automobile trips per day into, out of, or within Metropolitan Toronto in 1991 could 
grow to more than 5 million daily by 2021 (Metropolitan Toronto, 1991b). 



Table 5-5: Population, Household, Density and Travel Features in 
the GTA, 1986 

1 Households wi th no 1 
I 

30% 1 15% 1 1% 1 

Fea t urc 1 Corce 1 InnerSubc?rbs' 1 Outer Suburbs' 

Total daily trips per 1 1.95 1 2.13 1 2.28 

1,504,SOO 
488,900 

car 
Households with 
more than one car 

1,224,300 
434.900 

Population 
Households 

wi thin Metropoli tan ~kronto. The lnner ~uburbs are the kmaindcr of 
Metropolitan Toronto and the Outer Suburbs are made up of the CTA outside 
Mctropolitan Toronto. 
'* Petsons pcr square kilomctre, urbanizcd a m  only. 
Source: Canadiari Urban Institutc, 1992: 18. 

91 0,400 
385.900 

21% 

pcrson 
Trips made by car 
Trips made by transit 

Metro interests contested the need for massive infrastructure investrnent in the 
suburban regions and wanted to see some limitation on public spending for suburbm growth 
in hvour of renewing infrastructure withm Metropolitan Toronto (Toro~tto Star, March 8,1989: 

A7). Offiaals noted that Wtually al1 roads in Metropolitan Toronto cany more cars and 
trucks than they were designed for, and most were over capaaty for two hours or more each 
day. Yet "the province is spending most of its transportation dollars on new roads in the 
surroundhg regions while Metmpolitan Toronto is struggling to get the money it needs to keep 

40% 

* Corc includes the City of Toronto, and the higher-dcnsity mature suburbs 

55% 
32% 

the existîng system in good repair.'" However, the province had made it dear that it would 
not consider funding new infrastructure projects-nich as new subway lines and sewer 
separation-if Metropolitan Toronto did not take measures to increase its population above 
current trends (Tomnto Star, May 9,1989: A6). 

64% 

5.2.4. Environmental Issues 

70% 
22% 

By the end of the 1980s, environmental issues were once again coming back ont0 the public 
agenda after the hiatus in environmental concem that characterized the earlier part of the 

81 % 
9% 

decade. 
The increasing rate of housing production and the increased proportion of housing 

being buüt in low-density detached forms had dramaticaily expanded the urban envelope in 



the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  especially to the north of Metropolitan Toronto. Not surprisingly, one of the most 
vocd of conservation groups at the t h e  was the Save the Oak Ridges Moraine Coalition 
(STORM). The moraine sketches on an east-west a i s  across three suburban regions and is 

dvectly in the path of the northem expansion of Toronto's urban envelope. STORM, a 
coaiition of environmental and rate payer groups, which took shape in 1989, called for 

provincial action to stop sprawl and preserve this fragile ecosystem (Alexander, 1991). 

Another prominent environmental group was Save the Rouge Valley System. This 

group aggressively lobbied for setting aside a large linear park area on the eastem flank of 

Metropolitan Toronto, straddling three upper-tier municipalities. Activists explicitly linked 
the park to the need to stop formless sprawl and destruction of environmental features by 

~burbanization (Toronto Star, June 10, 1989: AS). 

Reflecting these concem, the Liberal governrnent in 1989 appointed Ron Kanter, a 

member of the Ontario legislature, to undertake a study of the options for preserving or 

creating a regional natural heritage system. The Kanter report noted that T h e  difficulties 

associated with tremendous growth are being experienced collectively by al1 five Regions in the 

GTA. Therefore, it would seem most appropriate to consider strategies and solutions on the 
same GTA-wide scale" (Kanter, 1990: 6). 

Other environmental and transportation groups were also forming at the time and 
targeting auto-based sprawl as environmentally irresponsible. As we saw in the last chapter, 

the focus of environmental concem in the early 1980s had been the energy consumption 

associated with low-density development. This remained an element of environmental 

concem, but the energy context had changed drama tically in the intervening 10 yeaa. Research 

had demonstrated that global pollution probiems had become major threats to Our mrvival 

and well-being, many of them assodated with the burning of fossii hels. In fact, "the energy 

crisis has become an environmental crisis" (Gagnon and Cuerard, undated: 2). Thus, 

environmentalists linked sprawl to issues relating to both energy consumption and the 
deterioration of environmentai quality: acid rain, the greenhouse effect, and reduced air 

quality. Croups Lüce Environmentalists Plan Transportation came into being towards the end 
of the decade demanding that growth in the region be better mimaged in order to reduce 
automobile dependency (Toronto Star, June 3,1989: D3). 

Related to environmental issues was the rising pubiic concern over the erosion of the 

mal environment. High residential growth rates and the resurgence of demand for single- 
detached housing in the late 1980s translated into an accelerated consumption of farmland in 

the suburbanizùig areas. Also important were emerging concems about food security, which 
were related to anxieties about h a t e  change, world population growth, and the reliability of 



long-distance supply of food to the region (Ontario Round Table on Environment and 
Economy, 1991). 

These concems gave rise to numerous battles in the area, which pitted development 
firms against grass-roots groups attempting to protect prime agricultural Irnd. As one 

observer put it: 'This negative portrayai of the rural to urban land conversion process, 
together with social attitudes givîng high value to f a d a n d  and agriculture as a way of life, 
underpin proposals to force urban development into more compact forrnsf* (Beesley, 1994: 

15). 
Perhaps the greatest boost to awareness that the region was a single entity from an 

environmentai perspective came Erom the Commission on the Future of Toronto's Waterfront, 

chaired by David Crombie, a former mayor of Toronto. The Crombie Commission had been 

established in 1988 to examine issues related to the health of Toronto's waterfront, but 
extended the geographical scope of its mandate to include the whole region when i t  realized 
that Lake Ontario water quality issues could not be separated from development activity in 
the headwater ateas of Toronto's rivers and streams. The commission coined the term 

"Greater Toronto Bioregionf' to express this interdependence. The many studies and reports 
issued by the commission helped draw public attention to the issue of urbm fonn and the 

need for regional coordination of growth (Royal Commission on the Future of the Toronto 
Waterfront, 1990). 

5.2.5. Social Issues 
Speaking with a weaker voice, but also concemed with the negûtive impacts of regionai 
development patterns were agenaes and individuals active on social issues. Their main 
concems were to overcome exdusionary zoning practices of suburban communities that were 

creating a soaally homogenous suburban landscape with poor soaal services for those who 

needed them, the la& of affordable housing in the region, and the barrien to accessibility that 
low-density automobile-based development was engendering. As one social service provider 

in York Region said at  the t h e ,  "Basicaliy, there's been no planning at ail. The developers 

came in and built these massive developments and there was no thought given, at any level, to 
the need for support servicesJf (Toro~ito Star, October 2,1989: AIS). Other activists pointed 
out that car-dependent sprawl had created social polarization by isolating and rendering 
helpless those who could not afford cars and that addressing poverty had to involve a change 

in direction of development patterns in the region (Toronto Star, June 1,1989: A25). 

Soaal issues took on new prominence in the region after the NDP won the provincial 
election of September of 1990. This signaled an important change in the ideological orientation 

and policies of the provincial govemment. Besides its strong environmental platform, the 



labour-oriented NDP UISO brought a new interest in soaal justice issues to Queen's Park. 
Developen and business interests feli from favour and environmentalists and social justice 
advocates gained the ear of the new govemment. 

Ruth Grier, the new Minister Responsible for the CTA, announced that the province 
should alter its thinking on regional issues to indude consideration for social equity. Switching 
from a focus on inh.astructure and finance, staff were directed to start thuiking about the 
"human element" in regional planning: e.g., access to decent jobs and social services for al1 
secton of society, and more democratic participation in the regional planning process. This 
new emphasis entailed a shift from "hard" efficiency talk to "sott" talk about the concept of 
community health. This concept included "feeling vital and full of energy, having good social 
relationships, experîenang a sense of control, hawig and exercising choice over their lives and 

living conditions, being able to do things they enjoy, having a sense of purpose in Me, income 
security" (Office for the Greater Toronto Area, 1992~: 5).' 

5.2.6. Summary 
The cal1 for regional planning was emanating from a number of acton at the end of the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  

who were beginning to appreciate the integrated nature of the region and the inability of 
spedfic municipalities to "go it alone" in transportation, land-use, environmental, and 

housing policy. Most commentators seemed to agree that a dyshinctional system was evolving 

in the Toronto region. But they were not speaking with one voice. Although it would be an 
~xaggeration to c d  hem "coalitions", two "camps1' could be discemed on the regional 
political landscape: those advocating greater coordination of public inveshnent and provincial 
transfen in order to remove barrien to conventional growth patterns and avoid economic 
downturn in the region; and those who wanted to redirect conventional growth patterns in 

order to prevent a deterioration tn the quaîity of iife, polarization of the dasses, and 
environmental decay. 

Divided as they were on the solution to the region's problems, the two camps agreed 

on the need for some fom of regional planning. Many observes drew attention to the large 

number of initiatives under way that required coordination £rom the provincial govemment: 
construction of Highway 407, the creation of a provinaal/municipai waste management 
cornmittee, the Greater Toro~ito Greenlands Strategy, the "Let's Move" subway extension and 

LRT transportation plan for Metropolitan Toronto and Mississauga, and the new Land-Use 
Planning Housing Policy Statement. "AU these initiatives respond to important planning 
issues," Metropolitan Toronto's nie GTA: Concepts jDr the Fiitiire report stated, "but they lad< 

a h e w o r k  or context within which deasions regarding the hihue urban form can be made. 

Each responds to a particular issue but the implications for other initiatives are not 



addressed" (Metropolitan Toronto, 1990: 30). This could lead to contradictory strategies, lost 

opportunities to integra te services in a cost effective way: and unneceçsary destruction of 

natural features and familand. "These issues iilustrate the need to develop a broad concept 

and strategy for the future CTA as a hamework for muniapai growth" (30). 1 turn now to a 
discussion of the regional strategy that has evolved in the GTA. 

5.3. Pte-1989 Regional Policies 
Population growth in the Toronto area was very strong after WWII, taking place mostly in the 

suburban areas immediately adjacent to the City of Toronto. But because the city had decided 

to stop annexations of nirrounding munidpalities in 1912 (most of the candidate 

muniapalities were fiscally insolvent) the metropolitan area was not equipped with a strong 

planning authority to manage growth (Kulisek and Price, 1988). 

In response, the provincial govemment desigmted a metropolitan planning area, 

appointed a nine man Toronto and York Planning Board and charged it with prepiwing an 

official land use plan for Toronto and its hvelve suburbs. In 1949, the Toronto and York 

Planning Board proposed that the area infrûstnicture needed for growth be established, but 

the question remained as to how those services could be effectively provided in an area 
divided into a number of separate autonomous munidpalities. The planning board 

recomrnended that political unity be imposed on the metropolitan region by amalgamation of 

the city proper with its suburbs. 

In 1950, the Toronto City Cound endoned the Toronto and York Planning Report and 

agreed to apply to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) for full amalgamation of the city with 

the suburbs.'The proposal was resisted by the now large and affluent suburbs, who were in 
favour of continued municipal autonomy. The OMB report (known as the Cumming Report 

after the name of the current chair of the OMB) was issued in 1953, resulting in the passage of 

the Metropolitan Toronto Act, which marked the beginning of Canada's fint experiment in 

regional govemment. The boundaries accommodated over 90 percent of the population living 

and working in Toronto's housing and labour market (Bourne, 1984). From a growth 

management point of view, Metro Toronto encompaaed the areas of high growth and was 

well equipped to provide the fuiancial basis and the planning coordination to manage the 

problems associated with growth within its bordea. 
The Cumming Report warned against the Mew that the metropolitan boundary should 

be considered the permanent limit of the jurisdiction (Wronski and Turnbull, 1984). In the 

meantime, Metropolitan Toronto had been given some planning control over development in 
its hinterland through the mechanirm of the Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board. While the 

board lacked a mandate to provide a positive context for growth in the hinterland: it 



succeeded in preventing the wont excesses of uncontroiied and uncoordinated growth in the 

area. 
As development pressures began to extend beyond the boundaries of Metropolitan 

Toronto, however, the planning board proved incapable of effective growth management. 
Municipalities in the area were experiencing financial distress as growth spiiled over local 

boundaries and as the need for muniapal infrashuchw outshipped their ability to borrow. 

Municipalities responded to this stress by adopting strategies that would be destmctive in the 

long-tem, induchg cut-throat competi tion with neighbouring municipali ties to attract 

commercial and industrial assessment and exdusionary zoning policies to prevent high- 

density, low-income housing that would burden local infrastructure and seMces without 
sigmficantly adcüng to the assessment base. 

The Ontario Corrunittee on Taxation (chaired by Lancelot J. Smith) wrs set up in 1963 

by the provincial govemment to look into the local taxation and revenue system. The Smith 
Report, released in 1967, recommended the far-reaching refonn of the structure of local 

govemment, in particular the creation of regional governments. The province responded by 

planning a series of regional govemments that would eventually blanket the whole province, 

starting with hot spot areas in the Golden Horseshoe, the Ottawa area and Sudbury. 

The Minister of Municipal Affain of the time, Darcy McKeough, explained in a 1968 

speech to the legislature that a regional municipality would "be responsible for planning the 

broad, overall physîcal and economic framework for regional growth," and that the 
boundaries for the new regional govemments should cover "the urban centre and its m a l  

hinterland, both of which are, in fact, mutually interdependent" (quoted in Wronski and 

Turnbull 1984, 129). 

These prinaples were not, however, to be appüed to the Toronto region. Instead of 

expanding the Metropolitan Toronto govemment to include the growing areas outside the 
metropoiitan boundaries, as envisaged by the OMB in 1953, the province deaded to abolish 
the Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board and came out four regional municipalities from 
Toronto's hmterland: York Region was established in 1971 and Durham, Peel. and Halton, 

were created in 1974. 

in the absence of a metropoiitan planning authority, the responsibility for coordination 

on a regional scale fell to the province, which developed a large-scale planning vision for the 

Toronto region through a series of exercises that began in the mid-1960s with the Metropolitan 

Toronto and Region Transportation Study (KARTS) and continued with the Toronto- 
Centred Region (KR) concept in the 1970s. According to Certler (1984: 157-158), the 

province was responding to a number of pressures that were putting "regionalism" on the 

politicai agenda: 



the continuhg concentration of new economic growth and population in a few big city- 
regions 

an increasing sensitivity about the disparity in economic and general cultural opportunities 

between the different regions of the province 

the spilling of urban settlement far beyond traditional town and city boundaries 

the need to organize services on a scale that aossed present municipal boundaries 

tax and seMce inequaüties within urban-centred regions 
worry about the pressure of population growth on water, air, and agricultural land 

an increasing demand for reaeational space coupled with the anxiety about retaining 
unique nahiral areas 

a growing gap between the need to address problems at the regional level, and the 
institutional and financial means for coping with such problems. 

Frisken (1990) notes that the TCR concept had as its goals: (1) to put limits on new 

growth and to contain it, (2) to preserve agricultural, recreational and natural lands, (3) to 
promote some development in centres away from the Toronto core, and (4) to geographically 

balance growth in the region by slowing development in the west and encouraging it in the 

east. 

While the TCR concept was adopted as provincial policy in 1971, many of the 
planning implications of the concept were never formally implemented. Explûnations for this 

failure typically focus on the resistance to the plan offered by municipalities, especially those 
whose population and employrnent growth were to be curtailed in the north and west of the 

region. Observea note that resistance to the regional pian increased as the plan gradually 

became more detailed, moving kom the various growth scenarios of the MTART study, to a 

single concept plan a ~ o u n c e d  in 1970, to the more detailed population targets contained in 

the interirn status report of 1971, and haiiy, the Centrai Ontario Lakeshore Urban Complex 
(COLUC) task force report of 1974. The latter "was so detailed and precise in its 

prescriptions of population projections and distribution and land-use allocation among the 
different municipaiities involved that they ail complained and the province was terrified. It 

was accordmgly published only as a staff document and not as a statement of govemment 
policy" (Wronski, 1984: 131): 

The loss of seats in the provincial election of 1975 was widely interpreted as a rebuff 

to the province's increased involvement in local affairs. In the period foliowing the election, 

the TCR concept " m b l e d ,  for it had no strength within the province, no strength at the 

grass roots" (Geriler, 1984: 159). 

W e  municipal resistance was important in derailing the TCR concept, other factors 

were also at work There were objections kom private landholders whose development 



potential would be affected by the plan. Furthemore, a series of provinciai policies 
contradicted the plan, such as the deasion to built the York-Durham üunk sewer to support 

growth in the north; huge land banking investments in the west; the Ontario Housing Action 
Program to increase the supply of new dwellings, which favoured growth in Peel and York 
and the failure of the province to go ahead with major in£rastructure investments in the east 
nich as the P i c k e ~ g  airport, the Scarborough expressway and the extension of CO Transit to 
Oshawa. Economic changes were also important in tius respect: the oil aisis of 1973 

reoriented thuilang on regional planning towards concentrating gowth in already built-up 
areas, fiscal restraint u n d e d e d  commitment to the major infrastructure projects needed to 

support the regional plan, and market forces clearly pointed towûrds greater development in 

the west than in the east of the region. 

By the nid-1970s. it was already becoming apparent that the province was not 
completely comrnitted to the plan, and hopes for implementation began to fade (COLUC, 

1974). By the end of the decade it was clear that most of the aims of the proposal were not 
going to be realized, with two exceptions: the Patkruay Delt Platining aiid Dewloprtieiit Act and 
the Niagara Escarpmnit Phi t ing aiid Dmelopmmt Act were both passed as ofkhoots of the 

TCR plan. They served to limit sprawl in specific areas of the region: the former by creating a 
greenway to break urbanization to the north and west of Toronto, and the latter by imposing 

smct planning constraints on development on the Niagara Escarpment, flanking the region on 
the west. 

The best evidence that the K R  concept had failed in its objectives to manage growth 
in the region was the continuation-or acceleration-ot dispersed, relatively unstructured 
growth in the region. By the end of the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  these development patterns had resulted in 
serious enough problems on a regional scale that the province initiated a new round of regional 
planning exerdses (Famcombe, 1993). 

5.4. Regional Policy 1989-1995: The Office for the Greater Toronto Area 
The Office for the Greater Toronto Area was created in 2988 to serve as an institutional 
mechanisrn to coordinate provincial activities and represent provinaal interests in the CTA. 

The deputy rninister, Gardner Church, was instrumental in promoting the need for regional 
land use policies and in helping to initiate the consensus building strategy of the office to 

deveiop an action plan for the G ï A .  In contrast to the "top-down" strategy that hûd failed in 
the TCR em, he was convinced that a more "bottom-up" approach would be more 
su~cessful.'~ He is usuaily aedited with bringmg the region's diverse govemment actors, 

induding the 35 muniapaüties in the region, to the negotiating table for the ûrst time in the 
region's history. 



As we have seen, infrastructure needs identified in the late 1980s were the original 

impetus to regional planning in the Toronto area. As environmental and social issues joined 
the mix of concems about Living in the region, provinaal planners began to realize that 
infrastructure exercises could not be adequately undertaken without some Iûrger vision of 
desirable urban hm." In this section, 1 brietly survey the activities of the OCTA in developing 
an urban f o m  vision for the region based on two key concepts: the allocation of growth to 
various regions within the metropolitan area and the adoption of an urban structure vision 
based on the notion of nodes and corridors, 

5.5. Population and Employment Projections 
The OCTAts growth management initiative began with a population study, undertaken with 
the aid of an outside consultant and conducted in dose association with the regional 
municipalities. It forecasted continued strong growth in the region: approximately another two 

million people wouid be living in the GTA by 2021, with almost 90 percent of new growth 
going to the outer regions (Clayton Research, 1989). This report was undertaken by the CTCC 
in response to concerns that population projections by municipalities in the region far 

outstripped realistic expectations, with negative consequences for land-use and infrastructure 

planning in the region. 
The Clayton study was widely accepted as realistic projections for the region: "[theyl 

were prepared slowly and thoroughly with full technical input from the regions and 
represented somethng appmachng unanimity on the scale and distribution of growth within 

the GTA" (York Region, 1991: 2). They served as the basis for the next growth management 
study undertaken by the OGTA, the Urban Structure Concepts Shidy. 

5.6. The Urban Structure Concepts Study 
in january 1990, the OGTA contracted a private h (IBI) to explore the implications of the 
rapid population growth forecasted by the aayton study. The multi-volume report explored 
the fiscal, soaal, and environmental impacts of three regional urban form scenarios-spread. 
nodal, and central (181 Group, 1990a). 

The central scenario assumed that most new growth (both residential and 

employment) would be accornrnodated inside Mehopolitan Toronto, concentrated in areas 
where significant redevelopment potentiai existed on underutiiized lands. The spread scenario 
represented a continuation of current development patterns, with new population distributed 

largely outside Metropolitan Toronto in an evenly distributed, low-density pattern, primarily 

on greenfields land at the h g e .  Employrnent growth was assumed to take place in the 

downtown Toronto, in the already estabiished suburban subcentres and to a lesser extent, in 
the adjacent four regions. The nodal scenario assumed roughly the same regional distribution 



of population and employment gmwth as the spread model, but concentrated that growth 
into higher-density nodes located in wburban areas, resulting in a more compact form. 

The selection of the three growth scenarios was based on two related but distinct 
dimensions in growth management one relating to the distnbution of growth between the 
suburbs and Metropolitan Toronto (regional growth distnbution) and the other relating to the 

structure of urban growth within suburban areas (urban structure). in terms of the regiond 
growth distribution either growth could be accommodated within the regional core, i.e., 
Metropolitan Toronto, or it could be accommodated lrrgely in the suburban areas adjacent to 
Metropolitan Toronto. In terms of urban structure, suburban growth could be accommodated 
in the already built up areas or on greenfield sites. This provides four possible scenarios (see 
Table 5-6), but because Metropolitan Toronto was entirely built-out, greenfield development 
was not a future option, reducing the plausible scenarios to three. Thus the 101 scenarios were 

achially a combina tion of urban structure options and popula lion distribution options. First, I 
will address the urban structure dimension, and will therefore concentrate on the difference 

between the spread and the nodal option. Later, 1 wdl dixvss the population distribution 

aspect of the study. best expressed in the contrast between the spread and central scenarios. 

Table 16: The Logical Structure of the Three IBI Growth Scenario 

5.6.1. Urban Structure 

Of course. the nodes and comdon vision was not a new one. 1 t follows in the footsteps of 

earlier planning attempts to engender an urban structure in the Toronto region: 
the Toronto-Centred Region concept exercise in the 1960s and 70s attempted to establish 

a region-wide urhan structure based on a hierarchy of centres connected by transportation 
corridors 

within Metropolitan Toronto, the 1976 Central Area Plan of the City of Toronto, other 

municipal plans in Metropolitan Toronto, and the 1980 Metroplan di were directed 
towards creaüng an urban structure on the basis of mixed-use centres. 

These earüer urban struchue initiatives were based on the perceived need to ûddress 

an irnbalance in growth dynamia, whether that be at the region-wide or Metropolitan Toronto 
levels. Emerging from a regional econornic development strategy, the driving force O t the 

Rcgional growth 
distribution 

Urban structure 

Bias towards 
Mctropoli tan 
Toronto (ccntral) 

B i s  toward suburban rcgions 

Bias towards 
alrcady buil t-up 
arcas (nodal) 

Bias toward grccnficld 
locations (sprcad) 



Toronto-Centred Region concept wis the deconcentration of employrnent growth h m  the 

central area in Toronto to outlying centres such as Oshawa, Hamilton, and P~terborough. 
Decentralized growth was directed into outlyùrg centres in order to inwase the hinctional 
efficiency of the region and rationalize investment in transportation and other infrastructure. 
Within Metropolitan Toronto, the City of Toronto's Central Area Plan and the 1980 

Metroplan emphasized the need to direct employment growth to the emerguig city centres in 
North York, Scarborough, and Mississauga." 

Urban structure , planning is important from an intensification point of view because it 

gives a context in which site-Ievel intensification can be plamed: "An area of land whd i  is to 
be reurbanized must be piamed in the context of its location and the potential role defined 
for it in the overail structure of the Metropolitan region" (Bemdge Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd., 

1991a: 13). C N. Watson Associates Ltd. (1994; 6.18-6.19) has identified the following 
benefits of an urban structure based on centres and corridors: 

efficient use of existing infrastructure and services 

higher-density housing opportunities that are in proxunity to transit to respond to the 
demographic needs of those requiring transit support, and the provision of rnixed-use 
centres that support ease of access for ail groups 

increased opportunities for doser live/work relationships that conserve energy and 

respond to changing sodoeconomic characteristics 
larger available local labour force, resulting from greûter opportunities for a mix and nnge 

of housing 
healthy diversity of employment opportunities by providing office and retail development 

in mixed-use centres 
improved commercial / industrial- to-residen tiai assessrnent ratio 
more rapid circulation of capital, comrnodities, information, labour and other inter- 

activi ty linkages to the production process 

indirect, spin-off contribution to the profitability and economic activity of other firms in 
the vicinity. 



Table 5-7: Population, Employment, and Spatial Fertures of 
the Spnad and Nodal Scenarios 

) Fcaturc 1 Base Year 1 Sprcad 2021 1 Nodal 2021 1 
1 1986 1 - 1 

Rcsident ~o~ulat ion 1 3,733,000 1 6,020,000 1 6,020,000 
I A 1 

Total cmployment 
Uhmited area 

1 (P+E/ ~rbanizcd ma) 1 1 1 1 
Source: IBI, 1990. 

(hectares) , 
C m  density 

Table 5-7 shows some basic figures for the spread vernis the nodal scenarios as 
conceived in the 101 report The spread option proposed that current development trends 
continue, Le., that low-density development would take place on greenfield sites in the 

~ 4 4 ~ 0 0 0  
205,400 

- .  . . 

1 
15.4 1 15.8 

suburban regions but slightly iugher than those experienced during the past decade in the four 

2,079,000 
148,200 

18.1 

niburban reg ion^ reflecting recent trends towards higher-density developrnent. This scenûrio 
would require an additional 88,000 hectares of land over that already developed in 1986. 

3,440,000 
236,100 

Transportation requirements for this scenario would include some improvements in commuter 
rail and rapid transit lines, but would also require major improvements or extensions of boih 
artenal roads and major highways in the suburban areas. 

The nodâl option proposed tha t existing residential and employmen t centres be 
strengthened and that new centres be established in existing communities. This scenario would 
require only 57,000 hectares of additional land over that already developed in 1986. Nodes 
would be c o ~ e c t e d  by commuter rail or rapid transit in a hierarchical network of three 
categories. The categories were based on population and employment size, as shown in Table 
5-8. 

Table 5.8: IBI Report Nodal Characteristics 

Node Category 1 Population Range 1 Typical Population 1 Typicd Employmcnt 
A nodes 1 75.000 + 1 iOO.000 1 50,000 

Source: BI, 1990. 

I 

B nodcs 
C nodes 

The IB1 scenario envisioned A nodes to be located on major commuter raii or rapid 
transit Luies in comrnunities that were already weii established and where sufficient 

25t00û-75t000 
5, ~ 2 0 , 0 0 0  

intensi6cation potential was present to aiiow the emergence of higher-density residential and 

mixed residential/employment uses. B and C nodes were also to be located on commuter or 

50,000 
10,000 

25,000 
5,000 



rail rapid transit lines (or possible served by express bus), but would be in areas with Iess 
intensification potential or that were located farther £rom the regional centre. 

Beyond this simple classification, the report offered little detail as to the nature of the 

nodes it was proposing: i.e., their size and density, the type of uses that might be found in 
hem, or the nature of the comecting comdors. The locations of nodes were intentiondly left 
vague by the IBI report. They did not propose, for instance, a mode1 showing the spatial 

herarchy of nodal types. A map illustrating the concept showed the hypothetical and 

approximate locations of 42 nodes spread throughout the already urbanized portions of the 
region, with 27 of them in the tour suburban regions outside Mehopohtan Toronto. Generally 

speaking, nodes were located in vanous Qty centres, at locations with major redevelopable 

land sites, and areas likely to see expanded transportation facilities, especially cornmuter rail 

and rapid transit. 

The IBI report used eight criteria in order to assess the relative benefits and costs of the 
gro wth concepts: urban structure, economic impetus, transporta tion, hard services, 

greening/environrnent, human services, extemal impacts, and overall infrastmchire costs. 

Each of these criteria was further refined into a number of factors, and within each factor one 

or more measures were developed as a basis for evaluating differences among the three 

scenarios, for a total of 42 measures. 

According to the IB1 assement, the nodal scenario excelled in most measures: i t  was 

superior to the spread option on 29 of the 42 measures; the spread option was superior on 

six; and the two scenarios scored equally on the remaining seven meiisures." The measures on 
which the spread scenario did better included the provision of road access to rural areas, the 

ease of interaty connections, and the availability of open space to residents. The two 

concepts rate almost equaily against the criterion of capital cost required to support them 
over the next 30 years, but the nodal option fared better in yearly transportation operating 
costs: $11.1 billion versus $12.0 billion for the spread option. 

5.6.2. Distribution of Regional Population Growth 
The second growth management dimension identified above related to the distribution of 

population growth behveen Metropolitan Toronto and the surrounding suburban regtons. As 

we will see in later chapters of this thesis, the OGTA-led discussion about the desirable 

distribution of population withm the GTA was essential to other efforts to manage growth 

within the region. In particuiar, population distribution has served as a basis for negotiations 

between provincial and regionai plannea over the amount of land that needs to be designated 

for new development in regional offiaal plans. Population distribution figures have also been 

important for infrastructure planning, such as sewer extension and expansion agreements 



behveen the province and regional muniapalities. Population projections help guide future 
land-use deasions in maintaining rights of way for hansit or highway development. 1 tum 
now to a contrast between the central vernis spread concepts, which best express the regional 
population distribution options. 

The spread concept represented the continuation of current development trends 

characterized by substantial population and employment growth in the suburban regions. This 

assumed the population distribution that appeared in the Clayton figures £rom 1989. Under 

t h s  concept, the population of Metropoütan Toronto would increase by 235,000 by 2021 

while the population of the four suburban regions would increase by 2.05 million people. 

In conhast, the central concept assumed substantial population and employment 

growth within Metropolitan Toronto. This scenario would see a considerable reduction in the 

rate of urbanization beyond Metropolitan Toronto boundaries. As Table 59 indicates, this 

would provide a major redistribution of population away kom the Clayton forecast, with u 

growth of 1.61 miilion in Metropolitan Toronto to a population of 3.8 million people. The 

population of the four suburban regions would increase by only 680,000 to 2.2 million people 

by 2021. 

Table 5-9: Regional Population Distribution, IBI Spread vs Central Scenarios 

As Table 5-10 shows, redirecting population growth in this fashion would mean a 

sigruficant reduction in the amount of new land needed and a correspondhg rise in the overall 

settlement density of the region. 

Sccnario 

Base Year 
(1 986) 
Spreiid 
2021 
Cent r d  
2021 

Table 5-10: Population, Employment, and Spatial Features of 
the Sptead and Central Scenanos 

Source: BI, 1990. 

York 

Feature 

GTA Durham 

326,000 

794,000 

475,000 

I I 

Resident population (P) 1 3,733,000 1 6,020,000 1 6,020,000 

Hal ton 

271,000 

593,000 

378,000 

351,000 

1,007,000 

540,000 

Source: Mt 1990. 

3,733,000 
, 

6,020,000 
I 

6,020,000 

Total employment (E) 
Uhanized area (ha.) (A) 
Densitv (P+E/ A) 

Mctm 
Toronto 
2,193,000 

2,428,000 

3,800,000 

PccI 

592,000 

1,198,000 

828,000 

2,079,000 
148,200 

15.4 

3,440,000 
236,100 

15.8 

3,440,000 
182,600 

20.4 



ln comparing the central and spread model dong the 42 measures, the report assessed 

the central concept as superior on 29 measures, the spread model was better on seven 
measures, and the two concepts equivalent on the six remaining meanues. 

5.6.3. Report Sumrnary 
If we compare the report's assesmient of the three gowth concepts together, we see that the 
central option fared best across the 42 measures used ta assess the various options. It was 
considered superior on 22 of thern, whereas the nodal and spread options placed first in only 

six each. The report concluded that the centrai option made the most efficient use of resources 
such as land and energy and placed the least stress on environmental features. However, it 
would require the greatest amount of govemment regdation to direct population growth from 

suburban areas to Metropolitan Toronto. It entaiied the most drarnatic change f?om the status 
quo in tems of the population densities and housing types, and choice of transportation 
mode "wi th the risks tha t are inherent in any significan t change from the sta tus quo" (IBI, 

1990: Sumrnary Report: S-9). 
The spread option appeared to be l e s  politically risky in that it would require less 

change from the status quo in terms of delivery of new housing, litestyles, and govemment 
intervention in the development process. However, it was least compatible with the principles 
of sustainable development because it would consume the greatest amount of fann land and 
other environmental features, use the most resources, and produce the most air pollution due 

to the auto-dependency and long cornmutes implied by the model. 
The nodal option was considered intermediate between the central and spread options 

with respect to the principles of sustainable development. Relative to the spread option, it 

would provide a greater range of choice of houshg types, community size and diancter, living 
styles, transportation modes and human services, while reducing per capita resource 
requireements and poiiu tion levels. 

One could condude from the study, therefore, that there were dear trade-offs to be 

made: the substantive benefits to be adueved through a concentrated urban form vernis the 
political feasibility of adueving such an urban fonn on the ground. However, the consultants 
were careful not to endorse any one scenario: rather, they emphasized that the study was of a 
"pre-planning" nature and was intended to stimulate public discussion about future growth 

issues and the implications for uifrastnichw investment. 

5.6.4. Responses4 

After only six months of study, the IBI findings were pubüshed as a seven-volume report in 

June 1990, and circulated for discussion. AU five regions subsequently responded to the 



report, as did several local municipalities. Responses were also received from several 

ministries and non-govemmentai groups. 

Municipaiities in the region reported that detaüed responses were impossible given the 
"pre-planning" nature of the study and the lack of any policy prescriptions for achieving the 
vanous scenarios. Many municipaüties also resented the process involved in the study, 

claiming that the it was conducted as a brealaiedc Pace and with little technical input from 
the regions. Notwithstanding these reservations, however, municipalities reported that they 
accepted the nodal option as a desirable urban structure. in fact, many municipal responses 
clûimed that such a growth pattern was already being pumed,  without regional or provincial 

intervention. York Region's response, for example, ciaimed: 

As mudi as the present development in the regions mound ing  Metro is being 
labeiied 'spread' or 'sprawl' in actual tact the built environment is evolving as a 
series of nodes altemating with low-density development. The nodes may not 
be as concentrated, with as great a diversity of uses or as dosely related to 
pubüc transportation US the ideal model wouid prescribe but nevertheless they 
are nodes or concentrations of development. This nodal form of development is 
occurring with the present level of planning controls (York Region, 1991: 2). 

York Region, speaking on behalf of some of its area municipalities, accepted that "the 

nodal concept appears to show the most promise for further considention," but indicated 

that the population figures in the IBI concept were too low to accommodate growth 
aspirations of some municipalities of the region. In its own response, Vaughan's council 

endoned the nodal option on the gounds that, in its interpretation of the model, it did not 
entad any change from m e n t  trends. The Peel response (on behalf of its three area 

muniapalities, Mississauga, Brampton, and Caledon) rejected the critique of current suburban 
development pat tems implied in IBI's description of the spread sceniuio, and claimed that a 
nodal strategy was already being pursued. Peel suggested the OCTA adopt an "exaggerated 

nodal option" that would permit greater population and employment gowth  than foreseen by 

the IBI nodal scenario.'' in its rerponse, Durham favoured what it cailed a "macro nodal" 

urban structure that would result in l e s  concentrated development than IBI's nodal concept 
(Durham, 1990). 

Sorne of the smaller municipalities, such as East Gwillimbury (1990) and Whitchurdi- 
Stoufhiue (1991), endorsed the nodal option, provided they were designated as nodes for 
future development. Other mialler municipaiities, such as King Township (1991), accepted 
that their growth options might be curtded by the nodal stnicture proposed by [BI on the 

condition that compensation be offered by the province to make up for the negative fiscal 
impacts. 



Another issue raised in muniapal responses to the study concemed the balance 

between population and employrnent projections. Richmond Hill (1991), for instance, seemed 

content to accept the population projections of the nodal scenario, wying that they were 
actually greater than its own forecasts, but balked rt  the reduced employment projections 

implied by the scenario. in its response to the IBI report, the town asserted its need for an 

increased industnal assessrnent base and its unwillingness to accept the role of a "dormitory 

community" to Metropolitan Toronto. 
According to Metropolitan Toronto response ta the IBI report, the nodal option 

suffered kom hawig too many suburban nodes in general, and kom having them too scattered 

across suburban regions. instead, Metro proposed a modified nodal structure cûlled 

"reinvestment centres" that preserved the number of nodes in Metropolitan Toronto but 

halved the number of primary growth centres in the mburban regions, àropping those that 

were further removed from Mehopoütan Toronto boundanes. Metro's position was that 

suburban nodes were acceptable as long as growth was pnased so as to ûclueve density 
objectives within Metro before investing in nodal development outtide Metro's boundaries 

(Metropoli tan Toronto, 1990). 

In its response to the IBI study, the City of Toronto declined to endorse any particular 

urban structure, claiming that the report "primariiy addresses the problems of low-density 

suburban growth." However, it did endorse the concept of intensification and sûid that the 

city would support any urban srnichire that reduced auto cornmutes into the central city (City 

of Toronto, 1991: 41). North York and Etobicoke city councils passed resolutions endoning 

the nodal option. The Scarborough council adopted the nodal scenario on the condition that it 

be supported by provincial funding in infrastructure (Metropolitan Toronto, 1991). 
interesüngly, some provincial agendes expressed concem about the nodal option. Most 

importantly, the Ministry of Housîng, while supportive of the nodal concept in principle, 

doubted that it could be achieved given the public's traditional resistance to intensification. 

The ministry pointed to the potential adverse effects on housing supply and affordability if 

planning controls were put in place to constrain land supply, but intensification of already 

built-up areas failed to materiaiize. 

Several non-govemmental organizdions also responded to the 101 report, including 

environmental groups and the development community. Although some environmentalists 

questioned the need for any growth in the region at all,16 most groups endoned the nodal 

model. in Metro, Environmentaiists Plan Transportation endoaed Metropolitan Toronto's 

"reinvestment centres" modification of the nodal option. The UDI also endorsed the nodai 

option but expressed doubt about the its feasibiüty given the lack of effective govemment 
policy to encourage intensification. 



From this m a y  of responses, it appears that there was a widespread acceptmce of 
the nodal structure as a growth management strategy for the region: suburban and urban 
municipalities, provincial agencies and non-govemmental stakeholden endorsed the nodal 

concept in principle. However, there were three related qualifications to this "emerging 
consensus1'. Fint, the terms of the endorsements suggested that the "nodal scenario" might be 
smoothing over a wide array of potentiaiiy conflicting development visions. Secondly, there 

was some reservation about the intensification aspect of the nodal concept. Third, given the 

large number of nodes projected by the [BI study, and the daim that curent development 

patterns were already confodng to this model, it was not clear how this option actually 
deviated from existing trends. Nonetheless, the nodal option was adopted hy the OGTA as a 
growth strategy for the region. 

Al though not unexpected given the poli tical support for this plastic concept, the 
adoption of the nodal concept by the OGTA was cntiazed by some  observe^ who pointed 
out that the IBI report had judged the centrai option to be the most sustainable (e.g., Beesley, 
1994). A former OCTA offiaal explained this outcorne: 

If we had said "fine, we'll put al1 the new people in Metro," to service them 
would be a nighmiare. And this was a society that had tumed down the 
Spadina and Scarborough expresnvays. You wouid have to expand Dufferin 
Street and Yonge Street to six or eight lanes of traffic to accommodate the fiow. 
So in practice, [the central concept1 was impossible to implement. You get 
violence and crime when people are put cheek by jowl. And then what were we 
to do with the pipes alreiidy invested in Peel and York/Durham? The nodal 
concept gave us the best of both worlds. 

As the 181 report was being circulated for consultation, a provincial election took 
place. The Liberal government was defcated and the NDP formed a new government with a 
strong environrnental and soaal mandate. The new orientation of the govemment was 
refiected in the next major report of the OGTA, entitled Growirzg Togethec Tmuards ari Urbart 

Coriseiisiis is the GTA (1991), published in the Fal of 1991. The report merged the OCTA's IBI 
study with the results of two other environrnentaily-orient studies, also commiaioned by 

the province but undertaken independentiy of the OCTA. The first was a study on greenlands 
in the CTA by M.P. Ron Kanter, resuiting in a report entitied Spacefir Ali: Optiow for a GTA 

Greenlarids Sfrafegy (1990). The second was the interim report of the Royal Commission on the 
Fuhw of the Toronto Waterbont, caiied Waterslied (1990). Pichg up the lexicon of the other 

two reports, Growntg Togetlier advocated an approach to growth management based on 
environmental sustainabiiity and soaal equity. 

The document reported that the spread concept was undesirable or unworkable and 

that most submissions "rejected the centrai concept as requlling too much intervention by 



govemment, or as being impractical in other ways" (Office for the Creater Toronto Area, 

1991a: 12). That being said, the report announced the " e m e p g  consensus'' on growth 

management that pointed towûrds a nodal urban form predicated on m increase in transit 

investment to iink nodal centres and land-use controls to support transit efficiency. Nodal 

development wodd occur through intensification and redevelopment at higher densities and 

would reduce commuting needs by providing a better balance between housing and 

employrnent. 
Also significant was the report's proposal for a provincial-municipal partnership in 

which the province was to provide the lead whde regional and area municipalities were to 
retain responsibility for site-specific planning and implementation. Explicitly contrasting the 

recommended approach with that of the Toronto-Centred Region concept in the 1970s, the 
report explained that the proWIce should show leadership by: 

providing a strategic framework which would describe the province's vision for the CTA's 

future, and would state the values and principles that should guide local and regonal 

planning 

making funding commitments consistent with the resulting plans 

coordinating the actions of provincial ministries to ensure that they be consistent with 

agreed directions for the GTA. 

Tius  report was followed in the Spring of 1992 with a document entitled GTA 202 1: 

The Challenge of Our Ftiiirre. Rejecting the "pipes and roads" approach of the previous 

govemment as exemplified in the IBI report, the new Minister responsible for the GTA made it 

clear that she wanted urban forrn issues to be based on a coherent vision of the GTA as a 
livable, just, and environmentaily-heaithy place. Putüng the province's policy objectives in the 
bluntest words yet, the document daimed that "urban spawl must be stopped" and "a more 

compact nodal development pattern rnust be adopted" (Office for the Creater Toronto Area, 

1992c: 32). 

The document c o h e d  that the province would take a leadership role in managmg 
growth in the GTA, but that it would seek the cooperation of the constituent muniapalities. 

Offiaal plans were presented as a principal means of realizing the province's strategic vision 

for the region: "A means must be found so that the need for consultations on official plans, 
the planning process, and the future of the GTA is clearly understood" (30). The document 
announced that six provinaal-municipal working groups had been formed to advise the 

govemment on how to move ahead with a "strategic action plan" to guide future deusion 
makmg. in the meanthne, "the concepts in thts paper wül guide ail provincial ministries in 
their activities in the GTA" (30). 



5.7. The Urban Form Working Croup1' 
Although its methodology was criticized by munidpalities and academics ûlike,18 the 101 study 

moved the discussion about urban structure in the re@on a major step fonvard: in response to 
the study, the five regional govemments of the GTA had agreed in principle that urban sprawl 
should be stopped and that the concept of nodal development should guide growth in the 

region. In 1992, the OGTA set up six working groups to study various aspects of this concept 
and develop more detailed proposais. Working groups included: urban tom, countryside, 
infrastructure, economic vitality, financing mechanisms, and human and social development. 
in this section, 1 will focus on the work of the urban forrn group as it dealt most directly with 
the planning issues related to the proposed nodal urban structure. 

The Urban Form Workmg Croup was established in November 1991 and met 
frequently for several months before producing its report in A p d  of 1992. The group was 
made up of 21 provincial and municipal nonslected of fi ci al^.'^ The mandate of the group 
included defining and elaboraüng upon what was meant by "urban structure", "compact 
urban form", "nodes and corridors" in the CTA context, and what needed to be done at the 
local, regiond and provinaal levels to achieve a more compact fom. 

The working group concluded that a hierarchy of mixed-use nodes linked by a network 

of transit-se~ced corridors would be the best urban structure for the GTA. The outcome of 

the workmg group will be detailed in Chapter 9. In this section, 1 would like to describe and 

analyze the provincial-municipal dynamia that charactenzed the working group decision- 
maiung process. 

The major contribution of the working group was to bnng together the province-wide 
notions found in the provincial Transit-Supportive Guidehes with the regionally-specific 

ideas found in the GTA-level 101 report, and to integate these with the growth aspirations of 
the region's constituent municipalities. The core concept of a hierarchy of rnixed-use nodes 

comected by transit dong intensified corridors and the types of uses envisioned-especially 
the mix of employment and residential u s e 4 1  coincided with the provinaal Transit- 
Supportive Guidelines. The IBI concept was Iess defined than that found in the Transit- 
Supportive Guidelines, but its sketchy h e s  can also be seen in the worlang group results. The 
main difference behveen the IBI and the urban form workmg group concepts is found in the 

number and location of nodes. The 101 concept had 27 widely scattered suburban nodes. One 
former OGTA offiaai caiied this a "status quo" concept based on the existing urban envelope. 
in contrast, the working goup  proposed only 14 suburban nodes, which were contained in a 

more restricted urban envelope that excluded urban areas such as Newmarket, Aurora, 

Milton. No nodes were proposed in greenfield locations or undeveloped areas. in effect, the 
workhg group's concept was more of a combination of the central and nodal options devised 



by IBI and dosely resembled the "reinveshnent centres" concept put fonvard by Metropolitan 
Toronto. 

Another key difference between the 101 concept and that of the working group wûs the 

much heavier employment asnimptions in nodal areas put fonvard by the working group. 
These asnimptions appear to have emanated from the Guidelinesfor the Rertrba~iizntio~~ of 
Metropoliiaii Toronto prepared by Bemdge Lewinburg Creenberg Ltd. (1991a) for Metro's new 
offiaal plan. The choice of these histoncdy higher Metropolitan Toronto activity ratios 

(employment to residents) may have reflected the suburban interest in attracting more 
employment and to boost their assement bases. The Reurbanization Guidelines also 
provided guidance to the û C ï A  working group on the corridor concept, whch had been 

overlooked by the 1BI report and only generally desaibed in the Transit-Supportive 
Guidelines. 

However, if one of its goals was to provide a detailed mode1 for a functiond urban 
structure that could serve as a basis for muniapal planning, the group's work was not 
completely successhii. The spatial location of nodes and comdors, in particular, was left 

extremely vague in the group's final report. According to one partiapant, this was one of the 
most divisive issues facing the group during its deliberations. 

We had a lot of disagreement in the group about whether we needed the rnap 
and then we had a lot of disagreement about where to drûw the nodes and 
h a l l  we just came up with ihis vague map. We had 50 ma s that were more 
detai Y ed before that vague one. The map [we ended u with is just dots and P 7 
numbers. There was blood on the Boor over that. Peop e in the working group 
couldn't look at it £rom an intellechal point of view. They a11 wanted nodes. 

Municipal representatives in the workmg group competed with each other to have a 

node designated in their municipality. The cornpetitive attitude fueled by the assumption 
that only muniapalities with designated nodes wodd benefit trom provincial infrashcture 
investment." After condting with their political leaders, members of the working g o u p  
decided to add five more nodes to the 18 that had already been agreed upon. The 

proiiferation of suburban nodes then became a divisive issue between representatives of 
suburban municîpalities, who stood to benefit from more nodes, and Metropolitan Toronto, 
who stood to loose. 

The vagueness of the h a 1  product could also be attnbuted to the la& of consensus 

about the relative roles of provincial, upper- and lower-tier municipal planning agencies. The 

general wisdom seemed to indicate that provincial imposition of a regional plan would not 
work, a lesson learned from the Toronto-Centred Region concept experience. The question was 

whether a regionai coordinathg body set up by the province should be developing a detailed 
land-use plan against which munidpal plans couid be meanved and criticized. On the one 



hand, this seemed a nahiral route as the urban structure would have to reflect the reality of a 

single integrated urban region. On the other hand, othen involved in the proces seemed to 
believe that the OGTA's role should be reshicted to one of enundûthg general pnnciples and 
coordinating provincial investment and other dedsions to support muniapal plans based on 
those prinâples. 

Ambivalence over the provincial role in the spatial definition of the region is evident in 
the modifications made to the various drafts of the working goupis report. In an early 
provinually-drafted version, it was suggested that: "More speafic guideünes on nodal and 
comdor development could be issued by the province to assist muniapalities in identifying 
areas which may be suitable for sudi developmenti' (Office for the Greater Toronto Area, 
1992d: 2). Later drafts dropped the suggestion that the province may help determine the 
location of nodes. The final version read: "more speafic guidelines may prove necessary in 
some instances in order to assist municipdities in understanding and applying the nodal 
concepti' (Office for the Greater Toronto Area, 1992b: 28):' The very vague map that was 
finally produced by the working group indicates a compromise between these two 
interpretations of the provincial role. 

Nor was the group able to arrive at a consensus on the definition of compact urban 
fom, as its mandate required. On the "compact" sidc, the group failed to establish a target 
density recommended for new development on greenfield sites, target densities were not 
suggested for comdors, and the densities provided for nodal areas were very broadly defined 
and were expressed in floor space index (kt) units, which are open to a wide variety of 

interpretations? On the "urban form" side, the group failed to generate feasible ideas on the 
form of more compact development such as the character of streets, blocks and building 
types. As othen have noted, the case studies on compact urban t o m  provided by the 
working group were "more in the nature of isolated developments than portions of urban 
fabric" (Bemdge Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd., 1992: 32). Interviewees pointed out that many of 
the more instructive case studies undertaken by the working group were wated  under pre- 
war planning regulations and would no longer be pemutted under m e n t  toning and building 

codes? 

5.7.1. Response2' 

Each of the other five working groups accepted the nodal urban form as a basis for its 
deliberations. Recommendations from aU six working groups were published in 1992, and in 

October, the OCTA conducted a series of "invitation-only" regional workshops on those 
recomrnendation~.~ A cod t a t i on  event was held in each of the five upper-tier municipaüties 
in the GTA, to which muniapal politidans and bwaucrats were invited. 



The consultation process involved is worth comrnenting on. The OGTA had 
consistently targeted municipal officiais as the primary audience in its consultation efforts 
and the October 1992 workshops were no different. in fact, OCTA staff considered 
consultation with other stakeholders as the responsibüity of municipal govemments. The 
problem was that the rnunicipalities appeared to resent having this role being forced upon 
them by the OGTA: 

In soüciting municipal comments, the OGTA also requested that area 
rnwiicipalities hold extensive pubüc consultation with the residents of the 
munici ality. This request is inappropriate. Consultation should not be 
"do wf oaded" to area municipalities. Consultation should be conducted by 
those who prepared the work, c m  explain the work, deiend the work, and 
speak with a degree of certainty about how comments received would be taken 
into account. It is recommended that the OGTA be responsible and therefore 
accountable for condtation of documents prepared by or for them (Pickering, 
1993: 4). 

The result was that consultation with stakeholden on OCTA proposals was 
consistently weak: environmentalists and developen played littie role in the consultation 

process, appearing to be distracted by events in other fora, such as the unfolding of the Sewell 
Commission's ideas on the provincial planning system. in fact, however, it is clear from 
stakeholder documents that both inierests supported the nodal structure approach advocated 

by the working group. For its part, the development industry was relieved by any growth 

management plan that would unblock the infrastructure investment charnels. For its part, the 

environmental community took the initiative Ui organizing its own condtation event on the 
working group reports. The report that issued from the event showed broad support for the 

nodal option (Toronto Environmental AUiance, 1992). Thus, the OGTA1s s h t e g y  of exduding 
stakeholders other than muniapalities rnay have streamiined the consultation process, but it 

may also have served to undermine the process by abandonhg the opportunity to buiid a 
region-wide constituency for change that couid bridge the geographicaly-based interests (Le., 

the upper- and lower-tier municipalities competing for growth and infrastructure inveshnent). 
One reason municipalities wanted to avoid a Ieading role in consultations on the 

OCTA regional vision may have been the connection between the nodal development concept 
and intensification. OGTA staff reported that the ths was one of the most controversial 

aspects of the 1992 regional consultation meetings: 

we had to do a lot of educating on what higher density meant in terms of built 
fo m... We tried to stay away lrom [the wordl "intensification" because people 
assoaated it with high-rises, so we used "compact urban fom" and "nuxed 
uses". We tried to use a lot of pictures and we did case studies so we could 
show people what we memt and that it alread existed in a lot of places 
around the region. This was our biggest item [O r controversy]. 



ûGTA staff report that a geographic pattern was discernible in the responses gathered 

at these public meetings: municipalities outside the urban envelope as defined by the urban 
form working g r o u p n i c h  as Ceorgina and East Gwibbury-wanted more nodes 
designated in the northem part of the GTA. whereas the rapidly urbanizing municipalities 
within the envelope-ntch as Vaughan, Richmond Hill, and Markham-supported the 
concept of concentrated nodal development, "as long as it didn't slow down what they 
wanted to do" as one former OGTA staff person explained. In general, the closer the 
municipality to Metropolitan Toronto, the more strongly it supported the OGTA regional 
vision. Perhaps not coincidentally, these were the muniapalities that were overwhelrningly 
better represented on the six working groups that developed the vision.26 

The question as to the appropriate role of the OGTA in formulating a regional vision or 
action plan was raised in muniapal responses to the various OGTA initiatives. As one 

municipality expressed it: "darification is required on whether the [OGTAI action plan is 
intended to be a broad strategc plan concemed with the guidmg programs and service 
delivery, or whether it is intended to be a super-regional official plan concemed with the 

physical planning of the GTA" (Pickering, 1993: 4). The question also arose as to who would 

be responsible for designahg the urban envelope shown in the urban form report. Would the 

province draw the line and enforce it through regional offiaal plans or would the regions draw 

the line? The weight of opinion at the workshops was dearly that the province should ûvoid 
"dictating" the number of nodes, the placement of corridors, and the course of the urban limit 
Line. 

The consultation workshops revealed that offaals from upper-tier suburban 
municipalities supported the OGTA regional planning initiative because they sûw it as an 
essential element in coordinating provincial investrnent decisions for the ~nfrastructure needed 
to support their own land-use planning efforts. The la& of coordination among provincial 

ministries was a major theme of the consultation workshops. Municipalities complained that 
the province was approwig official plans and amendments to bring new areas into 
development but other ministries were not coming up with the mfrastructure dollars needed to 
support that development. The result was a growing infrastructure deficit in the region, 

inefficient planning processes and growth patterns. Regional officiais were hoping that as a 
r e d t  of the GTA planning exercise, major kuiàing commitments would be made. 

Suburban participants in the workshops pointed out that unies population growth is 
Linked to employrnent growth, the whole regional planning exercise would be meaningless. 

Population growth in suburban areas without more jobs would mean more commuting to the 

central city and a less economically cornpetitive region. 



Another theme in the municipal responses to the OGTA planning framework was the 
importance of preserving rnuniapd autonorny. Although the province was taking great pains 
to work collaboratively through the OGTA with municipal govemments in the region, some 

muniapd officials stiil felt they were being treated as "just another interest group" nther 
than a third order of govemment in partneahip with the province. The minutes of the 
consultation workshops, for instance, showed a strong sense of dismist for the provincial 
govemment and its agencies in theu attitude towards municipal interestç-words Iike 

"dictatorshiptt were used to desaibe the provincial comportment towards muniapalities. One 
participant at the consultation workshops asked "does the province already have a pian in 

its back pocket?" 
There seem to have been two sources of this fear. First, although the province had little 

direct control over land use and relied on municipal coopention to achieve its land-use policy 
objectives, it did have control over major infrastructure funding deasions. Municipal growth 
aspirations could not be aclueved without the elusive infrastructure dollars controlled by the 
province. %s fueled the belief that the province was really in control of regional development 

patterns and that the consultation efforts were merely window dressing. Municipal distrust of 
provincial intentions was also fueled by the spill-over effects from other issues: namely solid 
waste management and Bill 120, the basement apartments Iegislation. In both cases, 
municipalities in the region felt that their interests and authority were being violated by 

haughty and unilateral provinaal actions. 

5.8. The 1993 Population Projections 
As mentioned above, the IBI and urban form working group exerases were based on 
population and employrnent projections done by Ciayton in 1989. When the 1991 Census 

data became available, the OCTA initiated a new round of forecasting for the period 1991 to 

2031 in order to update the older figures. This tbne the technical work was performed by 
Hemson Consultirtg, and Coopen & Lybrand (1993), who worked under the direction of the 

population and employrnent ~bcommittee at the Creater Toronto Coordinating Committee. 
The population and employment subcommittee of the GTCC was chaired by Sylvia Dans of 
the OCTA and induded representatives from the provincial ministries (inciuding the 

Ministries of the Environment and Energy; Transportation; Agriculture, Food, and Rural 

Affairs; Municipal Affairs; and Treanuy) and senior officials from each of the five upper-tier 
municipal govemments in the GTA. The cornmittee chose the connilting team and played an 
active role in directing the Hernson sîudy. 

The resulting report, entitled nie Orcttook for Popdation nrid Employitieiit i ~ i  the GTA, 

was published in August 1993. As we wil  see in Chapter 7, the projections contained in this 



report became the bans for upper-tier planning in the wburban regions of the GTA. For this 
reason, 1 wiil review the report in some detail, focusing on the population aspect. 

It is difficult to compare the 1989 Ciayton report with the 1993 Hemson report 

because of different time kames used (2021 vernis 2031 respectively). Nonetheless, i t is clear 
that two significant changes in the growth projections had taken place in the interim. The fint 
major change was in the absolute amount of growth expected GïA-wide. Ln spite of the deep 

recesion that had intervened between the two projections, the later report shows an increase 

in growth projections for the GTA to 2021. The increase was from a range of 55-65 millicn in 

the 1989 projection to 5.8-7.7 million in the 1993 projection, and f?om a "most-likely 
scenario" projection of six million in the 1989 projection to 6.7 million in the 1993 report. 

The second major change from the 1989 projections was in the distribution of growth 

withn the CTA. Noteworthy here is the tact that new projections do not change the growth 

forecast for Metropolitan Toronto-it is constant at about 2.4 million in 2021. Rather, the 

increase in expected growth is entirely atûibuted to more rapid growth in the outer regions of 

the GTA. In other words, the change in growth projections Born 1989 to 1993 saw a further 

decentraination of the region and mialler share of growth attributed to Metropolitan Toronto, 

a decline from almost 11 percent to about 5 percent of new growth. 

The numbers reported above for the 1993 Hemson report are drawn from the 

"Reference Scenario", which assumes that current policy initiatives to stem employment 

decline in Metropolitan Toronto wül be successful and that "the numerous intensification 

efforts will be sufficient to result in population growth in Metro" (70). The Hemson report 

considered t wo "al tema tive" regional grow th distribution sceniinos. The major difference 

between the two altemate scenarios was the role played by Metropolitan Toronto in 

accomrnodating future growth. Scenario One assurned the realization of the growth 
management concepts induded in GTA 2021: nie Challenge of Orir Fiit iire, the provincially- 
sanctioned document mentioned above. Thus, Scenario One was based on "aggressive 

intentification policies", with Metropolitan Toronto accornrnodating a larger component of 

growth than the reference forecast. Scenario Two assumed a distribution of regional growth 
that was consistent with those patterns found in other major urban centres elsewhere in the 

Western world. Essentially, this scenario assumed that current trends would continue and 

that very üttle new population growth would occur within Metropolitan Toronto. 

Table 5-11 shows the distribution of population forecasted for the two dtemate 

scenarios. It shows that in Scenario One, Metropoütan Toronto is expected to accommodate 
1.7 million people-just over 40 percent-of a GTA total of 6.67 million in 2021. In Scenario 

Two, Metropolitan Toronto achieves a population of only 2.32 million, or under 35 percent of 

the total expected populûtion of the C'TA for 2021. It is interesting to note that the difference 



between Hernson's Reference Scendo and the "aggressive intensification" scenario is very 

mal1 for at least two regions: in Durnani and Halton the difference is only 24000 people over 
the 30-year period. This represents 3.5 percent and 55 percent of the expected growth 
respectively. in Peel and York, the numbers are more significant: in Peel 10.1 percent of the 
expected growth wdl be diverted to Metropolitan Toronto, and in York intensification policies 

directing gowth to Metropolitan Toronto would result in 22.8 percent l e s  than the growth 
than would take place under the current policy framework. 

Table 5-11: GTA 2021 Population Projections by Region 

Peel York Durham Halton 

Refctcnce 2,410,000 1,320, 000 1,29Ot00O 970,000 670,000 
Scenario One 2,700,000 1,260,000 1,110, 000 950,000 650,000 1 6,670,000 
Scenario Two 2.320.00 1.350.000 1.320.000 1.000.000 690,000 1 6,670.000 
Source: Hcmson Consulting Ltd., 1993. 

5.8.1. Response2' 

The Hemson report was not a purely technical exercise. Although based on standard scientific 
approaches to projecting population and employment trends, the report also reflected 
political realities in the region. This is especially mie in the selection and definition of the 
various scenarios, which were based on different assumptions about the likelihood of success 
of intensification policies. The exercise provided many opportunities for political input into 

the projection process. As the report itself says: "the consultants established a continuous 
process of reporting to the [population and employment sub-1 conunittee. At each stage the 
assumptions were reviewed, the implications of the assumptions were considered, the results 
were discussed, and general agreement was reached" (Hemson, 1993a: 6). 

indeed, population and employrnent projections are an intensely poüticai activity in 

the CTA. Future infrastructure tunding for a region can hinge on whether or not its population 
is expected to cross a certain threshold. Many provinda! grants are given on a per capita 
basis, such as for human services and schools. Popuiation growth is widely perceived to be a 

condition of employment growth and therefore an essentiai element in the fiscal and economic 
heaith of the municipality. Policy-directed reductions in the expected population growth 
introduces problems for municipal plannen and land developes. When asked why the 

suburban regions would prefer the Reference Scenario as opposed to Scenario One, a 
provincial officiai in the OGTA explained that: "municipd officiais wanted more population 

because then they wouldn't have to plan. Adopling Scenario One meant they had to cut some 
goss development areas out of their plans. And if they thought that more population was 
going to come, then developea couid do what they wanted." 



The Hemson report was distnbuted to the chairs of the suburban regions in August of 
1993. The document wrs accompanied by a letter from the Minister of Municipal Affairs 

which informed local leaders that the Minister had chosen Scenario One as the basis for future 

land-use planning, infrastructure investment and policy development. No formai municipal 
input was soliated by the Minister before making his decision. Municipal responses to this 
announcement were cornplex: while some municipalities accepted the population projections 
under Scenario One, others saw it as an unwarranted policydriven intervention in an 

otherwise saentific exerase. Al1 the suburban upper-tier municipalities rejected the 
employrnent forecasts as too low. 

Even staff mernbers of the ûCTA seemed at odds over the intensification scenario. On 
the one hand Gardner Church, the Deputy Minister of the OCTA, had been pushing for a 
much higher growth objective within Metropolitan Toronto, up to three million people by the 
year 2021." On the other hand, a former û C ï A  official expressed the view that the region's 
intensification potential "depended on what the market would be üke. If the market really 
started to push for intensification [then it might happen]. But Ray [Simpson of Hemsonl and 1 

didn't think it would happen ... Ray kicked and screamed s a p g  'Scenluio One won't work'." 
The Hemson study brought to a head the concerns of suburban municipalities about 

the distribution of population and employment growth. Suburban officiais were willing to 
accept the need for regional growth management because they believed that i t  would lead to 

provincial investment in infrastructure to support suburban growth and result in some 
decentralization of employment growth €rom Metropolitan Toronto on the grounds that a 
better mix behveen employment and population wouid reduce commuting. It would alsa 

improve their assessment base by redressing the historical irnbalance between population and 
employment growth in the suburbs. 

This was not, however, the way the province saw it. The recession did not reduce 
population growth in the GTA but was takuig a terrible toll on employment levels. The most 
serious employment dechne was in Metropolitan Toronto. Compared to the suburban regions, 
which had gained back recessionary employment losses by mid-1993, Metropolitan Toronto 
had experienced a 15 percent dedine in total employment since 1989. Understandably, the 
province was loath to adopt any long-term planning cornmitments that would reinforce trends 
to accelerate employment l o s  in the regional core. As one participant on the cornmittee 

comment ed: 

what started to lose the [wburban that the Hemson figures 
showed e ected employment growth ratio was getting x lower for e whole area, so The Hazels [Le., 
powerful suburban mayorsl were happy to 
do with l e s  population it got political. 



After forceful complaints, espeQaUy from the Regions of York and Peel, the province 
relented and undertook to review the ernployrnent distribution figures for the four mburban 
regions. in November of 1993, new figures were a ~ o u n c e d  by the K T A  that showed 
significant increases in employrnent targets, as shown in Table 5-12. 

Table 512: Forecasted Employment Distribution for the GTA, 
2021 

Çourcc: Hc%onCo~lting Ltd. August 1995. 

Although the population projections of Scenario One represented a cornithnent to a 

Region 

policy of intensification relative to projected trends (Le., compared to the Reference Scenario), 

I .wol 00 l 0001 +lm2 1 

1991 

Actual 

it also cleûrly irnplied a reduction in the intensification goals for the region (Le., compared to 

Perccn t 
Ad justmcn t 

Mcûu Toronto 1 1,368,000 
Peel 1 378,000 
Halton 1 141,000 
York 1 248,000 
Durham 1 156,000 

2,291,000 

2021 Forecast 

the concentrated scenario in the IBI projections). A former senior OGTA official strongly 

l 

Çcenario 1 

critiazed the OGTA's Scenario One: T h e  population distribution they've accepted as policy 

Adjusted 
Scenuio 1 

1,800,000 
686,000 
326,000 
578,000 
366,000 

is terrible; it projects only a tiny amount in Metro Toronto and the rest as sprawl." 
Table 5-13 compares Hernson's 1993 Reference Scenario and Scenario One population 

3,756,000,O 3,800,00000, 

L 

projections with IBI's spread and nodal growth concepts. Noteworthy here is the fact that the 

1,700,ûOO 
725,000 
350,000 
625,000 
400,000 

"aggressive intensification" scenario in Hernson's 1993 projection gives rise to exactly the 

- 55 
+5.7 l 
+7,4 
+8.1 
c9.3 

same proportion of residents living in Metro Toronto as does the "spread" scenario from the 
1990 IBI projections. In 1992, the OCTA had announced widespread support for a 
"concentrated nodal" gowth concept, implymg a Metropolitan Toronto population share of 
at least 47 percent of the 2021 GTA population. in 1993, the "aggressive intensification" 
targets had allowed Metropolitan Toronto's share of the regional population to decline to 40 

percent. 



Table 5-13: Hemson and IBI GTA Population Distribution Projections 2021 

-- - 

York 1~290,Ooq lq 1,110,aO~ 17' 804,00q 
Durham 970,M)q 151 950,Ooq . 14 794,OOC lq 681,QOq 11 
Hal t on 670,ûOq lq a50,Ooq 1q 593,OOC 14 545,Oaa( 9 
GTA 6,670,OO~ lq Q670,OOq lq 6,020.00q iq 4,020,OOq 100 

One of the main reasons for this ebb in Meho Toronto's projected share of 

metropolitan growth appears to have been the l o s  of confidence in Metro's abüity to achieve 

its own intensification goals. As we have seen, Metro Toronto was concemed about its 

dirninishmg weight within the CTA as population growth accelerated outside its boundûnes 

during the 1970s and 1980s. Cross-boundary commuting, loss of economic potential, and 

underu tilization of infrastructure inveshnent encouraged the Metro govemment to adopt 

policies aimed at attracting new growth. Thus, Metro's 1991 strategic plan called for a 
population target of up to 2.8 million by 2011 (Metropolitan Toronto, 1991). Given the near 

exhaustion of greenfield sites within the boundaries of Metropolitan Toronto, this growth 

target cleariy assurned a successful intensification campaignm 
By rnid-decade. however, optirnism in Metro's abüity to undertake or nicceed in major 

intensification initiatives had dirnmed." The 1991 population target was incorponted into the 

1992 draft officia1 plan, but was reduced to 2 5  million in the 1994 final version? 
Interestingly, the 2.5 million figure had been considered "trend" in a growth scenario report 

done by Metro Toronto in 1991 (MetropolitanToronto, 1991~). As one analyst observed in an 
editorial in The Intoisz'jication Report (Jan-Feb 1994: 26): 

The low proportion of total growth ami ed to Metropolitan Toronto in the 
latest OCTA Scenario One projections f" emonstrates an acceptance by the 
reporfs au thon tha t curent barrien to significantly higher level of 
intensification within the boundaries of Metro cannot be overcome. instead, it 
is advocated that growth be focused on nodal sub-centres in the Regions 
ninounding the core. 

5.9, Conclusion 
in this chapter 1 have desaibed the intensification policy framework that has evolved at the 

regional level. This framework shares two of the three main intensification poücy categories 
used as the basis for my anaiysis: an urban structure based on the nodes and corridors 

concept and growth management based on regional population allocations. Figure 5-1 



shows the flow of policy ideas, rnoving kom the 1989 population projection prepared by 
aayton to the urban structure concept for the CTA. 

Figure $1: Regional Policy Aow 
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Regional policies recounted in this chapter were reminiscent of those adopted under 
the TCR concept in the 1970s: a hierarchy of urban centres distnbuted throughout the region, 
regional population and employment targets, ünking growth to infrastructure development, 

and using the planning approvd hierarchy (provincial, upper-tier, and lower-tier 
municipalities) to ùnplement the plan (Cameron, 1979)? However, the story presented in this 
chapter shows that the more recent regional intensification poiicies were developed with a 
higher degree of consultation between the province and the municipal sector, a process that 

was mediated by the OGTA. Provincial officiais took pains to ensure the involvement of 

plannen Erom the upper-tier muniapalities, but lower-tier plannea were also involved in the 

many working groups that helped develop the poiicy framework Local politiaans were l e s  
directly involved, but they had ulümate control over the acceptability of the policy ideas behg 

"brought home" by the pianners on the working groups, and they were the primary audience 

targetted by the regional consultation exercises desaibed above. Oniy one sigmficant policy 



decision was made without municipd consent, i.e., the dioice of Scenario One population 
growth allocation among upper-tier muniapaiities. 

This process differs markedly from the poiicy process involved in the evolution of the 

province-wide policy framework described in Chapter 4. In that case, consultation with the 
municipal sector was the exception rather than the rule. Where consultation took place, it was 
limited to muniapal reviews of proposed policy statements or guidelines and only minor 
changes were made to the policy in response. In contrast to the regionally-speafic process, the 

province-wide policy process was resented by municipalities, who believed the provincial role 
should be limited to estabüshing broad policy goals. These various approaches to policy 
formulation correspond well to the typology of relationships behveen policy fomulator and 

implementer outlined in Chapter 2: 

The provinaal approach to province-wide policies seems to correspond with the 
inshucted delegate model, which is similar to the dassical technocratic approach, except 
tha t formula ton delega te more discretion to implementers, w ho have limited authority to 
make decisions during the policy irnplementa tion process. 

Muniapalities reject this approach in favour of a discretionary experimenter model, 
claiming that provincial policy formulaton do not have enough authority or knowledge 
about particular circumstances to specify detailed policy directions. Thus, formulators 

should convey general goals to implementers and implementen should be permitted to use 

their discretionary powea to carry out policy goals. 
The policy process involved in generating regionally-speafic poücies seems to match the 

bargaining approach, whereby formulators and irnplementers engage in a bargaining or 

negotiation process in order to realize policy objectives. Each "side" requires the 

cooperation of the other in order to reaiize policy objectives but may enjoy diffeerent power 
resources that wül affect the outcome of bargaining process. 

Taken together with the province-wide policies discussed in Chapter 4, the regionally- 

specific policies discussed in ths chapter constitute the intensification poiicy framework that 
is meant to guide municipal land-use planning in the GTA. in the next four chapters, 1 explore 
how this framework was reflected in municipal planning activities in the region. 

Endno tes 
' This upprehcnsion was fueled by the decisions of towns like Oakville to impose growth fwezes in 
the lrte 1980s in response to a pewived decline in the qudity of life of the lad< of availability of 
adequate facilities to service growth. Councillors and planneis in other parts of the region were also 
becoming resistant to further gmwth as service capacities were outstnpped. The Seaton project, in 
North Pickering, for instance, received a chilly reception fmm Durham counal for this reason 
(Toronto Star, October 2, 1989: AIS). 
' In 1989, 92 percent of al1 new businesses in Buffalo were started by Canadians (Nozick, 1992). 



-- 

"The boom has end ed... but most rnaiysts a g m  the boom won't end with a crash, as the previous one 
did in 1981." (Tormto Star, September 7, 1989: El). 
' In contrast, the UDI report pmlicted that more than 80 percent of thc gmwth in the GTA would takc 
place in the regional municipalities m u n d  Mctm m d  that infrjstmdun invcstmcnt should be 
concentratcd thcrc. "It might bc tempting to bclicve" the report warned: "the (TA'S grow th pressures 
u n  be accommodated simply by "intensification". Higher densities in arcas which already have 
infrastructure in place sounds like a rationd solution. Howcver, many services in Metropolitan 
Toronto arc alrcady at or ncar capaaty. Thcy require expansion or rebuiiding to handle inmascd 
loads At the same time, the regions need continuing growth, particularly industrial and commercial 
growth, to provide employmcnt opportunitics for thcir m i d e n t s a n d  cut down on commuting" (UDI, 
1989: 25). 
'This rcport is often 6 t d  as a tuniing point in thc fortunes of the GTA. Thow intemts that wcre more 
conccmed with infrastructure development, saw it as a "touchy-feely" document that dismdited the 
OGTA. The UDI prcsident was quoted as saying "Its not a planning document anymore, it's tuming into 
a social commenta ry... Therc's not a pnctical piece of anything in there" (Globe and Mail. Mardi 14. 
1992: D2). 
"The mwt obvious example of fngmcnted and indfiaent scrvice delivery across the rcgions was 
public transit: in 1990 therc werc 14 separate transit systems providing service in thc CTA with littlc 
service integntion (Met ropolitm Toronto, 1990: 17). 
' The Oh40 is an independent, pmvinâally-appointed administrative tribunal that adjudicatcs on 

lanning and relatcd confiicts. 
'Unlikc thc Metropolitan Toronto govcmment, the Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board did not 
havc the power to incur debt for capital expenditures and therdore could not supply thc 
infrastmdurc ncedcd to support larg~scalc gmwth in the hinterland. 
'The TCR conccpt was developed unilaterally by the provincial government with little municipal 
input. The final elabontion of the concept, contained in the COLUC report, was ggeerated by a task 
forcc with rcprcscntûtion from six Ontario ministries and plannea from t hc uppcr-ticr munici p l i  t ics 
in the K R .  Howcver, municipal input at this sbge  was superficial: as the COLUC rcport statcd "tlic 
task forcc, in accordancc with its tcms  of rcfcrence, worked within thc constraints of prcscnt 
provincial poliâcs relating to TCR and made no attempt to develop altemûtive conccptstf (ix). 
'O This ccrtainly reflectcd the genenl wisdom of the day. See for example, minutes from the Central 
Ontario Planncrs Conference (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1989). 
" In this sense, the ûGTA reitented the TCR experience: it begûn with a trûnsportation 
infrastructure needs study (MTARTS), but eventually gave rise to a comprehensive vision for thc 
rcgion induding desirable scttlemcnt pattern and population t q c t s  (COLUC). 
l2 These suburban centres werc conceived of as are primarily office, retûil and servicc locations, with 
some residential use sumunding employment m a s .  
"The central option was superior on 22 of the42 measures. 
"This section based on OCTA 1991. written briefs fmm CTA municipalities, and interviews with 
OGTA staff. 
"The region suggested that the population target for Brampton should be 450.000 by 2021 (Peel, 1991). 
This was not only greûter thm the growth allocated under the nodd option, it was 52,000 grcater 
than under the spread scenario. 
l6 For instance, the Pickering Rural Association dismisscd al1 t k  growth options on the gmunds 
that each involved too much conversion of farmiand to urbm uses. Resistmce of environmental groups 
to the whole notion of further growth in the region was the main motivation for changing the IBI 
mandate to require them to look at a minimal growth option in addition tu the three growth options 
originally mûndated. The report concluded that the minimal growth option was not feasible or 
desirable. The iB1 authors noted that "bûmng the types of extreme controls which have been 
applied in some totalitarian countries, it is very difficult for dcmoaatic governments to conceive and 
apply poliaes which will effectively w p  the overall growth of a major metropolitan area. If the 
forces of population in-migration and economic momentum are strong for a particulûr metropolitan 
area, intervention to slow the rate of growth tends to have minimal impact on the growth rate but 
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does pmduce substantial inarases in land and housing prices. If sources of in-migration are drying up 
andlor economic momentum is faitering, such intervention may ariously affect the centre's growth 
rate and produce substantially greatcr rctûrdation than origindly intendd. The report gocs on to 
conclude thrt "the risks of such a policy, pIr(icu1iuly nt this timc of dwnging trûdc pattcms and 
fiscd instability, would crerte a rcal risk of throwing the GTA into s rccession and divcrting gmwth 
to adjacent areas in upstate New York or elsewhere in the US" (BI, 1990: Volume 2: S5). 
"This scction is based on interviews with current and former officiais fmm thc X T A l  the publishcd 
rcport of the working gmup (OGTA, 1992b), earlier versions of the report, mcmos behveen gmup 
members, and minutes of the working group's mcctings. 
"A series of academic seminus were held on the report at the University of Toronto and published in 
May, 1991. Most of the partiapants seemed to endose the nodal model, but mûny questions wcrc 
raised in the course of the scminars rcgarding the mcthodological d i b i l i t y  of the IBI report 
(Hitchcock, 1991). 
IP The 10 provincial rnembers repmented most of the ministries directly involved in regional growth 
issues-such as the Ministries of Muniapd Affcûrs, Housing, Trmsportation, Natunl Resourccs, and 
Environmcnt-cxcept for thc Ministiy of Agncultu~ and Food. One group membcr was from the 
ûGTA. The m t  rcprcscnted various uppcr and lower-ticr municipalities in thc rcgion. All uppcr-ticr 
govemrnents were rcpresentcd excep t for the region of P d .  Reprrscntativcs from rapidly growing 
muniapdities adjacent to Metro dominatcd the list of lower-tier members: Mississûuga, Vaughan, 
Markham, Ajax, and Richmond Hill. Thcre wcre no reprnentativcs from rural municipalitics. 
" An earlier version of the group's report suggested a selection criteria for intermediate nodrs: i.c, 
those for which some form of higher capscity transit might be foreseen by 2031. meaning rt  the vcry 
lcast a bus linc with its own right or way, but induding fixed rail transit such as LRT or subways. This 
cncoumgcd the spcculation that nodal status was tied to transit investment. 
" The 1mbiv11cncc is also evident in the choicc of words used to desaibc thc provincial role: to 
develop an ovcrall "vision" for the CTA (rather than r "plan"), a word that could rcfcr to gcncrûl 
principals and a futum statc of gcncnl rcgional health, or to an ovcrall Innd-usc configuration. 

Bcrridgc Lcwinberg Grccnbcrg Ltd. (1992) suggestcd that thc report should have uscd a g ros  urbm 
density paramcter, which is more compatible with large-scalc land ur planning and transit 
planning. 
"The ûCTA would cventually contract a consultant to handle some of the issues raiscd hem. The 
rcsulting report (Lchman and Associates, 1995) was completd in early 1995 but was not rclcased 
bccause of its "political" nature until rfter the june provinad election. 
2'Thi~ scction is bascd on intcrviews with current and former officids at thc 0 3 T A  and on minutes of 
consultation mcctings held by the OCTA in each of the rcgional municipalitics. 
UThc workshops also induded consultation on the proposecl CTA policy statement. 
26 Even on the countryside working group, only one representative out of 17 was from a mral 
muniapality. Rural rnuniapalities were much l e s  directly involved in the OGTA process then thcir 
suburban counterparts and relied on uppcr-tier offiaals to rep~scnt  their interests. 
nThis section is based on interview:. xith OGTA staff and former staff and minutes of meetings held 
by the GTA mayors, 1993-1994. 
=This was an objective that was not entirely acccptûble to Metro itself. 
T h e  tact that the consultant had disowned Scenario One was widely known among municipal 
officids in the region and provided ammunition to those that did not want to respect the scenario as a 
basis for officia1 planning. 
" The ppukition objective was to be achieved through "intensification, redevel~pment~ and infiil 
that will have s limited effect on established residential neighbourhoods" (Mctropolitan Toronto, 
1991: 23). 
"One could speculûte about plausible reasow for this loss of confidence 

The plan sees most of tlus growth being accomrnodated through redevelopment dong arterid 
comdorç (Main Streets), and on large former industrial and rûilwûy lands. However, the Main 
Streets pmgram of the City of Toronto has proven to be a disappointment because of 
neighbourhwd resistance to reduced planning standards (Fmcombe, 1994). Metro Toronto has 



also dcvelopd a Main Streets program, but aftcr five ycars no housing units havc dircctly 
resulted fmm the planning activity involved. The rcdevelopment potcntial of large sitcs- 
moôtly industrial land-is limiteâ by soit contamination issues and council's concem ovcr l o s  of 
cmployment lands and future assesment potentid. Finaily, somc large seale projccts havc bccn 
misted by Metro on the grounds thût infrastructure is not dequate to handle the i n c r e d  load 
(FeIdman, 1995). 

a %me ares muniapalitics in Mctro Toronto have resisted the housing supply implications of the 
population projection. 

The recession hit Metro very hard, rcducing the demand for new housing and cfficial interest in 
intensification. Therc is now serious concern as to whether them is sufficicnt demand for ncw 
housing in Mctm Toronto to support the population projections. 

Political rcsistance to basement rpartmcnts and neighbourhood intensification is as fiercc unong 
some Mctm muniapalities as is it in suburbûn rrgions. 

" The City of Toronto had likewisc embarkcd on an offiaal plan rcvicw with similar themcs. Its 
rcviscd official plan strongly e n d o d  the principlc of concentnting gmwth in Metro in order to 
rcduce sprawl on thc rcgiond fnnge and automobile comrnuting into the central city (Toronto, 1991). 
Y Dcspitc thcse similarities, thcn m signifiant difference betwccn the TCR conccpt and the morc 
rcccnt rcgional planning poliaes. Most importantly w u  thc cmphasis on decentrdization in the TCR 
concept, whereby population and cmployment growth were to be rccîistributed to arcas of the provincc 
outside Metro Toronto. In contnst, the OCTA hrs dismisscd the prospect of dispcrsing growtli to arcas 
outsidc the GTA and has cmphûsized the need to focus growth within the GTA on Mctro Toronto. 





Part III: Munlcbal Plrnnlna Pollclee 





6 . Linking the Provincial Policv Frarnework 
to Munlclwl Planning 

6.1. Introduction 

In the Part II of this thesis the provincial intensification policy h e w o r k  was desdbed in 
detaù. in this part of the thesis, 1 tum my attention to desaibing and assessing the municipal 
response in suburban regions of the GTA, as reflected in offidal plans. The principal questions 
being asked are: 

To what extent are ~ b u r b a n  municipalities responding to intensification policy pressures 
h m  the provincial government? 

Why are they responding, or why not? 
Wha t are the implications for implementing intensification policies and realizing provincial 

objectives? 

6.2. The Provincial Review and Approval Process 

One of the principal means of implementing the provincial and regional intensification policy 
tramework outlmed in the last two chapters is through municipal land-use plming.  In the 

GTA, t h s  planning takes place at two jurisdictional levels, that of the upper-tier "regional" 
muniapality and the lower-tier "area" municipality. The principal expression of municipal 
land-use planning policies-and therefore the most likely vehide for provincial policy 
expression at the muniapal level-is the offiaal plan. 

The Ministry of Muniapal Affairs has approval authority over al1 upper-tier offiaal 
plans and arnendments in the province, including the four suburban regions of the GTA. 

Where regional munidpalities have official plans in place, the povince has delegated its 
approval power over lower-tier plans to upper-tier counals, but those lower-tier plans are 

nonetheles circulated to provinaal ministries for comment. Thus, Durham and Halton 
Regions have approval powers over their lower-tier official plans. This is tnie for York Region 
as weU, but authorîty was no t delegated until after the Newmarket plan was submi tted to the 

province for approval. U n d  Peel's plan is approved, the Ministry of Municipal Affain 

remains the approval authority for lower-tier municipaiities in tha t Region. Figure 6-1 shows 

the approval authorities for each of the six focus municipaiities in the mburban regions of the 

GT A. 
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As part of the province's cornmitment to expedite the planning process and to remove 
bamers to econornic growth and development,' the Ministry of Muniapal Affain set up the 

Official Man Project in November of 1992. The Project was charged with handling the backlog 

of official plans waiting for approval across the province. A year later, in the Fa11 of 1993, a 

special unit was created to handle the negotiations with regional municipalities within the 

GTA.' The unit's mandate was to facilitate the revision and creation of new official plans in 
the GTA and to ennire that provincial interests were being adequately met through the official 

planning process. As the approval authority for the GTA, the unit was the administrative 

mechanim responsible for overseeing the implementa tion of both province-wide policies 
described in Chapter 4 and the regionally-specific policies desaibed in Chapter 5. 

Approval of officiai plans in Ontario moves through a number of stages. Here, 1 
describe the approval of an upper-tier plan by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs but approvd 

of lower-tier plans by upper-tier authorities foiiow substantially the same process. Typically, 
informal negotiation between the municipality and the ministry begins with a draft officia1 

plan. After it has been formally adopted by the municipal counal, the plan is submitted to the 

ministry and circulated to other provinaal ministries and agencies for conunents. This 

cuirninates in a formal letter £rom the Director of the Plans Administration Branch of the 
Ministry of Muniapal Affairs to the Commissioner or Director of Planning of the rntmicipaiity 

in question. Letten are often divided into four sections: requests for further information, 

requests for changes the Ministry of Muniapal Affairs considen "essential", requests it 

considers "desirable", and requests from other provincial agenaes, neighbouring 

rnunicipaii ties and other stakeholders (nich as Ontario Hydro or conservation au thon ties) 
that were not induded in any of the previous categories. 



The municipality in question m u t  then deade whether to respond to the comments by 

modifpg its plan or whether to risk delaymg provincial approval of the plan over particular 

issues.' The province may: 

refuse to approve the plan 
approve a plan in its entirety as is 

modify a plan after consultation with the municipality and then approve it in its entirety 

approve parts of the plan and "defer" other parts for further discussion 

Thus, the ministry has the legal power to unilaterally alter the plan if it does not 
receive a satisfactory response to its comments letter. In tum, a municipality (or any other 
party) rnay object to the alterations and request that the minister refer the plan or the 

objected-to parts of the plan to the OMB, unless he or she finds that the request is "not in 

good faith or is fnvolous or vexatious or is made only for the purpose of delay." The OMB, in 

hm, may alter the plan or parts of the plan or approve it as is. 

Clearly, plan appmval is a complicated interaction between provinaal and municipal 

planning agencies, involving a number of legal recourses, implicit or explicit threats, and 

opportunities to apply political pressure by either side. This process of negotiation and 
conflict resolution results in many changes being made to plans before they are hilly approved 

by the Minishy of Muniapûl Affain. For example, in the case of the Region of York's offiaal 

plan, there were 99 modifications, the Region of Durham had 187, and the Town of 

Nemarket's new official plan had 66.' 

6.3. Recent Official Planning Activity in the GTA 
After being established in the early 1970s, the four regional govemments outside Metropolitan 

Toronto were required to pmduce regionai plans within their î h t  three years of existence. 

This was easier said than done for three reasons. Fint, regional councils were made up of 

politicians elected under the double direct system as described in Chapter 5. This structure 

made it difficult for upper-tier coundon to take a regional perspective when their political 

fortunes depended on how their decisions played out in their local municipalities. Thus, 

regional planning was not a top priority of regional counâlon. Secondly, local councils were 

reluctant to relinquish control over their development choices to upper-tier govemments. 

Thirdly, the provincial legislation that set up the regional governments did not specify how 

regional planning should take place or how it should differ Erom local planning. And ûnally, 

the aeation of regional government had proved to be a political unpopular move (and may 

have contributed to losses in the 1974 election), undermining provincial support for strong 

regional activity (Canadian Urban institute, 1991b). 



As a renilt, only Durham and Halton, the regions with the lowest growth rates, 
managed to produce regional plans within the legislated t h e  kame. in the rapidly growing 
Regions of York and Peel, where regional plans would have had a greater impact on managing 
grow th in the GTA, official plans were stalled until the mid-1990~~ 20 years after the creation 

of the upper-lier govemments. In both cases, several plans had been started but did not 

proceed to completion once it had been made clear that regional cound would not support 

them. This reflected the strong interests of area rnuniapalities in those regions to have a free 

hand in controliing their own development. 

At the lower-tier level, ail municipalities in the CTA have had official plans in place. 
They have been subject to amenciments in order to introduce new policies, such as in response 
to the provincial Housing Policy Statement, to designate new areas for expansion of the urban 

envelope, or to consider site-specific redesignations. Some lower-tier plans had been amended 

up to 400 times within their lifespan. As with upper-tier munidpalities, the first half of the 

1990s has been rnarked by a fluny of planmaking activity arnong the GTA lower-tier 

municipalities: new official plans have been drafted in over half the suburban regions. 

Ths intense planning activity taking place in niburban municipalities within the GTA 

provides rich material for an analysis of intensification policies. The factors that stimulated 
the planning activity may help shed some light on the policy context: 

Economic conditions changed dramatically at the turn of the decade. Those regional 

municipalities with offiaal plans found that they were unable to address new economic 

challenges and stimulated interest in new official plans. The recession also fûvoured 
attention to longer-term issues as the amount of development declined in the GTA to 

roughly half the pre-recession level. This reduced the everyday pressures on planners and 

allowed (hem to tum theù attention to revising their plans. 

The OGTA played a role in fadlitathg the round of plan reviews. Having decided that it 
would not itself produce a GTA-wide plan but would instead see its regional objectives 

conducted via upper-tier planning activities, the office had a direct interest in seeing the 

plans through. The office hinted to upper-tier counals that unles  updated offiaal plans 

were forthcomuig, money would not be avaiiable for planning studies or infrastructure 
investment. 

The province used its approval powea over secondary and subdivision plans in those 

regions that stiIi had no officiai plan in place (York and Peel) to veto development 

proposals. in justifying its deasions, the province made it clear that without officia1 plans. 
there was no context within which to judge the acceptabûity of the proposed 
developments. 



Municipal councils themselves saw that with the luge number of offiaal plan amendment 

applications thrt had corne forward in the last few years, it would be effective from a 
planning perspective and more efficient from an administrative perspective to handle 
them through a single regional plan or plan revision rather thm on a development-by- 
development basis. Thus, landowner pressure for changes to the urban boundary also 
played a role in tnggering a new round of municipal plans. 

Finally, w d  perhaps most important, was the rapidy evolving provincial poücy 

environment since 1989, especially with respect to environmental, housing, and growth 

and settlement concems. This convinced both provincial and municipal plamers that 

existing official plans had to be revised (and new ones created where there were none) to 
reflect the new policy tramework 

6.3.1. The Role of Official Plans 

Upper-tier ("regionai") planning serves as an important intermedixy role between provincial 

interests and local planning deusions. Regional official plans set the urban envelopes to be 

respected in the local offiaal plans and development approvals, project major infrastructure 

requirements, designate areas to be protected from development, and propose policies with 

respect to the desirable location and form of development. Thus they set the broad policy and 
spatial framework for development, mggesting the future development patterns and urban 
structure for the regional muniapality. Unlike lower-tier municipal plans, they do not 
generally propose specific Iand-use configurations within development areas. 

In prinuple, upper-tier plans are ~ p p o s e d  to reflect provincial interests and provide a 
framework for lower-tier municipalities to incorporate those interests in their detailed land- 
use planning. Thus, where upper-tier plans have been put in place in the GTA (Durham, 

Halton, and Metropolitan Toronto) they have tended to "contain a very strong poücy 
framework and do not address the level of Iand-use detad found in local officia1 plans. As 
weli, regional plans tend to p o s e s  a stronger W g e  to provincial policies and interests than 
is present in the lower-tier plans" (McCleary, 1989). 

Lower-tier plans must conform to upper-tier plans where such a plan is in place (i.e., 
in Durham, York, and Halton). Whereas upper-tier plans outline a long-term (30-year) vision 
of the physical fom and strate@ policy for the region, lower-tier plans are being prepared 

with a shorter t h e  horizon (20-years), and present a more detailed vision of community 

character and planning poiicies for duecting development over that time periad. Lower-tier 

plans designate land for different uses, set out the mfrastnichual requirements to support 
development, and set out poliaes that will be used in approvhg development proposals. 



The Planning Act, 1983 laid out the relationship between upper-tier and lower-tier 

plans. Sections 27 (1) requires that lower-tier plans confom to upper-tier plans: it 

empowered the upper-tier to amend a lower-tier plan or zoning bylaw if the lower-tier plan is 
not amended within one year to confom with the upper-tier plan. Where there is a confhct in 
interpreting or applying upper-tier and lower-tier plans, the act states that the upper-tier plan 
prevails to the extent of the conflict. For instance, settlement areas d e h e d  by upper-tier 

plans are must be reflected in revised lower-tier plans. Clearly, the act assigned primacy to 

upper-tier plans, and this was continued into the reforms of 1995. 

6.3.2. Themes in Upper-tier Officia1 Plans 

At the level of basic prinaples, the upper-tier plans addressed themselves to the three broad 
policy goals associated with sustainable development: environmental protection, economic 
health, and community/soaal development. Consistent with the emerging provincial 
orientation, the notion of sustainable urban development served as a central therne for upper- 
tier plans in the region. For instance: 

The Durham plan included a commitrnent to sustainable development as a key prinaple. 
The plan asociated this principle with the following objectives in its urban areas: 

compact fom, mixed uses, intensification, urban design, pub tic transit, lmkages for 

pedestrians and cyclists and a grid system of roads (Durham Region, 1994: 37). 

The Region of Halton declared sustainable development as the basis of the officia1 plan 
review: "sustainable development recogmzes that land-use planning goes beyond simply 
the control of land uses; it encompasses people and the social, economic and natural 

environrnents. Therefore, policies in the Official Plan would be sensitive to Our social and 
econornic needs as well as to our environment" (Katsof, 1992 [quoted in Soaal Infopac, 
19931: 9) 

The York plan used the three "components" of sustainable development as an organizing 
principle of its plan: Sustainable Nahiral Environment, Economic Vitaiity, and Healthy 

Comrnunities. These three concepts, which are dosely interrelated, must be balanced with 
each other in order to e n w e  a continued high quaiity of life in York" (York Region, 1994: 

3). 
The Peel plan is based on three planning themes: the ecosystem approach which highlights 

the importance of the environment and its integrated systems; sustainable development, 
which is strongly tied to econornic growth; and heaithy comrnunities, whch are concemed 

with the implications of planning on people and society. The plan claims to express 

"balanced but flexible goals and objectives that promote an equilibrium between 
ecosystem awareness, sustainable development, and healthy communities" (Peel, 1995: 5). 



in di of these cases, sustainable development wûs assodated with transforming 

patterns of land use £rom autodependent, low-density development to a more compact 
urban f o n  emphasizing a rnix of uses, proximity, transit-supportiveness, protection of 

environmental features and greater effiaency in the supply of infrastnicture and services. 

Al1 the plans are organized around a regional structure made up of three "systems": 
an urban system, a iiatural system, and a rural system. The notion of nodes and corridors 
structures thinking around al1 three systems. The urban system is comprised of a hienrchy of 
mixed-use nodes or centres linked by higher-density transit corridors, a concept is explored in 

detaü in Chapter 9 on Urban Structure. Nodes and comdon is also a metaphor that is used 

in the plans to structure thinking about the ecologicd system. The plans reflect the growing 

opinion that the integn ty of ecological systems can be preserved in the face of urbaniza tion by 

maintaining or enhancing a linked system of natural areas (Riley and Moore, 1994; Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources, 1991). Nodes (usually called 'tore areas") are large enough to 
ensure species survival and reproduction and have suffident biological divenity to engender 
system resilience in the face of changing conditions. Wetlands and forest communities are 

cornrnonly included in the system of nodes. Corridors are ünear features such as landforms, 

shorelines, rivers, creeks and streams that ünk nodes, and serve important biological functions 

such as providing migration routes. Both nodes and comdon perform important hydrological 
functions, such as ground water recharge and discharge. Besides these hinctions, the green 

system serves recreational uses and helps to separate and define the various urban areas 

wi thin the region. 

Together, nodes and corndors in the urban system and centres and corridors in the 
ecologicd, or naturd heritage, system make up the urban structure of the muniapality. The 

third component is the rural system. It is also shuctured-to some degree at least-on the 

notion of nodes and corndors with the nodes being rural hamlets and the corridors being the 
co~ec t i ng  roads. Planning poücies in upper-tier plans ensure that rural development is 

directed as much as possible to rural nodes. 

6.3.3. Themes in Lower-tier Officia1 Plans 
The therne of sustainable development is not as prominent in lower-tier plans as at the upper- 
tier level. It is, however, detectable in some plans, such as Picke~g's. The town adopted 
"sustainable community development" as its plan review theme, which it d e h e d  as: 

Sustainable: being concerned about future generation, limiting use of non-renewable 
resources and poiiu tion-causing activi ties 

Conununity: jobs/housing balance, recognize diversity of needs, involve people in 
p1a-g 

Development: using change as a positive force, efficiency, local resources (Pickering, 1994). 



The general orientation of recent offiaal plans is towards more compact urban form. 
Lower-tier offiaal plans have adopted policies designed to discourage leap-frog development, 

to produce more orderly and well-serviced growth, and to complete vacant lands within the 

urban fabnc before moving into greenfield areas. n i e  preservation of natural features 1s a new 
emphasis in municipal plans in the GTA. Plans u s u d y  include general policies to encourage 

the preservation and enhancement of significant natural features and resources, and to 

minimize the impacts of development on air, water, and land. 
Plans state that a greater diversity of housing types is required to meet the changing 

needs of the population. The plans encourage a broader m i x  of residential dwellings in ternis 
of type, size, costs and tenure (freehold, condominium, and rental) as a departure from the 

prevalence of detached housing toms in suburban areas. 

The plans also attempt to make greater links between land-use and transportation 

issues. While no plan daims that it  will overcome automobile dependency in suburban areas, 

most plans airn to provide a transportation qstem that is more balanced between 

automobile, transit and non-motorized rneans of transport. Thus, most plans indude policies 

to encourage transit-supportive development, such as higher densities around transit comdoa 
and facilities. Plans also address the issue of a transit-based and transit-supportive urban 
structure based on nodes and corridors. 

6.4. Concl usion 
In the next three chapten, 1 examine the planning policies f o n d  in the officia1 plans selected 

for review-the four upper-tier and six lower-tier municipalities-in order to determine 

whether and how the provinaal intensification policy framework is being incorporated into 

planning poliaes at the muniapal level. in Chapter 7,I will look at growth management 
policies, in Chapter 8, housing nipply policies, and Ui Chapter 9, urban structure policies. 

Endno t es 
This was the motivation for setting up the Office of the Provinciai Faalitator, under Dalc Martin. 
Af ter Durham, York and Metro plm had been approved, the unit was folded badc into province- 

wide Offiaal Plan Projcct. Tearn members continued to work on Hdton's Official Plan revicw and on 
the new plan for the Region of Pecl. 
' Muniupdities may also risk other provincial penalties. Under the Planning Act, 1983, thc Province 
hûd additional powers ovcr municipal planning not mentioned hem, such as the zoning order power 
(S. 461, and the withdrawal of delegated planning authority from municipal councils (s.4). However, 
thcse were rmly  used. More commonly uscd were the administrative powcrs such as withholding 
municipal infrastructure grants or delaying the appmvd of subdivision plans. 
' Muniapalities have consistently exprnsed resentment over the process itself bewuse of the delays 
that it entails, the sometimes conflicting directives from diMerent commenting agencies, the staff 
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time that is involved in negoti~ting changes with the province or objeding to the OMB, and, pcrhiips 
most importantly, thc constraint on municipal autonomy implicd by the ùpprovd pmcss. 





7 . Growth Manaaement Policies 

7.1, Introduction 
In Chapter 3, the organhation of the thesis around the units of analysis was desdbed, 
including the levels of jurisdiction and poücy fields. In Chapten 4 and 5, the provincial and 
metropolitan poiicy framework was dewibed. in this and the foiiowing two chapters, the 

impact of tha t policy framework on muniapal planning deasions is assessed, with each 

chapter deaiing with one aspect of the poiicy framework growth management, housing 

supply, or urban structure. In this chapter, 1 look at the degree to which provincial growth 
management poiiaes have been expressed at the municipal lecel. 

7.2. Upper-tier Municipalities 

7.2.1. Introduction 

In the last chapter, the offiaal plan approval process was described and the CTA Official 

Plan Project was introducert. The project has served as a principal mechanism for translating 

provinaal policy objectives into planning objectives that could be embedded in municipal 

officia1 plans. One of the principal thnists of the GTA Officia1 Plan koject was a growth 

management strategy called the "land budgeting exercise." The main purpose of the exercise 

was to establish a firm urban envelope for the C'TA and to minimize the amount uf land to be 

designated for new development in the suburban regions around Metropoli tan Toronto. 

This was to be accomplished by pursuhg four planning objectives; 
incorpora te the OGTA population objectives in to the regional O tficial plans 
establish a fim urban limit line for each region within the CTA 

increase denàties for greenfield development 

increrse the proportion of new population accomrnodated within the existing urban 

boundary. 
Each of these objectives will be considered following a discussion of the land budgeting 

process. 

7.2.2. The Land Budgeting Process 

At the heart of regional growth management poiiaes was the land budgeting process, devised 

by the province as part of its strategy for approving ihis generation of upper-tier plans. This 

process b e p s  with the upper-tier population targets accepted by the Ministry of Municipal 
Affain for the GTA, as desaibed in Chapter 6. By using typical demographic projection 

methods, such as headship rates and housing occupancy rates, these targets are translated 

into the number of new housing units that will be needed over the üfe of the plan to reach the 



population target. It is assumed that a certain amount of this figure wdl be achieved through 
intensification of the existing urban area, M the number of units to go into expansion areas is 
accordingly reduced. Minimum density provisions are then applied in order to determine the 

amount of land that needs to be designated to accommodate population growth in the region. 

The distribution of this land is then detennined in negotiation with arer municipalities and 

urban boundaries are indicated on the regional officia1 plan and refiected in area muniapal 

plans as they are updated. 

This is the "top-down" process. in rnost cases, area municipalities conducted 

"bottom-up" processes as well: they camed out population forecasting exercises, analyzed 
housing trends and needs, looked at the intensification potential of the municipaiity, and 

detemined the amount of land needed to accommodate new development within the planning 

frarnework 

n u s ,  the land budgeting exercise involves a number of separate "movements" that 

must corne together into a series of plans that are rnutually consistent within each of the 

regional muniapalities. This entails detaiied negotiations between provincial offiàals and 

upper-tier municipal staff on the one hand, and behveen upper-tier and lower-tier municipal 

staff on the other hand. in some cases, an official plan cornmittee composed of regional and 

local planning staff dong with offidals from the Ministry of Municipal Affain and Ministry 
of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs, was set up in order to provide frequent contact 

among the parties involved. 

7.2.3. Setting Land Budget Objectives 

In 1991, Durham Region undertook to revise its official plan, the first of the regional 

muniapdities in the CTA to do so in this planning round. It was during the negotia tions over 

the Durham plan that the prowice crafted its objectives in land budgeüng. The approval of 

this plan therefore serves as a useful introduction to the growth management process at the 

upper-tier level. 

AIthough Durham's draft plan dairned compact development as one of its key 

objectives, ihis goal seemed to be contradicted by a nurnber of features in the plan. First, it 

proposed population targets that were far greater than the numbea emerguig from the OGTA 

targeting process. Although no time frame was associated with the plan, it set a population 

target of 1,017,500, tnple the 1986 population and 25 percent greater than the population 

brecasted under the IBI spread scenario. 
This population target was based on a "mature state" forecast that began by 

identifymg lands suitable for development throughout the region and then assigning an 

average mature gros density of 25 uph. Obviously, the higher the gross density that was 



projected, the geater the population increase that could be justified. Regionai plannen 

emphasized, however, that this was not a density target for new development. 

Nonetheless, lower-tier politidans-including those Stting on both lowor- and upper- 
tier council~responded violently to the draft plan. In Whitby, counallors denounced the 

density projections of Durham's draft plan as "horrendous", daiming that it would be 

"packmg 'em in like sardines" (Whitby Free Pms, Aprü 10,1991: 1). "Crowth is fine," said 

one influential councillor, "1 have no problem with growth as long as ifs manageable and 

affordable" (Wliitby Free Press, June 12,1991: 13). He recomrnended that the regional plan be 

dianged to reflect a g r o s  density of about 17 uph for new developments. 

in 1993, the region adopted its official plan, omitting the density assumptions that 

were contained in the draft plan, but maintainhg the land supply requircments and 

population target. The province rejected several features of the plan. Fint, the Ministry of 
Municipal Affain insisted tha t some time kame be applied to the plan and signalled that i t 
would be willing to grant a 30-year boundary instead of the typical20-year boundary in 

exchange for firm density and intensification targets. The minishy pointed out that the draft 

plan population numben were highly inflated, and proposed 930,000 as a target for 2021. I t  

also noted that a corresponding reduction in the amount of land designated for new 

development would have to take place. In terms of intensification targets, the ministry 

proposed that 20 percent of new growth take place through intensification O t the existing 

urban envelope. In terms of density targets, the province seized upon the 25 uph gross density 

figure that had been used to justify the region's population forewst and recommended that it 

be incorporated into the plan as a target milu'mum density for development in the expansion 

areas. 

Durham regional and local counallors responded strongly to these proposais. The 

regional chairman complained that provincial demands would put "us in the same league as 

the heaviest-populated areas of Metropolitan Toronto ... To accept that would have destroyed 

the lifestyle we enjoy in Durham Region'' (Toronto Star, July 22,1993: SM). 

Foliowing ths, negotiations between the province and the region produced a 

compromise over land budgeting issues. The plan that was eventually approved by the 

province included two of the province's four land budgeting objectives: it adopted a firm 
urban boundary, and it planned to accommodate approximately 20 percent of al1 new 

population growth through intensification. However, the approved plan overshot the GTA 

Scenario One population growth projections, reaching a compromise figure of 970,000 

(actually closer to Durham's target than the ~iovince's). The ministry-approved plan did not 

explicitly recognize minimum densities, but the land supply calculations were based on a 

torecasted gross density of 17 uph, exactly as demanded by lower-tier munitipalities in their 



response to the draft plan. The amount of land designated for expansion areas was roughly 
the amount of land fint proposed by the region in its "mature state" scenario. 

Not only did the province settle on its growth management objectives d u ~ g  the 
negotiations surrounding the approval of the Durhiun plan, but the process served to structure 
the expectations O f other regional planning authorities as they undertook their own official 

planning initiatives. In the foiiowing sections, 1 consider outcornes for each of the province's 
four planning objectives. Outcornes are sununanzed in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1: Land Budgeting Objectives in Regional Officia1 Plans 

Legcnd: X-not present, O=partially present, <= fully present. 

Rcg ion 

7.2.4. Regional Population Targets 

The development of population distribution targets auoss the CTA-as orchestrated 

by the OGTA-were dealt with in Chapter 5. These targets served as the province's opening 
position in the official plan negotiations with upper-tier muniapalities in the GTA. 

To what degree were the OCTA numbers reflected in the official plans of the region? 

Table 7-2 gives some information about population projections in the region. Hemson's 

Reference Scenario and Scenano One are shown dong with the numbea appearing in the 
regional official plans. The key figures are in the hina1 column, indicating whether the regional 
official plans have met the OGTA population targets for Scenario One. the "intensification 
scenario" described in Chapter 5 above. 

The table shows that two of the four suburban upper-tier plans have met the OCTA 

targets while two othen have ovenhot the provhciaiiy-sanctioned targets. The largest 

deviations occur in the cases of Peel and Durham, where the population projections 
incorporated into official planning documents are somewhat higher than the OGTA targets. 
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Table 7-2: GTA Population Distribution Projections (millions) 
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Although I am less concerned here with employment forecasts because of their indirect 
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comection with residential intensification, it is interesting to note that the h a 1  employment 
figures were well reflected in regional officia1 plans. Table 7-3 shows that only Durham 

2021 

incorporated a figure sigmficmtly Gifferent £rom the OCTA ~llocation. As noted in Chapter 5, 

however, the OGTA allocations had been adjusted upwards in response to regional 

1.324 
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Table 7-3: CTA Employment Distribution Projections 

1,255 

2021 
2011 

1.107 
0.952 
0.534 

7.2.5. Minimum Densities 
The minishy's objective was to have regional official plans incorporate minimum density 
objectives for ail new development, appüed on a region-wide basis. A level of 25 uph gros  
density was initiaiiy considered in negotiations with Durham but, as we have seen, the goal 

was eventually reduced to 17 uph. 

Clearly, provincial planners were unsuccesshil in convllicing regional officiais to 

formally incorporate minimum densities in their official plans. None of the plans incorporate 

ciearly stated minimum densities to be achieved in new developments. Halton, however, is 

preparing an Urban Structure Plan, which wiil eventually become part of the offiaal plan 
through an offiaal plan amendment. The dratt plan proposes an average net density of about 

30 uph for new development. The number indudes only the privately owned land on which 
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hounng is situated and exdudes roads, schools, parks, local retail, religious and utility uses. 

Once these other uses are added in, the gros figure is about 20 uph. 

in two other cases, minimum densities were incorporated into offiaal plans in more 

subtle, if l e s  enforceable, ways. In Durham's case, the official plan states-as one of the four 
bases of the plan-that "over tirne, the density of new development will continue to increase" 
but does not assign any numerical targets. According to regional staff, however, such targets 

are considered to be a "background assumption" of the plan and will be used when 
considering lower-tier municipal plans, plan arnendments and plans of cubdivisions. 

In York Region, density targets are also subtly expressed in the new officiai plan. 

Rather than being expiicitly jtated in the plan, minimum densities are implied in a "sidebar 

illustration". The sidebars suggests that a typical new community on 1000 hectares of land 
would be about 40-50 percent green space, parks, roads and schools, 35-40 percent 
residential lands, and 15-20 percent employrnent lands. It would have about 16,000 residents 
living in 6,000 homes on the residential lands, for a g ro s  density of about 15 uph. Because 
this is not formaily stated in the plan, however, it is not considered an offiaal target. 

In Peel Region, target densities for new development are not expressed in the draft 
plan, but there is planning assumption that densities wiU be in the order of 22 uph, including 

residential lots and the intemal road pattern, but excluding parks, schools and major 

arterials. Once these land uses are induded, the resulting densities would be about 15 uph 
gross, again slightly lower than the provincial minimum. 

7.2.6. Intensification Targets 

More successful from the provincial perspective has been the province's attempt to get 
regional official plans to incorporate intensification objectives. However, here too, success has 

been qualified. The minishy's goal was for each regional plan to contain policies that would 
direct a minimum of 20 percent of new growth to the already exisüng envelope. Thus, 

designation of new land for development would be suffisent to accommodate a maximum of 
80 percent of the expected population growth of the region. 

in two cases, a 20 percent intensification objective has been induded in the plan. The 

Durham plan, for instance, stated that: "Intensification is encouraged wi thin existing urban 

areas. Further, as an overail target, the Region, in conjunction with the area municipalities, will 
plan to accommodate approximately 20 percent of ali new population growth through 
intensification" (Durham, 1994: 17). 

The 20 percent intensiacation target has also been expressed in the official plan for the 

Region of York (1994: 35): 'To target a minimum 20 percent of the Region's torecasted 
population hcrease to exisüng built-up portions of urban areas, t o m s  and viliages in keeping 



with the centres and corridors structure of this plan and by redeveioprnent of under-utilized 

areas and areas in transition." 

Using the definition O t intensification that appean to have been accepted by the 
ministry, Hdton's plan implies an intensification objective of over half of new development. 
This surpnsingly ambitious target will be put into perspective below. In Peel, the draft officiai 

plan does not indude any intensification objectives.' 

7.2.7, Urban Boundaries 

Most ~cces s fu l  of ail of the land budgeting objectives has been the urban boundary 

consolidation. The setting of the urban boundary is cniwal to the integnty of the land 

budgeting process. A fluid or easüy changed boundary would render the provincial 
intervention meaningless as boundary changes are made to reflect development pressures 

rather than grow th management objectives. Al1 four plans incorporate measures to inhibit 
changes in the urban boundary outside of official pian review processes. 

Typically, the regional official plans cal1 for huther growth to be centred around 

existing communities and villages and for an urban boundary that will clearly define urban 

and rural areas. Normaiiy, provincial approvals are for a 20-year land supply at the regional 

level and a 10-year supply at the local level. in ihrs round of CTA official plan approvals, 

however, the province is allowing for 30-year boundaries in regional plans and 20-year 
boundaries in area municipal plans. The 30-year planning was stimulated by the OCTA's 30- 

year population and employment growth studies. It is also thought to provide greater long- 
term planning abdity, and to prowde more certainty for farmen and developen. Land that is 
within the 30-year boundary but outside the 20-year boundaries of municipal plans will not 

be avdable for development over the next 20 years. 

The regional plans state that changes to the urban boundaries will require a regional 

offiaal plan amendment, and normaiiy be conducted during a complete plan review. Thus' 

Durham's plan states that "expansions to the urban area boundaries shall only occur through 

a comprehensive review of this plan in 2001." At the urging of the approval authority, 
detaiied requîrements for the approval of boundary extensions between plan reviews have 
been incorporated into the plans. Thus, the plans state that betore the region wiil consider an 

extension to the urban boundary a "growth management strategy" or "comprehensive 
analysis" must first be conducted. This typically indudes a defensible analysis of the 

intensification opportunities withui already built-up areas. Requests for boundary extensions 

must be consistent with the province's population and employment growth forecasts. 



7.2.8. Discussion 

According to a senior planner at the Ministry of Muniapal Affairs, "we feel we have really 
pushed the envelope with this, we have significantly moved the yardstick." There is no doubt 
that with this round of upper-tier planning, an extremely important dialogue has emerged 

between provincial and regional govemments. However, the extent to which the yardstidc has 
been moved is not clear. 

Where there is an estabüshed yardstidc against which to measure the impact of 
provincial intervention-namely with the population targets-we find mixed success. On the 
positive side, sirnply having aciueved a consensus on the method for a regional population 

allocation may be a powerhil aid in managing growth in the future. Population (and 
employment) forecasts for each region are used to designate settlement and land-use 

boundarîes, to determine future transportûtion investment requirements, calculate sewer and 

water capacity needs, help determine housing needs and assoaated land requirements. and 
the need for increased muniapal services such as schools, parks, and libnries. Thus, the 
population allocation is an essential growth management tool. Secondly, having won 
agreement on the basic principle that growth must be forecasted on a CTA-wide level and 
then distributed in a zero-mm game among the upper-tier regions (Le,, a top-dom manner) 

may help tame the growth aspirations of lower-tier muniapalities and suburban land owners, 
and retard the incremental sprawl that the bottom-up approach has led to in the past. 

On the negative side, 1 noted in Chapter 5 that the OCTA'S population targets were 

very modest. In terms of the balance of gowth projected tr, occur between Metropolitan 
Toronto and the four suburban regions, the "aggresive intensification" targets of Scenario 
One were no more ambitious than the spread scenario that had been developed earlier by [BI. 

Furthemore, two regions, Durham and Peel. failed to meet the intensification scenivio 

adopted by the OGTA as a basis for regional planning and instead adopted population 
figures that corresponded to the Reference Scenano.' In the case of York Region, the OCTA's 
intensification forecast was exactiy the same as the region's own trend forecast and therefore 
did not engender any c o n k t  between provincial and regional interests (York Region, 1993). 

The province also indcated that it would be flexible on adjusting upward the population 
target for York Region, where a number of area municipalities would like to see their targets 
substantiaiiy increased. If ai i  increases are granted, it would raise the York number 
approximately half way to the Reference Forecast from its current level. This would leave only 
Halton with a plan that substantively reflects the OCTA population targets. 

in temm of the other targets, there is no yardstick against which to measure the impact 
of provincial intervention. For instance, there is no standard of past trends on which to 

evduate the ambitioumess of the intensification targets adopted in regional plans. Provincial 



plamen simply do not know what the exisüng trends are, or how much growth would have 
been accomrnodated within the exisüng envelope in the absence of their policy intervention. 
Their best guess however, is that about 15 percent of growth in the past has been through the 
intensification of the built up area in suburban regions.The 20 percent goal therefore 
represents a significant if not dramatic increase over past trends. 

Although the 20 percent intensification target was met or superseded in three of the 

four plans, it is important to redire that the meaning of "intensification" for this purpose is 
undear. An analysis of the workng definition being developed in üurham-and provisionally 
accepted by the province-shows that the intensification daims of official planning 
documents are clearly inflated. Intentification, according to this definition, refers to 

development on land that was "built up" as of june 5,1991, the date that the regional council 
adopted Durham's officia1 plan. The meaning of "built up" here is critical: it refen to any 
land that had any residential structure on it at the time, even if it was a single house on five 
hectares of land. Using this definition, the boundary of the "built up area" is more or l e s  

coteminous with that appearing in previous regional plans. If this definition emerges as the 
accepted one, greenfield development ai any density will be counted as "intensification" as 
long as it occurs within the previously existing boundary. 

For the Regions of York and Durham, it is difficult to say how the 20 percent official 

plan intensification targets would translate into the more comrnon meaning of the word, Le., 
growth that occun in the already urbanized area. in the case of Hûlton, there is more 
information to go on. As noted above, the Halton plan calls for over half of al1 new 

development to be in the forrn of "intensification". In determinhg the amount of land to be 

designated in the new plan, Halton undertook a number of planning studies. One study 
concluded tha t: 

Due to the age structure of the population and due to Halton's osition in the 
GTA, growth in Halton during the plannin period wdi be nos  y based on a t r  
people moving to Halton to occupy groun -related family housuig. This ürnits 
the amount of growth that can be accommodated through intensification duruig 
this period, Nice most units created through redevelopment and intensification 
are apartment or non-famdy type units (Halton, 1994: 1-27). 

This assesment is dearly inconsistent with the daim that over ha1 f of new 
development would be through intensification. The dixrepancy between the two meanings of 
intensifica lion is revealed in Table 7-4. 



Table 7-4: Halton Population Growth Projections to 2011 

1 Projedeci population growth 1 f i 7 ,OOO 1 1 O0 
Source: Halton, 2994 

S o u ~ c  of Growth 

1991 population 
New devclopmcnt on 
undcveloped parts of the existing urban 
envelope 
Redevclopmcnt or infill in alreûdy 
built-up areas 
Dcvclopmcnt in amas deignatd undcr 
ncw dan 

The table shows that approximately 54 percent of new growth will be accomrnodded 
within the urban boundary established in the 1980 offiaal plan, but this indudes 38 percent 

to be accommodated on vacant land and only 16 percent in the already built up ûrea. Thus, 

the intensification target for this region-using the conventional definition of the word-is 

only 16 percent This figure is only marginally above the existing trend, according to the 

province's own plamen. 

In terrns of the densities expected of new development, again, it is difficult to measure 
the ambitiousness of the provincial targets relative to existing trends. Although there is little 

empirical evidence that this is the case, provinaal plamen daim on the basis of anecdotal 
evidence that conventional densities are around 10-12 uph gross. Clearly, however, residential 

densities have been increasing sigruficantly in the last five years. Durham plannen estimate 

that recent developments in that region were more on the order of 15 uph gross. An earlier 

drûft of the OCTA report on urban form, discussed in Chapter 5, daims that residential 

development in the early 1990s was occurring at up  to 15 uph gross. 
If this were the case, the minimum density objectives set by provinaal plamers would 

represent a "fixing' of the development densities currently found in many new subdivision 

into a semi-official policy status. Given the higher densities of recent development, this would 

not be a trivial accompüshment. Any increase in average densities at these low nurnbers could 

mean a shift Erom densities that are clearly not transit-supportive to densities that make 
teasible a minimal level of transit provision. 

However, if one goes by the figures in Lehman & Associates Urba~t Densi& Stirdy, 

commissioned by the OGTA, the 17 uph target may faii short of the threshold. That study 

daims that gross densities of about 50 residents per hectare are required to support minimum 
levels of transit (i.e., half hour service) and this is the minimum density they recommend for 
new suburban development in the GTA. According to a provincial planner, this translates into 

Population Pcrcent of 
Growth 

31 3#000 
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a g ros  residential density of about 20 uph, or somewhat higher than the provincial target for 
upper-tier plans. Supporting this higher target is the earlier draft of the OGTA report on urban 

forrn: it calis for an average gros  density of 20-25 uph? Another source on this matter was 

provided by the Commission on Planning and Development Refonn in Ontano (1993: 22)) 

which suggested that "new additions to comrnunities on Ml services should be developed at 
'medium density,"' which it defined as housing with frontages of about 25-30 feet. This 

translates into a net retidential density of 36-45 uph or a g ros  density of about 26-32 uph.' 

Thus, the provincial target of 17 uph gros, while higher than conventional densities, hardly 
represents a major '?noving of the yardstick", meanired either by the targets being suggested 

by the province's own consultants and cornmissioners or the trends creûted by current market 

conditions. 

Furthemore, the semi-official status of the density targets raise important issues about 
how they wiii be implemented by regional municipalities when and if market conditions revert 
to earlier patterns. Their lack of official status may mean that provinaal objectives will not be 

as strongly represented when conflict over density anses between upper- and lower-tier 
municipalities, or a! provincial land-use tribunals such as at the OMB or the Environment 
Assessment Board. 

Moreover, it is dear kom interviews with provinciûl and regonal plannen that 

opinions differ as to the sigruficûnce of the density target. Provincial plannen present it as a 

minimum to be achieved on average by new development acroa the regtonal muniapality. ln 
contrast, planners in upper-tier municipdities perceive ii as a target to stnve for, effectively a 

maximum density target. 

Finally, the evolution of provincial environment poliaes also raises concerns with 

respect to minimum density targets. The changing provinaal poücy context has strongly 
favoured the protection of environmentally sensitive lands. As a result, land dedications for 

environmentai purposes were expanded to include land for storm water management, buffen 

dong water courses and wetlands buffea adjacent to valleys dong table lands, wetlands 
and wetland butfers, tableland woodlots, groundwater recharge ûreas, and wildlife comdors. 
Prior to these policy changes, only speaaiiy-designated environmentaily-sensitive areas and 
areas of natural saentific interest, in addition to lands witiun vdeys, would be considered 
automaticaliy off-iimits to development. Thus, the net effect of poiicy changes was to remove 
large amounts of land from the developable base.' 

From an intensification perspective this is a doubleîdged sword. Because it removes 

land Erom the area available for development, the urgency of promoting more compact forms 

of development is enhanced. On the other hand, the enwonmental "take-out< may also 



make intensification more difficult to achieve: i.e., the overall density of new development 
may be reduced if one takes into account al1 the land protected by provincial policy? 

The definition of gross density used by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs in its 
approval deliberations exdudes the land protected by provinaai environmental poliaes. This 
means that even if the p r e a w s  on regional offificials to achieve higher gros densities were 
effective, what are sometimes called the super-gros densities, induding environmental take- 
outs, may remain roughly constant or may even be reduced.' 

Whether or not this is a net environmental gain will depend on the other environmental 
irnplicûtions of the resulting development pattern. To answer this question we would have to 

know whether the transit-supportive benefits of more compact urban form depend on tugher 

super-goss densities or whether they can be adueved at merely higher gross densities. If the 
larger environmental takeauts result in settlement patterns that are more diffuse at a super- 
gross scale, public transit investment may be rendered l e s  feasible and automobile usage rnay 
be encouraged. This would obviously undermine some of the environmental goals of the land 

budgeûng program? 
In fact, the ministry's objective was to increase the site-level densities to more than 

account for environmental take-outs: i f  acheved, this would result in an increase in super- 

gross density on the regional landscape. However, a provincial plamer from the Ministry of 

Municipal Affairs was not confident that this would be the outcome of the upper-tier land 
budgehng exercise.' 

Once again, the interpretation placed upon provincial objectives by municipalities 
tended to undermine those objectives. in ths case, muniapalities insisted on including in their 

land budget al1 undevelopable land, not just that land that could not be developed because of 
provincial policy. Thus, they claimed they needed more land than calculated based on the 
provincial definition. In most cases, the province ended up ailowing the municipalities to use 

their own dennition. As a provincial planner explained: 

Vaughan proposed 400 hectares more than we thought they shouid have had 
given the municipal population forecast. We sent the region a memo proposing 
that they remove two large blocks £rom the expansion area. They just nickelled 
and dimed us ail the way, a .  g that because there was a hydro corridor 
somewhere or a cemetery it s 8" ouldn't be included in the land budget ... It was 
incredible, but they got their way, they got their land designated. 

7.3. Lower-tier Munici palities 

7.3.1. Introduction 
At the level of lower-tier municipal plans, the land budgeüng exerase initiated by the Ministry 
of Municipal Affairs is less visible: of the six plans reviewed, oniy Pickering's and Whitby's 



were developed after an upper-tier land budgeting plan was in place. Whiie the land 

budgeting objectives will be considered where appropriate in this section, my assesmient of 
lower-tier plans wül be based on the more general provisions of the Growth and Settlement 
Guidelines. The section headings that follow are taken kom items described in the treatment 
of the guidelines in Chapter 4. 

7.3.2. Defensible Population Projections 
One of the kinctions of upper-üer governments, according to the provincial poücy framework, 

is to distribute expected growth among the component area municipalities. Thus, each of the 

four upper-tier plans contain growth projections for each area-municipality in the upper-tier 

region, the final step in the topdown process of population allocation for the CTA. 

However, many munidpalities engaged in a '%ottommp" forecasting process of their 
own that allowed them to arrive at their o m  estimates of the likely growth potential within 

the planning tirne-kame. We can get an idea of how ambitious the provincially-conholled top- 

down process was by comparing the results to the outcome of the municipally-controlled 

bottom-up process. Table 7-5 sumarizes the findings contrûstuig the two population 

allocation processes. 

Table 7-5: Bottom-up and Top-down Population Forecasts, 2021 

Municipali ty 

' 
Burlington 
Mississauna 

In Brampton, a 1991 forecast was made that indicated the rnuniapality would reach a 

population of 490,000 by the yeiu 2021. The next year, the rnunicipaüty began to consider a 
range of growth options in ternis of the direction of urban expansion and the amount of land 
to be designated for new development. The planning depattment suggested an wban 

boundary that could be justified based on the population and emp!oyment forecasted. in 
response to pressures from the developrnent indushy, however, cound chose to add further 

expansion areas. This resuited in an urban boundary that could accommodate a population of 

530,000, or 40,000 more than originaliy projected. Ironicaiiy, ths  nurnber is actuaiiy 

substantiaîly below the population aüocated to Brampton by Peel Region in its new offiad 

plan, Le., 553,000. 
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Brampton 
Ncwmarkct 
Pickering 
Whitbv 

Bottom-up Trend 
Forccast (A) 
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660,000 
530,000 ' 553P00 ' 23;000: 

Topdown 
Allocation (B) 

180,000 
691,000 

83,ooO (2016) 
145,000 
154,6!50 

Diffcrcncc (8-A) 

6,500 
31,000 

75,000 
145,000 
163,000 

O 
O 

8,350 



In Whitby, municipal planners considered the regional population forecast to be 
sigmficantly inflated over what was realistic for the region. In their view, the region 
exaggerated its numbers in order to help justify greater proWMal investment in the region, in 

ternis of highway widening and extension, and to influence the outcome of the negotiations 
surrounding the renewal of the York-üurharn water s e ~ c i n g  scheme. Regional plannen alx, 
wanted see a very rapid rate of growth in Whitby in order to strengthen the Oshawa-Whitby 
area as a regional focus. Whitby officiais felt that an unrerlistic population projection for the 

municipality would make it difficult to defend the urban boundary against developers who 

wanted "in". Thus, the town undertook its own population shidy showing a significantly 
lower projection than the top-down method. According to their bottom-up calculation, the 
region's target for the municipality of 163,000 to the year 2021 is about 8,000 too high. 
Nonetheless, it is the higher regional target that is incorporated into Whtby's plan. 

In Mississauga, a bottom-up gowth forecast done in 1994 indicated that the 
municiprlity's population would inmase to about 660,000. The allocation h m  Peel was 
691,000 or 31,000 greater than that anticipated by the municipality based on existing growth 

trends. In Burlington, the Municipal Housing Statement shows that the city's trend growth 

would result in a 2011 population of 173,500. The amount allocated by Halton region was- 

once again-higher than the bottom-up trend forecast by 6,500 at 180,000. In Pickering, the 
bottom-up process produced a result similûr to the top-down process. 

The only municipality in the survey set that expected a greater population increase 

than allocated by its upper-tier municipality was Newmarket. There, the official plan called 
for a population of 83,000 in 2016, "refiecting Newrnarket's historic share of net migration in 
York Region." This compared to a forecasted population of 75,000 in 2021 (i.e., five yean 

later) found in the York Region plan. According to a municipal p lmer ,  "York was talung 
engineering things iike water and sewer into account and wanted us to grow les, based on 
what was le €t over [hom the regional growth target 1 after other municipaüties were assigned 
their allocations." The town managed to convince York Region to accept the hgher numbers, 
and it appean as though this wiil be agreed to by the province as well: accorchg to a 
provincial planner "we may okay that one... it's easy to justify." 

This analysis shows that none of the six municipaüties surveyed was required to 

reduce its population forecast in order to accommodate the regional allocations. This can be 
taken as another reflection on the relatively weak deflection from trend represented by the 
"aggresive intennfica tion" scenario proposed by the OGTA and its translation into upper- 
tier targets. The fact that regional allocations actuaiiy exceeded lower-tier forecasts in most 
cases also suggests that upper-tier muniapaiities were engaged in a cornpetitive game to get a 
larger share of the "GTA pie1' and to maximize theù growth potential. As one lower-tier 



planner h m  Halton Region rernarked in an interview: "our representative came back from the 

GTA negotiations and told us he could only 'get' 670,000." in most cases, lowcr-tier municipal 

councils were agitating for higher population rilocations, 'O but the Whitby case shows that 

municipalities slated by regional plans for very high rates of growth (see Table 7-6 below) may 
resist higher projections. 

AU plans reviewed assumed that gowth would tdce place, even where no further land 

was designated for development. As shown in Table 7-6, official plans for the six lower-tier 

municipalities incorporated growth expectations of between 39 percent and 166 percent, with 

an average growth expectation of 98 percent-or almost a doubiing of population-over 30 

years. 

Table 7-6: Municipal Giowth Expectations to 2021 

I Munici paIi ty 1 1991 Population 1 Fomsted Population 1 Pcrccnt l n m w  1 

7.3.3. Crowth Adjacent to Built-up Areas and Phasing of Services 

Burling ton 
Mississauga 
Briirnu ton 

Pickering 
Whitbv 

Most plans contained strong wording that phasing of services would be coordinnted with 
residential growth in order to avoid the fiscdly and socially untenable situation that arose in 
the late 1980s when housing production outstripped the production of community and social 
services. Thus, lower-tier plans establish policies that will work to "phase and coordinate 

parks, schools, churches, community centres, day care centres, health centres and shopping 

facilities with new housing to maintain and improve the quality of urban üfe" (City of 

Brampton, 1993: 8). Typicdy, plans contained polides to: 

Phase development within expansion areas and nodes and corridors based on the 

avaiîability of municipal services and school accommodation. 
Use servicing decisions to direct and stage growth rûther than letting development 

decisions determine senice requirements. 

Lunit service provisions within the envelope established by the plan and to protubit the 

extension of muniapal services to areas outside the envelope, with ümited exceptions (Le., 
for institutional or municipal use). 

129,575 
463,388 
234.445 

68.631 ' 145,000 Ill 

a Direct growth to areas adjacent to those already serviced. 

61.281 

180,000 
691,000 
553.000 

39 
49 

136 

163.000 166 



7.3.4. Minimize Impacts of Growth on Municipal Finances 

All plans reviewed have policies to minimire the fiscal implications of growth. Mississauga's 

plan contains a typicd statement: '70 locate development so that the cost of providing 

services is maintained within acceptable limits (City of Mississauga, 1994: 20). There is clear 
support within the plans for the prinaple of "user-pay": Le., that new growth should support 
itsel f in terms of capi ta1 requirements. Most plans refer to the Deuelopmeni Charges Act as a 

primary vehide for realiring this prirtciple in practice. 

Many plans also contain policies requinng that the rate and location of future 

residential and non-residenüal growth will be reylated to ensure that a balance is maintained 
between public demands for seMces and overaii fiscal capacity. Al1 plans contain policies 

that would work to maintain a desirable ratio of employment to residential assessment, for 

instance requiring fiscal impact assessments of applications for redesignation of commercial 
and industrial uses to residential. Some plans, e.g., Burlington, Mississauga, and Newmarket, 
hint that residential development would be limited if employment to residential assessment 
were to fall below a certain threshold (e.g., 25-30 percent in Burhgton). Brampton's plan 

explicitly Links new development to the ability of transportation or school services to properly 
accommodate the increased usage that would result. 

7.3.5. Direct Grow th Away From Signifiant Environmental Features 
and Towards Settlement Areas 

AI1 plans contain policies to direct growth away from significant environmental features, 
prime agriculhual lands, and other resource lands. The Mississauga plan, for instance, 
designates Environmental Planning Areas such as "natural forms, functions, and linkages" 

induding " woodots; greenbelts; wetlands; ANSI'S; Rare, Threatened and Endangered Species; 
Environrnentally Sensitive Areas; Lake Ontario Waterikont." The plan requires that an 
Environmentai impact Study accompany development proposais w i t h  or adjacent to 

protected environmental areas, as does Whitby's. in municipalities covering segments of the 

Oak Ridges Moraine, the Niagara Escarpment or the Parkway Belt, d e n  planning policies 
endorsing provincial interests and prohibiting incompatible developrnent are included in the 
offiaal plans. In the Town of Newmarket plan, b r  example, policies clearly recogruzed the 
provincial interest in the moraine and states that "any development applications for lands 

w i b /  partially within the Oak Ridges Moraine ... shall be reviewed based on the 
requirements of the Ministry of Nûtural Resources" (i'own of Newmarket, 1994: 121). 

AU muniapalities with significant resource and agricultural lands also have poliaes to 

protect resource areas, and to divert growth away from agricultural lands into designated 

settlement areas. Typically, plans contained policies to prohibit or discourage severances on 



agriculturai lands outside the urban envelope. Consent to sever, where permitted, had to meet 
stringent conditions such as: "Consents may only be ganted if the proposed lot is intended as 
a retirement lot for ii farmer who has been farming for a substantial number of yean and is 
retiring from active working life.." (City of Brampton, 1993: 134)' or in Newmarket: 
"Consents shall only be granted where the severance is for the purpose of infilling within 
existing development" (Town of Newmarket, 1994: 137). Whitby's plan prohibited "scattered 

isolated residential development" and "ribbon development" (ïown of Whitby, 1994: 59). 
Plans routinely prohibited any developrnent proposal on agricultural lands that would require 
urban water and wnitary services. 

Most of those municipalities with significant wetlands have fdly incorporated 
provincial planning poiicies aimed to protect them from incompatible uses (e.g., Whitby, 

Brampton, and Newmarket), although Pickering's plan was a partial exce~tion. Significant 
wetlands have been mapped by the Ministry of Natural Resources and appear in offiaal 
plans along with poliaes to prevent development on or near them. Whitby's plan has the 

clearest statement of policy: "the Municipality shall implernent the goals of the Wetlands 

Policy Statement prepared by the province under Section 3 of the Planning Act ... Development 
may be permitted on land adjacent to Provincially Sigruficant Wetlands if it is in full 
conforrnity with the Wetlands Policy Statement as dernonstrated by an Environmental Impact 
Study" (Town of Whitby, 1994: 5-4). 

7.3.6. Intensification of Built-up areas before Greenfield 
Development 

No municipal plan nvveyed here contained provisions that required exploitation of 

intensification opportunities within the built up area before dowing new development in 
greenfield areas." However, d l  plans contained some statement that such a strategy would be 
encouraged. Pickering's plan: 'Town Counal s h d  encourage appropriate intensification and 
use of existing infiastructure pnor to extending infrastructure into undeveloped areas of the 
community, or building new infrastructure" (Town of Pickering, 1995: 78). Brampton's plan 
says that approvd priority "favours those developments which infiii or round out existing 

comm~nities~ which can make use of existuig under-ulilized faaîities, and which will expedite 

the completion of missing ünks or components of partially completed faalities" (City of 

Brampton, 1993: 167). Whitby's plan (echoed by Newmarket's) contained this passage: "It 
shall be the policy of Council to encourage infilling of vacant areas and intensification of 
underdeveloped areas within the town which are currently serviced with municipal water 
supply and sanitary sewer s e ~ c e s .  The accommodation of innllingl intensification 



opportuni lies shall be considered when assessing developrnent applications, ex tensions of 

services or construction of roads" (Town of Whitby, 1994: 8-12). 

These provisions satisfy the provincial "intensification-fint" requiremeni by including 
in the meaning of intensification the in-Blling of lands that are s e ~ c e d  but not yet fully 

developed. Typicaüy, thts situation occurs when recently developed subdivisions are not fully 

built out or when formerly designated open space or parkland becomes ûvailable for 

development. This contrasts with an interpretation of intensification that would require the 
redesignûtion of already built-out areas for higher-density development. As one plamer said: 

there was a question as to whether we had to go in and redesignate land 
because we can achieve a lot of our intensification goals without redesignûtion 
to medium density. We would not be as iikely to support it if we had to 
redesignate land ... I would Say for tht most part, [intensification goals1 will be 
met by developing raw land. 

Mentioned above was the fact that Whitby and Pickering's official plans were 

developed in the aftermath of the upper-tier land budgeting exercise and therefore could be 

expected to reflect the intensification objectives of Durham's regional plan. Pickering's plan 
does not incorporate an intensification objective. The plan reports that the population will 
more than double over the next 20 yean trom about 70,000 to about 145,000. Of this 75,000 

increase, about 45,000 is expected to take place on the provinciallyowned Seaton lands in 

currently-zoned agncultural area. About 20,000 will take place through the completion of 

recent subdivisions (at existing density designations) and areas of former environmental 

constraints, nich as the Altona forest The remaining 10,000 will be accommodated by 

intensifjmg arteriai roads. Thus, about 13 percent of the expected growth will take place in 

the aiready urbanized areiis, sornewhat l e s  than the 20 percent target. 

in Whitby, the new official plan incorporates the 20 percent intensification objective 
agreed to by the region. Given that Whitby has not been the site of extensive intensification in 

the past, this appears as a notable aduevement. However, local planners called the effect 

"mioke and mirrors", given the regional dennition. The Whitby draft plan actually had 

adopted a much lower intensification target-only 10 percent-based on a study of 

intensification opporhuuties in the t om.  Local plannea intewiewed emphasized the serious 

constraints to intensification in the tom:  resistance from local residents, high land values in 

the centrai area, fragmented land owneahip, and many areas with antiquated services that 

would need to be upgraded before any intensification could take place. Offiaals initidy 
offered resistance to the region's attempt to persuade them to use the 20 percent objective. 

After negotiating with the region, however, Whitby staff realized that ushg the regional 
definition of intensification would amount to roughly the same level of "real" intensification 



already contemplated in the draft plan. And, according to t o m  officiais, t h s  is about the 
rate that was expected given past development trends and forecasted demand for 
intensification-supplied housing. 

In Brampton, the draft officia1 plan does not set a target for intensification. However, 
a background study to the official plan showed that there was potential for about 15,000 

units to be accommodated in mature areas of town, mostly through intensification of nodes 

and corridon and the redevelopment of industrial sites (the study excluded the potential for 

neighborhood in£ill development or accessory apartments). This represents oniy about 15 
percent of the growth that is anticipated in the municipaiity over the length of the plan and- 

according to local plannerrprobûbly would have been realized with or without provincial 
intensification policies. 

Besides recommending to municipalities that numerical intensification targets be 

incorporated into their plans, provincial comments on draft official plans also ~ g g e s t  that 

poliàes be put in place that prevent boundary changes until60 percent of the vacant 

designated land at the time of approvai is developed. No plans reviewed actualiy 

incorporated any such requirement and interviews with municipal plamen revealed no 
intentions to do so. 

7.3.7. Compact Development and Minimum Densities 

Most plans contained reference to the need for "compact developmentl' on greenfield sites. 

However, no plan offered a definition of compact development in its glossûry and measures 

to adueve this policy objective were generally absent, a point fiequently made in the 
provinaal comments on lower-tier plans. 

Most importantly, no plan contained policies that would require the municipality to 
achieve minimum densities in new development or redevelopment proposais. A partial 
exception to this observation was provided by Brampton's plan, which states that "urban 
boundary expansion areas should be p l a ~ e d  within a medium-density range of I l  to 15 units 

per net residential acre (7.8 to 10.7 units pet gross residentiai acre)" (City of Brampton, 1993: 

6). However. the statement appears in the introduction to the plan. not in the body of the 

plan. Other passages in the introduction make dear that the introduction itself is not part of 

the official plan. 
A number of mechanimis for increasing densities were ~gges ted  in the province's 

comments on official plans: 
poliaes that would require the municipality to review applications already in the 

approvals process in order to promote increased densities 



poliaes to require that vacant lands be built out to maximum densities allowed under 
current planning regdations 

incorporate performance standards for target densities for dl residential lands proposed 
to be added to the urban area to be developed at the average density on which the land 
supplies are based. 

To date, however, lower-tier official plans have not incorporated any of these 
provisions and interviews did not reveal plans to do so. 

7.4. Summary of Findings 
The land budgeting exerase undertaken by plamen at the Ministry of Municipal Affain is an 
important element in the province's strategy to manage growth and promote intensification in 

the CTA. The general condusion that emerges h m  this analysis is that there is a growing 
recognition of the need to reshape development patterns in the suburban regions but that there 

are significant constraints on fomulaüng and implementing ambitious targets. 
At the broadest level of the CTA-wide population distribution, upper-tier 

municipalities have for the First t h e  incorporated population targets that provide a 

framework for investment deasions in public infrastructure, lower-tier plans, md land 
development. But the targets achially adopted by upper-lier plans are modest in their 
intensification objectives. 

At the level of the regional municipalities, we have seen thût where targets for diverting 
population growth away from greenfield and towards mature areas were incorporated into 

regional official plans, they were allowed to be defined in a way that diluted their potential 
impact on development patterns. Where targets were defined in a more ambitious way by the 

province-i.e., with minimum density provisionothey were not incorporated into official 

plans but adopted only as informa1 "assumptions". 
At the level of super-gros population density, meaning the overall density of 

settlement on the regionai landscape, it is ciifficuit to demonstrate that the provincial 
intervention is making a significant difference because of the countervailing effects of 

increasing environmental take-outs. But if super-gros densities are not changing, it is because 
densities at the site level are increasing and planning pressure is being appiied to fiil out 
u n h s h e d  parts of the urban fabnc before extending the settlement area. The growth 

management policies found in both upper and lower-tier plans are careful to avoid any 
implication that intensification goals would be met by accomrnodating sigmficant levels of 
growth in existing residential areas. 



7.5. Interpreting the Findings 
In this section, the findings reported above are interpreted with the aim of identi fying the 
principal factors uduencing planning outcomes. The interpretation is based on an analysis of 
supporting planning documents, such as housing or growth management studies, a review of 
newspaper artides relating to the planning and official planning process in each study 
municipality, minutes fiom public meetings on offiaal planning proposals and interviews 
with municipal plannen. The discussion is divided into two main parts: those factors that 
tend to increase muniapai compliance to provincial poiicy objectives, and those that tend to 
reduce compliance. 

7.5.1. Comply to the Provincial Policy Framework When it: 

7.5.1.1. Responds to Local Growth Management Pressures 

7.5.1.1.2. Fiscal Issties 

Rapid, scattered, low-density growth was intensifying the fiscal crisis of suburban 
municipalities around Toronto. The deficit war between federal and provincial levels of 
government led to increased expendihire responsibilities for municipal governments 
throughout Ontario, while local pressures made increasing property taxes undesirable. In some 
ways the situation was worse in suburban areas of the CTA as explosive growth in the 1980s 

created service "tirne bombs", Le., low-density residential development that appean to 
improve the assement  position of municipaiities in the short run, but eventudly gives rise to 
demands for expensive services, draining municipal treaswies. 

Essentiaily, ths reflected a mismatch between the high standard of services new 
arrivais from Metropolitan Toronto expected and the low-density built environment they were 
creating for themselves. Thus parents expected their chddren to be bused to school, but a 
scat tered population made that an expensive proposition. This mismatch was clearly 
articulated at the time by critics of sprawl, such as Metro Coundor  Richard Gilbert: "People 
moved to the suburbs and expected the same level of services (especially recreational 
faalities) that they had in the city where the demities made it practical" (Torouto Star, 

February, 1990: Ml). 

in the last years of the property boom, 1986-1989, several of the highest growth 
municipalities had property tax hikes of behveen 10 and 20 percent per year. Markham, 
which more than doubled its population in the 10-year penod between 1981 and 1991, was 
the hardest tut. in February 1990, the t o m  c o u d  announced that it was laying off 20 
ûrefighten and cutting back other services to get the muniapality's projected 50 percent local 
tax hike down to 20 percent. In Vaughan, where the population had almost quadrupled in the 



same IO-year period, residents were faced with tax increases of about 20 percent in 1990. 

They were forced to close swimming pools and libraries, and to cut bus services (Tom~ito Slar, 

Febmary, 1990: Ml). 

As the Sewell Commission noted (1993: 21): 

One assumption comrnonly made by rnunicipalities is that development should 
be approved because it "enlarges the tax base" and brings in more revenue, 
which üghtens the load for everyone ... With limted provincial subsidies and 
municipal hinds now available for new services and infrastructure, this 
armmption is being challenged. Municipalities are recognuing that new 
residential development may not expand the tûx dase signiflcantly enough to 
cover its own costs ... While there seem to be no definitive studies, some 
research has conduded that certain development forms involve less initial and 
ongoing expenditure than others 

This realization aeated a wûlingness among municipal offiaals to be more assertive in 

the management of growth and to be more selective in the types of growth that would be 

welcome in the municipaîity. In particular, it encouraged rnuniapalities ta consider the 
potential for cost avings through intensification of the already built up area and to place 
restrictions on scattered rural gowth. 

7,5.1.1.2. E~ivirori tnental Issues 
In most suburban areas of the GTA, environmental issues played an important role in putting 

urban sprawl and intensification on the local planning agenda. Environmental groups lobbied 

to preserv? iiatural landscapes and significant environmental features, especially in sensitive 

areas nich as on the Oak Ridges Moraine to the north of Metropolitan Toronto, and the Rouge 
River Valley to the east. Croups such as Save the Oak Ridges Moraine, Save the Rouge Valley 
System, and Durham Environmental Network showed themselves to be sophisticated 

strategists in preserving environmentai features, not hesitathg to use the OMB and the 

political process whenever necessary to fight "undesirable" development proposais (Toronto 

Star, December 23, 1989). 

Often arguing that any greenfield growth would be a violation of environmental 

principles, these groups played an important role in inaeasing political support for growth 

management and more compact urban forms. Environmental groups were a b  effective in 
assoaating sububan sprawl with automobile dependency and poinüng out the need for 
~burban areas to increase densities and improve transit in order to reduce energy 

consumption, air pollution and carbon dioxide emiaions (Toronto Star, June 1,1989: A25; 

June 3,1989: D3). hterestingly, making the iink between disappearing fadand and suburban 

sprawl was left to environmentai gmups in the region, as farm groups stayed more or less 

silent on this issue (Toronto Siart June 3,1989: D3). 



Resideni surveys conducted as part of official p l a ~ i n g  exercises in suburban areas of 

the CTA suggest that environmental values were strongly infiuencing poiitical prionties. In the 

City of Burhgton, for instance, residents indicated that the most important planning issue 

was the preservation of natural areas and agncultural lands (City of Burlington, 1994: 6). 

Minutes of public meetings revealed that this pro-environment orientation was also dixemible 

among atizens more directiy uivolved in the offiaal planning process. Ceneraii y, the records 
showed that participants accepted (or dernmded) that environmental issues be piaced on an 
equal footing with social and economic concems in municipal planning activities. 

7.5.1.1.3. Raie of Growili 

Newspaper articles, planning reports, and minutes of public meetings suggest that the rapid 

growth in suburban regions of the GTA in the 1980s had made the rate and nature of growth 

an issue of public concem. Surveys conducted for offibal plan reviews and comments on 

official plan documents revealed that residents were ambivalent about the prospects of 

further residential growth in their rnunicipalities. A ininority opinion among existing residents- 
-especially envimnmentalists-was that gowth should be stopped altogether or deflected to 
slower growing communities w i t h  or outside the GTA. The more commonly expressed 

opinion was that either growth was desirable-to the extent that it could help revive sûgging 

suburban centres, stimulate the local economy, and perhûps improve the assessrnent base-or 

that developers could force municipalities to allow growth, whether or not p l a ~ e r s  und the 

public agreed to it." Therefore, rather than skopping growth, official plans should focus on 
managing it properly. As a survey in Brampton suggested, residents would accept continued 

growth if it could "be accommodated in a wefl-plamed and controlled fashion" (Brampton, 
1993: iii). 

Residents' notions of proper growth management seemed to be reacting to what they 

perceived as past planning failures. Fust, there was the perception that, in the pûst, growth 

had been aliowed to proceed without the services required to support it, leading to traffic 
congestion. air pollution, goundwater deterioration, overburdened libraries and schools, and 

so on. in response, existing residents consistently advanced the p ~ a p l e  that growth should 

oniy be permitted in step with the provision of new services and infrastructure, especiaiiy 

roads. Secondly, there was a strong sentiment among existing residents that environmental 
features and rural landscapes had been "eaten up by spraw1,"leading to a l o s  of the "small 
town" atmosphere that had attracted them to areas outside Metropolitan Toronto in the ûrst 

place, and that planning regulation should be strong enough to prevent the loss of such 
arnenities. Thirdly, existing residents believed that growth should not lead to increased 

property taxes, i.e., that it should pay for itself through fees and charges on developea and 

home builders or be hanced by the province. 



Rural dwellen were divided about the desirability of growth. Some favoured directing 
growth to urban areas and obviating the need for intensification of rural hamiets. Othen 
seemed to favour the increased econornic activity that rurd growth would entûil. Likewise 
farmers and farm groups were ambivalent about strong policies to protect tannland. In 
principle, they supported the need to preserve the agricultural base, but many considered 

restrictions on severances and estate residential development, reductions in the area 

designated for expansion, and fim urban boundaries as ways of gaining a socially desirable 
goal at persona1 cost to them. They suggested that these policies be softened to allow farmers 

to sever lots or to seii theù land to developers. 1 t growth management policies were 

implemented, they felt that mechanisms should be found to compensate them for their loss of 
developrnent rights (e.g., public land purchase or purchase of development rights). As 
alternatives to growth management policies, they ~gges t ed  that measures be found to make 
farming an econornically viable option in the face of powerfd development pressures (e.g., tax 

benefits). 

7.5.1.1.4. Coinmtciiiîy Identity 
Another planning issue that has recently emerged with considerable force is the need to create 

a sense of cornmunity identity in suburban areas around Toronto. This issue has emerged in 

reaction to the nondescript, auto-based, continuous fabric of suburbanization that has spread 
across the landscape, enveloping the older rail-based villages of the region. In public 
consultations, residents expressed their strong preference for i~ community with a distinctive 
landscape, history, and settlement pattern. This has engendered support withm the region for 

planning poiicies that preserve the histoncal character of MUages, towns, and city centres, and 
for preserving elements of the natural landscape that may help to define and separûte 

communities. As a background report to Peel's offiaal plans states: "Expansion of the urban 

boundary wùl take place but to an established final urban boundary and should be subject to 
certain tests with respect to the availability of reurbanizing land and to appropriate design 
standards. The communities of Peel should not sprawl into a merged and formless urban area 
but be clearly identified and identifiable" (Bemdge Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd., 1994: iv). 

7.5.1.2. Responds to Local Growth Pressures 
In the last section, 1 surveyed some local issues that were typically increasing awareness and 
acceptance of the need to manage growth in suburban areas of the GTA. It is important to 
note, however, that no plans seriously considered a "no-growth option." The impliat question 

addressed by the plans was not whether, but how much growth wouîd be desirable w i t h  the 
hrne £rame of the plan. Developers and other real estate interests were the strongest 
advocates of growth in the municipalities nirveyed. For instance, when asked "why allow any 



growth at all" one planner i n t e ~ e w e d  for this research responded: "1 don't want to spend the 
rest of my professional life in front of the OMB fighting developers, that's why!" A review of 

comments on official plans showed that individual developen were the most frequent 

commenters and that they generally supported higher growth projections and expanded land 
budgets, as did the Urban Development institute. Local business associations were genemlly 
l e s  active than developers, but also tended to oppose ümits on growth when they commented 
on official plans. Comments Erom large h s  outside of the real estate industry were rare. 

Clearly, there has been a certain level of conflict behveen municipalities and 

developen over the amount of land designated in upper-tier plans: in Durham, referrals to the 
OMB took place on 13 parcels of land, induding three large sites; in York, referrals to the 
OMB have taken place on seven parcels of land, induding one the size of Newmarket." 

Nevertheles, planners report that the level oi conflict may be l e s  than might have been 
expected. Several factors may be at work here. In many suburban regions, there had been a 

freeze on official plan amendrnents to expand urban boundaries as the province applied 
pressure for regionai and area municipalities to update, revise or aeate offiaal plans. The 

round of new officia1 plans that was undertaken in the early 1990s broke this gridlock and 
provided for a large amount of new land to be designated for urban purposes. Developers 
saw at least some of their properties freed up for development, increasing their support for 

the plans in general. 

Although some developers objected to the fimer urban boundaries and stricter 

phasing and servidng policies, these constraints were generally accepted because they Isid out 
clear rules for when and how new land would be serviced for development, always a high 
priority for the development co~~ununity.~' Furthemore, many of those developers that found 

some of the property on the "wrong" side of the new urban boundary had large enough 
holdings distributed throughout the region that they also controiied property on the "right" 

side of the boundary, reducing their opposition to the urban boundary. Properties outside the 

urban boundary would continue to enjoy the tax advantages offered agricultural land in the 

GTA. Thus, the largest (and most powerful) property owners did not lobby forcefully igainst 
the growth management provisions of the plans.'' 

Moreover, as a local planner explained: 

these days most land ownea have cash flow problems so they are eager to get 
their land to market as fast as possible. Most developen are anticipating a 
him-around in the residential market in the next year or two and they see that 
the supply of s e ~ c e d  lots is steadily running down in the GTA So they are 
more agreeable [to planning constraintsl than they have been in past. 



Another plamer offered this explanation: "Some developen m û y  be accepting the boundaries 
now because they think they will be able to get what they want from pliant councils in the 
future." Finally, one rnight also speculate that confiict with developers over the regional 
growth boundaries was muted by the fact that the amount of land actually designated for 

development was not much l e s  than would have otheMnse been the case, Le., in the absence 
of provincial efforts to budget land. 

7.5.2. Challenge the Provincial Policy Framework When it: 

7.52.1. Threatens Municipal Discretion 
A dose reading of municipal officia1 plans shows that municipalities are very much concemed 
to maintain their latitude of ~ction as development conditions and pressures change. One 
expression of this concem is the highly qualified, condi tiond language tha t tramed grow th 

management policies in official plans. Typically, the plans avoided language that would 
commit councils to specific courses of action-lanyage such as "willtt or "shallt'-and 

instead employed phrases such as "wüi endeavour tom, "will encourage", or "will consider". 

As sometimes noted in comments h m  provinaal agencies, the use of such wording leûves 

municipal plans ambiguous as to its objectives and difficult to assea in terms of the 
realization of plan objectives. 

The desire of municipalities to preserve their freedom of future action is also apparent 
in the tension behveen provinad and muniapal plamen with respect to target setting. In 
their comments to muniapalities provinaal plamers have insisted that a variety of 
measurable targets be incorporated into both upper- and lower-tier plans in order to ensure 
that growth management goals are attained. In addition to justifiable population and 
employment targets, this indudes: 

intensification targets, including overall intensification goals and targets for specific 
intensification areas such as in nodes and corridors, and for secondary plan 
intensification 

density targets for new development, development currently in the approvals process and 
for redevelopment 

minimum intensification thresholds to be reached before considering official plan 
amenciments for boundary extensions 

performance standards that would ensure newly designated lands are b d t  out at the 

densities used to justify the need for boundary expansion. 
According to provinaal plannea, growth management targets are essential to plan 

making because: 
they cm be used as critena to evaluate the performance of the plan's objectives 



they provide dear and objective targets towards which other policies should work (e.g.. 
s e r v i h g  poliaes) 

they can be incorporated into quantitative exeMses wch as land budgeting. 

In contrast, upper-tier municipal plannen strongly preferred that plans avoid 
numerical targe ts because: 

lower-tier municipalities resist the target-based approach 
single targets are not appropriate in the diversity of planning situations they face 
intensification and density remit from forces and factors beyond planning control 

they c a ~ o t  be enforced if they go unmet 
their objectivity is spetious given the la& of empirical basis 
their legitirnacy is questionable given the lad< of consultation in amving at the spedfic 

numbers. 
Regional p l a ~ e a  interviewed felt that numerical targets were inappropnate given the 

wide diversity of local situations that needed to be addressed. Whereas, let us say, 17 uph 
might be suitable in one place, it may not in another. Enforcing minimum density standards on 

al1 new developments would produce a homogenous landscape poorly çuited to local 
conditions. 

Suitable densities, they tended to believe, should be detennined by "good planning 

principles," the services available to the site, and market demand for housing in that area, not 
by an abstract formula imposed by a distant authority. To most of the suburban plannen 

interviewed, rnaking municipalities responsible for adiieving intensification and density 
targets appeared inappropriate given the la& of control they felt they had in achieving such 
targets. Most felt that muniapal planning agencies should restrict themselves to putting in 

place supportive poücies to intensification and removing planning barries. The rest, they felt, 
should be left to the market. 

P l a ~ e r s  questioned whether the province had the power to enforce the targets if 

regions do  not appear to be meeting them over the coune of the 30-year plan. The same 

dynamic that was cauçùig the province to place more emphasis on upper-tier planning as a 
vehide for provinaal interests was also eroding provincial capaaty to enforce compüance 
with provincial interests. As development occurs increasingly on a "pay as you goft basis and 

provinaal funding for large scale infrastructure inveshnent falls off, plamers expect the 

province to wield fewer levers of control. 

Fialiy, local plannea questioned the legitirnacy of the numerical targets on a number 
of grounds. First, some of the targets used by provinaal plannen in their plan approval 

decisions were unilateraiiy determined by provincial offidals with no input £rom 

municipalities, who were responsible for hplementing them "on the ground." Secondly, 



provinaal offitials were not able to provide any ernpiricrl basis for the targets: usually, it w a  

merely a case of "moving the yardstick" a few percentage points. Third, such targets were 

clearly not part of the politicaliysndorsed provinaal poücy framework. The policy bans for 
the province's position is the 1989 Housing Policy Statement and the 1992 Growth and 
Settlement Policy Guidelines, neither of which induded any speafic intensification or 

minimum density targets. In contrast, municipal planners point to the speafic targets that 
were set for both affordability objectives and land supply goals in the provincial policy 
framework Provinaal planners acknowledge that the Iack of speafic targets in the policy 
framework has hobbled them in negotiations with municipal otncials, especially in their quest 

to have finn growth management targets adopted in officia1 plans. 
The province would have liked to see definite intensification and density targets set, 

but upper-tier plamers suggest hstead that the province set intensification principles and let 
the area municipalities achieve intensification goals in their own way. As a former officia1 at 

the OGTA expressed it: 

The provincial plamers wanted formulas. They wanted it to be 25 units per 
hectare, but they compromised with Durham at 17 units per hectare. But 17 
may be appropriate somewhere, but not elsewhere, and 17 is not much above 
current density anyway. If you have a princi le then it goes into official plans, 
but if it's a formula, it's someone in a iittle O f fice rubber starnping things. They 
were driving the municîpalities nuts. You need a range of possibilities. 

Principles are planning objectives expressed in general terms, and allowing for a 
variety of implementation stmtegies. Thus, principles provide upper-tier plamen with much 

more discretion to exercise in approving lower-tier plans. One of the main differences between 
the targets and principles approaches is the degree of conflict each is likely to entail between 
upper- and lower-tier municipalities. A senous attempt to implement numerical targets would 

require that upper-tier planners use a hea y hand in approving lower-tier planning deasions, 

whereas general principles would ailow upper-tier plannen to tolerate a wider range of 
planning strategies. The preference of upper-tier plannea for general principles over numerical 
targets suggests that they do not feel equipped or prepûred to do battle with area 
municipalities over growth management targets. 

7.52.2. Contradicts Market Forces 
As we have seen, provincial plannen have tried to increase the average density of suburban 

development by persuading municipaüties in the region to adopt minimum densities for 

planning purposes. interviews with plannen and planning documents reveal a considerable 

antagonism to this idea among suburban planners. 



Underlying Mme of the antagonimi to higher suburban densities is the widespread 
rejection of urban values in suburban muniapalities. This takes a number of fonns but most 

importantly for rny present purpose is the cornmon belief-ûccording to municipal planners- 

that such densities might be appropriate in Metropolitan Toronto, but are not appropriate in 

suburban muniapalities. In particular, they pointed out that a high percentage of growth (in 
some areas, up to 80 percent) is made up of people coming into the region, primarily €rom 
Metropolitan Toronto. The main attraction of the suburban regions is the opportunity they 
offer for low-density housuig t o m ,  pha r i l y  the detached units. Regiond councils, they 

pointed out, were unükely to adopt planning pnnciples that undermined the region's ûbility to 

respond to the "Canadian dream". If setting higher-density targets for new development 

involved a drastic change in building fomi, a significant reduction in the amount of single 

detached housing, or the introduction of high-rise housing, it would be strongly resisted by 

councillors. 
Suburban plamers aiso reported that the "Canadian dream" is strongly supported by 

the bias arnong developen for lower-density greenfield development. This may be partiy 

motivated by the conservatirni of an industry that is slow to innovate with housing forms, but 
may also reflect profitability isnies!%ven if market trends are supportive of higher-density 
housing in the short term, developers still resist long-tenn minimum density targets on the 

grounds that they could "tie their hands" sometime in the future when market conditions 

change. 

7.5.2.3. Threatens to Dimpt Existing Neighbourhoods 
Despite the tact that residents do not support sprawl onto kinge lands, suburban plinnen 
are convinced that residents of mature oreas wouid also be strongly opposed to 

intensification of their neighbourhoods or to a proliferation of higher-density projects on 
under-utilized lands w i h  the built-up area. In Burlington, for instance, m extensive survey 

of residents undertaken by Gallup showed that intensification of mature areas was widely 
rejected as a means of accomrnodating more growth. Plamers also reported that talk of 

higher-density targets is also of concern to the existing residents of newly developing niburban 
areas that are not yet completely bdt-out. Residents fear that higher densities in new 
development may be achieved by redesignating remaining vacant lands within incomplete 
~bdiv inons  to d o w  higherdensity housing. Moreover, residents may oppose any new 
subdivision adjacent to them with higher than "normal" densities. 

These perceptions are corroborated by the minutes of public meetings held to review 
olôcial plan proposais and by written coments  from the general public. Residents opposed 

any change in the designation of existing comunities and insisted that if intensification was 

to take place, it should be in accordance with very careful safeguards and only on a site- 



specific basis. Although some individuals supported intensification in principle as a way of 

reaching environmental goals, generally, there was an uneasiness about higher-density living: it 

was auoaated with crowding, crime, reduced property values, and community instability. 

The planning process p u m e d  in Halton Region is perhrps the best illustration of the 

difficulty of "seiiing~ higher densities to the public. Halton Region undertook a public 

participation process in order to determine acceptable density levels of new development. 

Three density choices were considered: 
Existing suburban: At 22 units per net hectare, this reflected the density of recent 

suburban developments in Halton Region nich as the River Oaks development in Oakvûle. 

This would require virtually no change in living standards or constriction of housing choice 

h m  the curent trend. 

Mid-range: About 30 units per net hectare. This density range would require some changes 

in housing standards: front dnveways, garages and r front yard codd still be provided, 

but would be smaiier. 

Urban: about 44 units per net hectare. This housing density worild require sigruficant 
changes in development standards and housing expectations: not enough room for both 
&ont yard and front driveway, thus would require back Ianes and street parking; mialler 
setbacks from road right-of-way. 

After an extensive public consultation process, the mid-range density was chosen. 

"but sigruficant reservations about the implications of increases in density were voiced" 

(Halton, 1994: 2-15). Backing up süghtly, the region "darified" the proposed density by 

noting that: 

it is based on a ninent housing trend mix of 60 percent single detached and semi- 
detached units, 15 percent rowhouse, and 25 percent apartments 

the average residential lot would be only süghtly mialler than existing households, and 

that single detached housing can mean any of the hiU range of lot sizes, including 
traditional 50 foot lots. 

In mm, the region argued, the proposed density would be "consistent with the m e n t  housing 

market. As a resuit. mid-range density is not a recommendation for communities built at a 
density that is sigruficantiy higher than is currentiy behg buiit or proposed in some parts of 

the C'T'A" (2-16). 

7.52.4. Confiicts with Conventional Ractices 
Courtciilors, residents and developea are not the only opponents of higher-density 

development in new suburban subdivisions. The expenence of developen that have 

attempted to undertake innovative development projects has shown tha t there are powerful 

forces within municipal bureaucraties that militate against dramaticaiiy higher densities in 



new developments. Some of these attempts-such as the Springdde development in 

Brampton-have run up against the body of codes that are ernbedded in the practices of 
planning, public works, parks and e n g i n e e ~ g  professionals. Municipal transportation 
engineen resist reductions in road rights-of-way and the introduction O€ rear lanes that allow 
lot frontages to be reduced, offidals in parks departments object to smaller parkettes that 
permit a finer grain of residential development, educational authorities do not k e  to see their 

school faciiities reduced in size, and legal departments frequently raise the tricky üability 
questions that the use of innovative housing designs and development standards may involve 

(Sewell, 1993a; The Daniels Croup, 1990). 

The professional orientation of plamers is also an issue here. Some suburban plannen 
admit ted tha t they were more orien ted to wards greenfield development than the 
intensification of mature areas. Typically, suburban plamen felt that greenfield growth was 
inevitable and that it should be accommodated in the most effiaent way possible. To some 
extent, this is due to the now conventional ethos of the planning professjon, strongly oriented 
towards subdivision planning, but may also be iduenced by other factors: 

Many plannen feel that it would be unfair to "change the rules of the game" by deciding 
not to permit greenfîeld growth after land parcels had been purchased by developen with 

the intention of developing them. 
Plamers are also aware that counals are frequently "pro-growth" in their orientation and 

that tius generally mems greenfield development. 
Some plannen felt that they should not resist greenfield growth because public investment 

had already been made in servicing greenfield areas. 
Plamen felt that they had limited powen to control growth: developers c m  often force 

development approval by appealing to the OMB. 

7.5.3. Uncertain Role of Upper-Tier Planning Agencies 

The preceding discussion raises the question as to the role of upper-tier munidpalities in the 
implementation of growth management policies. It is dear from the growth management aims 
of the province that it is attempting to create a full two-tiered planning system within the 

GTA. 'me adoption and ultimate approval of [these plans] wffl usher in a new era and 

heightened respontibiüties for Regional Cound[s]. These responsibiii ties Hrlll only be 
enhanced upon the approval of the proposed provincial Planning Reform legislation as the 
Region[s] will then become the approval authority for al1 area muniapal officia1 plans and 

amendments" (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affain, 1994: 6). 

The increasing importance and pnority given to upper-tier plans by the province 
reflects the mahiring of upper-tier govemments since their creation in the 1970s, the trend 



towards greater reiiance on regionrl plans to express provincial interests, and the evident 
desire of the province to delegate certain responsibilities to the regional municipalities. In 
particular, the province made it dear that it intends to withdraw from funding regional 

infrastructure such as large-scale water and sewerage faciiities, and would like to reduce its 
cornmitment on other major infrastnicture projects. Furthermore, the province also announced 
its intention to put more responsibüity on upper-tier govenunents to regulate and approve the 
planning activities of lower-tier municipalities (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1992b). 

For these reasons, regional official plans have taken on a much greater importance than they 
have had in the past and could serve as an important vehide in implementing the 

intensification poiicy framework. 

But, as the province reaüzes, this depends heavily on the willingness of upper-tier 

municipalities to adopt more responsibility in leading and managing the planning and 

development of the region. The resuits presented above raise the question as to whether 
provinaal goals can be adUeved using regional municipalities as a vehide under their present 
structure, 

For instance, the increased responsibility is not being accompanied by institutional 
changes that would justify confidence in regional planning capabilities. Most importantly, the 
political structure of the regions, which renden them easily inff uenced by the local interests of 

the individual area municipalities, remains unchanged." As upper-tier plamers themselves 

acknowledge, regional plans are unlikely to serve as vehicles for a strong regional vision as 
long as councilion are considering how their decisions are going to "play" at the local level. 

The capture of regional municipalities by area municipalities is not unifom ûcross the 
C'T'A. But even in those regions where upper-tier govements  have more of a leadership 

reputation, plannen are carehil not to step on the toes, as it were, of their lower-tier 
counterparts. Thus a common explanation offered by regional plannen for resisting numerical 

targets was that they encroached on responsibilities in the domain of area municipalities. As 

one upper-tier planner said: "Ln urban areas we are concerned with inlrasûucture planning. 

The density and intensification potential of urban areas is Ieft up to the area muniapalities 
themselves." 

7.6. Implications for Implementation 
Clearly, the land budgethg exercise has led to officia1 plans, espeaally at the regional level, 
that are much more sensitive to the effiaency of land use, to the need to manage growth to 
reduce fiscal and environmental impacts, and the need to produce more compact 

communities. The dilution of provinaal policy as embodied in offiaal pians, however, wiil 

have important implications for how the plans will be implemented. 



Although the province originaliy expeded minimum dens~ ties would be observed by 
new developrnents in each area municipality, the undentanding worked out between upper- 

and lower-tier officiais does not bear that undentanding out. It appears, rather, that 
minimum densities wiil be implemented as a regional average over the time period of the plan. 

rtus cmies with it the danger that lower-density areas will be allowed to proceed in the hope 
that higher-density areas wiil eventuaiiy follow. In the end, however, the region may be left 
with a string of low-density subdivisions and then be forced to apply for an expansion of its 
urban envelope in order to accommodate hvther growth. 

Region-wide objectives-both for minimum densities and intensification-means 
responsibility for achieving the objectives are diffused across time and area municipalities. 

The potentially negative effect of this arrangement rnight be obviated by close monitoring of 

development patterns over the life of the plan. Indeed, the regional official plans cal1 for 

monitoring the irnplementation of the land budgeting objectives through tradang such 
measures as redevelopment to total development ratio, residential and non-residential 
densities, and regional houshg mix targets. However, some plannen interviewed-at al1 three 
levels of govemment-questioned whether resources would be avaiiable for this purpose. As 

another planner said "we won't know whe!her we are niccesful until the 30 years is up." 

7.7. Conclusion 
In conclusion, I propose that a distinction be drawn between "expansion management" and 

intensification, two distinct but related aspects of growth management. By expansion 
management, 1 am referring to phased, orderly growth, on lands adjacent to those already 
designated or developed, with services piamed and staged to match development needs. 
Such expansion avoids environmental and resource lands and completes development on 

vacant lands in already s e ~ c e d  areas. Expansion management ensures that growth occun in 

a logical way, prevents scattered development on agriculttual land outside the urban 

envelope. It is not, however, directly concerned with the amount of land designated for 
development. 

intensification, in contrast, is directly related to the amount of land that is designated 
for new developrnent because, for a given population forecast, this determines the density of 
development and degree of mature-area intensification that wiii have to be achieved by the 
municipaiity. intensification calls for development to take place on l e s  land by occurring at 

higher densities or to take place within already built up areas. One municipal planner 
acknowledged that growth management did not necessarüy involve intensification and higher 
density by saying: 'The whole point of growth management is that you don't want people 

going out to greedeld areas as long as vacant land within the urban envelope is shli available. 



The density of development within the envelope may be higher, but that is not necessarily so." 
As we saw in Chapter 41 this was a distinction that was also (impliâtly) drawn by 

stakeholders invofved in the discussion over the Sewell Commission reconunendations and the 
1995 planning reforms: developers and rnunicipalities accepted the need for gro w th 

management interpreted as phased orderly development, but rejected the notion of the 
compact u r b ~ n  f o m  with higher densities and intensification imposed on existing 

neighbourhoods. 
My review and analysis of muniapal plans suggests that they accept the need for 

expansion management, but reject intensification. This cûn be seen at several levels of 

anal ysis: 
upper-tier municipalities accept the need for CTA-wide population forecasting, regional 

tûrgets, and allocation of growth to individual muniapdities because of the implied 
provincial cornmitment to himish adequate infrastructure, but show less interest in 
restricting population and employment growth to levels below trend forecasts 

* upper-tier municipalities have adopted policies to make the urban boundary h e r ,  but 

balk at reducing land designation for urban expansionl incorporating minimum density 
requirernents and intensification objectives 

lower-tier municipalities adopt policies to enmre orderly expansion of their urban areas, 

to complete semi-developed areas, and to reduce scattered rural development, but reject 
provincial and upper-tier attempts to limit total growth or to force them to commit to 
higher-density greenfield growth or intensification of the aiready built up area. 

Thus the province's land budgethg initiative has been translated by municipal plans 

into an exercise in managing expansion more etfiaentiy rather than imposing intensification on 
reluctant muniapdities. The distinction between growth management and expansion 
management ml1 be taken up again the condusions to ths thesis. 

Endno t es 
Thc Peel plûn had not been appmved by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, but the cornmittee that 

developed the plûn induded an Assistant Deputy Ministcr at the Ministry of Municipal Affairs. 1 
thcrefore assume that some attempt has already been made to incorpomte provincial objedivcs into 
the plan. 

Although its population projection for 2021 is almost 701000 greiiter than the Sccnario One 
allocation, Peel q u e s  that its plan aduaiiy corresponds to the intensification sccnaio. Peel 
plûnners daim that the 1991 cewus undercounted population in the GTA by about 1001000 duc to the 
l i y e  nurnber of transients. They estimate that about 50,000 of these were in the Region of Peel at thc 
time but went uncounted. Therefore, it has infiated its 1991 population figure from the 730,000 
reported in the Hemson study to ï791600. Furthemore, Peel planners argue that a "half-yeaf of 
population growth should be added to its 1991 estimate beause of the timing of the census. These 
"adjustmentsl' bnng Peel's projected 2021 population doser to that allocated under ScenIno One. 
' Of course, it should be kept in rnind that we are tdking about minimum average densities, and that 
this permits densities to range widely on a siteby-site basis. 



' T h e r  density conversions arc based on factors found in plamin6 daumcntx a planning dmmcnt  from 
the Rcgion of OttûwaCarlcton (1 995: 3) entitled Undtntmding Rtsidrntial Drnsity providcs a 
table for conversions from housing fmntagc to net density, and Brampton offidal plan contains a 
rather elaboriite treatment of the density concept, pmposing a net to gross dcnsity conversion factor of 
0.71. 
' This trend towards inavasing cnvironmental "takcouts" reitentcd a proccss that had taken plan 
in land use planning after WWII: Le., the increiise in the rmount of space being set aside for public 
purposes. including inmases in mad rights of way, school yard standards. public opcn spacc and 
parks, and othcr public institutional uses. The end rcsult of this trend was an urban fabric of 
rclatively low dewities or high density areas surrounding by open space (Lehmann 6r Associates, 
1 995). 
'The conflict between intensification and ecological objectives has becn mom intense in certain anes  
of the region outside the six focus muniapalities: thosc municipalities straddling thc Oak Ridgcs 
Moraine in York Region and the Rouge Valley iuca, mostly in Sarbomugh. In gcneral, outcomcs ovcr 
the last five years have favoured ecological objectives over intensification objcctivcs. 
' This issue is illustrateci by an exchange publishcd lad year in the Intrnsi/icatim Rqort conccming 
densities to be achieved at Corncll, a new cornrnunity in MarWiam just north of Mctmpolitan Toronto. 
The cornmunity is being dcsigned by L e  province on provincially-ownd land. Thus. what the 
province dws hem is bcing widcly taken as a model of what provincial policy is intcndcd to ochievc. 
On thc one hand. provincial officials daimed that the cxpeded dcnsity al Corncll will rcach 
approximately 22 uph gross, compared to 15 uph in typiwl suburban arcas of Markhem. Detractors 
point out that although site densities will be higher than convcntionol subdivision dcsigns, and thus 
thc built fomi will have a more intense "look", the overall or super-gross dcnsities will bc lower than 
typical suburban developmcnts once open space is tûken into account. 
' A study in Markham looked at the impact of neo-traditional planning on autornobilc use. It showcd 
thet thc ~utomobilc modal share would be rcduccd from % to only 92 percent by building highcr 
dcnsity suburban subdivisions if thcy cvcrc surroundcd by subdivisions of convcntionûl dcnsities. 
According to Richard Gilbert, a wcll-known urbanist and transportation consultant in the region, 
"thcrc is a sensc thût medium-density housing is a panacca, yet maybe it is a bit like rccycling: it 
makcs you feel bettcr but doesn't really deal with thc problcm (lntens~cution Rqort .  November- 
Deccrnber, 1993: 15). A reccnt study by Cervero and Corham (1995) supports this vicw: thcy found thot 
highcr dcnsitics had a proportionally grcatcr cffcct on inducing transit usage in trmit-orientcd than 
in auto-oricntcd districts. 
' An acadcrnic obsc~vcr of this situation has also dmwn attention to this issuc. Commcnting on the 
ernergence of neo-traditional planning in the Toronto a m ,  he writes: 

The dwelling types (more attached houses and smaller lots) and layouts (narrowcr 
strects and smaller sctbacks) may suggest compactness. But WC should not confuse built 
form with density. The built-up part is often surroundcd by , or intersperscd with, 
generous opens spaces. This m&es the actud land consumption much highcr thûn the 
look of the developrnent suggests. The overdl density (nurnber of dwcllings divided 
by the total arcil) of a neo-traditional or eco-village development is oftcn quite 
comparable to that of a convcntional subdivision (Leung, iY95: 14). 

'O This is consistent with the tindings of Bordessa and Cameron (1982: 141) in their analysis 
population allocation process in York Region as a rcsult of the TCR concept: "Consistent pressure by 
the Region of York on the Province contributed to the demise of a serious attempt to plan the growth 
of the metmpolitan Toronto region. But he cortflict between the Region and its constituent 
municipalities was one of the forces that drove the Region on to challenge provincial policy. Local 
municipdities had traditiondly equated growth with progress. With only one minor exception, York 
Region's constituent locai municipalities proposed higher local population targets thm York Region 
conternplated." 



I l  In fad, it is very difficult to wy what this might imply. Onc indication of intensification potential 
is the density to whidi developers are willing to build in any givcn arcù - typiwlly, planncrs report 
that applications for development in the aIreûdy built-up amas of the municipality cxceed existing 
zoning limits and have to "knodccd down" by plannm in mponsc to ncighbourhood conccms. 
l a  Commcnts from plmners intcrvicwcâ supportcd this view: i.e., through the political proces or 
through the OMB or through pmvinaal pressures, dcvelopmcnt could be forccd on an unwilling 
community. 
"The Peel and Halton plans were still in the approval process at the time of writing and rcfcrrals to 
the OMB had not yet taken place. 
" This agrees with Adams and Kent's 1991 case study much on the rnponsc of dcvclopcrs to 
planning for urban extensions in the UK. 
'' As Bonlessa and Camemn (1983: 443) notai in their analysis of rcgional planning decisiors in York 
Rcgion, "thcre arc wins and losses from land invwtments, but as long as the former outweigh the 
latter no meaningful attack will be launchcd on the State fmm within thc propcrtied class." 
le For instance, developers make the argument thût the current stnictum of dcvelopmcnt chargn 
encourages lowcr density development. Because charges are applied on a dwclling type basis that 
takcs into account omipancy but not land cunsumption, they h m c  more oncmus as the numbcr of units 
in a dcfincd area increase. Since the revenue potential of land is calcul~ted on the saleable frontagc 
of lots, increûsing the number of lots in a tract a n  increiise devclopment charges fastcr than sales 
revenue (Skaburskis and Tomdty, 1996). 
"The suburban regions of the GTA use a "double direct election" method to elcd regional councillors, 
whcrcby municipal votes eled some pcrsow to serve on both 1-1 md regionai councils at thc wmc 
timc. Other regional councillors hold their position by virtuc of their local officr: usually mayors. 



8.1, Introduction 
in the last chapter, 1 explored how provinaal growth management poliaes were being 

interpreted and applied through upper- and lower-tier plans in the GTA. One of the 

conclusions arrived at was that phased, orderly urban expansion appeared to be better 

accepted by municipal authorities and reflected in municipal plans than poliaes that 
encourage the intensification of already exjsüng areas or substantially increase densities above 
those currently found in suburban areas of the region. One of the principal reasons that was 

advanced for this conclusion was the resistance of lower-tier municipalities to higher-density 
development and intensification of existing urban areas. This insight will be further explored 
in this chapter through a detailed analyçis of the housing supply policies found in the housing 

sections of municipal plans. Interviews with p l m e r s  a t al1 three levels of govemment, a 

review of the minutes from public meetings regarding plan approval, and newspaper articles 
will help interpret the documents and shed üght on the planning context, political dynamics 
and constraints on policy formation and implementation. 

8.2. Upper-tier Munici palities 
Unhke muniapal growth management policies surveyed in the last chapter, which were 
directed principûlly at upper-tier municipaiities, the main target of housing supply policies is 
the lower-tier rnunicipalities. Nonetheless, the province is expecting the upper-tier 

municipalities within the GTA to play a role in achieving provinaal objectives through its 
approval powers over lower-tier plans, and ths role is briefly described here. 

in contrast to "last generation" plans adopted in the 1970s (Le., in Durham and 
Halton), the plans reviewed adopted strong policies that would increase the effiaency of use 

of residential land, generate a wider range of housing types, create opportunities for more 

affordable housing, and promote soms intensification of existing areas. Thus, al1 four upper- 
tier plans adopted the land supply and affordable housing targets contained in the provincial 
Housing Policy Statement, as well as provisions for monitoring municipal progress towards 

plan objectives. Most plans also encourage area municipaiities to increase housing supply 

through various intensification activities i.e., redevelopment of shopping plazas, businesses 
and industrial parks and older commercial and residential areas, especially where lands area 
close to public transit. Language very close to the Housing Poiicy Statement is used to 
encourage muniapalities to designûted residential areas with a broad range of housing forms, 

types, N e s  and tenues. Finaiiy, al1 plans except Peel's required local plans to permit 
accessory units. 



But because of the limited authority of regional plans in implernenting housing supply 
policies, and because of the reluctance of regional counals to invûde the traditional 
jurisdiction of lower-tier muniapalities, regionai policies are expreaed in general, vague, and 

conditional terms. Thus, upper-tier plans do not designate for the housing densities in 
residential areas, set population or density targets for any of the component communities, or 

require that certain types of intensification be permitted in speafic types of residential 
designations. Given the la& of site-level planning instruments at the disposal of upper-tier 

municipalities, most plans do not provide for strong implementation policies. 
Where upper-tier plans encourage area muniapalities to adopt intensification policies, 

such statements are invariably linked to qualifien that refer to the poliaes and constraints of 
lower-tier plans and the need to respect the xale and physical character of existing 
neighbourhoods. The accessory apartments provisions in most plans admit of local 

constraints such as servicing restrictions, health, safety "and other reasonable standards." 
Although more forceful langage is occasionally used, the plans typically Say that the region 
will "encourage" lower-tier muniapalities to include or "support" their attempts to include 

housing supply policies in their official plans that would lead to higher densities in new 
development and intensification of existing areas. The upper-tier policies are phmsed so as to 
direct lower-tîer municipali ties in their decision making, recognizing that lower-tier 
municipalities have much more planning authority over these issues. 

Housing mix targets are one potentially powerful tool in the hands of regional 
municipalities to ensure that future development plans will provide for medium and higher- 
density housing. Most plans refer to the regional housing policy statement, which often 
contain long-term housing rnix targets. However, there are several constraints on the 

effectiveness of these targets as a planning tool. 

Fint, shictly speaking, these statements do not have legal status because they are not 
considered part of the official plan.' Moreover, housing targets contained in the Regional 
Housing Statements rarely deviate fiom existing trends. In Durham for instance, a target was 

set of 70 percent single detached (of which 10-15 percent must be upscale executive housing) 

and 30 percent other housing types? According to a regional planner, the trend is about 68 

percent single-detached during normal h e s ,  so there is no difference from trend (although 
single-detached dwellings went up to 90 percent of di new housing in the late 1980s). Thus, 

"the housing mix policy will only make a difference if the market goes crazy again." Fially, 

upper-lier planners doubted that they had any power to enforce nieh targets: "housing mix 

targets are a joke. It's market driven and you can't control ihe market. AU you can do is let 
developen know that there is a tremendous demand for medium- and higher-density 
houshg." 



Clearly, the ability of upper-tier plans have a role to play in supporting the housing 
supply poliaes of Io wer-tier municipali ties, but the findings presented here suggest that these 
governments are unable and unwilling to tûke a leading role. Undoubtedly, the main 

instrument in achieving provinaal housing supply objectives in the region is the local official 
plan. 1 tum now to a detailed analysis of the offiaal plans of the six lower-tier study 

municipalities. 

8.3. Lower-tier Municipali ties 
As we saw in the discussion of the Housing Policy Statement in Chapter 4, early municipal 

responses to this provincial poücy were halting and inadequate according to a study done by 
the Ministry of Housing in 1993. That study found that many muniapalities, even the so- 
called priority areas, had not adjusted their official plans :O comply with the Housing Policy 
Statement. in this chapter, 1 carry out a more detded analysis of the six suburban municipal 

plans, al1 of which have incorporated policies in response to the Housing Policy Statement. I 
also take into account that after 1993, BiU 120 required that muniapalities permit apartments 

in houses in most residential areas. n i e  findings are m a r i z e d  in Table 8-1. 

8.3.1. Land Supply Targets 
Land supply poliaes were widely incorporated into the plans reviewed, norrnally 

using wording vety similûr to thet found in the Housing Policy Statement. Both the 
requirement for official plan designation for a 10-year supply of residential Iûnd and the 
three-year mpply of draft approved or registered lots and blodci on plans of subdivision for 
new residential development were consistentiy respected. 

8.3.2. Range of Housing Types 
The most direct way to comply with this aspect of the provinaal policy framework would be 
for official plans to designate for a range of housing types by showing a map where various 
residential categories are aiîowed and to provide a description of each category including 
density ranges and housing forms. 

Most plans induded residential land-use categories of various density ranges and 
designated relevant areas on a land-use map. The plans specify that low-density areas may 
contain detached, semi-detached units and other ground-related units may be permitted 

provided that they are compatible with the scale, urban design and comunity  features of the 

neighbourhood and the density iinuts designated in the plan. Medium-density areas permit 
either ground or nongound related housing t o m  and highdensity areas permit non-ground 
related housing forms. 



Table û-1: Housing Supply Objectives in Municipal Plans 
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Legend: NA = not applicable, X = not present, O = partiûlly present, 4 = present. 
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However, no plan provided for a minimum density limit in the lowerdensity category. 

In fact, most plans defined the low-density category as having a maximirm density 
approximately equal to the mitiitnitm average density level being sought by provincial plamers 
in new residential development, Le., 17 units per gros hectare? Some p l m ,  such as 

Mississauga and Brampton, designated residential categories and described them induding 

housing forms and densities (again, no minimum density in the lower-density category), but 

did not show the designations on a map. This level of detail, important from a provinaal 
policy standpoint, was left to the secondary planning process. 

Most plans showed a bias agahst medium- and higher-density residential 

development by imposing more restrictive development conditions upon them than for low- 
density development. in Newmarket and Whitby, for example, applications for medium- and 
high-density development are to be reviewed based on a üst of nine aiteria, induding 

servicing, transit availability, proximity to retail services, parks and open space, traffic 

impacts, adequate on-site parking, landscaping, and compatibility with adjacent uses in 

terms of design, orientation, f om and landscaping. No such criteria are listed for low-density 

applications. Buffering, such as screening walis, fences, trellises, berms, trees or distance is 

required to separate medium-density from lowerdensity housing. Medium- and high-density 
housing also often requires site plan agreements whereas low-density housing does not. In 

some municipdities surveyed, the likelihood of requiring a rezoning also increases as the 
density category increases. 

Table û-2. Maximum Densities for Different Residential Designations (units per net 
residential hectare) 

Legend: X = not present 
One indicator of a positive municipal response to the provinaai intensification 

objective would be planning designations that shifted the density range of the various 
residential designations above those values found in eariier plans. Table 8-2 shows the 

density ranges designated for each residentiai category, comparing the new generation of 

plans currently being approved to the plans they are replacing. Uearly, few plans increased 

the density ranges, and Whitby actudy reduced the density ranges substantiaîiy. Planners in 

Mississauga attempted to ratchet up density categories by proposing the range shown in the 

Designation 
b w  (new OP) 
Low (old OP) 
Medium (new OP) 
Medium (old OP) 
High (new OP) 
High (old OP) 

Burlington 
25 
25 
50 
50 

185 
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Mississauga 1 Brampton Newmarket 
24 
24 
60 
45 

155 
- 155 

50 
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100 
X 

323 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

W hi t by 
30 
X 
65 

125 
13s 
250 

Pickering 1 
30 
25 
80 
75 

140 
125 



table (where none had been included before), but these figures will be removed from the next 

version of the plan reportedly due to objections kom muniapal councillors. 

Another way of addressing the provinaal policy framework in this respect would be 

by estabiishing housing mix targets that would move the muniapality away from iraditional 
reliance on detached housing. In fact, most munidpalities did adopt housing mix targets as 

shown in Table 8-3. The targets suggested a dedhing share of detached and semi-detached 

houshg types with increases in medium- and higherdensity housing. As will be discussed in 

greater detail below, they were designed to meet forecasted changes in the muniapal housing 
market, based on demographic and economic trends. 

Table 8-3: Housing Mix Targets 

I Municipality 1 Low 1 Medium 1 High 1 Total 
Burlineton 1 X l X l X l X 

..- .- 
I - - - - - - - - -  

1 Pickering 1 69 1 19 1 12 1 100 1 

U 

Mississauga 
Brampton 
Newmarket 

iqrnd: X = not prescrit. 

Finally, municipalities might also help satisfy the provincial policy objective by 

designating more land for medium- and hgher-density uses in expansion areas than in the 

past. Planners in municipalities thrt expanded their urban boundaries in their new official 

plans reported that, indeed, more medium and high-density areas were designated thûn 

would have been found in previous plans. They hastened to add, however, that the plans 

contain no guarantees that these designations will be maintained if the market proves stronger 
for low-density housing. This is discussed below in greater detail. 

X 
59 
62 

8.3.3. Distribute Range Throughout Municipality 
The Housing Policy Statement required that municipalities establish policies in the official 

plan so that the range of housing types-induclhg houbwg defined as "affordab1e"-be 

distributed throug hou t the muniapaiîty on lands designated for residential use. Half the plans 

contain statements to the effect that a range of housing types or affordable housing will be 

encouraged throughout the municipality. For example, P icke~g ' s  plan said 'Town Councii 

s h d  provide f3r the integration of a broad range of housing types within each neighbourhood, 

rural village and across the cornmunity" while Burhgton's plan caiied for a "wide range" of 

X 
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X 
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X I 
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housing types and tenure. However, no plan speafied what a "broad" or "wide" range of 

housing types means (Le, by listing the housing types ihat will be distributed). 

In fact, in making reference to a desirable range of housing types, some plans Linked it 

to another objective: the municipality's desire to avoid concentrated high-density rental or 

social housing. For example, Burlington's plan contained the foilowing objective: 'To 

encourage the integration of a wide range of housing types and tenure and discourage large 

concentrations of higher-density residential blocks" (City of Burlington, 1994: 111-2). Other 

plans called for a "balanced" or "equitable" distribution of affordable housing throughout the 

munkipali ty . 
This was dearly imposing quite a different interpretation on the planning objective 

than that contemplated by provincial policy maken and such langvage frequently emerged as 

a point of contention between local and provinaal authonties. The province argued that such 

language might "restrict opportunities for affordable housing or be used to reject affordable 

housing in areas already containing affordable housing, which would be contrary to the intent 

of the Housing Policy Statement" (Ontario Ministry of Housing, 1993b: 2). instead, the 

province suggested the following wording: "to encourage o p p o ~ t i e s  for affordable houshg 
throughout the muniapality," but this was rarely incorpoated into muniapal plans. 

8.3.4. Implementing Policies to Achieve Range 
Most plans considered the use of density bonusing as a means of inneasing height and 

density of development above that othenvise permitted in the applicable zoning by-law. Like 

general intensification provisions, however, these were nonnaily subject to strict limitations in 

their use, often stipulating a range of "compatibüity" requirements. Also, most bonusing 

provisions, except for the case of Newrnarket, were not expîiatly linked to achieving housing 

mix, affordability or intensification objectives. 

Beyond density bonusing, other hplementing mechanimis, such as assisted housing 

prograrns and holding by-laws are acknowledged in the plans but-once again-not linked 

explici$ to acheving houshg intensification or housing range targets. ln ths respect, 

Newmarket's offidal plan was again an exception in that it speaficaily lmked the 

development approvals process to housing range goals. The language used, however, seems to 

mute the intended impact of the poiicy: "As part of CounaYs commitment to encouragtng and 

assisting in the production of an adequate supply and mix of affordable housing, the 

development approvais process ... s h d  be rnonitored" (ïown of Newmarket, 1994: 103, 

emphasis added). Only Mississauga's plan contained a policy to discourage sites designated 

for higher densities from being down-zoned to lawer densities. 



8.3.5. Refer to Zoning Standards to Achieve Range 
Few plans explidtly referred to the need to review or change zoning bylaws US u means of 
achieving housing range, density or intensification objectives. Newmarket's officia1 plan was 
an exception to this rule, requiring that "Council shail implement standards in the Zoning 

Bylaw to ensure that an affordable mixture of housing is available in the town in accordance 
with applicable Provincial poliaes" (Town of Newmarket, 1994: 103). lmplementation 
poliaes dampen the impact of this provision by requiring that a range of conditions be met for 
my amendment to the zoning bylaw including: 

* the proposed use is compatible with adjacent uses, and ... buffenng provided to ensure 
visual separa tion and compatibili ty between uses 

potential nuisances effects upon adjacent uses are miügated 
* adequate municipal services are available 

the size of the lot is appropriate for the proposed use 
the site has adequate road access and the boundary roads cm accommodate the traffic 

generated 

the on-site parking, loading and circulation facilities are adequate. 

8.3.6. Affordable Housing Target 

Al1 plans made reference to affordability targets. In two cases, no percentage target was 
mentioned, only that it would be consistent with the Housing Policy Statement. in other cases, 

the 25 or 30 percent target was specificaliy referenced. in no case did the offiaal plan cal1 for 
an affordability target above that required by the Housing Policy Statement. This is the case 
even though the Housing Policy Statement required that houshg studies be undertaken to 

determine the demand for affordable housing and that a target higher than minimum required 

be adopted if indicated by the study. 

in the case of Pickering, interviews with planning offiaals revealed that an affordable 
housing target was deliberately left out of the draft plan. This was the most recent of the six 
offiaal plans to be induded in the current study, and planning officiais beüeved that the new 

provincial govemment would result in a dilution of the affordable housing requirements. 

8.3.7. Implementing Policies to Achieve A ffordability Targe t 

The provincial policy framework was ambivalent as to whether the affordabiüty target was to 
be achieved on a muniapality-wide basis, on a district plan basis, or on the basis of 
significant development applications. The strongest policy would state the numencal objective 
and require that it be achieved on a development application basis with aty-wide monitoring 



and mechanimis in place to correct trends if they were found to deviate significantiy h m  the 

target. 
Mississauga's plan sets the target to be achieved on a aty-wide basis. The plan does 

not require affordability targets to be met as a condition of approval for developrnent 

applications, although it is "to be considered" when evaluating applications. In Pickering, no 
city-wide target is set, but the plan says cound shall consider requiring the applicant to 
demonstrate how the affordability targets of the Housing Policy Statement will be met. 

Most plans contained specific policies to implement the affordabiüty target. Most 

commonly, plans made the affordability provision a condition of development or subdivision 
approval. In aii cases, however, this was phrased as a potential condition of approval, not a 

necessary condition. Bonusing was also mentioned in some plans as a way of achieving the 

target, as was giving processing priority to development applications with affordable housing. 

However, even plans with implementing policies contained statements that expressed 
council's desire to avoid a concentration of affordable or assisted h o u h g  in particulai 

districts of the rnunicipality. 

Although many plans refened to the need to monitor the achievement of the 

affordability objective, no plan suggested a course of action if the range of housing projected 

in officia1 plans was not met. 

8.3.8. Designate Areas for the Various Types of Intensification 
Plans reviewed are generaiiy in compliance with the provincial directive to identify 

intensification types such as uifül, redevelopment, and accessory apartments. But the Housing 
Policy Statement requires that municipalities go much hirther: i.e., that areas be designated to 

accommodate the various types of residentiai intensification contemplated by the policy 

statemen t based on physical potential and demand. In fact, none of the plans surveyed 

designate areas for specific intensification types. 
Rather than designating areas for intensification, however, plans often indicated the 

settings where intensification might be "encouraged". This is ahos t  aiways defined as dong 

arterials or in specific mixed-use nodes with transit services. in ail six municipalities, plans 
expliàtiy direct higher-density residentiai development to the boundaries of existing 
neighbourhoods, dong arterials, and in urban nodes or centres. "Almost aii intensification 

activity occurring in P i c k e ~ g  over the next 20 yens will be on those lands designated as 

Mixed-use Nodes and Comdors, not low-density residentiai areas" (Town of Pickering, 1995: 

71). For instance, the Burlington plan says "the redevelopment of under-utilized lands and 

non-residential lands wdl be encouraged at the periphery of existing residential 

neighbourhoods br non-ground-oriented housing purposes" (City of Burlington, 1994: 111-6). 



Another indication of positive response to the provinaal objective of increasing the 
range of housing choice in wburban municipalities would be to redesignate lowerdensity 
reàdential areas to allow higherdensity uses. In fact, most plans did this only sparingly, 
usually to consolidate a mixed-use node or corridor. Beyond these lirnited exceptions, few 
plans undertook to redesignate residential areas, neither those already buüt out nor previously 
deàgnated greenfield areas. 

Few muniapalities redesignrted substantial non-residential lands for higher-density 
residential uses. This was so despite the fact that in most cases an intensification study was 
undertaken a t the request of the province that resul ted in the identification of a number of 
intensification opportunities within the butit-up areas of the rnunicipality. A comrnon story, 
however, was that either council was not willing to incorporate the intensification sites into 
the offiaal plan, or, if they were included in a draft plan, they were subsequently removed 
due to citizen objections. Only those intensification sites on arterials or those buffered €rom 
established neighbourhoods survived the public review process and made it into the couna1 
adopted plan. in one rnunicipality, for instance, a plamer reported that "we put a few 
intensification sites [identified in the intensification studyl in the drûft plan, but council 
kicked them out. Nearby residents asked cound to change them, and cound said "of 
course". 

In other cases, intensification opportunities were identified in the intensification study, 
but did not even make it to the draft plan stage. As another municipal plamer said: 

studying intensification will not make it happen. lt wili defimtely not advance 
it or support it in any way. Such studies rnerely highlight to couna1 what 
opportunities are avaiiable, but it has not resulted in any policy changes. Aside 
from the study, which was undertaken in response to provincial pressure, there 
has been no discussion on how to encourage intensification here. 

Where major intensification sites are included in the offiaal plan, they are often at densities 
that were lower than those recommended by the residential intensification study or by 
planning staff.' 

Where the intensification of existing neighbourhoods was conternplated as a general 
policy, the plan also contained highly restrictive criteria that wouid have the effect of 
preventing any abrupt dianges to existing neighbourhoods. Burhgton's plan is a partial 
exception to this pattern in that it states: "groundsriented residential i n f i l h g  within exishng 
neighbourhoods shail be encouraged." But, the plan states, the folowing criteria are to be 
considered in evaluating development applications within established neighbourhoods: 

adequate muniapal services such as water, wastewater and storm sewers, schools and 
parks 



availability of off-street parking 
rbility of road systern to accommodate increased traffic 
availability of future transit facilities 
compatibility with existing neighbourhood character in ternis of scale, massing, height, 

sitinq, setbadcs, parking, and amenities 
minimal impact on existing vegetation 
consideration of sun-shadowing on adjacent properties 
availability of community services and neighbourhood conveniences 
"capability to provide adequate buffering and other measures to rninimize any identifiable 

impacts." 
In Mississauga: 

infill or redevelopment proposal shall recognize and enhance the scale and character of the 
existing residential area by having regard for natural vegetation, lot frontages, and areas, 
building height, coverage, mas ,  se tbah ,  privacy and overview. 

al1 residential development proposals will be subject to the following criteria: built fom, 
scale, massing, orientation, parking, ovenhadowing, and the quantity and quality of open 
space, and how it integrates with existing and proposed surrounding development, the 
relationship of the proposed development to adjacent land uses and the suitability of 
transition in height, density, and btuit forni; adequacy of engineering services, adequacy of 
community services, accessibility of collecter or arterial roads and transit system; parking, 
overshadowing and amenity loss on adjacent sites. 

By rehising to designate areas suitable for specific types of intensification, 
muniapalities maintain strict control over changes in the density of the urban fabric. Rather 
than being as-of-right, intensification proposals will continue to be subject to the discretion of 
municipal decision maken. Undoubtedly, however, conditions for approving intensification 
applications would have been more onerous if not for the intervention of provincial plamen 
in the plan approval process. For instance, some officiais plans wodd havc contained clauses 
that would have required intensification projects to be compatible with the social character of 
the neighbourhood, which would have worked to help preserve exclusive neighbourhoods from 
any affordable housing developments. Official plans might also have contained poiicies to 
limit intensification projects on the grounds of their hancial impact on muniapalities, which 
might also have been used to prevent affordable housing whose inhabitants might be expected 
to require a higher level of social services. 

in its comrnents to muniapal planners on their official plans, the province has 
indicated that another way of respecting this policy objective would been to set targets for 
different types of intensification on a district-by-district basis, targets that could be 



implemented by tying them to the development approval process. No plan reviewed for this 
study included such targets. 

8.5.9. Community Improvement Areas Linked to Intensification 

The implementation guidelines to the Housing Policy Statement required that muniapalities 
designate community improvement areas in order to help with the necessary improvement of 

seMces or facilities where they have been identified as a constraint to intensification. 

Comrnunity Improvement Areas, as desaibed in Chapter 5, are mature areas of the 
municipality designated to receive new investment in infrastructure as a revitalization 
meanire. In fact, all plans do this, but few plans expliatly linked sewicing of such areas to 

intensification objectives. Only one plan made the Link to supporting intensification: 

Mississjuga. 
Rather ihm being supportive of intensification goals, genenl servicing policies were 

more likely to cal1 for restrictions on development in built-up areas based on the lirnited 
availabüity of municipal lnfrasûucture and senices. Thus, most plans ~ r v e y e d  failed to 
address this aspect of the provinaal policy £ramework, to expand or upgrade existing 
infrastructure and public facilities to support intensification goals and meet the demand for 
housing through intensification. 

8.3.1 0. Permit Accessory Apartrnents 

Although Bill 120 stipulated that any municipal planning policy that is more restrictive of 
apartments in houses than the provincial standards is without force, most municipalities 

surveyed here have included policies that either dearly violate or fail to comply with 

provincial standards. Burhgton's officia1 plan, for instance, defines the accessory unit as 
mialier than the primary dwelling unit, in spite of the fact that the reylations accompanying 
the act Say "no planning document shall regulate the relationship behveen the size of the two 

residential units." Burlington's official plan also requires that the outdoor private menity 

area must be adequate for the amenity and leisure needs of al1 occupants, whereas the 
regulations under the act state that "no planning document shall require that the size of the 
amenity area exceed the requirement applied to a house with one residential unit at the same 
location." 

Mississauga's cirait official plan makes accessory apartments subject to the following 
conditions: engmeering and social services, urban design and site plan considerations, legal 
requirements such as power-of-entry, licensing, and temporary use by-laws compiiance with 

Ontario Building Code, Fire Code and Property Standards financial impact; the more 
detaiied poücies of District Plans. In Brampton, accessory apartments are "subject to toning, 
licensing and safety regulations where such forms are permitted in the applicable Secondary 



Plan" (City of Brampton, 1993: 31). In Newmarket, aparhnents in houses are perrni tted in 
low-density areas subject to a üst of 10 uitena, induding "maintaining the character of the 
surrounding residential area and the accessory unit is incidental to the permitted residential 

use.. and does not exceed 35 percent of the total habitable floor space'" (Town of 
Newmarket, 1994: 38). Whitby's plan has mbstantidiy the same conditions. 

8.3.1 1. Monitoring 

The provincial policy framework required that municipal official plans monitor the supply of 

land, the range of housing types being developed over the duration of the offiaal plan, the 
percentage of units that rneet affordabiiity aiteria, the density of hounng, and the moun t  of 
housing produced through intensification vernis greenfield developrnent.' 

The provincial aim in requiring monitoring by municipaüties was to establish a 

mechanism that would raise flags when provincial objectives were not being met as the plan 
implementation proceeded. Ail officia1 plans reviewed induded monitoring provisions that 
showed regard for the provincial policy framework. In some cases, such as Brampton, 

monitoring provisions tollowed relatively closely the wording of the Housing Policy Statement, 

while in others, such as Mssissauga, more general language was used. Çome plans went 
beyond the requirements of the Housing Policy Sta tement: Whitby's plan caUed for monitoring 
population, employment, and development trends and "housirtg requirements by type, tenure, 

and cost" (Town of Whitby, 1994: 9-9). 

A close reading the monitoring sections of municipal plans showed how this activity 
can be a double edged sword in terms of meeting provincial planning objectives. Most plans 

recogmzed in their monitoring poiicies that the outcome of monitoring activities could be used 

to suggest stronger implementation measures in order to meet the objectives set out in the 
plan. hterestingly, however, one of the main purposes many municipaüties induded 
monitoring provisions was to show to what extent "the goals and objectives of this plan 
remain redistic in light of changing cirnunstances" (City of Mississauga, 1994: 114). This 

implied that municipalities may use monitoring outcomes to reduce the arnbitioumess of plan 
objectives where they could not be justified by market trends. 

8.4. Çummary of Findings 
My review of planning policies reveals that, consistent with the findings of the last chapter, 
intensification objectives were not well-reflected in municipal official plans. Only one of the 
10 intensification objectives was adequately reflected in alî six lower-tier municipal official 
plans: identifymg types of intensification. hterestingly, this was the single most superficial of 

aii the poücy objectives of the provincial intendication framework: it requires only a simple 

iist of intensification types, whether they are to be permitted or not. One policy objective, 



permitting accessory apartmerits as of right, met with almost total non-compliance. Ironically, 
that represents the one policy objective that has the strongest provinaal policy authority 
behind it: actual leplation as opposed to a provincial policy statement or policy guidelines. 

Also weli-complied with were the aftordable housing policies. Five of the six 
municipalities recognized the Housing Policy Statement goal for affordability in one way or 
another and almost al1 ùrcluded some poliaes in their offiaal plans to guide (if not ensure) its 
implernentation. 

Poücies bearing on a range of housing types and densities were also well-received in 
certain respects. A range of types were designated in official plans or targeted in housing mix 
polides and policies were generally present to implement the range. Where plans generally tell 
short of provincial objectives was in specifymg minimum densities for low-density 
development and in adopting poücies that would see the range of types distnbuted 
throughout the municipality. Official plans also failed to refer to zoning policies to implement 
the housing and density ranges concemed. 

One of the most important policy objectives €rom the point of view of this thesis-the 
designation of areas for each form of intensification based on physical potential, service 
availability and demand-was also among the weakest to be reflected in muniapal plans. 
Cenerally, municipalities shied away from designahg specific areas where intensifka tion 
types would be expressly allowed, or attached so many conditions that only very specific 
areas-nich as on artenal roads-would pass the test. In the case of accessory apartments, 
ûlready mentioned above, low-density residentid areas were designated but municipalities 
obviously stniggled to preserve municipal discretion over their approval by attaching 
conditions md requlling rezoning. Finaily, provincial monitoring objectives were wel 
respected in most plans although, as noted, this may represent a dûüble-edge sword in terms 
of long-term muniapal compliance with provincial poiicy objectives. 

8.5. Interpreting the Findings 
One cannot help but be struck by the ambivalence of the documents reviewed here. Vague 
staternents endorsing intensification strategies throughout the municipality, including mfU of 
exishng neighborhoods. are foilowed in the m e  plan by detailed poiiaes listing a wide range 
of constraints on intensification, especialiy in established neighbourhoods. Policies 
acknowledging the importance of adhering to the provinaal policy kamework are side-by-side 
with policies dearly tlaunting that hamework. 

One way to interpret these renilts wodd be to say that they reflect underlymg tensions 
in the planning process at the local level. On the one hand, it is clear that municipal plans are 

responding to some degree to the provincial policy framework in that the language of 



provincial poücy is frequently used and speafic provincial policies are often referred to in the 

plans.' Important provinaal policy objectives are met by the plans surveyed, such as 

enhancing planning regard for the need for more affotordable housing in mburban areas and the 
need to accommodate higher-density housing near cornrnunity services. On the other hûnd, it  
is equally clear that official plans have been careful to defiect intensification away from 

established neighbourhoods and that little can be found in the plans that would ensure a 
wider variety of housing types in new development, two key provincial objectives. 

When compared to the straightforward implementation of other aspects of the 
intensification policy tamework-such as the expansion management policies described in 

the last chapter-it is clear tlid municipal cornpliance to housing supply policies is more 

cornplex. In this section, 1 offer an anaiysis of some factors at work in shaping municipal 
response. I n t e ~ e w s  conduded with plamen at al1 three levels of govemment, along with an 
examination of background planning documents and newspûper artides, will help us interpret 

the results of the official plan analysis. 

8.5.1. Comply to the Provincial Policy Framework When it: 

8.5.1 .l . Responds to Local Conditions 

Interviews with suburban plamers and a review of other documents suggests that the pattern 
of response reported above can be partially explained as a response to local conditions. 

8.5.1.1.1. Deinograpliic Clraitge 

Muniapal officiais in suburban areas were increasingly aware that demographic changes 

would require that they plan for a wider range of housing types than had characterized 
conventional suburban development. Long-term demogaphic forecasts suggested a gradually 
inmasing need for smaller units. The key trends were the general aging of the population and 
social trends towards more single or single-parent households, mialler fanuly sizes including 

couples with no children unrelated adults sharing accommodation, and retired active adults 
(Hodge, 1995). The trend towards single-parent households and an older population was also 
giving rise to the need for new urban forms that emphasize integrated, pedesû-ian-oriented 
communities with seMces and shopping readiiy accessible. Intensification was perceived by 

local planners as a means of responding to these changing demographics, and in partidar, a 

way of aliowing existing residents to remain in their communities as they move through life 
stages. 

Plannea observed that these pressures could be deait with by a strategy of selective 

intensification rather than wholesale diange to the existing urban fabric or forcing new urban 
areas to develop at much higher densities. There is no question in any of the plans reviewed 
that detached, relatively low-density housing will remain the predominant housing form in 



suburban areas: no housing mix target or density range poliaes attempt to reverse the 

historical trends in newly designated land, and there is no attempt to raise the densities of 
land aiready designated but not yet built. in the "big picture", it is dear that a lirnited 
exploitation of intensification opporhmities in mature areas of t o m  and the creation of a 
lirnited antount of medium-density housing in new development was thought to be an 

adequate response to changes in housing demand. 

8.5.1.1.2. /obs/Hotrsing Balance 
Dy the end of the 1980s, many suburban municipalities found that residential development 
had not been matched by industrial development within their municipaüties, or that the type 

of housing available did not match the housing needs uf the new industries that had located 
within the muniàpality. 

As corporations have decentralized to suburban locations, some have found that the 

available housing choices do not match their employee's needs. Employers considering 

locating in suburban locations apparently feared that their employees wodd demand higher 
wages to pay higher housing costs or they would have to commute long distances to more 
affordable locations. High housing costs could therefore reduce the competitiveness of 
businesses locating in suburban areas that Iacked a balanced housing stock (IBI Croup, 

l99Ob). 

Many wburban municipalities in the region had pumied a strategy of attracting 
middle and upper-income residents, who-it was assumed-would commute to employment 
in Metropohtan Toronto. As businesses decentralized to suburban locations, employen and 

social service agencies stniggled to cal1 attention to the deficit of medium- and tugher-density 
housing that would be affordable given the wide range of employment opportunities that had 
opened up in the region. Exdusionary zoning in York Region, for instance, had produced a 
situation the regional chaimm f o n d  intolerable: "We have industries that can't find the 

employees they need to fil1 the jobs" (Toronto Star, October 2,1989: A15). Likewise, the 

chairman of Durham Region complained in 1989 that Durham loçt 2,200 new jobs because 
two firms decided to build plants some place else." After checkmg with both E m s ,  he 
discovered it was the high cost and lad< of housing choice that had sent those companies 
elsewhere (Toronto Star, 17 Aug 1989: NI). 

8.5.1.1.3. Irifiastnicture Costs 

As the cost of buiiding rnfrastructure rose and was transferred to muniapaüties, some 

regionai and local authorities became more sensitive to land-use consump tion.' As provinaal 
funding for infrastructure dedined in the 1980s with Little prospect of ever resuming, 
municipal authorities became more aware and concemed over the planning and hnancing of 



infrastructure to service new growth. in effect, municipalities Ui the region were caught in the 
middle: development approvals were made on the basis of provinaal infrastructure funding 
comrnitments went ahead while the hinding commihents went unrealized (McCleay, 1989). 

The resulting lag between the level of development and the infrastructure needed to support 
that development threatened service levels as road congestion increased, water treatment 
faalities were overburdened and sewage capacity reached its ümits. These developments 
caused some municipalities in the region to consider the benefits of directing Mme 
development towards built-up areas where excess servicing capacity was avûilable. 

The early 1990s saw important legislative changes in uifrastructure lunding. The 
Developtnetit Charges Act, which passed into law in 1989, provided municipalities with a 
formai mechanism to transfer the responsibüity for funding capital projects to the private 
sector. This allowed muniapalities to adopt a "pay as you go" approach to development that 
would avoid accumulating long term debt. But, for a number of reasons, the act has not 
eliminated fiscal concerns related to new growth: the act applies only to the capital costs 
related to growth and the rates charged often do not cover the full costs involved; the act does 

not apply to operating costs associated with servicing new growth; municipal expenditures 
usuaily occur in advance of devdopment and collection of the charge; and limitations are 
imposed on muniapal borrowing by the OMB. Far Erom elirninating fiscal concerns, the act 
tended to focus attention on fiscal issues because municipalities were obliged to undertake 
detailed studies of the costs associated with new growth in order to justify their developrnent 
charge bylaws. This helped engender a concern among public officiais and developers to 
reduce costs. 

A focus of fiscal concern is transportation infrastructure. One regional p l a ~ e r  
interviewed for this study pointed out that: 

the road system cannot support al1 the transportation needs of the future. 
There is not enough capacity no matter how much we build. On the other hand, 
we have no viable transit system. So higher-density housing strategically 
located wiil support transit. 

8.5.1.2. Respects Market Trends 
The fact that certain elements of the housing supply component of the provincial policy 
tramework dovetailed with market forces helps to explain some of the fïnding reported above. 
For instance, the land supply objectives of the Housing Policy Statement were strongly 
reflected in muniapal plans. This policy objective was wpported by local development 
interests as a way of ensuring a continuous supply of developable lands and overcoming the 
chaotic planning situation at the end of the 1980s. 



Generally, muniapaiities have avoided adopting housing supply t q e t s  when they are 

not required by the provincial policy framework. When they do adopt targets, muniapal 

plans tend to reflect current or expected market trends rather than goals set by provincial 

planning poliaes, independently of market trends. Thus, there is no indication that the 
housing mix targets reported in officia1 plans and supporting documents are anything beyond 

that which is currently being suppüed by market forces. The housing mix targets are usually 
based on market studies performed by consultants and reported in Municipal Housing 

Statements showing trends in demand and supply for the jurisdiction in question. In rnost 

cases, the mix that is mived at is based on an analysis of recent trends in housing 

construction and on forecasted demand for new houshg (e.g., Lapointe Consulting inc., 1994). 

The forecasts were generally undertaken in order to help avoid wpply conditions that led to 

the housing crisis in the intervening years. Typicaily, these studies do not asnime any effective 
policy intervention to direct growth or to intensify land uses, i.e., the rnix targets do not 
deviate from past and expected market trends for policy purposes. 

SiMlarly, an average density target was induded in Brmptonts offiaal plan. This 

target, it turns out, is based on a forecast made by a housing consultant, not assuming mny 
changes in housing density due to provinaal policy changes, but based on projected incomes 

and housing demand for the area. 

The fidelity of the muniapal response to housing affordability targets can also be 

explained in this way. The muniapalities surveyed here reported that because of falling land 

values, the provinaal affordabiiity target was weii below m e n t  housing trends and therefore 

did not require any speual planning intervention to achieve, espeaaliy if irtterpreted on a aty- 

wide rather than project-by-project bass. For instance, in Durham Region, where the 

affordability of new housing is being tracked, a recent planning report indicates that 51 

percent of new house sales were affordable according to the province's definition (Region of 

Durham, 1996). 

The intensification targets that go into the land designation justification for offiaal 

plans are also based on an assement of what is ükely to o c m  given market conditions, not 

the physical potential of the existing urban fabric. In Brampton, for instance, an intensification 
study for the city's new official plan revealed that a ~ p p l y  of about 15,000 units were 

possible gven market trends. As a planner said "we c m  spin out ail types of intensification 

potentiai on paper, but we have to be realistic about what the market can provide." in 

Burlington, a planner reported that expected growth for the city could be entirely 

acconunodated on vacant and underutüized sites in the city, but that this was considered 

unrealistic by municipal officials given the demand for singlefamily hotsirtg on green6eld sites 

in the expansion areas of the aty. 



As mentioned above, the province's monitoring objectives were selectively met by 

municipal plans. While the province wanted monitoring to serve as a basis for challenging 
municipal implernentation of provincial objectives and to serve as a basis for requiring offiaal 
plan modifications if provinaal objectives were going unmet, lower-tier municipaiities were 
eager to incorporate monitoring provisions in order to provide a bans for challenging 

provincial targets if they were reveded to be "unrealistic". Muniapalities hoped that if 
market trends turned out to be different than those assumed by provinaal plamers, they 
could use the monitoring information to justify a relaxation of provincial standards, i.e., on 
population and empioyment p w t h ,  intensification, housing mix, and minimum densities in 

new development. 

8.5.1.3. Contains Poütically-Sanctioned Numeric Targets 

The presence of numeric targets in the provinaal Housing Policy Statement also helps to 

explain the high degree of municipal compiiance with certain components of the policy 

tramework. For instance, we have seen tha t the land supply objectives and the housing 
affordability target were very well reflected in municipal plans. The presence of the 
politically.;anctioned provincial targets provide considerable leverage to provinaal planners 
to insist on their inclusion in municipal plans: it is hard for muniapalities to argue tha t they 
have %ad regard to" a provincial policy if explicit targets are ignored. This outcome contrasts 
rnarkedly with efforts of provincial plamen to embed other, bureaucratically-sanctioned 
targets such as the 20 percent intensification policy or minimum densities, as reported in 

Chapter 7. 

8.5.2. Challenge the Provincial Policy Framework When it: 

8.5.2.1. Threatens Municipal Discre tion 
From the provinaal perspective, the most effective way of ensuring long term compliance with 
provincial policy objectives is to ensconce numenc targets in municipal official plans, such as 
housing mix targets, affordablüty targets, or minimum residential densities. With the 
exception of the affordability targets discussed in the last section, t h s  was rarely achieved in 
the plans nweyed. Although plans sometimes recognized the need for such targets and 

undertook to generate thern in the future, they were carehil not to adopt official poiicies that 
might be difficult to fuinll under changuig market conditions. 

When they are contained in official plans, numenc mix targets are couched in language 
that is descriptive or predictive in nature rather than prescriptive. The preamble to the 

Brampton plan, for instance, states "the general trend antiapated to 2021 capacity is a 
Ognificant reduction in single detached density units to 28.1 percent of total housing stock, 
and inireases in ai l  other density types to yield 30.9 percent semi-detached, 16.9 percent 



townhouses and 24.0 percent apartrnentl' (City of Brampton, 1993: 6). The Newmarket plan 
uses similar language ta desaibe its houshg mix targets, language that seems designed to 
avoid tymg counal's hands in future planning decitions. 

h o t h e r  strategy used in official plans to preserve muniapal discretion wa+ 
ironically-to place very general language in the official plan with a blanket endorsement of 
the Housing Policy Statement (e.g., in Mississauga's plan). This strategy allows the 
municipali ty to c i a h  that its plan respects provincial policies, but avoids having to speàfy- 
and therefore commit to-how these policies wiU be appüed or interpreted at the local level. 
Such an endorsement gives little direction to local residents and property owners about the 
signi ficance O t the policies for their land-use dedsions, and ma kes it less likely tha t the policy 

will have any impact in the development of the community. 
When municipal autonomy was directly threatened by a provinaal policy objective, 

municipalities might respond by sirnply ignoring that aspect of the policy framework As we 
saw, the Housing Policy Statement required that municipalities designate areas for different 

types of intensification based on the demand for housing in those areas, servicing capacity 

and the physical potential of the area to accommodate more housing. Plamen reparted that 
this requirement cut too close to councilsl traditional control over housing developrnent, and, 
as a result, no plan reviewed undertook to meet this objective. As one provincial officiai 
involved in plan review acknowledged: 'Vus was the most difficult of the Housing Policy 

Statement provisions to enforce ... It was difficult to prove that there was dernand for various 
intensification types. The municipalities would not admit it or they would only admit in 
certain areas and we couldntt prove it elsewhere." 

In general, planners showed the same reluctance to adopt housing supply targets as 

was noted in the last chapter on gowth management targets. Plamers explained that housing 
supply targets were undesirable from their point of view because targets are static whereas 
the housing supply market is dynamic. As one p l m e r  put it: "we don't want nurnbers in the 
officia1 plan if we can help it. We've always had a problem with prescriptive rather than 
performance-based targets. if affordability became an issue again, we would know about it 
and we would deal with it in our own way." 

8.52.2. Threatens to ûisrupt Existing Neighbourhoods 

Another key factor in uifluenchg the type of planning policies a p p e a ~ g  in the municipal 

plans reviewed is the need for plannen and counciis to avoid confiict with exishg residents. 
As we saw in the 1 s t  chapter, the expansionary aspects of growth management potiaes may 
entaii little conflict with existing residents because they d u e n c e  p ~ t i p a l l y  how and when 

development occurs on the urban Eringe. in fact, such policies may be supported by existing 
residents because they tend to act to maintain seMchg standards throughout the 



municipality and prevent deterioration in the existing quality of Me. This may help to explain 
the direct, strong policies in favour of expansion management found in the municipal plans 
reviewed, 

Contrast that situation with the onerous conditions placed on intensification poliaes. 

In tact, we found that these conditions greatly exceeded the criteria laid down by the 
provincial planning Erarnework, which restncted the conditions thrt could be placed on 
intensification to the physical potential of site, seMce ivailability, and demmd for the 

housing type. in some cases the plans used language in direct contradiction to the Housing 

Poücy Statement: Le., the "compatibility" provisions requiring new development to fit in with 
existing neighbourhoods as a condition for development approval. 

These restrictive conditions on intensification were strengthened by plan statements 
that expressed the overriding desire of counds to preserve existing neighbourhoods and to 
avoid threatening exisüng residents with unacceptable changes in their built environment. 
Pickering's plan, for instance, states that: Town  Counal recogruzes its neighbourhoods as the 
fundamental building block of the urban system; and will endeavor to maintain the unique 
character and identities of its neighbourhoods as they evolve over time" (Town of Pickering, 
1995,19). Other muniapalities that have weaker neighbourhood identities merely refer to 

"established residential areas" as being important to preserve in the face of growth pressures. 
A review of comments on proposed plans and interviews with suburbûn p l m e n  

revealed that certain aspects of the provincial policy Eramework are more controvenial with 
existing residents than other aspects: 

ailowing accessory apartments as of right in all existing neighbourhoods 
allowing widespread changes to established neighbourhoods through infill and 

redevelopment 

allowing high-density development of any kind near existing residential areas. 
Most planners interviewed could teli d a r  stories of raucous public meetings to 

discuss the province's Apartments in Houses legislation and the fngid reception the legislation 
received at meetings of city council.' Resident studies, sudi as that conducted in Brampton, 

suggested that people wouid accept accessory apartrnents oniy if their legaikation were 
accompanied by strict controls (City of Brampton, 1991). Not surprisingly, this is where 
official plans show the greatest reluctance to abide by provincial policies: as we saw, 

accessory apartments were recognized in the plan but counals went far beyond the provisions 
of the legislation in placing conditions on their creation. 

in some cases, the restrictive poücies on intensification in draft official plans were 

intentionally undertaken so as to place the municipality on a collision course with the 

province. In Mississauga, for instance, the corncil-approved plan induded extensive 



conditions on intensification and accessory apartments that council hlly expects to be 

overtumed by provincial planners. The purpose of this strategy is to force the province to 
publicly intervene in order to change planning policies and therefore to accept the political 
costs assoaated with promoüng intensification in existing residential areas. As one ~ b u r b a n  
plamer said, "we don? want to do the province's dwty work for them." 

There is some evidence, however, that the province has actually badced down from 
such confrontations. Provinaal p l a ~ e r s  themselves acknowledge that they are resigned to the 

fact that muniapaiîties are reluctant to allow (or lose control over) the intensification of 

existing neighbourhoods. They have therefore come to accept official plan conditions requiring 

the compatibility of use, as long as oniy physicd compatibility is at i m e  and not the general 
"character" of the neighbourhood, which may imply waal exdusivity. In Whitby, for instance, 

of the 10 conditions placed on accessory aparhrients, only the policy requiring that accessory 
units make up l e s  than 35 percent of total floor space will be challenged by the ministry. In 
the case of Nemarket, which has similar language in its plan, not even that measure is being 
challenged by the ministry although it dearly violates provinaal legislation. 

But the resistance to legalizing basement apartments is only one expression of a 
general resistance to rapid or uncontrolled neighbourhood change. In the case of basement 

apartments, existing residents were typicaliy concerned with parking issues, changes in the 
built form, l o s  of property values, property maintenance, absentee landlords, and the 
"charactef' of the neighbourhood, which frequently had social overtones. These concems also 

anse with other forms of minor intensification, such as in6U development; Plamen have 
discovered that theoretical arguments about the effiaency of infill development where there is 

a surplus of infrashvcture and servicing capacity are lost on local residents who anticipate 
de teriora tion of the quality of life in tems of buil t tom, parking, overcrowded parks, and 

usualy unnamed "soaal problems" that aaompany medium-density development withm 

their neighbourhoods. 
Local coundors  are extremely sensitive to this type of opposition. In council 

discussions over revisions to Whitby's offiaal plan, one counailor claimed "We have people 
come out in droves when developea come back and ask for intensification of their 

neighbourhoods? Another wamed that intensification would be the "death kneli" of Whitby's 
downtown: "If you take on older area and double the population, it wiii Nin the areaf' 
(Wlritby Free Press, April 17, 1991: 3). 

Rather than designating for such development, officia1 plans typically leave it to 

secondary plans, wluch in tum require rezoning applications that are dedt with on a case-by- 
case basis. The official plan provides the muniapality with the control it needs to refuse 
approval by including a wide range of cornpliance conditions for development applications. in 



suburban municipalities that are designahg little or no new land h r  development in the 
curent round of official planning (i.e., Pickering, Mississauga, and Burlington), plamers 

report that Mme secondary plans for mature areas will allow very carehilly controlled and 

gradua1 increases in infill densities over time, a planning action that is meant to dovetail with 

rising property values and pressures from developea. in still expanding suburban 

municipûlities (i.e., Whitby, Brampton, Newmarket), plannen do not report any plans to 
aUow low-density areas to intensify. 

Equally conhoversial in some suburban muniapalities is the issue of high-rise housing. 
In the denser, more urbanized areas such as Missiwuga, the condominium boom of the 1980s 

and the large nurnber of assisted housing aparhnent buildings constructed under the NDP 
c~gendered resistance to major intensification projects involving high-rise construction."' This 
translated into a fading of counal ~ p p o r t  for new high-rise projects." in other municipalities 

nirveyed, there is l e s  pressure for allowing large-scale redevelopment projects of the type 

thût are cornmon in Mississauga. In Brampton, for instance, a 1991 intensification study 
reported that no such projects had ever becn undertaken in the muniapality. 

Nonetheless, high-density housing in these municipalities may be opposed by existing 
residents not on the bans of direct experience with such projects, but from a sense that high- 

density houshg is inappropriate in a suburban area, especially given the iivaihbility of land 

for new development. In Newmarket, for instance, although a range of densities are 

designated in the offidal plan, thereby teduiicaîiy meehng the requirement of the provincial 

policy framework, a closer look reveals that the amount of land actually designated for high- 
rise development is minimal. After p l a ~ e r s  had originaily suggested allowing high-rises in the 

"downtowntt area, a public meeting convinced counallors otherwise and the designation was 

removed in the next draft of the offiaal plan. 

As a general observation, residents pointed out in al1 these cases of proposed 
intensification that "the d e s  of the game" were being altered after they had made their 

commitment to a certairt place, a manifest injustice. Existing residents rarely supported any 

f o m  of intensification, unless it was part of a downtown revitalization plan, in centres, or 

dong transportation comdon. Rural residents tended to support intensification in urban 
areas. 

8.5.2.3. Conflicts with Conventional Practices 

Many plannen believe that mature-area development is more difficult than low-density 
greenfield development. SmaU and ununial lot sizes, soil contamination issues, neighbourhood 

opposition, and so on, make intensification appücations more the-consurning and 

troublesome than "clean slate" greenfield development. These attitudes are important because 

they can affect how development appücations are received by planning departments and the 



expectations of developen. Planning attitudes rnay lead to an "easier ride" for greenfield 

development than for mature-area intensification. 

8.6. Implications for Implementation 
What 1 will caiI "poütical failure" is one of the most serious implementation issues identified 

by suburbai plannen with respect to housing supply policies. They reported that municipal 

councils sometimes ageed to official plan poliaes that would support a wider range of 

housing types in principle but reneged on offiaal plan comrnitments when it came to 

particular development decisions. In the development of new communities, plan approval 

rnay be given for a variety of housing types, including low-, medium- and high-dentity. The 

various density designations, may however, get built out at different times. In the past, low- 
density areas rnay have been built out IeaWig whatever mediumdensity and much of the 

higher-density sites vacant." As the community develops with detached housing as its 

predominant form, resistance builds to allowing the build-out of higheradensity sites. Existing 

retidents fear that such housing will negatively affect their property vaiues, increasing trûffic, 
lead to social problems, Le., result in a reduction or their quality of Me.'' Developen cite 

market forces and neighbourhood resistance in their application to justify rezoning to lower 

density. These are often considered favourably by municipal councillors anxious to avoid 

conflict with existing residents and powerful economic interests in favour of "potential" 
residents. 

There rnay be little in the official plan or secondary plans to prevent this: we have seen 

that few plans reviewed contained policies to prevent or discourage dom-zoning of sites 

designated for medium and high-density housing. Nonetheless, generûl planning policies in 

favour of higher densities and intensification-and the provincial policy framework behind 

those principles-can strengthen their hand when it cornes to "showdowns" over these issues 

al counul or committee meetings, or at the OMB. 
This "strengthened hand" motif arose often in interviews with municipal plamen. 

Building out subdivisions at the planned for densities is one example. It rnay also be useful 

when dealing with an application for redevelopment or uifiU in a mature area of the 

municipaiity. In this case, offiaal plan policies in favour of affordable housing, housing mix 

and general statements in favour of intili development can help strengthen a planning report in 

favour of an application that is being objected to by area residents. 

The ofûcial plan strategies adopted by the municipaiities reviewed have a nurnber of 

other important implications in terms of policy implementation. The tendency to relegate 

housing type and density issues to the secondary planning process means that targets and 
ranges are not set-and rnay not be monitored or implemented-on a municipality-wide basis. 



I t  also means that implementation of the intensification and housing mix provisions in already 

planned and built-up areas wiil need to await secondary plan reviews, which could be a very 

long-term process. in the case of Brampton, for instance, it is expected that this will take 
about 15 years to complete. in other cases, such as Missiaauga where the municipality is 

approachhg its built out state, more planning attention is being given to the review of existing 

sec~nrlwy plans (as opposed to developing new ones) and this might reduce the time frame 

involved. in general, however, recent reductions in the staff complement of m n y  
muniapalities will militate against a qui& review of existing secondary plans and therefore 

will entaii a much slower implementation of intensification poücies. 

Monitoring of future development activity to detennine the efficacy of intensification 

policies in offidal plans is another implementation issue. Actual monitoring activity being 

undertaken by munidpal pliuuWig departments seemed low and resources committed tu 

improving it were not availûble. With the end of the Municipal Housing Statement hnding 

program, the province had signalled that it would no longer conhibute to data collection on 

houshg and land supply issues. Under these circumstances, it would be tempting for 

municipalities to "under-implement" those policies that they reluctantly placed in their 

officia1 plans as a r e d t  of provincial pressures, e.g, those dealing with basement apartments 

and the affordability targets. In the latter case, 1 was unable to locate responsibility for 

monitoring and reporting on municipal progress towards the affordability target in any of the 
municipalities surveyed. 

A related implementation issue is the diffinilty of measuring some offidal plan 
objectives so that monitoring is even possible. Thus, planners complained that it was 

impossible to meanire the demmd for hounng units of different intensification types 

everywhere in the municipality, and that knowing the servicing capacity of various 

neighbourhoods in order to judge their intensification potential according to the provincial 

policy statement might also pose a problem. 

Another implementation issue raised by plamen is their lack of perceived control over 

the actual outcomes associated with some intensification poücies. Perhaps the most 

comrnonly raised issue is the affordability target: planners daimed that developers were really 

in conhol of the price at which housing wdi eventually sel. Attempts by some rnuniapcilities 

in the region to enter into development agreements that specified the selling pnce of new 
housing were unsuccesshil. in the m n t  houshg market, developers daim that virtually 

everything they build is "affordable" and plannen have little to go on to contradict such 

daims. 

Many of the issues raised with respect to implementation relate to the question "what 
if the houshg market changes?" As was pointed out above, meeting intensification and 



houting range objectives has been relatively painless given existing market conditions. Under 

these conditions, planning principles and market forces are operating in the wme direction. 

However, we do not know how the poücy system that has been in place wlll operate under 

significantly different conditions. 

Fially, implementation of the housing supply policies will depend in part on the 

behaviour of upper-tier governments in the region, aven their approval power over 

subdivisions, condominiums, and lower-tier offiaal plan amendrnents. One provinaal planner 

called this the "soft under-belly" of the provinaal housing supply strategy in the CTA. I t  is 

widely recognized that upper-tier counciiion have their primiy allegiance to the area 

municipality Born which they are elected.14This means that upper-tier coundls are loathe to 

interfere too greatly with the residential development decisions of lower-lier counals in order 

to acheve objectives and targets present in upper-tier plans or housing policy statements. As 
Frisken (1990: 61) has noted: 

The province also Iooks to regionai councüs to take a leadership role in 
developing regional housing policy and then in seeking cornpliance from local 
municipalities through the subdivision approval process, without 
acknowledging the limited ability of regional agencies to influence local 
planning dedsions. 

Rather than interfere too directly in the housing policies of lower-tier plans, upper-tier 

governments have addressed affordability issues by establishing non-profit housing 

corporations to build units for lower-income households. According to Frisken (1990: 61) 

"They dedded to act only after being pemaded that a shortage of lowîost housing is a 

problem for some of the own constituents, not just for people in Metropolitan Toronto." With 

declinmg funds avaüable for this purpose from senior governments, however, this direct 
provision function of upper-tier municipalities in the region is fading: as one regional planner 

noted, however, "we used to have control over housing mix through non-profit housing. We 

created lots of more affordable housing apartrnents, but now can't do that." 

8.7. Conclusion 
The muniapal response to the provincial policy framework cm be characterized as an 

attempt to respond to local intensification pressures, and show suffisent regard to the policy 

framework without raising public concems over growth and intensification and contradicting 

market trends. Muniapaüties clearly see provincial atternpts to change the muniapal role in 
housing supply as incursions into their traditional domain and as a threat to their autonomy. 

The hdings of this chapter are consistent with those of the previous chapter, Le., provincial 

policy attempts to encourage more compact new development and intensification of mature 



areas are resisted by municipûlities, but meanires to ensure the orderly expansion of urban 
areas (Le., the land supply objectives) are broadly accepted. 

This is not to say that provincial housing supply policies have been ineffectusl: 
suburban planners tended to play d o m  the impact of the provincial poliaes on their official 
planning decisions, instead attributing them to local conditions and developrnent pressures. 
They acknowledged, however, that they would not have placed intensification policies in their 
official plans without the policy pressure and the funding for intensification studies 
emanating trom the province. As one suburban planner said: "provintial policy and the funds 
that the province provided [for planning shidiesl were aitical to get the city to look at issues 
it was already interested in." 

Nor have municipalities completely rejected the intensification of mature areas and 
higher-density new development. Rather, they evolved a comrnon strategy to address their 
"domestic" intensification pressures arising from demographic and economic changes, and to 
respond to the policy pressure from the province. This strategy concentrates intensification 
pressures into diwrete sites in the mature area of suburban regions and in the newly 
developing areas, typically in large-sale redevelopment sites, into mixed-use centres and 
along hgh-use corridors. The nodes and conidors strategy links transportation and built fonn: 
local roads and collecton are designated for low-dertdty development, medium-density 
housing along major transit routes and designated corridors, and high-density development in 

major nodes nipported by major transit services. This strategy ailows municipalities to 
address intensification pressures whüe direchng them away h m  established neighbourhoods. 
The nodes and corridors approach serves as the subject for detailed attention in the next 
chapter. 

Endno t es 
' According to a provincial planning in the Plans Appraisal Branch, this is because regional 
councillors do not want to have future decision making bound by placing numcric targcts in an officiûl 
plan. 
In 1993, York Rcgion adopted a housing mix taset of M percent of new construction to bc single 

family and 50 percent other types of housing. This seems like a major shift givcn the fad that the 
existing housing stock in the region is 80 percent single detached. Ironically, howevcr, the target for 
single detached is actually higher than the mix contained in development applications over the 
previous 3.5 yem, which was only 36 percent single farnily. The report notes that a 50150 targct 
"would allow for swings in the Economy and the marketplace. Even with 50 percent of new units bcing 
single detached. the total housing stock in the Region in 2021 will rcmûin preâorninantly single 
detached units at 62 percent." The Haiton Urban Structure Review calls for a housing mix in new 
developments of 60 percent single detached and semi-detached, 15 percent rocvhouse, and 25 percent 
apartment units. The current housing stock is 60 percent single detached, so this hardly represents û 

major deviation from existing trends. 
' Once again, dewity figures iup appmxirnate. The Burlington plan sets 25 units per net hectare as the 
maximum ailowed in the low dewity designation. Using a rule of thumb of about 23 to convert from 
net to gross, this translates into about 17 units per gross hectare or Iess than 7 units per g ros  aae. 



' In Missimuga, b r  instance, a major rcdcvclopment oppoctunity p m n t c d  itsclf at thc St. Liwrcncc 
Stardi Plant Lands but council d u c c d  the density from 3.0 time coverage to 2.0 as a rrcult of local 
objections. 

Province-widc rcquircments arc dctailed in the implemcntation guidclinn accompanying thc 
Housing Policy Statemcnt, but provincial p l m e r s  daim that monitoring is also cscntial to the 
implcmcntation of the regional growth management objectives. 

Although this varifs fmm plan to plan. For instance, Missismuga ûppears to avoid using provincial 
Imguagc whereas Bnmpton uses it generously. 
' For instance, D u r h m  Regional Chair Hemma wcnt on rccord in 1989 to complain that his rcgion 
was being inundated with singlestory shopping plazan 'They should have apartments on top. But 
the developers won't do it. Thcy'rc making enough money off the ntii l  development that they don't 
want to be bothcred with tenants. As a mul t  public money is bcing s p n t  ineffidently on srwcrs, mads 
and schools to service developments that could accommodate many more pcople" (Toronto Stin, 
October 6,1989: A=). 

Minutes of meetings from the GTA Mayors group - made up mostly of suburbûn politicians - strongly 
rcffccts this mimosity towards thc pmvincial legislation. 
' Planning documents, such as the Rgion of Peel Municipal Housing Statement, distinguish bctwccn 
minor, modeatc and major intensification. Minor takes place within neighbourhoods and includn 
acccssory apartmcnts, infill, and garden suites. Moderatc involves modification of the strcctscapc 
within ii ncighbourhood or on the ncighborhood edgc and major intensification involvcs I q e  xalc 
rcdcsign of an area with a change in land use and dernolition of buildings. 
I0Thcre is in fact a blurnng betwnn thcsc two housing tcnurc types becaua of the highly publicizcd 
cases wherc privatc dcvelopcn who were unable to pre-se11 condo units sold thcir land (and planning 
iipprovals) to non-profit housing agencics for social housing dcvcloprnent. 
I L  In Burlington, this was not the case. k, socid housing was undertaken on smaller parcels of land 
and at medium dcnsitics, so then! was little rcsistmce from cxisting midents. In fact, the cxpcricncc 
with social housing provcd to Counal that intensification could bc undcrtakcn in sclcctcd sites 
without political conflict. 
l1 Most municipalitics surveycd report a luge amount of land zoncd for high dcnsity but still vacant. 
l3 Planncrs point to the culpability of real estatc agents in thesc arcumstanccs in not informing thcir 
clicnts of the fact that ncarby vawnt propcrty was zoned for higher dcnsity housing. 
'' One provinaal official in the L m 1  Policy Branch explaincd: "il's a double direct systcrn of 
election, but that doesn't mean co~ndllors Wear both hats evenly . What do  citizens pay more 
attention to - your ability to fix pot holes and dear strects or to your ability to pass a stntegic plan? 
1 think the answer is pretty dear!' 



9 . Urban Structure Policles 

9.1. Introduction 
in the 1 s t  chapter, 1 identified a site-specific intensification strategy based largely on directing 
intensification pressures to high-volume arterials and centres of higher-density, mixed-use 
activity. Typically, municipal plans induded a hierarchy of such of such nodes and corridors, 

with the highest level being of regional significance. In this chapter, 1 explore this aspect of the 
municipal response to the provincial intensification policy framework, i.e., urban structure. As 

we saw in Chapter 5, the notion of a regional structure based on nodes and corridon was 

mggested by the OCTA Working Group on Urban Fom in its 1992 report. According to the 
report: 

the role of the province is to darify the overall vision for the CTA, but the 
effectiveness of the vision will be detennined by a strong, cooperative two-tier 
process. The urban structure shouid be the responsibüity of the regional 
muniapalities, in consultation with local muniapalities, and the form, mix and 
intensity of deveiopment shodd rest largely with the local municipalities 
(Office for the Greater Toronto Area, i992b: 29). 

My main interest here is to examine how the strategy has been translated into official plans 

given the overlapping and sometunes diverging interests involved. 

9.2. The OGTA Concept 
The provincial-municipal dynamics that lay behind the Urban Fom Working Group were 

described in some d e t d  in Chapter 5.1 concluded that in spite of provincial attempts to 

adueve a more definite statement, the urban structure proposed by the group was left vague 
due to municipal reluctance to have a provincial agency tao directly involved in the details 
local land use planning. In this section, 1 will lay out in more detail the actual outcome found 
in the working group's h a 1  report. 

9.2.1. Nodes 
Accordhg to the OCTA working group report, a node is "an area of concentrated activity 
serving as a community focal point and providuig s e ~ c e s  or funclions not nomaily found 

elsewhere in the community. To work weU, everythg in a node shouid be dose to everythg 
else. This helps promote a pedestrianaiented environaient by ensuring walking distances to 
and Erom public transit are reasonable." The report presents the foilowing features of nodes: 

Hierarchical organization: Several levels of nodes are necessary in order to integrate the 
various levels of transit service available into a coherent feeder system, with the highest 

level of node comesponding to the highest capadty transit services (LRT, subways) and 



lower nodes corresponding to moderate capacity transit vehicies (frequent buses or 

streetcars, perhaps within û dedicated lane). A hierarchy of nodes also ûllows for a full 

range of senices, economic activities, and housing types within a community and aaoss 

the region. 

Mix of land uses: nodes have a variety of uses, e.g., residential, commercial, financial, 
institutional, cultural etc. A mix of uses ennves that a node is well used throughout the 

day and throughout the week Nodes are often built around concentrations of employment 

opportunities. in conjunction with residential opportunities, a node encourages people to 

live and work in the same area. 

Compact: nodes are more compact and much denser in cornparison to non-nodal urban 

areas. 

Transit-based: public transit in some form needs to exist while not exduding other forms 

(e.g., road and rail). 
Transit-supportive: the concentration of people and diversity of land use, along with 

urban design makes the provision of transit services more feasible. 

Pedestrian-friendly: The compact, mixed use of the node encourages walking between 
destinations. Thus, they are wel-suited for the use of social groups that may be less 
mobile: e.g., seniors 

There are at least four types of nodec central, major, intermediate and local. The only 

central node in the GTA is downtown Toronto, which serves as a unique focal point for the 
province and beyond, and is characterized by a very high concentration of employment, 

limited residential and a wide array of specialized land uses such as government and culhiral 

attractions. It has the highest densities in the region and relies on major transportation 

infrastructure such as the subway, LRT, and GO Transît. 
Major nodes provide a CTA-wide focal point, have a high employment concentration 

along with residential, comrneraal and r e t d  uses. Densities are not as high as in the central 

node but a higher level of transit, such as subway or LRT, is necessary in order to support ths 

nodal level. City centres in Etobicoke, Mississauga, North York, Scarborough and Oshawa 
constitute the major nodes of the region. These centres are at various states of maturity, with 

Oshawa, North York and Mississauga weli developed, Scarborough at an intermediate stage, 
and Etobicoke being a projected centre. 

intermediate nodes provide focal points for the upper-tier municipaiities, often with a 

predominance of employrnent, commercial and retail uses but with a growing residential 

component. Densities are from medium to high, but these nodes are more car-oriented and are 

supported by medium level transit services nidi as buses, streetcar and GO transit. The 23 



intermediate nodes are scattered throughout the region, with 13 in suburban regions and 10 

wiüun Metropoiitan Toronto (see 
Fi y r e  9-1). These nodes represent a mix of exishng, currently developing, and 

projected locations. The report avoided identifymg predse locations of the intermediate 
nodes, instead giving oniy general coordinates. 

Local nodes provide a focus for the Iower-tier municipahty, or the neighbourhood. 
They have local r e t d  and service uses such as small shopping mds, service-related 
employment, and a residential component. The urban form group avoided designating local 
nodes as these were seen to be in the p u ~ e w  of ares municipalities. 

In terms of the size, density, and rnix of uses to be found in the various types of nodes, 
the OCTA report provided some general parameters to guide officiai plans. These are shown 
in Table 9-1. 

Table 9-1: Characteristics of Nodes, OGTA Urban Form Working Group 

Employmcnt 

25,000 - 100,000 

Type of Node 

Major 

Intcrmedintc 

9.2.2. Corridors 

In its report, the Urban Form Working Croup recognized the need for nodes as focal points for 
more intensive development, but daimed that "the corridors linking the nodes may be even 

Local 

more important as a means of realizing the GTA viaor1 of a more compact urban form" (1). 

Along this line of thought, the report went so far as to describe the urban structure vision as 
"a network of linked major corndon within which are a series of major and intermediate 
nodes" (22). Curiously, however, the report provided niunicipalities with little guidance as to 
what corridors might look like. 

According to the OCTA report, Yonge Street is the archetypa1 corridor. A corridor is 
the historical heart of a community, iinear in nature and running dong main or arterial roads, 
or duect access highwys (i.e., not controiled-access highways ke the 401). 'The key to 
successtul corridors in diversity of use and maintainhg activity throughout the day." 
Comdon are served-or are planned so as to be capable of being served-by public transit, 
and they encourage pedestrian niovement Densities are higher than in the surroundhg 
community, but would normaiiy be lower than in the nodes luiked by the corridor. M e  nodes, 

c 75 

Density Coveragc 
(hi) 

Size (ha) 

Sourcc: Office for the Creatcr Toronto Arca, 1992b. 

< 75 

Rcsident / 
Employment Mx 

1 rcsidcnt /l52,0 

75 - 150 1 rcsident/25 jobs 1 Reurbnnizing: 2 6 
Urbanizing: > 4 

Reurbanizing: 3a 

c 7,000 
! Urbiinizing: 2-4 

7,000 - 25,000 

1 rcsidcnt/05 jobs Rcurbanizing: 2-4 
Urbanizing: 1-2 





corndon can mature, from uni-hctional transit routes linking nodes to full-fiedge main 
streets with a diversity of foms and hctions.  

The final report of the OGTA's working g o u p  avoided showing prease locations of 

the wggested corridors, although earlier drafts indicate that the group had particular routes in 

mind. In the suburban regions outside Metropolitan Toronto, the comdor network consisted of 
Kingston Road and Highway 2 kom Oshawa on the cast, up Markham Road to Highway 7 

running north of Metropoiitan Toronto, and d o m  Highway 10 in Mississauga to c o ~ e c t  with 

Highway 2 to Oakville. 

9.2.3. Time frame 

Members of the OGTA working group considered themselves as facilitators of an ernerging 

urban structure: they proposed ways the existing structure could be built upon, in terms of the 

growth of existing nodes, the development of nodes now in the p l a ~ i n g  process and the 
completion of missing corridor linkages. No particular time frame was given except to say 

that: "The opporturuty edsts to chamel development in a manner which extends the life and 

capacity of the existing urban area withm the GTA and thus fom the bans of a longer term 

development pattern and structure to 2031 and beyond" (Office for the Greater Toronto 
Area, 1992b: 22). 

9.3. Upper-tier Officia1 Plans 

9.3.1. Introduction 
Although the urbm structure vision contained in the working group report was never adopted 
as official govemment poücy, it was adopted by provinaal planners in the Ministry of 

Municipal Affairs and the OCXA as an important goal in the official plan approval process. 

A provincial plamer with the OCTA daimed that "we have worked very closely with al1 the 
regional rnunicipaiities in terms of regional officia1 plans and in seeing that t h s  current 

generation of official plans refiects the vision." The main responsibility for provincial review 

on the urban structure implied by municipal officia1 plans Lies with the OGTA, whose 

recomendations are routinely incorporated into the Muustry of Municipal Affairs' comments 
to municipal planning directors. 1 turn now to an examination of how weil these ideas have 

actually been incorporated into official planning documents in the region. 

9.3.2. Findings 
Table 9-2 summarizes the number of nodes designated in each upper-tier plan, and indicates 

whether other dormation, such as population, employment, density, exact boundaries or 

areal N e  is provided. 



Table 9-2: Urbin Structure Details in Upper-tier Plans 

A detaiied review of the four upper-tier plans shows that the urban structure 
envisioned by them corresponds in some ways and fails to correspond in other ways to that 

suggested by the OCTA report: 

I York 1 Haiton 

Hierarchy of nodes: Three of the four plans designa ted one nodal level only- 

h c n d :  ? = present in plan, X = not present, 0 = partially pwscnt. 

Coaidas 

m t e d  
Node  Dqpid 

NuTbadNodg 

W P t e d  
HPnrdyofNodes 

PqxhthTa@ 

Dgaty Taigt 
Area a\Rn 

Peel Durham 

corresponding roughly to the OCTA's intermediate level-rather than a hierarchy of nodes 

X 

? 

2 

X 

4 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

with distinct functions. Durham's plan, being the exception, designated four levels, two of 

4 

d 

4 

O 

? 

X 

4 

4 

bf 

bf 

X 

4 

20 

? 

? 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

which were in urban areas and hvo in rural areas. in Peel's and Halton's plans, lower level 

X 

4 

11 

X ----- d 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

nodes were left entirely to Local area plans. York's plan took the middle road: it 
designated regional level nodes only, but identified those area municipalities that should 

designate lower-order nodes. 

Corridors: Generdly speakuig, corridors were not as weii considered in upper-tier plans as 

were regionai nodes. Of the four plans, York's alone designated a hierarchy of comdo* 

"regionai" and "urban"-and induded poüaes for their definition. Three regional 

corridon were designated, one along Highway 7, a pardiel corridor dong Steeles avenue, 

being the border with Metropoiitan Toronto, and a third corridor running north-south 

along Yonge St. Urban comdors are essentiaîiy the gnd of arterial roads running through 
urban areas. The other three upper-üer plans leave the designation of corridors entirely to 

area muniapalities. 

Mixed-use: AU the plans caii for a mix of land uses. Non-residential uses often included in 

planning poiicies indude employment (such as offices), recreation, entertainment, civic, 
and cultural uses. 



Transit-accessible: Al1 four regional plans suggested that nodes should have a strategic 

location on the transit network. 
Transit-supportive: Al1 four plans suggested that development densities and Iand-use 

patterns shouid be supportive of a high level of transit service. 
Pedestrian-friendly: The nodes described in the upper-tier plms pay some attention to 

urban design so as to encourage pedestnan use and a human-scale development pattern. 
Table 9-3 and Table 9-4 give same indication of the level of detail provided by the 

upper-tier plans and the direction given to lower-tier muniapalities as to the content of their 
own official plans. Ciearly, the plans give varying arnounts of guidance to local official plans: 

Halton provides very detailed guidance on a number of planning issues, York and Durham 
provide slightly l e s  guidance, while Peel's plan gives Mile guidance. 

Halton's plan designates 11 nodes and requires lower-tier muniapalities to adopt 
secondary plans that will give hem hiIl definition. Beyond the basic parameters of being 

compact, mixed-use, transi t-accessible, transi t-supportive, and pedestrian-fnendly, Hal ton's 
plan directs lower-tier municipalities to ensure adequate service and infrastructure provision, 
to adopt intensification targets for the nodes, and mggests that lower parking standards may 

be desirabie in such Iocations. 

At the other end of the spectrurn is Peel's plan. It directs area rnunicipalities to 
prepare policies on a number of node and corridor features (size, population capacity, 
transportation system, etc.), but does not provide any guidance to area municipalities on 

acceptable ranges for such features. in fact, Peel's plan amounts to Little more than an 

invitation to Iower-tier muniapalities to cooperate with the region in undertaking studies into 
estabiishirtg a nodes and corridor system in the region. 'This is a weakness of their plan," 
acknowledged a provincial planner.' 

Most plans cüd not provide numeric targets relaüng to the size, density, or mix of 
employrnent and residential use to be expected in a node. Only York's plan provided any 
detail about the size of nodes, saying regional centres should be about 50-100 hectares in area 
and uban centres about 30 hectares. Again, only York's plan gave any numeric details about 

the land-use composition of nodes, discussed in more detail below. 
Upper-tier plans provided l e s  direction to lower-tier municipalities on the designation 

and design of corridors than for nodes. Of the four plans, York's alone designated a hierarchy 
of corridors-"regional" and "tuban"-and induded policies for their dehition. The Peel 

plan had no poliaes conceming comdon and did not designate any in its urban structure 

component. As with nodes, however, it undertook to examine jointly with area-rnunicipalities 
the feasibility of a system of regional corridors. Halton's plan, whdi  was very expliat in its 
policies about nodes, merely states that it encourages local official plans to designate rnixed- 



Table 9-3: Regional Guidance to Lower-tier Plans: Nodes 

Lower-tier officia1 plans should: 
Designate centres 
Identify centres in plan 
Designate for mixed-use 
Allow high/ higher-dcnsity 
developmcn t 
Have/ improvc transit facilities 
Adopt transit-supportive design 
Encourage pedestrian-fricndly 
design 
Discourage low-density use 
Adeauate services/ infrastructure 

Table 9-4: Regional Guidance to Lower-tier Plans: Corridors 

Reg ion 
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Rcquirc sec plan 
Require intensification objectives 
Rcducc parking standards 
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O 
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bf 
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X 
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4 
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4 
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Legcnd: X = not present, O = partidly present, J = fully prescrit. 
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Hal ton 
X 
X 
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Discourage low-density use 
Adequilte services/ 

infrastructure , 
Require secondary plan 

Require intensification objectives 
Permit reduced parking standards 
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use comdon and to indude appropriate land-use and transportation policies to support the 
development of nodes. Durham's plan does not designate regional corridors, but directs 
higher-density development to arterial roads, where higher level transit is availûble. 

9.4. Lower-tier Official Plans 

9.4.1. Introduction 

The OGïA Urban Form Working Group report stated that: 

At the end of the day, it is the local municipalities that wiU have the most 
chalenging role in br inpg  a new urban form to life. Working with both the 
province and regional levels for support, the local rnunicipalities wül provide 
the essential link to communities and neighbourhoods. Local municipaiities will 
have the task of reûning the structure and nature of nodes and corndors within 
their jurisdiction. They wdi review, and where necessary revise offiaal plan 
policies and zoning bylaw requirements to ennire their consistency with the 
finally agreed urban form concept (Office for the Greater Toronto Area, 1992b: 
29).  

1 now tum to an analysis of lower-tier plans in order to assess how the OCTA vision, as 
translated by the upper-tier municipalities, is being expressed in recent official planning 

exercises. 

9.4.2. Find ings 
Table 9-5 presents the findings for nodes and Table 96 presents those for corridors.' 

9.4.2.1. Cenerai Features 
Municipal plans show detailed boundaries of designated nodal areas on land-use maps. 
Typicdy, plans identify a hierarchy of mixed-use nodes and corndors as the areas of highest 
activity in the municipahty and explicitly direct intensification pressures to those sites. AI1 

plans incorporated the regîonaiiy-dehed nodes, with one exception: P i cke~g ' s  plan did not 
designate the new community of Seaton. premably because the land in this area is owned by 

the provinaal government and development is under provincial planning control. 
All plans designate nodes at lower hierarducal levels than those regionally designated. 

Most plans only identified one nodal level below that of the regionaiiy-designated one, but 
Whitby's and Pickering's included two more levels, going d o m  to the neighborhood level. On 

average, lower-tier plans designated another four nodes of local significance. Rangmg from 10 

in Mississauga to only one in Newmarket. 

AU the plans c d  for a mUc of land uses, induding residentiai and non-residentiai uses, 
espeaaiiy employment uses (such as offices), recreation, entertainment, and avic, cultural 
uses. They differed slightly, however, in how hierarchical levels were distinguished. WMe a l  

d e h e d  the various hierardUcal levels by density deûrutions, not a i i  differentiated between 



Table 9-5: Definition of Nodes in Lower-Tier Plans 

Policy objective 

Designates 
regionai nodcs 
Designates local 
nodcs 
Accords with 
uppcr-ticr pian 
Boundary 
cstablishcd 
Hig hcr-dcnsi ty 
Density or housing 
ranges 
Intensification 
targets 
Mixcd-usc 
Dcsigrwtcs uscs 
Pcdcstrian- 
fricndly 
Transi t-access 
Transit- 
support ive 
Urban design 
Non-restrict ive 
design guidelines 
Discourages low- 
densi ty usc 
Ensures provision 
of nccessary 
infra; services 
Reduced parking 
requirements 
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Table 9-6: Definition of Comdors in Lower-Tier Plans 
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levels by differentiating permitted uses. Some induded provisions that not al1 uses would be 
permitted in al1 areas whereas othen provided that al1 uses would be permitted at al1 levels. 

Densi ties within nodes were oAen suggested in general terms as pennitting high or 
medium-density development, and detailed plans for the nodal areas usually indicated the 
distribution of these land uses. In their comments on official plans, provincial oIficiûls 
attempted to convince muniapalities to place intensification objectives in their nodal 

designations, i.e., to place numeric targets on the population and ernployment increases that 
could be expected in nodal areas over the life of the plan. Except for Whitby's plan, which 
provided data about the employment and population potentid of each nodal area, no plan 
reviewed incorporated such objectives. But two plans provided target densities for the 
various levels of nodes in their plans. Pickering's plan suggested density ranges within the 
range set out in the ûGTA report and the Transit-Supportive Cuideünes: Le., up to 3.0 ki for 
regionally-designated nodes, up to 2.5 for second order nodes, and up to 2.0 for third order 

nodes. Burlington's plan allows a fsi of 2.5 in its second order centres, which corresponds to 
the OGïA "local node". Typicaliy, plans called for higher densities at the core of the node 
and diminishmg towards the edge. 

Al1 lower-tier plans (except Brampton's, once again) designated nodes in areas with 

good transit access and contained transit-supportive meanires such as safe and convenient 
access be provided for pedestrians to transit stops, maximum distances to transit stops, 
requirements that buildings be oriented to the sheet and transit services, and that roads be 
designed for efficient transit service. 

9.4.2.2. Design Issues 
One issue appean very strongfy in the plans of lower-tier muniapalities that does not loom as 
large in upper-tier plans and is not an integral part of the OCTA vision at ail: urban design. 
Al1 plans except Brampton's Luiked the nodes and corridon concept to urbm design 

requirements. We learned in the last chapter that design p d e ü n e s  could serve to restnct 
intensification cornpletely or to aliow oniy inmemental change by imposing rigorous 
requirernents, induding the necessity for projects to integrate with the mounding cornrnunity. 

It could it be argued, however, that in a different context, design guidelines wiii 

actually encourage intensification by reducing objections and improving integration. in 
assessing this issue, 1 have tried to judge whether the guidelines are restrictive or supportive of 
intensification in centres and corridors: eg., do design guideünes speafically recognue the 
higher-density, m0ted-use nature of nodes and corridors, or do they evince a back-handed 

attempt to impose limitations on type, density, or sise of housing? 
In Mississauga, the urban design guidelines dearly make distinctions behveen the 

design of sites interior to conununities and those dong arterials or in centres. The iatter are 



undentood to have a high land coverage compared to conventional "suburban" built fonns, to 
allow up  to 10 storeys in height, a reduced setback, with buildings oriented to the street. 

Furthemore, the plan specifically encourages infilling and redevelopment in these areas. Other 
plans reviewed make sirnilar distinctions behveen the built fom of nodes and corridors and 
that of established neighbourhoods. It would appear, therefore, that suburban municipalities 
do distinguish between intensification opportunities within edsting neighbourhoods and those 

within nodes and comdors. Design aiteria as applied to urban nodes and comdon are not 
intended to be restrictive or to undermine the intensification potential of these sites. 

Heightened attention to design is also justified in official plans on other grounds: 

With comdon in particular, the challenge is to create an unbroken, integrated streetscape 

over severd properties tha t are quite Iikely to have multiple ownea. This situation 
requires attention to urban design issues and the imposition of design controls. 

Design considerations are crucial to creating a human-scale, iunctioning built environment 

where people can circulate freely on foot without the types of hindrances that often anse 
in poorly designed projects. 

Thus, the studies required by official policies are to look at nich things as the potential 
location of buildings, the mix of uses on the blork, street pattern, establishes minimum and 
maximum heights, and the main pedeshian routes. 

9.4.2.3. lmplementation measures 
In lower-tier plans we might expect to see a number of implementing measures that would 
promote the gradua1 realization of the nodes and comdor concept through development 

control, eg., density targets, development review guidelines, and provisions to ensure the local 
provision of the necessary services. 

in fact, this was a weakness detected in most plans. Take one important implementing 
provision as an example: discouraguig lower-density uses in areas designated as nodes or 

corridors. Only the Mssissauga plan actually discourages downzoning. The Burhgton plan 
aliows it but the proponent wiii be required to propose ways to kansform the site to higher 
intensity, transit-supportive and pedestnan-oriented development in the future. 

Provisions regarding reduced parkuig standards tell a simüar story. One might expect 

this to be a key aspect of planning for nodes-at least regional-level ones-but in fact it 

receives littie attention in lower-tier plars. Only Whitby's makes mention of it and even here it 
only seems to hint at the possibility rather than to endorse it. 

Density bonusing might have been another instrument endorsed in municipal plans as 
a means of implementing the nodes and cortidors concept but ody Buriington 's plan 
expiicitly ünks the two. in fact, Burlington's plan seems to be somewhat of an exception to the 



"poor-implementation" rule in thnt it  also proposes holding zones and a 4ty land banking 
program to assist private sector redevelopment in nodes. 

9.424. Corridors 
As at the upper-tier level, comdors were l e s  weU defined than nodes in some pians. In two 
lower-tier plans, Whitby and Newmûrket, offiaal planning policies did not distinguish 
between nodes and comdors. In the four other cases, nodes were distinguished from comdors 
in planning policies: Pickering, Burlington Mississauga, and Brampton. Even in these cases, 
however, policies were usudy  somewhat sketchier than for nodes and no hierarchy was 

implied in tenns of density or function within the urban structure. Burlington's plan had the 
best articulated policies on corridors, stipulating the range of uses to be allowed, density 
targets and building neights, and permithg a reduction of parking requirements for with 
transit-supportive design. Detailed design considerations are provided to ensure the 

compatibility with sunoundhg uses, but do not seem onerous considering the densities to be 
permitted along the corridor. The built form encouraged by the plan is typical of the Main 
Streets idea: retail and seMce commercial (or other pedestrian-oriented uses) at grade with 
residential uses above grade. 

9.5. Summary of Findings 
By way of sumrnarizing the findings, 1 will attempt to compare the urbûn structure presented 
by the OCTA to that which emerges from my examination of upper- and lower-tier planning 

policies. 

9.5.1. Upper-tier 

One way to assess the degree to which the OCTA urban structure plan is being expressed by 

regiond offiaal plans would be to compare it with the regional structure pattern that emerges 
if one combines the four wburban regionai urban structure plans. The latter is represented in 
Figure 9-2. We can see from this figure that in fact the two differ in several respects. Fint, the 
OGTA plan has 15 suburban nodes, two major (Mississauga and Oshawa) and 13 

intermediate. The combined officia1 plan version has 2.5 ümes that number: 33 nodes 
induding Mississauga Square one and Oshawa. 
The geographic location of the nodes is difficuit to compare given the extreme generality of the 
OGTA urban struchire plan and the dearth of references points by which to "pin down" the 
suggested positions. It appears, however, thdt of the 15 suburban nodes suggested by the 

OGTA working group, 11 are represented in the regiond officiai plans by nodes in the 

approxhate locations suggested by the OGTA. This implies that, of the 33 suburban nodes in 





the combined upper-tier plans, two-thirds or 22 are in locations not projected in the OGTA 

plan. 
Another dimension on which the OGTA vision could be compared to its embodiment 

in municipal plans would be in terms of the antiapated size of nodes. Unfortunately, given 
the lack of reference points in the official plans with respect to the anticipated size of the 

nodes, it is difficult to comment extensively on this aspect of the proposed urban structure. 
York's plan, however, gives us a due. It estimated that regional nodes would be in the order of 
20-30,000 employees and 5-10,000 residents at a gross density of 4-600 residents and 
employees per hectare. This suggests a nodal land area of about 67 hectares, which is in line 

with the figure suggested in the OGTA report (up to 75 hectares for an intermediate node). 
The York plan also lets us assess the issue of the ratio of residents to employees. 

Taken the high nurnbers from the gudeline of 5-10,000 residential to 20-30,000 ernployees in a 

node, the ratio is one resident to three employees. Taking the low numbers, the ratio is one 
resident to four employees. This is roughly twice the ratio recomrnended by the OCTA, Le., 

one resident per 1.5-2.0 employees, and represents a very conservative appronch to the rnixed 
land-use objectives.. 

It also may be worthwhile to consider briefly the allegiance of the officia1 plans to the 

OGTA corridor concept. The OGTA urban structure map identified a series of corridors 

linking the niburban nodes both along the Lake Ontario shore and in a half circle on the 
outside perimeter of Metropolitan Toronto. The York plan designates a corridor dong 
Highway 7 that would appear to coincide with the northem iink of the ha1 f-circle. It  also 

designates a length of Yonge St. that roughly corresponds to the OCTA plan, although the 
latter terminates in Richmond Hiil while the York plan shows the corridor, after a little 
interruption, continuing on to Newmarket. Apart Born York Region, ho wever, no regiond plan 
designated corridors, although the Durham plan proposed that a joint study involving 

provincial, regional and local governments be undertaken to consider designating Highway 2 

(Kingston Road) as a regional corridor. This would correspond to the eastern wing of the Lake 
Ontario corridor shown on the OGTA map. Nonetheless, most of the camdor concept 
expressed in the OGTA report remains unrealized at the upper-tier offiaai plan level. Given 

the importance the Urban Fom Worlung Croup placed on the conidor concept, this 
represents a s ipf icant  deficiency of the upper-tier plans compared to the OGTA vision. 

Lower-tier plans were relatively faithful to upper-tier plans in terms of giving policy 
expression to the nodal concept: Le., designating mixed-use, iugher-density areas with definite 
boundaries where intensification initiatives wodd be welcomed. They refieded weli the 



location of regiondly-designated nodes in their plans and therefore indirectly camed out the 

OCTA vision to the extent that it was refiected in upper-tier pians. In the case of Durham and 

York region, where the upper-tier had designated two nodal levels within urbm areas, local 

mudcipali ties incorporated both levels into their plans. 
In several ways, lower-tier plans went beyond upper-tier plans in realizing the OGTA 

vision. First, by designating third order nodes, some plans (albeit in Durham only) took steps 
to further fleshing out the OGTA plan for a herarchy of nested nodes. Çecondly, by 

designating more nodes than in the upper-tier plans, some of the nodes designated by the 
iower-tier plans corresponded to nodes that had appeared in the OCTA plan but were not 

represented in the upper-tier plans? Thirdly, by designating more corridors than the upper-tier 

plans, lower-tier plans helped give (huted) body to this aspect of the û G ï A  vision. 

An examination of the location of the corndon shows that they are consistent with 

those proposed in the E ï A  visions: i.e., along Queen St. in Brampton (a continuation of the 

corridor designated by York Region as it passes into Peel Region and an extension of the 

Highway 7 corridor being studied by the OGTA), along Kingston Road in Pickering (a 
plausible candidate for the eastward extension of the Lake Ontario shore comdor on the 

OGTA map), and along Fairview Street and Plains Road in Burlhgton (a plausible candidate 

for the westward extension of the Lake Ontario shore corridor on the OCTA rnap). 

9.6. Interpreting the Findings4 

9.6.1. Comply Provincial Policy Framework When it: 

9.6.1.1. Responds to Local Conditions 
The idea of an urban structure based on nodes and corridors responded to many of the needs 

of suburban municipalities. Here, 1 present the main reasons menüoned in officia1 plans, given 

by suburban plamen interviews, and offered in newspaper articles. 

9.6.1.1.1. Dmograpliic Changes 
The concept of an urban structure based on nodes and comdon responds to the need of 
suburban communities for a certain amount of medium and higher-density housing to satisfy 

expected changes in housing demand due to declining household size, delayed age of chiid- 

bearing by women, and aging of the population. Planners daim that higher-density housing 

near transit will aiiow people to stay in their communities throughout their life cycles. 

9.6.1.1.2. \obs/Hozisi~~g i3almce 

For some munidpaiities, the emphasis is dearly on the employment potential of the nodis and 
corridor concept In Mississauga, for instance, the concept was conceived as a instrument for 



increasing the employment base of the aty. ûniy later, and in response to the OCTA work, 
did the uty consider making them into mixed-use residential areas. The nodes and corridors 
concept was seen as a means to establish a better live-work relationship for local residents &y 
providing employment opportunities near residential areas. 

York Region's plan suggests that employment projections for nodes in that regiun are 
substantidy greater than those proposed Dy the OGTA. While the description of nodes 
atforded in other planning documents does not aiîow us to judge how widespread this is, 
interviews with provincial and municipal plannen suggests that tius may be the case in the 

other suburban regions of the GTA as well. 
This conflict reflects deeper issues about the nature of the nodal concept. 1s it 

primariiy an employment-oriented and job-generaüng scheme or a growth management 
strategy to reduce the need for public investment and preserve environmental features on the 

urbm fnnge? Cornpetition among the GTA's municipalities for employment growth is well- 
esta blished.) The fact that earlier versions O f regional and area municipal plans induded the 

concept of employment centres may suggest that this is the kernel of their approach, while 
provinaal plannen appear more interested in the fiscal, environmental and social benefits of 

the nodal strategy. 

9.6.1.1.3. Co»l~nriiity fdetitity 
By seMng as places of more intense soaal interaction and by concentrating residential, human 
s e ~ c e ,  commercial and office activities in one central location, it was hoped that centres 

would create a "heart" for suburban comrnunities. In ths sense, centres and corridors were 
seen as part of the community building pmcess, helping to create more integrated, "complete" 
communities where residents codd ûnd a hil range of urban s e ~ c e s  and dwelling types. 

9.6.1.2.4. Infrastructure Eficia~cy 
An urban structure based on nodes and corridors was seen as an opportuuty to take 
advantage of existing services and faalities to support new population growth, to allow 
municipalities to concentrate the resources avdable to improve transit faaiities into arens 

where they are Uely to have maximum impact, and to create higherdensity areas that would 
support transit use and pedestrian access, reducing the need for automobile use. 

The connection between land use and hansportalion has emerged as an important 
planning issue in suburban regions of the CTA over the last five yean. Regionai municipalities 

such as Halton and Peel have commissioned major studies of how a regional transit system 
could be prornoted within their regions. As the background study to Halton's official plan 
pointed out, it has become a widely shared assumption in the GTA that: 

it is not possible to develop a successful transportation system without a 
conesponding pattern of land uses and densities. As much as the typicd low- 



density suburban single-family house on a 40 to 75 foot lot with curving street 
is a function of the automobile as primary transportation mode, a transit 
network requires its own levels of density, mix of land uses and speafic urban 
pattern in order to support the infrastructure (A. J. Diamond, Donald Sdunitt 
and Co., 1992: 9). 

9.6.1.7.5. Econorric Dmlopment 
An urban struchire based on nodes and comdon holds the potential for revitalizing existing 
commercial mas-some of which were in dedine-by providing a focal point for public- and 

private-sector investment By attracting retaii and commercial development to higher-density 

mixed-use areas, levels of seMces will be increased to existing residents without disturbing 

thei neighbourhcds. 

Suburban muniapalities also perceived the concept of nodes and corridors as a 

strategy for justifying a greater employment forecast for suburban regions and for 

decentralizing employment growth from Metropoütan Toronto in a way that would not lead 

to further sprawl. 

9.6.1.2. Avoids Disruption of Existing Neighbourhoods 

We have seen in previous chapters that intensification raises feaa about dramatic changes to 
the built and social environment. The nodes and corridor approach is designed to allow 
changes to take place within the urban fabnc in a way that stabilizes rather than disrupts the 

community. Plamen point to the potential of a nodes and comdor strategy to direct 

intensification pressures to sites that are more suited to exploit the strengths of intensification 

without the disadvantages. As one plamer said: "We were just getting into the whole ideû 

that you've got to put the increased population somewhere, so you should put them there." 

As an intensification stra tegy, the nodes and corridors concept has engendered 

political acceptability due to its promise of diverting new development away kom 
"estabüshed" neighbourhoods. Municipal planners report-and public comments on official 

plan proposais corroborate-some concem from residents adjacent to designated 

intensification areas, but at a much lower level of concem than expressed in public meetings 

about large gale  redevelopment projects or neighborhood intensification through infiil or 

accessory apartments. in Brampton, for instance, about 40 percent of the intensification 
potential of the existing urban area is contained in a single designated corridor: the Central 
Commercial Corridor, about four km. long and ünking the Old Brampton downtown area and 

the more recent Bramalea City Centre. h b ü c  meetings held to disniss the related secondary 

plan attracted attention "ta one or two hotspots but,"accordmg to a local planner, "it was 

nothmg compared to the total area that was being designated for intensification." 



The need to avoid contlict with existing residents also helps explain the emphasis on 
urban design that 1s evidenced in the offiaal plans reviewed. As one lower-tier plamer 
rernarked: 

Generaiiy the idea has been accep ted by municipalities, by staff and 
politidans, but there may be some resistance £rom neighbourhoods ... They are 
concemed about the urban design impact. They don't want massive towers, so 
we have to be sensitive to urban design and make sure the intensified corridors 
integrate well with the community. 

I noted above that Burlington appeared to have the most assertive planning policies 
with respect to nodes and corridors: its policies were very weli-articulated, induding density 
targets and a wide range of implementing mechanimis such as holding bylaws, bonusing 

provisions, and reduced parking requirements. This might be explained by the fact that 

Burlington has undergone an extensive pubüc participation process that has increased 
tolerance for the idea arnong both residents and counalloa (Pianosi, 1991). As one city 
plamer expressed it: "Councilfs attitude has changed over time. With our official plan we 
tried to demonstrated that intensification could happen without the detrimentai aspects 

councillon were fearing, so we have higherdensity mixed-use centres and corridors in our 
plan. Even five yean ago, this would have been difficult to get through." 

The nodes and comdors strategy is also attractive to suburban plannen because of its 

flexibility in accommodaüng various levels of population growth, which often depend on 

factors beyond planning control. in Pickering, for instance, it is not deûr whether or not the 
new community of Seaton wdl be built soon on provincial lands. If Seaton does not go ahead, 
or does so only very slowly, population pressures can be diverted to nodes and corridors in 
the southern planning area of the muniapality, without threatening low-density residential 

areas. As one Pickering planner put it: "Our message is that it is the only way to keep existing 
neighbourhoods stable by directhg it to areas that are flexible and can take growth if more 

than we expect show up." 

9.6.1 $3. Respects Existing Development Trends 

The concept of an urban structure based on nodes and comdors was not, of course, drawn 
out of "thin air": rather, it was based on a system that the û C T A  report acknowledged was 
already largely in place? in fact, most of the nodes that are identified in municipal plans 

correspond to existing centres or those that are currently e m e r p g  as a r e d t  of transportation 
irnprovements (such as the building of Highway 407).'The already existing nodes are of h o  
types: those based on the hamlets and city centres that characterized the older urban fom of 

the GTA before the tide of suburbanization swept around them, and those nodes that have 

emerged as part of the process of suburbanization. In York Region, for example, centres of the 



fint kmd indude historic village centres like Unionville and Klienburg, and examples of the 
second kind are the Highway 7-Weston Road area of Vaughan or the Davis Dnve-Highway 9 

area of Newmarket. 

Nor is the nodes and corndon concept new to official planning in suburban regions of 
the GTA. Indeed, most earüer official plans contained policies on nodal concentration of 
development! Current plans differ Erom eariier plans in the degree of detail offered in 
desaibing the size, density and composition of the areas concemed. Earlier plans contained 
urban structure components, but ideas were not as weii developed, and they typically 

emphasized employment or commercial uses (such as shopping centres) over a mixture of 
such uses dong with residential uses. The idea of comdorî-i.e., transit-supportive, higher- 
density mixed-use area+figured even l e s  prorninently in eariier plans than in the current 

generation, although higher-density residential uses were comrnonly directed towards artenal 
roads. 

Thus, rather than interpreting the dose correspondence in nodal numbers and 
locations between upper- and lower-tier plans as evidence of municipal compiiance with a 

provinciaiiy-initiated and endorsed urban structure vision, it may be more accurate to 
interpret upper-tier plans as aggregations of designations that already existed at the lower- 
tier level and to see the site-speafic policies in lower-tier plans as the fleshing out of pre- 

existing planning policies? Provinaal intervention has provided valuable assistance in 

stimulating region-wide discussion about the nature and definition of nodes and comdors, in 
providing a GTA-wide planning context for the designation of new nodes and corndon in 
official plans, and for making the urban structure notion a planning concept to whch 

attention would be paid in official plan approvals. It was also helped r e h e  the discussion of 
nodes and corridors by providing a coherent (if somewhat va y e )  image of mixed-use, 
pedestrian hiendly, and urbane places rather than the uni-dimensional commeraal images 
usualy ûssumed in earlier muniapal planning documents. Nonetheless, it is dear that the 

urban structure poücies that have been adopted in this generation of official plans in the focus 
muniapaiities of the CTA were building, for the most part, on existing development and 

planning trends emanating from the muniapal level. 

9.6.1.4. Responds to Locd Growth Pressures 

The nodes and corridors strategy provides a compreheMve strategy for responding to current 
gruwth pressses being applied by developea through applications for rezonings. A number 
of factors appear to be at work here: 

Developen are responding to land value changes as communities mature and higher 

intensity development areas are suggested dong arterials and at major intersections. 



Asterials are prime locations for redevelopment in suburban areas because of the 

prevalence of larger lots, such as car dealerships, gas stations, single ownership retail 
plazas, and parking lots. iro~caily, the car-dominated urban pattern in this case mekes 

land assembly for higher intensity use unnecessary or uncornplicated if necessary. 

Many of the applications that have been put forward in the last five years were from 

property ownen that had approvals for conunerad development. Compared to the 

residential real estate market, the commercial market was in total collapse, therefore 

developers applied to the municipality for rezonlng to residential use along these 

corridors. Thus, the increased attention in official plans to muted-use development is 
responding to ths trend. 

The uncoordinated nature of these pressures presented several problems to plannen: 
conflict arose over speafic development proposais that could not be justified on any poücy 

basis, the concentration of assisted housing in particular areas generated senous opposition to 

new development, and design issues arose as growth produced a mish-mash of urban places 
that were poorly integrated with the existing built hm. Under these conditions, many 

planners felt that a planning framework was necessary in order to guide development more 

conshuctively. Official plan poliaes are meant to help resolve problems in this "developer- 

led" intensification process. Problems that plannlng policies address are centred on design 
issues and integration with the low-density neighbourhoods adjacent to the intensified nodes 

and comdors (see below). 

As adopted in offiaal plans, the nodes and corridors concept may also be attractive 

to municipaiities because it can help justify yielding to expansionary pressures in greenfield 

areas. The OGTA acknowledged that some nodes rnight occur on greenfield sites, but were 
firm in insisting that aii nodes should be located within the current urban envelope. Clearly, 

the report would not have endorsed extending the envelope in order to incorporate new nodal 
centres.1° in the municipal plans reviewed here, however, some of the proposed nodes across 
the region are in hct in newly designated areas. In some cases, private landownen have been 
the motive force behind the designation of new lands as a regional or sub-regional node. As u 

plamer from Pickering explained when asked why a "regional node" was situated in an 
official plan expansion area: 

When the region did their regional lanning exercise in 1993 they wanted a 
node there, which reflected private Y andowner interest in getting Mme 
development going ... So we e anded the Little hiangle that appeared on the 
regional plan and got f u n h g  1&, m the land owner p u p  b r  a planning study. 



9.6.2. Challenge Provincial Policy Framework When it: 

9.62.1. Threa tens Municipal Discretion 
As 1 noted in previous chapters, the desire to preserve municipal autonomy underlies many 
official planning decisions. ln general, suburban munidpalities have avoided comittment to 
speafic intensification targets, especially at the lower tier. This pattern is confirmed here by 

the near total absence of employment and housing targets set in offiaal plans for centres or 

corridors. This is in spite of the dear recommendation €rom the OGTA reports and provincial 
cornrnents on official plans that such targets would be appropriate. 

The findings also indicate that, with some exceptions, implementing mechanimis are 

weakly represented in the lower-tier official plans where we would expect to ûnd them. This 
could represent a simple lad< O€ experience with how to implement an emerging concept, or it 
rnay be interpreted as a desire to avoid making nmi commitments to hplementing a built 
form that has not yet been tested in practice. 

9.622. Contlicts with Existing Technical Standards and Practices 
It is important to keep in rnind that the planning policies reviewed above are only one 
component of a larger planning systern that has helped to give rise to the existing suburban 
fabric. Transforming that fabnc-even with the help of market forces-will require substantial 

changes to the planning system that go beyond official planning policies. Most importantly are 
the design issues: the width of streets, of sidewalks, the distance be tween intersections and so 
on are crucial to creating the more "~rbane"~ pedestrian-friendly built environrnents 
envisioned in the plans. Such environments may be "built-in" to nodes designated in the 

historic viiiages of the region, but achieving urbane built forms in newer areas may be a serious 
bamer to realizing the nodal concept." 

One does not have to look far to see how existing practices are out of step with those 
required to budd niccessfui nodes and comdoa. For instance, some plannea interviewed 

suggested that the dud use of suburban comdon as emerging intensification zones and as 
traditional conduits for traffic movement could pose confücts in realizing the concept. A 

policy in Whitby's official plan, for instance, states that: "Arterial roads shaU be designed 
primarily to facllitate traffic movements between the major landuse activities in the Town and 

Region." In maintainhg the trafficîanying function of arteriai roads, the plan requires that 
"frontage, land use, entrances, exits and curb use s h d  be controiied" and that "[iln existing 
built-up areas remedial approaches to minimize the number of intersections with arterial 

roads shail be investigated" flown of Whitby, 1994: 48). This expresses the standard 
suburban mode1 with artenal roads adapted to move maximum traffic and to minimize 
interference €rom adjacent land uses, but fundarnentaiiy violates the main street character that 



is being sought in the new urban vision for the suburbs. As one local planner said: "our 
transportation people won't allow you to have access to arterials because they want to move 
large volumes of traffic quiddy while we are hying to get commercial development along the 
street, so we are at odds." 

The nodes and corndors concept also implies overcoming other features of suburban 
planning. One of the common characteristics of the nodes and corridor vision being expressed 
in municipal official plans is theu mix of uses: residential, retad, office. recreational, 
insti tutional and cultural activities ûnely grained to promote walking and transit use. Because 
of the suburban predilection for segregated development patterns and high-density uses 
surrounded by open space. experience with planning and controlling the development of 
finely-grained. mixed-use areas has been relatively shallow." 

9.6.3. Uncertain Role of Upper-tier Municipalities 

Because regional planning authorities do not actually control the detailed aspects of land uses 
such as density and mix of uses, the planning implementation of the nodes and corridors 
concept must take place through lower-tier plans. At the same time, urban structure is an 
upper-tier responsibiiity and one can readily apprecîate that a hierarchy of interacting nodes 
via a system of linked comdors stretching across the CTA could hardly be the outcorne of 
uncoordinated lower-tier planning. Thus. the concept of an urban structure based on nodes 
and corridors necessanly involves the interaction of upper- and lower-tier govemments. Given 
this situation. we would expect the nature of that interaction to be affected by the ambivalent 
role of upper-tier muniapalities as they take on more pro-active planning roles in the CTA 

whde still remaining politicaiiy handicapped by the nature of counal representation. 
The contlict between upper- and lower-tier municipalities over jurisdictional 

responsibility helps to explain some important features of the upper-tier plans. Comments 
from lower-tier municipalities on upper-tier plans showed a concern over the intensification 
impücations of the nodes and corridors concept. in particular, lower-tier muniapalities were 
concerned that this policy direction rnight entail the intensification of existing neighbourhoods. 
But as Halton Region responded: "Nodal developments are encouraged mainly in the 
greenfield type of development or in redevelopment of a large scale. It is not our intent to 
apply this concept to existing neighbourhoods." This helps to explain why so many nodal 
areas are outside the existing urban envelope, a feature that clearly violates the OGTA 

working gmup assumptions. 
Most upper-tier plans (with the exception of Durham) identified only one nodal level 

instead of a hierarchy of levels. in two regions York and Peel, the number of nodes designated 
in the upper-tier plan closely corresponded to the number of nodes mggested by the OGTA 



and in these cases, lower level nodes were clearly left to local plans. This is an obvious way to 

minimize the potential for overlap and conflict between the two jurisdictional levels: regional 
nodes with regional significance designated in upper-tier plans and local nodes with local 
significance left for designation in lower-tier plans. in Halton and hirham regions, the number 

of nodes suggested by the upper-tier plan far exceeds the number proposed in the OGTA 

document. If we asnune that some of these nodes are actually local rather than regional in 
significance, this may represent a strategy to minimize intrusion into lower-tier planning by 

avoiding the designation of explicitly "local" nodes, whüe fulfiiling a regional planning role. In 
the case of Durham, hvo nodal levels are designated in the upper-tier plan, but second order 
nodes were only shown if they had been already designated in lower-tier plans as sub-central 
areas. 

It may also shed some üght on why upper-tier plans failed to provide adequûte 

determinations of the spatial, use and density attributes of the nodes and corridors 
designated in their plans. Given that the nodes and corridors strategy is a key element in the 
~ccommodation of new population in the region, its basic definition such as land area, density 
or intensification targets, the required rnix of employment vems  residential are properly in 
the sphere of the upper-tier according to the provincial poücy Eramework In tact, however, 

those plans that attempted to provide more detailed policy direction to lower-tier 
municipalities, Le., Durham, York, and Halton, were objected to by lower-tier municipalities 

that felt their jurisdiction to determine land use was being violated. For instance, in York 
Region, the Town of Richmond Hill asked the Ministry of Municipal Affain to refer these 

parts of the regional plan, which resulted in the following modification to the plan: Tha t  area 
municipalities shall have the primary responsibility for the preparation of plans for these 

regional centres, in cooperation with the Region." The t o m  also insisted that regional plan 
policies governing corndon be l e s  prescriptive and that lower-tier secondary plans be the 

primary planning instniment for this purpose. This resuited in a softening of the wording 
guiding comdor developrnent in the York plan. 

We fomd that the urban structure components of regional plans represented a strong 

first step forward to implementing the OCTA vision, with one exception: the Region of Peel. 
Given the tension that has existed and apparently still does exist about the appropriate role 
of regionai land-use planning in that region-and especially the reluctance of the city of 
Mississauga to accept a strong regionai role-this r e d t  may not be that surpris@. 
interestingly, Mississaugats offiaal plan displayed strong urban structure components, 
perhaps tryuig to demonstrate that upper-tier planning is not necessary for this purpose, 
while the City of Brampton's plan was the weakest of aü the lower-tier plans in this respect, 

from which one rnight draw the opposite conclusion, i.e., that regional leadership is important. 



York's plan was the most faithful to the CTA vision in terms of the number and 
location of nodes and the establishmen! of comdor designation along Highway 7. As  York 
was one of the two regions that had not proceeded with an officia1 plan until recentiy, one 
rnight expect this region to be more üke Peel's in its diffident behaviour towards its area 

municipalities. The fact that this is not the case may reflect the influence of individual 
personalities on the planning outcorne. The new official plan in York Region was the 
responsibility of John Livey, the new planning commissioner for the Region. Pnor to his 
appointment to York, he was responsible for Metropoiitan Toronto's strongly intensification- 

oriented offiaal plan and before that he had been a provincial planner. Thus, b e y  brought 
with him io York a strong vision of the CTA as a regional city, a belief in land-efficient 
development, and perhaps a more urbane vision of York Region than another planning 
director might possess. According to one weii-placed interviewee, "he boxed the York cound 

into a corner on this and they are not happy with hm." This would imply that the relativeiy 
strong urban structure vision contained in the York Regional plan was put in place, not 
because of the political direction of council but in spite of it. 

9.7. !mplications for Implementation 
What are the implications of the choice of an intensification strategy based on the nodes and 
comdon concept and the approach being taken to its implernentation through planning 
ac tivi ties described above? 

The tact that upper-tier plans do not desaibe or designate the full hierarchy of the 
urban system is undentandable given the separation of mandates and the sensitivity of 
lower-tier municipaüties to regionai intrusion. However, leaving the designation of lower level 

nodes and virtually the whole systern of corndors to local plans does xlmewhat defeat the 

purpose of regional structure planning. It prevents a full integration of service and 
trmsportation planning and undermines the upper-tier mandate to manage growth on a 

regional basis. 
Obviously, one of the key determinants of the intensification potential of a centres and 

comdon strategy is whether or not a demand wûl exist for housing in those locations. 
However, no planning or market studies have corne to Light in this research that would help 

determine whether there exists or is k e l y  to exist a market for residentiai units in centres and 

comdon. Some plannea i n t e ~ e w e d  questioned whether this would be the case. Most of the 
housing being contemplated for nodes (and l e s  so for comdors) is of the high-density type, 

for which more land is already zoned than needed to meet m e n t  demands. Similar doubts 
couid be raised about the demand for office space. Demand is m e n t l y  depressed throughout 
the region, and some planners interviewed questioned whether it was wise to base 



development policies on greater concentration of office employment when information 
technologies are reducing demand for office space and making such concentrations l e s  

necessary . 
Findly, developcrs appear to be reluctant to undertake mixed-use projects: they tend 

to specialize in either residential or commeraal projects and find the cross-over difficult. 
Finanaal institutions rnay also be l e s  ükely to provide capital for mixed-use projects because 
of the lack of track record and the cornpetition retaü space on mainstreets would Pce with 
large scale "big box" retail on the suburban h g e  or with regional shopping centres Zoning 
and buiiding codes-typically based on the idea that uses should be separated-present a 
Wher challenge to Mxed-use projects. That the nodes and corndon notion fits the municipal 
agenda for a variety of political and institutional reasons may explain why it has been 
embraced with little evidence that there would be a market for housing, office and retail space 
in these locations. 

The Ontario govemment has never endorsed the ûCTA urban form concept ût the 
cabinet level. The nodes and comdors structure was to be made offidal provincial policy 
through the mechanimi of a CTA policy statement under Section 3 of the Plaimitig Act, a 

policy statement that went through a series of drafts but never achieved offiaal status. If this 

reduces the willingness of line departments to support the urban structure concept in their 
policy and spending dedsions, it could have senous implications for the implementation of 
the vision. Most import~ntly, given the very close association between land-use and transit 
facitities irnpüed by the concept, whether or not the urban structure that is emerging "on 

paper" c m  be implemented will depend on the Ministry of Transportation's adherence to it in 
its decision rnahg .  According to one offiaal at the OCTA, however, "the provincial 
govemment has fiiiled to make the crucial infrastructure deasions that need to be made to 
implement the vision."" 

The absence of capital hinding commitments to improve transit seMces to support the 
regional structure plan may be undermining faith among municipalities in the region that the 
vision can ever be realized. As one upper-tier municipal plamer said: 

It wiii require the presence of higher order transportation faalities before you 
et the intensification the province wants to see. It wiii take LRT or subways 
to support the nodes]. Even if you make the massive investments as they did k 

in Metropolitan Toronto with the subway system, it stiii takes an enormous 
cffort to make it happen on the ground. The province wants to see this urban 
structure with higher densiües, but I don't see them Uivesting in the 
kansportation &astructure to support it. 

Without confidence in the viabdity of the concept, planners wdl continue to approve 
developrnent based on the existing road system: as one lower-tier planner said, "there is no 



use in trying to develop individual sites at higher densities to support transit if it's going to 
overtax the road system and transit never cornes. It's a chicken and egg thing." 

9 A  Conclusion 
In this chapter, 1 tracked the translation of the urban structure objectives implied by the 
Transît-Supportive Guidelines and the spedfic urban structure vision of the OCTA into 
officia1 plan policies at the municipal level. We have seen how the upper-tier plans were 

generaiiy consistent with the provincial parameten in t e m  of the general description of 
rnixed-use nodes as transit-supportive and accessible, higher-density, and so on. However, 1 
have also noted inconsistenaes or signs of fragmentation in the CTA-wide structure implied in 

the plans: no widely-applied standards of density or size or mix of uses; no clear hierarchy of 

nodes across the GTA; and no conünuous CTA-wide corridor network, The surfeit of nodes 
compared to the OGTA concept has also been noted. Correspondence between upper- and 

lower-tier plans is relatively high, although there is considerable tension between the two 
levels of municipal government over the appropriate role of upper-tier plans in defining the 

urban structure. 
To some extent, the emergence of a centres and corndors stntegy as a principal focus 

of intensification efforts has displaced the mall-scale, neighbourhood intensification strategy 

advocated throughout the 1980s by the Ministry of Housing. In fact, it is dearly conceived of 

and promoted by municipalities on the grounds that it makes the intensification of existing 
neighbourhoods unneceswy. In this context, the nodes and corridon strategy can be seen as û 

defensive move to preserve the unique features of the suburb while responding to "domestic" 

intensification pressures and the provincial intensification objectives. At the wme time, the 
nodes and corndon concept represents a maturation of the suburbs in terms the succession of 
land uses that would be expected to occur as urbanization proceeds. Thus, a degree of 

urbanity is adueved without violating the nature of the suburb. 
The evidence presented in ths chapter suggests that the nodes and corridor concept 

was embraced by municipaiities in the region because it was an ambiguous concept that could 

serve as a vehicle for muniapal growth aspirations, respond to domestic intensification 
pressures, and help meet provincial intensification objectives. Thus, municipalities have 
clearly CO-opted the provincial policy objectives by assimilaüng the urban struchue concept to 
its own needs. The ambiguity of the concept is the key to this hction: if the OGTA workmg 
group had arrived at a more speafic, detûiled and focus conception, with greater emphasis on 

describing the hierarchy of comdors, and placed iimits on the number of nodes that could 

reasonably be expected to survive over the longer term in the region, then the concept would 

have had more power to direct municipal planning. But, of course, this ambiguity or vagueness 



in the concept itself was a result of muniapd intrûnsigence in the Urban Form Working 

Croup, as we ww in Chapter 4. 

Nonetheless, fiorn a planning point of view, the nodes and c o m d o a  concept is dearly 

the most prornising intensification strategy in the C'A.  As an idea, it is endorsed by ail three 

levels of govemment, is reûected to a certain extent in the municipal plans in both upper- and 

lower-tier jurisdictions, and is being incorporated Uito more detailed planning documents, 

such as secondary plans and urban design guidelines. Its success as an intensification strategy 

for the region will depend to a large extent on the ability of planning agencies to further define 

its key features, and to marshal the public and private resources that are needed for its 

realization," 

Endno t es 
' As a background report to its offiaal p h ,  Peel Region h d  commissioned a 1994 study on transit- 
supportivc urban structure by the Toronto firm of Bemdge Lewinburg Grecnberg, entitled nie Flexible 
Region. Ironically, the study won major awards but was more or less ignored in Peel's offiaal plan. 
Pecl's hilurc to incorporate the OGTA vision may be linked to i t s  decision not to participate on the 
û C ï A  Urban Form Working Group: as mentioncd in Chapter 5, it was thc only uppcr-tier 
municipality in the region not to assign an officiai to the delibcntions. 
Howcver, Pecl counal rejectcd the report's recommendations and decidcd to leave thc details of thc 
urban stmdurc up to a consultation pmcess involving upper- and local-ticr officiais. 
' The criteria ûppearing in the [ables arc drawn from: the ûGTA report, quiremcnts of upper-tier 

Ians, and recommendations found in ministry commcnts on thc offiaal plans. 
'For instance, a node at Highway 401 and Highway 10 was designatcd by the Mississûuga plan, as 
was a nodc at Erin Mlls. 
'The interprctations prescnted here are based on interviews with plmncrs in the Plans 
Administration Brandi, btinistry of h4unicipal Affairs; uppcr-ticr, and lowcr-tier municipdities. 
' For instancc, in Ajax' commcnts on Whitby's offiaal plan, the former muniapality complained tliat 
Whitby hed designated too many nodes, in violation of the regional official plan. Ajax was conccmed 
that Whitby would draw rctIil spending and employment away 
Wccording to the report, the challenge was to complete missing linkages and nodcs. 
' A number of studies have exùmined suburbm centres in the GTA from an ernployment/commeraal 
structure point of view, including Matthew (1993) and the Centre for the Study of Commercial 
Activity (1996). 
In his 1991 study of the GTA, Reiph found that earlier versions of official plans in Mssissauga, 

Brampton, Markham, and Pickering had designated "suburban downtownstt. 
This would a g m  with the interpretation Frisken (1990) has placed on urban structure planning in 

Mctropolitan Toronto. The 1981 plan for Metro was based on uhan structure concept ve r -  much likc 
the one being proposed for the GTA by the Urban Form Working Croup. Frisken pointed out that 
Mctro's plan merely incorponted designatiom for suburban sub-centre development that had alrcady 
appeared in the offiaal plans of the uea  muniapdities conrprned. She argued that Metro's suburban 
muniapdities (especidly Scarborough and North York) were eager to balance their assessrnent bases 
with more employment growth, to attract higher order services and amenities for their own 
populations, and to develop unique urbm identities, distinct from that of Toronto. 
'O According to a former provinaal officiai at the OGTA, this rcpresented a hard-won battle agaiwt 
muniapai desire to use the nodai concept as a way to justify the expansion of urban envelopes. 
" Even the sub-centres in the "suburban" munici~alities of Metro~olitari Toronto have had 
ciifficul adiieving more urbane built environme'nts. Greenberg i d  Maguire (1988: 121) have 
detecte ! subtle improvements on the ground in the designated subcentres, but condude that 



many challenges remain in order to create edestrian-hiendl environments Le., "creating 
mialler blocks, more public edges, more a f tematives for tra ? fic flows, and walkable 
sidewalks." Other observers are l e s  charitable in their assessments: 

Most of these long planned nodes don? even exist. Etobicoke has had one on 
the books for years. The York Ci Centre is nothin more than a billboard on 

f Y the edge of a assy field .... That eaves Scarboroug 1 . I've been there a dozen 
times but 1 sti don't know where the Scarborough Civic Centre is. But 1 always 
know I'm dose when I corne across loopy streets with names iike Corponte 
ürive. You just foliow one of these, squrgglin aimiessl through parkmg lots 
and past loading docks until you Bnd m n e  ahT baJ-door entrançe to The 
Bay. Then you beat a crooked path to the front oor of City Hall. For al1 its 
faults, the North York downtown is Parisian in cornparison (Globe and Mail, 
February 1, 1994: A12). 

In the suburban m a s  outsidc Metro Toronto, Rclph (1990) has found similrr problems: he notes that 
thc Bramdea City Centre in Brampton is little more than a collection of offices and high-rise 
apartments around a regional shopping mall. 
" As Bertidge Lewinberg Greenbeg (1992: 32) point out: 'There is a standard approach to zoning and 
official plans, dcsigns for housing and for thc lotting of plans of subdivision, for road widths and the 
placcmcnt of services and utilitics, etc. Thesc are al1 linked to consistently support the status quo and 
are very diffimlt to tinker with ..." 
I3To date, it ûppears as though the major funding commitments of the govemmcnt in supporting the 
tnnsportation aspect of the vision hûs bccn in the t o m  of study funding. The OCTA and the Ministry 
of Transportation have hclpd fund a numbcr of transit studies rhat scrvcd as background documents 
to thc mgional official planning pmcss, and a major study of the Highway 7 corridor is also 
underway . 
"The nsults in this chrptcr a g m  gcncrally with thosc found in a nccnt study of thc nodal conccpt in 
the GTA by Burkc (19%). He condudcd that "a lack of pnasion andlor consistcncy in the dcfinition 
of the nodal concept at thc provincial lcvel can contributc to diffcring intcrpretatiow of the concept, 
undemining its usefulness as u framework for regiond planning" (ii). 



Prrt IV: Concl~rlons and Recommendatione 





In this concluding chapter, 1 broaden the analysis from the detailed findings concerning the 

provincial intensification policy framework and its implementation in offiaal plans. 1 do this 

by ~mmarizing the ûndings and linking hem to the researdi questions posed in Chapter 2, 

and to the wider literature on implementation problems, regional planning, growth 
management, and intensification. 1 dose the chapter by reflecting on some of the theoretical 

issues raised in Chapter 2 that Iay behind the research questions. This provides a ünk with the 

recommendations that follow in Chapter 11. 

10.1. Summary of the Provincial Policy Framework 
One of the early conclusions reached h m  the preiiminary research done in the Toronto area 

was that policies to promote intensification were being driven by the provincial govement.  

Notiung has corne to üght to alter this condusion in the course of the more detailed research. 
The research has shown that intensification policy objectives have been punued by a number 

of ministries that have undertaken a wide variety of spending programs and policy initiatives 

for a host of different reasons and that they have met with widely varying degrees of mccess. 

Here 1 surnrnarire the main thread in the development of the province's intensification policy 

kamework 

In the 1960s and 1970s, regional growth management was pumed by the provincial 

govemment as an element of its regional economic development program. This was an 
ambitious attempt to shape overall growth patterns on a long-term bans throughout an area 
considerably larger than the men t ly  defined Creater Toronto Area. The principal goal was to 

preserve fartniand, prevent formless development spreading over the entire region, and to 
distribute growth into decentralued nodes that could be efficiently supported by 

transportation and other provincial services. 
Ultimately, this policy unravelled with little success in incorporaûng it into municipal 

plans. The main upshot of this exercise was the lessons given to the provinaal govemment: 

i.e., that regional growth management codd not be conducted without the consent of local 
governments and that it rnust be supported by concerted provincial interventions, espeaally 

in terms of infrastructure investment. 

Throughout the 198Os, the Minisûy of Housing was the main provincial ministry 

uivolved in housing intensification policy. in the k t  half of the decade, intensification poücy 

was focused on mature areas largely central Qty locations, where revitalization was seen as 

an alternative to the discredited urban renewal programs in increasing housing supply. In the 



second half of the decade, intensification was adopted as part of the provinaal govemmentts 
poiicy response to a mounting aisis in the affordabiiity of housing in major metropolitan 

ûreas of the province and as an alternative to spending on soaal housing. This broadened the 
geographic p u ~ e w  of intensification to include suburban locations. 

When suburban muniapalities were found to be retistant to funding program that 
promoted reàdentiai intensification, the province introduced more authoritative measures, 

namely the 1989 Housing Policy Statement, which required muniapalities to address issues 
related to the nipply of land, housing affordability, intensification, and monitoring. When 
suburban municipalities resisted the Housing Policy Statement, the province took the extreme 
m e a m  of introducing legislation ovemding municipal powen on zoning for basement 

apartmen ts. 
Meanwhile, the issue of intensification had become broader in nature and was being 

assoaated with the need to manage growth in order to reduce environmental and fiscal 

impacts. As one report on the topic noted: 
the intensification concept has evolved to encompass a much broader set of 

needed to promote an urban fom which is compact, has 
and employment densities, fostea the efficient use of land 
achieves a greater mix of uses, and creates certain 

efficiencies between uses. In short, the debate over intensification has grown 
into a critical inquiry into the impacts of our current city-building practices and 
a search for new approaches to urban development (Intms$catiorc Report, Jan- 
Feb, 1994: 1). 

A weak form of growth management was already in place as a result of the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food's Food Land Guidelines, which required that municipalities justify their 

plans to expand ont0 agncultural land. In the latter 1980~~ new environmental policies were 
elaborated by the Ministry of Natural Resources that restncted growth in environmentally 
sensitive and resource areas, such as wetlands Eioodplains, and aggegate extraction areas. 

As the issue of development patterns gained momentum at the end of the 1980s as a result of 

heightening fiscal and environmental concems assoaated with sprawl, the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs began to adopt the issue as part of its own mandate. This placed growth 
management in a wider context: rather than protecting certain unique aspects of the landscape 

around growing cities, a more systematic approach was adopted that focussed on population 
and housing needs projections, Iûnd budgeting, servicing and phasing of development, 
intensification goals and minimum development densities. This policy interest was supported 

by the Growth and Settlement Guidelines, the joint sponsonhip of the Transit-Supportive 

Cuideünes (with the M s h y  of Transportation), the direction taken by the SeweU 
Commission to curb urban sprawl, culrninating in the re fom to the planning system in March 



of 1995. These initiatives were undertaken on a province-wide basis and were designed to 
influence pl&g decisions at the level of the individual municipality. 

in the Toronto regions, where the metropolitan area straddles muniapal boundaries' 
the province has engaged in aosboundary or regionai planning activities. The OGTA (at 
different âmes a branch of the Ministry of the Environment and Energy or the Ministry of 
Municipal Affain) set up a series of working committees involving close coordination with 
municipal offiaals and developed a more detailed vision for managuig growth in the region. 
The two principal policy products that emerged from these exercises were the regional 
population allocations and the urban form vision based on a system of nodes and comdon. 
These were basic building blocks in province's attempt to establish a growth management 
kamework for the region: it would aliow better long-range planning for the region as a whole 
and help to direct growth into the already settled portions of the region, especially 
Metropoli tan Toronto. 

Taken together, these poücies make up the three elements of the province's 
intensification policy framework for the CTA: housing ~ p p l y  poliaes, growth management 
policies, and urban structure policies. The proMnce had at its disposal a wide array of 
instruments to hplement this Eramework, induding spendmg decisions for its assisted 
housing programs, inhastructure spending, and control over development projects on 
provincially-owned land, such as Seaton and CorneIl. However, the prinapal instrument used 

by the province was its approval and review responsibility for municipal planing policies and 

that has been the focus of the present research. Thus, the key actors in regional planning and 
intensification in the GTA are the appointed offiaals: i.e., those in the OGTA, the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs approval brandi and other commenting agenaes such as Housing, and 

p l a ~ e r s  from upper- and lower-tier municipalities that participated in the various working 
groups. 

1 tum now ta a review of the accompiishments of the provincial intensification policy 
framework in ternis of municipal offiaal planning in the GTA. 

10.2. Municipal Implementation of the Provincial Policy Framework 
The anaiysis presented in Chapters 7 to 9 showed that some provincial policy objectives were 
realized at the level of municipal planning while others were ignored or adapted to local 
conditions. Essentially, muniapal plans translated the provincial policy Eramework into three 
basic land-use planning strategies, what may be called "expansion management", "site 
speafic intensificationff, and "nodal development". 



10.2.1. Expansion Management 

There is no doubt that the planning proces involved in suburban development has undergone 

significant changes as a r e d t  of the provinaal policy kamework. Plans are now made with 

transit in minci, more thought is given to servicing issues before allowing growth, the amount of 
affordable housing in a plan or a project is considered before approval is given, and it is 
generally thought that developing areas should be completed More diowing growth in 
expansion areas. 

This does not mean that the suburbs as we knew them are no more. There is no 
indication in municipal plannirtg poliaes that a radical change to the fabric of new 
development in suburban areas is in the wings. As a senior policy maker at the Ministry of 

Municipal Affain said, "people think that if our policies are realized there will be no more 
sprawüng suburbs, but that's not mie and the policies don't Say that: they leave room for 
sprawling suburbs, but therets an attempt to shape it ..." 

No upper-tier or lower-tier official plan reviewed for this research committed the 
municipality to higher densities than were conventionally the case. In some upper-tier plans 

and supporting documents, higher average densities are proposed as a basis for plmning new 
subdivisionst but these are "planning assumptions" that have no legal status and are only 

marginally above recent density trends. Less land has been designated for urban expansion 

than would otherwise have been the case without provinaal intervention, although gains in 
this respect were much lower than hoped for by provincial planners.' This is not to deny that 
there has been a move towards hgher-density development in Mme new subdivisions, with 
more townhouses and smaller detached lots. But there is no indication that this trend can be 

maintained by current planning policies if and when market conditions change to favour 
lower-density housing once again. 

Expansion management is the orderly addition of new comrnunities to the existing 
urban fabric. such that fiscal and environmental costs are minimized. This involves the 

protection of specific environmental feahires, such as wetlands, avoidance of the best 
fariniand where possible, the phasing of services to correspond with gowth  requirements in 
order to minimize environmental impacts and to maintain community-wide seMce levels 
(nich as traffic volumes on roads). 1 have noted, however. that this form of gowth  

management does not depend on adueving dramatically higher densities in greenfield 
development or substantial intensification of mature-areas. In fact, it could be argued that 
expansion management is the converse of intensification in two senses: aliowing expansion 
relieves growth pressures and the need for intedcation, and if effectively carried out, 

expansion management can reduce extemaüties and thus the resistance to greenfield growth 

among taxpayen and exisüng residents. 



The observation made at the municipal IeveCthat expansion management is strongly 

supported by offiaal planning policy whereas intensification and higher-denàty development 
are not-could be used to describe policy outcomes at the GTA-wide level as weU. The 
analysis presented in Chapter 5 showed that the ambitioumess of the population allocation 
goals was graduaily reduced as the OCïA  consultations proceeded from 1989 to 1993.' We 

saw that the province was not able to achieve hii cornpliance to a unilateraiiy dedared 
Metroîentred "aggressive intensification" scenario, but that di upper-tier plans respected the 
l e s  aggressive targets contained in the Rekrence Scenano, based on projections from current 
development trends. 

One of the key accompüshrnents of the provincial policy framework is the land budget 
and fim urban boundaries imposed on upper-tier municipûlities. These boundaries are 
accompanied by strict conditions for their revision, conditions that have convuiced upper-tier 

plannen that the province will not approve offiaal plan amendments for boundary 

extensions for 10 to 20 yean. This served as a powerhil incentive for municipal planners to 
change planning practices in order to "do more with less land." However, both provincial and 
municipal plamers in the region seem to agee that the GTA population projections made by 

Hemson in 1993 are not Wely to be hilfiiied given the economic problems being encountered in 

the region. ï l u s  rnay reduce the incentive to plan for compact growth because the land budget 

remains the same regardless of the actual population growth. Thus, the population targets 
and land budgets adopted by the upper-tier municipalities will probably not serve to reduce 
suburban giowth relative to Metropohtan Toronto or to increase development densities 

su bstan tially beyond wha t the market would have independently produced. On the positive 
side, they have served as the bans for a discussion about land and servicing requirements to 
support the orderly expansion of ~ b u r b a n  areas. 

10.2.2. Si te-Specific Intensification 

The intensification policies in the provincial Housing Policy Statement were primarily directed 
toward overcorning the muniapal reluctance to aiiow "smaii scale intensification" within 
existing neighbourhoods. As desa-ibed in Chapter 4, ihis strategy was adopted as a way of 
valorizing provincial infrastructure investments, reducing the demand for soaal housing, and 

replacing the urban renewal strategy that had proved to be so politicaiiy explosive in the 
preceding penod. htensiftcation opportunities were to be diffused throughout the urban 
fabric, constrained only by servicing and demand issues. 

AU of the officiai plans reviewed for this researdi have paid lip-seMce to provincial 

intensification poücies in the sense that the language of intensification is found in the 
documents. But there are strong reasons to conciude that this language is designed less to 



embrace and implement the provincial policy objectives and more to minimally satisfj 
provinciai demands while maintaining municipal options to control intensification and allow 
i t only where "appropriate". A la& of details on where intensification will be permi tted, 
onerous conditions placed on intensification appmvals, few areas redesignated for higher- 
density development, vague Ianguage, and a la& of implementation mechanisms were 
encountered in most municipal plans.' 

Most municipalities are explicitly committed to preserving exisüng neighbourhoods 
against intensification pressures being exerted by private developers in mature areas, or to 
allowing only inaemental increases in density under tightiy controlled conditions. Provinaal 
plannen have accepted the politid reality that they cannot force intensification of existing 
neighbourhoods: rather, they were relying on the apartments in houses legislation to force 
munitipalities to aLiow at least one form of relatively unobtnisive intensification within 
neighbourhoods' 

Thus, site-specific intensification is the second major outcome of the interaction 
between the provincial policy framework and municipal official planning activity. This is the 
deflection of intensification pressures-whether emanating from provinaal or upper-tier 
municipal policies, or from economic and demographic changes-to specific areas where the 
local benefits of intensification can be realized while minimizing the disadvantages. Typically, 
intensification pressures have been directed away from existing neighbourhoods and ont0 
arterial streets and local centres, where transit and other services are readily available, or 
towards the redevelopment of brownfield sites. 

10.2.3. Diffuse Nodal Development 
There is no doubt that the provinaal initiative to encourage the development of a regional 
structure has had an impact on municipal plans in the GTA. The OGTA provided the concept 
with its planning legitimacy and helped build consensus that this was the best strategy 
available to create transit-supportive land uses in suburban muniapalities, accommodate new 
growth in a way the muumized the need to expand ont0 greenfield sites, and provide housing 
in dose proxunity to employment, and other uses for those residents who were less mobile 
than the conventional suburban dweller. The offiaal plan team at the Ministry of Municipal 

Affairs has reinforced this message and helped carry it through to the upper-tier planning 
level through its review and approval process. 

The renilt has been the emergence of a GTA-wide planning movement that reveals an 

emerging urban structure and some preliminary steps towards the integration of land-use 
plannuig and transportation planning. We shouid not, however, be sangune about this. It is 
also dear £rom the planning documents reviewed that urban structure as it is m e n t l y  



expresed in those plans is incomplete and in some sense incoherent. The number of regional 
nodes designated in upper-tier plans probably exceeds the number that c m  be realisticaily 

supported by growth in the employment, retail and residential sedors. in some regions, there 
is no dear sense of hierarchy arnong the nodes, which, from a tranti t point of view, defeats 
the purpose of estabiishing them. Nodes are often designated in greenfield areas rather than in 

already-built up areas. No plan proposed to establish a node in an existing lower-density 

mature area. Corridors are poorly articulated in muniapal plans. It has also to be noted that 

offiaal plans and interviews with muniapal plannen showed very few pro-active meames 
that would ensure or even encourage the development of the designated nodes and comdoa. 

The three major strategies dexribed here are linked in a number of ways. For instance, 
by proposing nodal development in greenfield areas, municipalities can claim to be promoting 
compact development while justifymg the need to expand the urban area. By iimiting 
intensification opportunities to specific sites, the intensification potential of the already built- 
up area is reduced and expansion on the urban h g e  can be better justified. Finally, by 

expanding the urban fabric with a greater mix of housîng and at slightly higher densities, the 
pressure to intensify mature areas is reduced. 

2 0.2.4, Discussion 
These general observations suggest that the provincial policy framework has been 

considerably reinterpreted or adapted to local conditions in its implementation via municipal 
official plans. One way of m a r i z i n g  the hd ings  of the previous six chapters would be to 

locate the provincial and muniapal visions on a spechvm of potential outcornes. Downs 

(1994: 136-140) has proposed four "visions" of growth in metropolitan areas to dassify the 
various approaches to growth management he has encountered in the US: 

unlimited low-density growth 

lirnited-spread, mixed-densi ty grow th 
new communi ties and green belts 
bounded high-density grow th. 

The conventional muniapal approach-against which the province was reacting-is 
cloçest to Downs' fiat category of unümited lowdensity growth. This approach is based 

mostly on automobile access, with a porous urban envelope beyond which property owners 
can  reasonably expect to convert their land to urban uses in the short or long tem.  Local 
planning controls permit mostiy low-density housing and ümit the construction of new mdti- 
family units. Mordable housing is suppiied directly by senior govemments or through the 

kickle-down market process, but are mostly conâned to the central city or h e r  mburbs (Le., 
Metropohtan Toronto). 



In contrast, the provincial vision was based on a combination of the last two visions: a 

strongly enforced urban growth boundary wiüun which most urban growth would occur at 
transit-supportive densities, but permitting new communities at higher densities separated by 
greenland systems (such as the Oak Ridges Moraine, the Rouge Park, and the Parkway Belt). 

In this view, municipalities are required to ennue housing opportunities for all income levels 
throughout the suburban fabric and to take concrete steps to see that the market responds to 
these opportunities. 

The vision that is actuaiiy embodied in official plans of the region best resembles 
Downs' second category. The key features of this model is a fkm urban boundary but 
incorponthg more land for expansion than in the bounded high-density model, dusten of 
highdensity houshg m u n d e d  by much larger areas of low-density housing, with a tugher 
overail average than now prevail. Municipalities take steps to create affordable housing 

opportunities, but restrictions remain on the creatiori of multi-family units in existing 

residentid areas and enforcement medianisms are relatively weak 
This analysis mggests that poücy change at the local level occurs incrementally, with 

provincial policy pressures as only one variable in local dedsion making about planning 
policies. Between the late 1980s and the mid-1990s, the province increased the legal authority 
of its intensification policy Eramework, enhanced the administrative resources dedicated to 
realizing it (in the form of the CGTA and the CTA Official Plan Project ai the Ministry of 

Muniapal Affairs), and has taken the high ideological ground by exploiting the link between 
the compact a ty  and sustainable development, but it has been unable to see its policy 
objectives fully achieved through the bargainhg procem that has corne to characterize 
provincial-muniapal relations in this poücy field. in the next sections 1 return to the two 
research questions posed in Chapter 2: why do municipalities resist provincial intensification 
policies and how do they do M? 

10.3. Assessing the Intensification Policy Process in the GTA 
In the lasi section, I nimmarized the level of cornpliance of municipal plans with provincial 
policy objectives. In the sections that foilow, 1 attempt to bring together the research Endings 
with the analytical framework introduced in Chapter 2 in order to explain the outcomes. To 
do this, 1 wül ask hvo intersecting questions: "why is the province unable to impose its wilî?" 
and "why do muniapalities resist provincial policy initiatives?" 

One way to approach this topic would be to aaess the policy formulation and 
implementation procea as desaibed in Chapters 4-9 barn the stand point of the iiterahue on 
the conditions for successfd policy implementation. In Chapter 2.13 conditions were 
identified as relevant to the present research. I turn now to a discussion of how the current 



intensification policy process as it has taken shape in the GTA deviates from these 
conditions. Factors undennining the e f fectiveness of the provinaal policy tramework will be 

considered More moving on to the factors undermining municipal ability or wikngness to 

comply . 

10.3.1. Factors Undermining Provincial Effectiveness 

The policy literature suggests that compromises takes place when the policy fonnulator does 
not have the full authority, legitirnacy or rmurces to enforce its will on the implemenhng 
body. For further insight into why the province was unable to see its intensification polides 
fully implemented by municipalities w i t h  the GTA, 1 tum to survey some factors 

undermining provincial effectivenea. 

10.3.1.1. Theoretical Baas of Policy is Questionable 

As Wildavsky observed, every policy implies a theory or causal relationship. 'The question is 
never whether a theory is there (it always is) ... A promise underlies policy: if the acton we 

recomrnend are undertaken, good (intended) consequences rather than bad (unintended) ones 

actually occur (Wildavsky, 1979). in the case at hand, the provincial intensification policy 
framework rnakes two major causal assumptions: 

that municipal planning poliaes can influence development patterns so as to increase 
densities, achieve a greater range of housing types, result in the intensification of existing 

areas, and affect population growth in the municipality 
that such changes would result in major benefits, induding reduced land consumption, 

preservation of agncultural land on the urban h g e ,  more socially integrated 

neighbourhoods, fiscal savings, and so on. 
00th of these assumptions can be challenged. With respect to the fint challenge, some 

academia have wondered about the real impact of adopting planning policies, especidiy in 
the face of powerful growth machmes. ln the US, Gottdiener (1977) conduded that 

cornmunity plans had little power to alter development patterns, and in Canada, Fowler 
(1992) has doubted the efficacy of offiaal plans given the power of municipal boards and 
courts to overturn local planning policies. 

Another source of uncertahty about the efficacy of officiai plans is the diffusion of 

power w i h n  muniapal bureaucraties. As Lang and Armour (1977: 43) have noted: 

The comprehensive planner is UeIy to see implementation as the canying out 
of the provision of the Offiaal Plan in order to achieve sound municipal 
deusions and an orderly, efficient, attractive communi environment. The 
Offiaal Plan is "implemented", according to this view, ! y public works, land 
acquisition and other direct municipal actions, and by controlling private 
development. The implementing deparbnents may see it differentiy, however. 



The engineer's department, for example, may feel it is implementing its own 
!ans for roads, sewers, water services. Even the chef administrator, in the 

!est position to hold an overall view, is likely to see the Officiai Plan as but 
one instrument among othen (e.g,,. the ca ital and operating budgets) for f carrying out the Muniapality's responsibi ities. 

But perhaps more important than the conshaints on realizing offiaal plans are the 
limitations arising Erom the "tractability" of the problem, i.e., sprawl. Theorists of policy 
Unplementation have pointed out that poliaes are less ke ly  to be successfuiiy implemented 
when behaviour changes required on the part of the target group are dramatic or when the 
target group is large and diffuse. in fact, both of these negative conditions are found with 

respect to intensification policies (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). As Filion has noted in his 

recent work on the transition from fordism to post-fordism (1995): 

Paradoxicaüy, de ite growing incongniity with the emerging economic 
environment, for l! 'st models of development [favouring low-density growthl 
still dominate the urban scene. This on oing ascendancy m h o n  an enduring ! a t tachent  on the part of a majority O economic interests and connimen to 
this t o m  of developrnent, which is tied to persisüng domestic values and the 
consequent taste for sirigle-family housing. The continued decentralization of 
metropolitan regions also piays a major role in this respect, for dispersed 
urbanization atterns make it difficult for individuals to break with a fordist 
life style revo f ving around the car. Once in place, the space-time relationship 
associated with fordist- pe urbanization acquires a momentum of its own "I which persists under di ferent soaety-wide soao-economic arcumstances. 

Likewise, municipal planners i n t e ~ e w e d  for the present research doubted whether of ficial 
planning policies that were significantly out of step with "market realities" could have any 
impact on future development patterns. This issue will be discused in detail in Section 
10.3.2.3 below. 

With respect to the second challenge, 1 have already reviewed çome of they key 
debates over the actual impacts of more compact development in Chapter 2. Typicaily, those 
that favour strong provindal/state action support arguments showing the benefits of the 
compact aty, whde those more likely to rely on market actions to create efficient growth 
patterns favoured arguments that higher-density settlements would have few benefits but 
introduce geater &al, environmental, and fiscal problerns. Municipal planners interviewed 
for this research threw some doubt on the overriding importance of density considerations in 

achieving pubüc objectives, nidi as the link between density and fiscal impacts. This d l  be 
discussed in more d e t d  in Section 10.3.22 below. 

10.3.1 2. Poiicy instruments hadequate 
Sabatier and Mamanian (1979: 489) have ~ g g e s t e d  that unambiguous poücy directives are a 

crucial condition of successful policy implementation: Wear guidance from legislators ailows 



implemente~ ta stay on track, and helps them reàst forces that would try to detlect or change 
the policy as it is being implemented." 

We have seen that the province's goal of removing planning bamers to the 
intensification of already built up areas was the most sensitive and difficult to satisfy among 

the region's municipalities. The main instruments in the province's policy arsenal for housing 
intensification was the 1989 Land Use Planning for Housing Policy Stûtement. In 1987, Eli 

Comay evaluated the various options for provincial intervention in local planning for housing 
intensification. He had this to Say about the prospect of a Housing Policy Statement: 

a forma1 policy statement would probably do üttle more than indicate what 
rnuniupaiities would have to "have regard to" in dealing with the question. As 
they are now applied, Policy Statements deal with ~ b j e c t s  (flood pians, 
mineral aggre ate supplies, foodlands) where the matters in question are 
tangible, and f or which the degree of "regard" is presumably capable of being 
measured, at least in theory. Similar statements r arding housing regulation 
would likely involve material of a more ephemer 3 nature, conceming which the 
degree of "regard" given would, in the end, be a matter of judgment rather than 
meanirement. The mechanisms for securing actual cornpliance with such as 
statement are hard to envisage (Comay Planning Consultants Ltd., 1987: 12). 

The research hdings presented here confirm the perspicadty of this statement. In 
general, the Housing Policy Statement (and its niccessor in the comprehensive policy 
statements after the 1995 reforms to the planning system) has allowed for a wide degree of 

interpretation and has been difficult to enforce on reluctant municipalities. It has also been 

inadequate in a number of more specific ways: 

* Although it set targets for the provision of affordable housing, and these were consistently 
met in municipal plans, it was unclear about how this target was to be provided: 
municipal-wide or site-by-site. ïhis provided area rnunicipalities with a latitude of 

interpretation that weakened its impact. 
It did not set targets for intensification, Le., it did not suggest minimum densities or require 

that a certain percentage of new housing units be aeated in already bdt -up  areas. 
It failed to operationally d e h e  key phrases such as the requirement that municipalities 

designate areas where there was a niffiâent demand for housing units £rom 
intensification. This allowed muniapalities to argue that demand for such units was 
insuffiaent and to transfer the onus to prove otherwise ont0 provincial officiais. 

10.3.1.3. Judicial Bodies not Necesswily Supportive or Neutrd 

Sabatier and Mamanian (1979) also induded the need for neutral or supportive courts and 
administrative tnbunals for successtul policy irnplernentation. in Ontario, the Ontario 
Muniapal Board plays an important role in d e m g  the relationship between provinad and 

muniapal planning authority. Adminishatively part of the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, it is 



an am's length tribunal that hears appücations and appeals on planning matters, including 

zoning by-laws, subdivision plans, and official plans. On the one hand, it is required to take 

into account provincial poiicies; on the other hand, it respects accepted standards and 

prûctices in municipal land-use planning. In an account of its role in this respect, the Board 

wrote in a recent decision: 

The Board is not bound to follow [provincial policies]; however, the Board is 
required to have regard to them in other words to consider them carefully in 
relation to the circumstances at hand, their objectives and to determine as a 
whole what they seek to protect. The Board is then to determine whether and 
how the matter before it is affected by and complies with such objectives and 
polides with the sense of responsible consistency in principle ... The Board is 
directed by the legislation and the judiaal authorities to give a fau hearing to 
di interested persons with relevant views to impart, to use its independent 
judgment on the merits of the proposal, and to see that planning decisions are 
made with regard to proper plannin princi les, whùe always bearing in mind & 8 and having regard for provincial po 'cy an the fact that it is one of several 
factors that the Board is dealing with deasion of a duly elected body exercising 
legi timate legislative authority (Ontario Municipal Board, 1991 : 181). 

in the period immediately following the announcement of the Housing Poücy 

Statement, the OMB appears to have strongly supported provincial policy objectives, 

especially with respect to affordable housing. Not ody  did the Board adopt "fast-track 

procedures to undercut municipal foot drûgguig on social housing projects, it also generally 

found in favour of affordable housing projects. Writing in 1992, one legai observer noted that: 

Most of the cases heard by the Board have involved asisted or affordable 
housing. In such cases, the Board typically weighs the need for affordable 
hounng on one hand and considers planning concerrs, such as corn atibüity 
and adverse impact, on the other hand. in eneral, the greater the a fordable J P 
housing component, the l e s  the Board be concemed with compa tibility. 
Where there is a very substantial assisted component, the Board may virtualiy 
ignore compatibüity ... (Kanter, 1992: 6). 

The preferential bias of the OMB towards intensification-if it had continued- 

pmbably would have strengthened the hand of provincial planners in negotiating changes to 

municipal officiai plans. But by 1992, the OMB's approach seems to have shifted. A 

provincial offiaai that had been involved in the OMB hearings since 1989 noted that: 
When we started we were the flavour of the month. We were ge thg  people to 
think of housing as part of land-use planning: that was our hubris. Then the 
flavour of the month changed and everyone got interested in browdield sites 
and the environment and making sure that everything was pristhe. So we fell 
out of favour ... with competing provincial interests. What couid you budd after 
stonnwater management facilities, sol  quality, ublic amenities, building height 

tR 3 restrictions, and so on were rovided for? Co d you get any affordable 
units? ... Some membea [of e OMBI made it dear to proponents that they 



would be better off without Ministry of Housing representation there. OMB 
members would roll their eyes when we came in and say "here they corne again. 

This shi ft in the OMB's attitude towards provincial intensification policy objectives 
seems to have coincided with a dedine in interest in intensification objectives at the Ministry 

of Municipal Affain and probably reflects the wbsidence of concem with housing 
affordabiiity açross the province. The effect, however, was to limit the ambitioumess of 
Ministry of Housing staff in pushing for intensification policies in offiaal plans, knowing that 

support would not be forthcoming hom either Ministry of Muniapal Affain or the OMB. 

The Board also hean cases on growth management issues such as the need for 
servicing, phasing of development, boundary extensionsI and severances. Provincial planners 
report that with severances, the Board generally ~ p p o r t e d  provincial policies and did not 

permit rural severances when growth management principles were at stake. With respect to 
boundary expansions, a review of OMB referrals flowing from the Durham official plan (the 

only regional plan surveyed for which most of the referrals had been resolved by the tirne of 
writing) shows that in wtually al1 cases where the property owner contested the proposed 
urban boundary, the OMB sided with the region to approve the plan as written. However, a 

provincial planner points out tha t in disputes behveen the province and municipalities, the 
story is quite different: 

We need more than population torecasts and average densities to justify our 
boundary recomrnendations w hen the upper-tier and lower-tier rnunicipdi ties 
are there with the developer saying they want the expansion. We almost never 
win then and we have learned not to pursue those cases. 

This considerably weakens the ability of the province to see its land budgeting process 
through to implementation in official plans. 

Another implementation factor identified by Mazmanian and Sabatier is the level of 
access and infiuence that potential beneficiaries have to judicial proceedings to support 
implementation actions. This includes mies of standing and access to legal and other 
professional representation. in the absence of huiding for intervenors acting in the public 
interest, the OhiB appeai system will tend to work U; favour of those interests that have 
access to more pnvate hanaal resources, e.g, developea? Although the Seweii Commission 
recornmended that intervenor funding be provided to those acting in the public interest before 
the OMB, this provision was not incorporated into the planning reforms of Mardi 1995. 

10.3.1.4. Lack of Poiiticai Leadership 
The tenn "fixer" is used in the poücy implementation üterature to refer to an innuential 
poütical figure that has a strong personal interest in a policy and sees it through to 



implementation, helping to solve problems as they adse (Morah, 1990). DeGrove (1992~) hrs 
identified the support of a key political figure (frequently, the state govemor) as crucial to the 
development and implementation of growth management policies in US aty-regions 

In Ontario, however, politicd support for growth management in the Toronto region 

has been spotty. Under John Robarts, Premier of the province €rom 1961-1971, politicd 
support was very strong. His ministen Charles MacNaughton (Treasury) and Darcy 
McKeough (Municipal Affairs) provided strong policy support for the Toronto-Centred 

Region concept. Politicai support for managing growth in the region faded after the electoral 

problems encountered by the Tories in the latter half of the 1970~~  attributed in part to the 

creation of regionai govemments and the Design for Development program. 

in the current round of growth management, poiitiaans have been careful not to 

appear to be imposing regional solutions on local areas in the GTA. At the end of the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  

John Sweeney, Minister of Municipal Affairs in the Liberal government of David Peterson, set 

up the OGTA as a consultative mechanism with no dear regional planning mandate. As the 
NDPs environment minister from 1990 to 1993, Ruth Grier was responsible for the CTA and 

promoted a soaal justice program, but was caretul not to move too far beyond the "emerging 

consensus" from the OGTA woriung groups. In fact, the closest the Toronto region has corne 
to an intensification champion is in the person of Gardner Church, a career bureaucrat and 

former Deputy Minister for the CTA. Interviewees frequently identified him as a key figure in 
putting intensifia tion on the political agenda in the region and newspûper andysis supports 

the view that he was instrumental in this regard in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In 1992, the 

deputy minister position a t the OCTA was abolished and Church was seconded to a series of 
positions with much l e s  innuence on regional issues. 

In t ems  of houshg supply policies, Chaviva Hosek, Liberai Minister of Housing, 

championed the need for strong provinaal policies to help create more affordable housing 

under the crisis conditions that prevailed in the province at the end of the 1980s. Under the 

NDP, affordability was less of a public concern, but housing supply was taken up as an 
environmental issue by the Sewell Commission. While the commission was preparing its 

report, the government seemed content to promote the issue by suppurting houçing advowcy 
groups such as the indusive Neighbourhoods Campaign, and Funding the Canadian Urban 
hstitute's lntms@cation Report. 

The ladi of a strong political champion for intensification either province-wide or 

withui the GTA does not mean that the NDP govemment was not cornmitted to 
intensification as a provincial objective: it does mean, however, that they were sensitive to the 

potential political problems that codd emerge from a strong public stance on the issue. Ln 



general, provinaal politicianr, seemed content to allow non-elected officiais and outside 
goups to promote the issue. 

10.3.15. Non-Supportive Poücies From Other Provinaal Ministries 
Mazmanian and Sabatier (1981) refer to the poücies of other senior govemment departments 
as "tangential" to the main poücy under study. In their opinion, tangential poücies should be 
supportive of the policy under study in order to maximize the iikelihood of its successfd 
implementa tion. 

As discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis, the lack of coordination among provincial 
departments was blamed in part for the fdure of the TCR concept in the 1970s. A review of 
the policy and spending activity of a variety of provincial institutions reveals that t h s  
remains a serious problem in rerluing any regionai and use vision for the GTA.% 1991, 

Richardson et al. wrote: 
[Ulrban gowth is a demographic, social, economic and technological, as well 
as a ph sical, phenornenon, in important ways influenced by and impingin P upon J e  policies and prograrns of, at leasi, the ministries of Municipal Af airs, 
Housing, Transportalion, the Environment and A 'culture. But there is not a 
vestige of systematic research, agreed goals, coorgated policies, or unified 
sh tegy  for wbanization in Ontario, nor (with the very limited exception on the 
OGTA) any mechanimi for developing them (5). 

Any number of provincial departments cm be faulted from this point of view. For 
instance, one might expect that the provincial Ministry of the Environment and Energy would 
have had a strong hand in developing the provinaal policy framework in favour of more 
compact communities. But it appears that this has not been the case. The rninistry's primary 
involvement with growth on the urban hnge is from a ~n i t a ry  servicing point of view. Low- 
density estate development in nual areas is based on septic systerns that require ministry 
approvals under the Environinmtal Protectio~i Act. The ministry's poüaes on this score are 
ambiguous. On the one hand, the rninistry is becoming more aggressive in pro tecüng ground 
water and preventing public health hazards by insisting on larger lots, which translates into 
lower-density rural settlement patterns. On the other hand, the ministry's policy is to favour 
appücations for anitary se~cing that duster new rural development onto mialler parcels of 
land in order to faalitate communal services. As for an outright prohibition on rural 
development, only the Niagara Escarpment has been made off-limits by the Ministry of the 
Environment and Energy. Otherwise, the ministry does not see itself in the role of discouraging 
nua i  residential development. 

Accordhg to one rninistry staff person: "Compact form is not a policy objective of the 
ministry. tts interest is through servicing issues, the efficient use of services, and concerns over 
public health where there are cumulative impacts on water resources." The energy, and 



resource use implications of rural development are not considered in the rninistry's approval 

practices. And in terms of suburban extensions to the already built up area, MOEE does not 
get involved. Justif'ying extensions to the built-up area is seen as the business of local 

govemment and the Ministry of Municipal Affairs. 
In terms of intensification in already built up areas, other Ministry of the Environment 

and Energy policies are frequently uted as discouragements. Most significant are the 

Ministry's soii remediation standards in reducing the redevelopment potential of industrial 
lands in the CTA (Gardner Church & Assodates, 1993), but other policies have more subtle 

impacts. For instance, the ministry has set standards for the minimum separation of 
residential and industrial uses, standards that don't take into account site-specific issues. 

This has the effect of segregating land uses and reducing the intensification potential of 

industnal lands. Storm water management poücies may also be interfering with intensification 

efforts in the region: as standards are ratcheted upwards so is the amount of land needed to 
satisfy thern (Metropolitan Toronto, 1996). 

Transportation planning and investment in the region is caught in a mutually enforang 
series of factors leading to low-density land use in sububan areas. On the one hand, as a 

1989 report on transportation and land use in the GTA prepared for the Ministry of 
Transportation conduded, suburban municipalities were inflating the demand for highways 

and ignoring the opemtional requirements for effective local transit operation in their land-use 
deasions (Frisken and McAree, 1989). On the other hmd, the Ministry of Transportation is 

known for developing major transportation plans with little concem for provincial land-use 
objectives in the region (O'Brien, 1991; Environmentalists Plan Transportation, 1995). Thus, 
the major decisions on settlement patterns are determined by a rninistry with little strategic 
interest in land-use efficiency or urban form. For instance, a major highway project-the 407- 

is currently underway, parallehg the 401 to the north. According to the local development 
industry, the highway wüi open up vast areas for new residential development that would 

have otherwîse remained in agicultural use (Toronto Star, July 29,1996: A6). But, in an 
interview for this research, a senior policy advisor with the Ministry of Transportation 

clairned that the primary airn of the highway was to enhance the economic compe titiveness of 
the region by speeding the movement of goods. He considered the fact that the 407 might 
influence the location decisions of residents as an inadvertent side effect. 

in 1991, the OGTA created the ProWidal-Mwcipal Working Croup on infrastructure 

to look ai transportation needs for the region as a whole. The group reported in 1992, 

recommenchg that a regional transportation plan should ûnk land-use and transportation 
investment along the foiiowhg Iines: 

idenhfy a hierarchy of nodes and corridors based on public transit; 



maximize use of infrastructure and investments in land and buildings within nodes and 
comdors; 

channel hghest densities of residentid development and employment development t O 

locations w here high frequency transit is avaüable; 

identify strategic transfer points as places to concentrate a range of multiple uses. 
Two years later, however, the region stül had no overall transportation plan linking land-use 

goals and infrastructure development.' 
Neither have the province's agricultural land protection policies been particularly 

effective. Until the NDP r e f o m  introduced in 1995, the province's main poiicy basis for 
resisting urban expansion ont0 farmland was the Food Land Guidelines. For the 17 yean 
since its announcement in 1978, a coalition of farm groups and development interests had 

prevented the yidelines from becorning an official poücy statement under Section 3 of the 
P l u n i i i q  Act, reducing its planning impact. Consistent with the distinction made in this thesis 
between growth managemen! and expansion management, a ministry offidal claimed: 

We dont want to see a lot of smaii severed lots, we want to see orderly 
expansion of urban areas, justified by the population forecast for the 
municipality ... We recognize that growth has to occur. 

The ministry's influence in preventing sprawl seems to be particularly circumsmbed in 

rapidly urbanizing areas, such as the suburban municipalities around Metropolitan Toronto in 

the GTA. According to a minishy official recent OMB decisions show that the ministry may 

have little success defending against urban expansions in these areas. 
The taxation policies of the province are also frequently cited as barrien to 

intensification (Slack, 1993). Property taxes based on market value assement-which taxes 

both land and buildingsdimurages higher density use of land and encourages demolitions 
when buildings are undenised.'The Ministry of Revenue has du, established property 
categories and assessrnent practices that have led to per unit taxes on rental buildings that are 
three or four ümes the rate on detached homes, thereby favouring low-density gowth. 

Moreover, the province has taled to transfer school and welfare funcimg from the muniapal 
tax base, unfairly disadvantaging those muniupaiities, such as in Metropohtan Toronto, that 
have higher social needs than surroundhg suburbs. 

Othes have pointed out that the province discourages intensification through its 

grants program to rnunicipaiities. For instance, the provincial granting program gives 
communities ~ b s i d i e s  for road improvements hvenely proportional to theu assesment base. 

nius, suburban and rural municipalities receive a greater per capita ~ b s i d y  for roads than 
muniapalities within urban centres (Bushby, 1995). The Ministry of Economic Development, 

Trade, and Tourim has more than 700 hinding prograrns in the GTA, but is not directed by 



any land-use consideration, Le., from the point of view of the province's expressed policy to 
direct new growth to Metropoütan Toronto and suburban mixed-use comrneraal nodes. 

Findly, the province's own land development corporation. the Ontario Reality 
Corporation, has been developing large tracts of government-owned land within the GTA over 
the last 25 years. In this capaaty, it could have served as a paragon of provinaal land-use 
planning objectives, but according to an official with the Corporation: 

our philosophy is maximum retum on land develo ment so we are a pure land 
developer. That means going with market demamf ro if you see that 50 foot 
lots are moving then that's what you build ... we reflect market trends. Most of 
our current developments are conventional [suburban designsl. 

Gardner Church, former Deputy Minster of the GTA, has introduced the notion of 
"vertical dos" to help account for the lack of policy coordination arnong govemrnent 
departments. Accordhg to him, provincial govemments are not well configured for dealing 
with urban issues. 

These govenunent are designed to manage imies which are divided into 
functional areas of specialization ... The "vertical dos" of govemment 
departments define every issue in their own image. A problem is defined £tom 
the perspective of the narrow siice of the community that the department sees 
and relates to. Thus, transportation deparbnents at the state or provinaal level 
define their "constituency" in the comrnunity as the local transportation 
bureauaacies ... The mm of the parts is ail there is. No whole c m  be seen. niere 
is mounting evidence that this a proach to "niring" urban areas in North 

(1996: 100). 
R America is in danger of W n g  t e patient for la& of a systemic approach 

10.3.1.6. Changing Soaal, Economic, and Poiitical Conditions 
Sabatier and Mamanian (1979) have drawn attention to the importance of changing policy 
conditions in undermining the ability of governments to implement their poücy objectives. 
Conflicting pubüc poücies may emerge or the relevant soao-econornic conditions rnay change 
so as to undermine the appropriateness of a policy objective or its political support. This was 
an important factor in the failure of the TCR concept, as argued in Chapter 5, and may help 
to explûin some of the renilts of the present case study. 

One important change has been the decline of houshg affordabüity as a major poütical 
issue. As land prices feli throughout the GTA, mortgage rates deciîned and rents eased off, the 
aisis atmosphere that had prevailed at the end of the 1980s dispersed. This undoubtedly 
undermined some of the support for intensfication policies in the region. 

Another important change in terms of provincial politicai priority has been the shift 
towards fiscal and economic concerns. As Filion (forthcoming) has observed, fiscal restraint 
has had an ambivalent effect on intensification. On the one hand, one would expect reduced 



funds available for infrastructure to be favourable to intensification poücies because these 

minimize infrastructure requirements. Finanual constraints also tend to increase provincial 

motivation to controi sprawl. On the other hand, fiscal restraint may reduce the provincial 
influence in municipal land-use planning. in a study by Dupr6 (1968) on provinaal-municipal 

relations in Ontario, the author noted tha t one of the main instruments at the disposal of the 

province in prodding munidpalities to accept provinaal poücy prionties has been the use of 
conditional grants. His study desaibed gradual provincial intervention in transportation 
planning and road building, origmally a municipal responsibility. This intervention took the 
tom of grants to municipalities for building roads, along with which came û series of 

provincial standards and planning principles (nich as road widths) that muniapalities had to 
abide by in order to attract the grants. 

Price (1995: 211) has remarked that: "in the 1990s, as provinces have seen their 

financial powers lessen relative to those of their cities, provincial control over municipalities 

has begun to erode." The researdi conducted here corroborates this observation: the province 
has expenenced a gradual loss of its "leverage" over municipal planning decisions due to a 
gradual dedine in its financial transfers to municipalities. Most importantly, the province's 
ability to deliver on infrastructure promises has declined and the threat of withholding major 

infrastructure investment in order to achieve municipal policy cornpliance has become an 
empty one. As a regional planning offiaal claimed: "Higher density meûns more infrastructure 

is required. The province wants it higher but I don? see them investing in the transportation 

infrastructure to support the densities they want. They can't afford it." 

Furthermore, fiscal concem may have been a factor in reducing the province's will to 
act on intensification objectives. According to some observers, the NDP govenunent based 
major infrastructure decisions on their job-creation potential (such as the suburban subways), 
or on the need to increase the econornic efficieiicy of the urban region (as in the case of the new 

Highway 407 parûlleling the 401 across the north of Toronto). Sorne commentators have 
remarked how economic development concems edipsed regional planning issues during this 
period: 

[Tlhe Toronto case suggests that an interest on the part of a cechal government 
in managing the rate and pattern of metropolitan spatial development is k e l y  
to fluctuate with fluctuations in the state of the national economy and of 
government hances. The Ontario government's interest in curbing or guiding 
growth in the Toronto area tended to be more pronounced during t h e s  of 
prosperity than during times of recession. Durllig the latter periods, a 
preoccupation with stimulating economic development or recovery made the 
government reluctant to make policy changes that could hinder sought-after 
investment in any way (Frisken, forthcoming: 23-24). 



10.3.1.7. Inadequate Institutions: The OCTA 

As we mw, the OCTA was created by the Liberal governrnent in 1988 as a meûns of 
addressing the need for coordinating provinciai activity and uifrastructure inveshnent in the 
region and for t a d i t a h g  a discussion with municipalities on managing growth. The office has 
played an important role in developing a regional vision and articulating the prinaples of a 
more compact urban form. lt has gradually b u t  support for region-wide solutions to region- 
wide problems and it has helped gain wider acceptance of the need to manage growth by 
working behind the scenes with municipal governrnents. 

After eight yean of existence, however, the office's strategic plan for the GTA is 
unfulfilled: it plays only a minor role in coorduiating the land-use plans of the region (it 
provides comments to the Ministry of Municipal Affain), has iittle public profile, and has lost 
its deputy mini~ter.~ Furthemore, the regional planning activities of the OGTA appear to be at 
a standstill. After the publication of the reports of the six working groups in 1992 (as 
described in Chapter S), the regional planning proceü was supposed to continue with the 
formulation of a Strategic Action Plan, induding a poiicy statement for the G ï A  under Section 
3 of the P l a m h g  Ad. 

This policy statement embodied the ambitious growth management objectives of 
provincial plannea and would have increased the province's leverage and authority to 
intervene in municipal planning. The statement called for average density targets, 
intensification tûrgets, transit-supportive land-use prûctices, and support for the nodes and 
corridors concept (Office for the Creater Toronto Area, 1993). As a provinaal planner said: 
"to do our job more effectively, we need more regdatory type poüaes like the minimum 
density policies in the GTA poiicy statement. But that is tough to sel1 to Urea municipalities 
m d  therefore to provincial politicians." 

indeed. one of the reasons the policy statement was not adopted as govenunent poiicy 
is undoubtedly because of municipal opposition. The poücy statement was perceived among 
municipalities as simply another level of provinaal planning authority to answer to, a 
compücation of the land-use planning process, and a unilateral "power grab" by provincial 
p l m e n .  The proposed policy statement was not included in the comprehensive set of policy 
statements generated as part of the refoms to the Ontario planning systent in the S p ~ g  of 
1995. Staff at the OGTA could not Say when or if the poiicy statement would ever be 
revived.'' 

The OGTA has also been hampered by a restrictive mandate. For instance, it is dear 
that the office has been reluctant ta address issues related to housing in the region, despite the 
obvious connection with managing regional growth. Because of the close identification of 
housing issues with municipal autonomy, the OGTA was careful to preserve the integnty of its 



consensus building process by not treading on this aspect of munidpal jurisdiction." Thus, the 
ûCTA process did not result in the adoption of regionally-specific policy objectives for 
housing supply issues such as mix of housing, distribution of assisted or affordable housing 
aaoss the GTA, or intensification targets. The implementation of the province's housing 
supply objectives has suffered as a result. 

The OGTA has lost its pubüc profile since the eümination of the Deputy Minister 
position and the wrapping up of the working groups on various aspects O f the regional vision. 

Attempts by the office to negotiate infrastructure deasions-e.g,, to resolve disputes between 

the Regions of Durham and York on sewer and water capacity-have been unsuccessful. Since 

1993, responsibüity for coordinating provincial action in the region seems to have shifted to 
the low-profde Deputy Ministers' Coordinating Committee on the GTA. 

10.3.1.8. inadequate institutions: Upper-tier Muniapalities 

Traditionally, upper-tier municipalities in the suburbarî areas of the GTA have served as an 
expression of municipal autonomy: they have helped raise the capital required to fund the 
infrastructure needed to support municipal Cevelopment plans and have provided little 

leadership in terms of the management of growth or the imposition of development targets. 

However, as provincial attention to growth management and urban structure issues 
has grown, the role of upper-tier muniapalities has become more important. Essentially, the 
province has asked of upper-tier municipûlities to reverse their historic role from being an 
agent of the lower-tier municipalities to become an agent of the province. But upper-tier 
municipalities in the GTA have several disabilities in this regard." Fust, their counds are 
indirectly eiected, reduang their legiümacy and visibility in the eyes of their constituents and 

privilegmg the lower-tier in confiict between the two. Second, the political heads of upper-tier 

governments are in some cases appointed officiais rather than elected and generally have a 
weaker poütical base. Third, the upper-tier is insufficiently distingushed in size Erom one or 
two large local governments with which they must share power. Fourth, roles are not 
adequately differentiated between the twdevels of govemment. 

Not nirprisingly then, upper-tier municipaiities have only partially accepted the role 

that the province is offering them. The outcome of the GTA population allocation initiative, 
combined with the fact that upper-tier population allocations to area municipalities were 

actually higher in most cases than those expected by the municipalities' own torecasting, 

suggests that upper-tier muniapalities have their own interest in promoting expansion: i.e., 

either to vaiorize investment in existing services or to athact more provincial funding for 
planned services. 

The upper-tier interpretation of the GTA urban structure concept shows that these 
jurisdictions are willing to serve as an intermediary between provincial and local interests 



when it is a "win-win" situation, Le., when there is a general consensus about policy direction. 

But the la& of specifics in upper-tier plans in directing the intensification policies of lower- 
tier plans, and the general approach of building on pre-existing development and planning 

trends that have been endorsed at the local level show that upper-tier jurisdictions are not yet 
in the business of confronting the planning practices of lower-tier municipalities in the region. 

Likewise, upper-tier munitipalities have expressed an interest in achievbg higher 
densities of new growth, largely because of the p r e m e d  effiaenties in inkastructure 

requirements, but they do not appear to be prepared to force higher average densities on 
lower-tier muniapalities. in Chapter 6, we saw that the Ontario Planning Act assigned legal 
primacy to the upper-tier governent in planning matten and made provisions for upper-tier 

intervention in lower-tier planning. in practice, however, such intervention is rare: 
It can be done, but only at considerable political cost. Further, it is argued that 
in a di ute between the upper and lower tier, the lower-tier munici ality wiil 3 1 ener y win in the long run, and particularly in the political sense, ecause the 
kwer tier has the luxury of being specific, and mrnewhat doser to the 
electorate. Unless the upper tier can dearly demonstrate that the interest is 
regionai, and have the lower tier generaliy agree with the aaignment, the region 
is unlikely to prevail in the long run (Hollo, 1989: 8). 

10.3.1.9. Lack of Monitoring and Evaluation 

Miizmanian and Sabatier (1981) daimed that implementation would be more successful if 
formai studies and evaluation of the policy were camed out by the policy formulator. This is 

a clear weak spot in the province's intensification policy process. 
The province has carried out kw studies on land consumption or housing issues over 

the period during which the policy frarnework was elaborated and implemented. Basic 

mformation on growth management in the r e g i o ~ c h  as the ûggregate amount of land 

newly designated for urbanization in the upper-tier plans-is not readily available. Recently, 
the province began cooperating with the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation in 
tracking development applications in the region. They collect mformation about whether an 
application is in a greenfieid or already buiit-up area, but they do not pubüsh this mformation 

in order to avoid conflîct with municipalities in the region. Much of the research of region-wide 
importance is actuaiiy conducted by researchers working at Metropohtan Toronto, although 
sometimes with provinaal as~istance.'~ 

Nor has the province carried out substantid evaluations of the implementation of its 

growth management and intensification policies at the local level. Only one such evaluation 

has been conducted, the 1993 assessrnent of muniapal response to the Housing Policy 

Statement mentioned in Chapter 7. Although welcome, this study was cursory, informal, and 

went unpubüshed. No studies have been conducted on municipal responses to other 



important aspects of the intensification poücy framework, such as whether municipal 

approvals have actually reached or exceeded the province's affordable housing target. 
As desaibed in Chapter 4, monitoring of housing and land supply trends by 

muniapalities is required by the Housing Policy Statement. However, muniapal monitoring 
suffers from a lad< of standardized practices, a variety of definitions used (for density, for 
instance), and inconsistent identification of variables to measure. Muniapdities do not intend 
to coUect information that is of key importance Born an intensification monitoring point of 
vîew, Le., the proportion of new units accommodated in existing areas venus greenfield 
development, the density of new development, amount of new development on muniapal 
s e ~ c e s ,  number of severances granted, and so on. Much of the information on houshg and 
land supply that has been gathered by municipalities in the region was the result of the 
provinaally-funded Municipal Housing Studies. F u n h g  br these studies has been 
discontinued and provinaal officiais do not expect any further studies to be conducted. 

In 1981, the Ministries of Housing and Municipal Affairs released draft guideünes that 
muniapali ties could use to create "monitoring reports". The guidelines were motivated by the 
perception tha t "in the past, invariably the emphasis has been placed on the making of 
[official] plans and not so much on evaluating their effectiveness" (Ontario Ministry of 
Housing, 1981: 1). One of the key objectives of this initiative was to aeate a tramework that 
would provide clear identification O t rnunia pal efforts and ou tcomes in implementing 
provincial policies with respect to housing and settlement issues. Such a monitoring qstem 
based on consistently applied standards and measures would have gone a long way to 
overcoming some of the weaknesses of relymg on muniapalities to furnish key program 
evaluation information. Needless to Say, this system was never implemented. 

10.3.1.10. Lack of Public Support 
Public support is widely seen as a pre-condition for sucwssfd policy implementation, 
whether ths cornes from diffuse sources (Le., public opinion) or target groups that wiU benefit 
£rom the policy (Le., stakeholders) (Rein and Rabinovitz, 1978; Morah, 1990). 

The provincial governrnent was subiect to strong pressures to meet the demands of 
province-wide environmental groups for reduced f adand  consumption, energy consumption, 
and CO2 production by adopting poliaes to curb urban spnwl. Central city interests- 
induding municipalities and business groups-have also lobbied forcefuiiy for the province to 

adopt poücies to strengthen the CBD and the central city. Finaiiy, province-wide housing 
advocacy groups applied pressure to d o w  smd-scaie intensification of exisüng 
neighbourhoods throughout urban Ontario, especiaily through basement apartments, and to 

uicrease provincial comittment to the production of assisted housing in sububan areas. 



But unless these demands on the province are matched by a groundswell withn a 
partinilûr urban region, provinaal attempts to infiuence development patterns and municipal 

planning decitions may involve considerable politicai risks: the province may be seen as 

meddling in local deasions about how a community defines itself, or it may be seen as t r p g  

to Save central cities at the expense of suburban regions. 
In fact, the political dynarnics of intensification favour municipaüties in the GTA in 

relation to provincial authorities. The poiitical benefits to provincial legislators h m  

successfui intensification poücies-nich as aeating a regional land-use plan, diverting growth 

to Metropolitan Toronto, or stimulating more compact suburban growth-are diffusely spread 
throughout the region, may be long in emerguig and difficult to attribute to particular policy 

initiatives." Some intensification policies or projeds supported by provincial agencies rnay 

become controversial and cause provincial politiaans considerable political damage, e.g., the 

Housing Policy Statement and the Apartments in Houses Legislation, or province-sponsored 
soda1 houshg projects Uiroughout the m~." Furthemore, certain municipal leaders have 
powerful poiitical bases and are able to influence provinaal electoral outcornes. Thus, 
provincial politicians may be reluctant to support policies that may be interpreted by local 

politidans as attacks on muniapal autonomy within the GTA. 

Doms (1994) has pointed out that the risks for senior government politicians could be 

minirnized if there were widespread recognition of the urban region as a single Uitegrated 

entity with interdependent problems. Under those conditions, it is more likely that the 
province would be seen as the legitimate vehicle of representation for a regional political 
community: a community whose interests could never be adequately represented through a 
fragmented municipal structure. 

The available evidence indicates, however, tha t the issues of sprawl and 

intendcation in the region have currency only among a smaii number of professionai groups 
involved with development issues: some developers, school board offiaals, municipal 

politicians, senior municipal staff, provincial senior staff, acadernics, journalists, 

environmental groups, urban designers and architects. 

Furthemore, stakeholder interests in the GTA are not weli articulated at the regional 
Ievel. Business associations such as the boards of trade, labour groups environmentai groups, 
and social planning agencies are fragmented dong local ünes. Developers are interested in 

seeing infrastructure btuit in the region to support growth, but, iike the environmental 

community, have not been actively involved in CTA-wide planning initiatives. Target groups 
such as poorer households that could benefit from the increased affordability of housing that 

is supposed to flow trom intensification poücies are not vocal on the regionai political scene. 

The Ontario Federation of Agriculture does not support prohibitions on rural residential 



development and questions the vdue of preserving certain classes of agncdtural land near 
urban areas (Ontario Federation of Agriculture, 1993). Conservation groups often oppose 

higher-density greenfield developments on the grounds that they eradicate landscape features 
or stress local canying capacity. These observations suggest that there is little evidence of a 
coherent "growth management coaütion" in the GTA lobbying for strong poliaes to prevent 

sprawl." 

At the provincial level, major interests were more involved in growth management and 
intensification issues, but again, there was no sign of the "growth management coalition" 
detected by observes of US state-sponsored planning legislation. Ontario planning refonns 
were undertaken by the NDP with a single strong constituency-i.e., environmentalist+-in 

favour of provinaal intervention in the municipal planning process and more compact urban 

forms. Against them were arrayed the development industry and the muniapal sector, w hich 
objected to the provincial policy-led approach of the Seweii Commission and to the vision of 

more compact cornmunities. 

There is little evidence that the concept of compact urbm f o m  or sprawl enjoys any 
support or even recognition £tom the wider community. A series of focus goups  conducted by 
Decima as part of study for the OGTA found that members of the general public either had no 
concept of sprawl, didn't thmk it was a problem, or believed it was inevitable, and therefore 
did not think of intensification as an effective response (Lehman and Associates, 1995). 

Another study conducted by informa inc. (1992) involved a series of focus groups with 
various categories of home ownen in the GTA. The study arrîved at o number of interesting 

conclusions: 

There is no apparent awareness of the designation, Greater Toronto Area, or what it 
represents. 

The primary focus among the general public was "on the home and imrnediate 
neighbourhood, with much lower interest and awareness of [CTAl-wide planning related 

issues and problems." 

The Canadian identity is tied to the idea of owning a detached home. Many people beiieve 
that because Canada is a vast country, there is no reason to aowd people together in 

high-density ci lies. 

Being the only planning and coordinating institution operating on a CTA-wide basis, 
the Office for the Greater Toronto Area is the obvious candidate for building an awareness of 
an interdependent region. However, the office does not extend its consultation efforts beyond 
municipal goverrunent officiais. Bowing to the view that muniapalities are the only legitimate 

vehides for expressing citizen interests, the office has conducted few public consultation 
events itself. 



The success of an interventionist policy such as intensification relies on the 

widespread acceptance of the assumption that governments are legitimate embodiments of 

the public interest and that they are entitled to act in order to secure the public good. But 
recent yean have witnessed an erosion in popular belief in the benign agency of senior 
govemments to intervene in private markets and personal dioices. Although municipal 
corruption has been a persistent problem in Ontario, the last 10 yean has seen a growing 
pubüc concem with corruption at higher levels of govemment: the relationship betwcen the 

Liberal provinaal government and the land development indushy was an issue that 

conûibuted to the downfall of the Liberais in the 1990 election (Globe and Mail, May 30, 1994: 

A6). 

But corruption is probably only one of a nurnber of causes for the general shift iiway 

h m  govemment intervention. Many observes have pointed to the general decline in public 

faith in expertise, science and large seale social engineering. Smith and Bayne (1994) suggest 
that the development of postmodem patterns and attitudes are underminhg regional planning 
and governmentd structures as a result of an emphasis upon local initiative and control. With 
postmodernity cornes a collapse of beliek in rational planning by the state. 

Othea have noted the wide-spread perception that society is overgoverned with too 
many regulations affecting life-style choices and the growing public concem with taxation 

levels. Andrew (1994: 433) has observed that: T h e  policy agenda has therefore shifted to 
concern for cutting costs, increasing efficiency, reducing the role of govemment, and increasing 

the role of the private sector." Such sentiments may be undennining the confidence of 
provincial offiaals to insist on tighter regulations, binding targets and more public control over 
the economic decisions of private acton. 

10.3.2. Factors Underminhg Muniapal Ability or Willingness to 
Comply 

In ths section, 1 attempt to nunmarize and integrate some of the key factors presented in 

Chapten 7-9 that were used to interpret municipal resistance to various aspects of the 

provincial intensification policy kamework Once again, the factors are presented so as to 
correspond with the conditions for ~ccessful  implementation introduced in Chapter 2, i.e.: 

extemal constrauits on local implementen do not interfere with implementation 
local implementers have adequate incentive to comply 

local implementers are wilhg  to alter traditional roles and practices in order to comply 
local implementers' concerns with local autonomy do not interfere with implementation. 

Table 10-1 summarizes the results. 



10.3.2.1. Extemal Constraints on Municipal Implementers 

Succesfui implementation of public policies may be undemhed by the extemal environment 
of implementers, Le., the organizations and groups they ded  with and the political pressures 
on hem (Brooks, 1993). In the discussion of the muniapal response to the provinaal 
intensification poücy framework, a consistent theme has been the role of local politics. Here, 1 

review and sumrnarize the points made in chapters 7-9 on this topic. 
The poli ticai environment Muencing local planning outcornes on intensification issues 

is very cornplex, but the importance of certain groups is unmistakable: land developers, urban 
residents, and m a l  dwellers. Surveys conducted for offiaal plan reviews and comrnents on 

offiaal plan documents showed that existing residents were ambivalent about the prospects 

of further residential growth in theù muniapalities. On the one hand, growth was dosely 

linked in many people's minds with deterioration in service standards and environmental 
conditions, and the loss of the "mal1 tom" atmosphere that hûd attracted them to areas 
outside Metropolitan Toronto in the first place. On the other hand, there was also the hope 
that residential growth could help revive sagging suburban centres, help the local economy, 
and perhaps improve the assessrnent base. At any rate residents seemed resigned to the 
inevitability of growth and were willing to tolerate it as long as it wus managed properly. 
Paradoxically, to many reàdents well-managed growth meant both arresting sprawl and 

preventing intensification of existing areas. Higher-density living was associated wi th 
crowding, aime, reduced property values, and community instability. Residents opposed my 
change in the designation of existing comrnunities and insisted that if intensification was to 
take place, it should be in accordance with very careful safeguards and only on û site-specific 

bans. Typicaiiy, t h s  meant that intensification would be conditionally supported in town 
centres and other nodal areas and along high-volume arterials. Residents living adjacent to 
such areas presented objections to these proposals, but their voices were relatively weak. 

Many existing residents agreed with the notion that new development should be transit- 
supportive, as long as it did not undermine public cornithnent to improvements to the roads 
used by m e n t  residents. 

Environmentai groups were active in official plan matters, but tended to concentrate 
on the preservation of speafic landscape features nther than lobbying for intensified land 

uses. Rural dwellen were not strong advocates of agncultural land preservation in the absence 
of poliaes to support farming as an econornicaliy viable activity. 





Developen were very active around offiaal plan issues, typically complaining that 

that their lands were not designated for development within the urbm envelope. Besides 
individual developers, representûtives of the development industry also interacted on official 

plan matters. Rather than comenting on individual parcels of land, the Urban Development 

Institute tended to focus on the overali planning philosophy being promdgated through 

official plans in ~ b u r b a n  muniapalities. Although the institute tended to agree with poiicies 

that secured a reliable supply of land for residential development and that strearnlined the 

planning approval proces, it was wary of higher-density and transit-based development and 

any reductions in growth forecasts for the rrea. It contended that increased densities on a 
reasonable scale were desirable in the suburbon context to provide more affordable housing 

and more varîety in housing form, but insisted that bamen to wpplpg the ovenvhelming 

demand for low-density housing should not be created. 

Within the scope of t h s  research, it was not possible to do a complete survey of a11 

political forces active on offiaal plan issues or to weigh these different influences on plan 

decision-making, but certain observations wggest then~selves:" 

a Resident concems relating to the intensification of existing areas are strongly related to 

planning outcomes: i.e, stable neighbourhoods are generally protected in municipal plan 
policies, and intensification pressures are directed towards nodal areas and high-volume 
comdors, w here objections are less intense. 

* Resident concerns about the pace of growth are poorly retlected in plans, except where 

residential growth may affect fiscal health of the muniapality . 
Resident desires for more orderly growth are well respected in official plans, which often 

incorpora te phasing provisions and safeguards to pro tect environmen tal ameni ties. 

Although existing residents sometirnes object to the high growth rates assumed by most 
muniapal plans, the alternative of directing growth towards Metropolitan Toronto is 
unpopular with development interests. 

* Developer concems about muniapal boundaries being h o  restrictive were not always met 

by hirther expanding municipal areas designated for new developrnent. The record 

suggests that some land owners, hoping to gain windfal profits from redesignations, were 
disappointed by Final plan outcornes. 

There is no source of strong support for dramatic change in the density of new suburban 
development. 

The intensification of mixed-use nodes and corridors may be the most politicaUy 
acceptable intensification shtegy avaiiable to locd deasion-makers. 



Environmentai groups did not play a large role in official plan hearings: rather, the 
environmental perspective permeated throughout comments from exisüng residents and 
rural groups. 

10.3.2.2. Inadequate Incentives to Comply 
One of the main incentives for achieving a more compact urban t om is the fiscal benefits that 
are supposed to flow from i t in tems of reduced public expenditures on inhastructure such as 
piped services and roads, and on operathg costs such as transit. But it is important to tease 
out the fiscal implications of density for the various jurisdictional levels. The province stands 
to gain the most in cost savings by directing gmwth to already urbanized areas, either to the 
regional core or mature areas of suburban municipalities. This results from the "efficiencies 
achieved fiom utilizing existing school, hospital and other human service capacities in 
already-urbanized areas" (Blais, 1995: 42) where facilities are underused because of reduced 
household sizes and population levels below servicing capacity. Intensification also favoun 
the province from a financial point of Mew because it helps create affordable housing and 
substitutes for the need for provincially-assisted housing. 

In contrast, suburban municipalities have had l e s  fiscal interest in intensification. 
Fint, directîng growth on a mehopolitan level to Metropohtan Toronto would reduce growth 
potential in suburban regions. This is particularly problematic if the reduction of population 
growth is Iinked to a reduction of employment growth in suburban regions Secondly, 
residential areas in the suburbs around Metropolitan Toronto were comprehensively planned 
and were not built with sigmficant reserve infrastructural capaaty (Lehman, 1995: 29). This 
reduces the fiscal incentive to direct gmwth to already existing neighbourhoods as it may be 
more expensive to expand seMces in most residentid ueas to accommodate intensification 
than it would be to instaii new seMces to support growth on the suburban fnnge (Poulton, 
1995). 

The main fiscal imperative facing municipalities is to avoid scattered rural 
development. Such development appears "cost kee" in the euly stages because it is usually 
supported by private services, but it eventudiy gives rise to demands for localiy-funded 
services, such as school bussing, road paving, recreational centres, libraries, fire stations, and, 

ultimately for an extended conveyance network for water and sewage. Rural non-farm 
development also undermines the locai farm econorny by fragmenting land use and increasing 
confiict between newîomea and f m e n .  This is undesirable hom a fiscal point of view 
because fanning is widely understood to be a net financial contributor to municipal treasuries 
(Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1988). Thus, muniapal plans tended to support 
provincial growth management objectives such as restrictions on rural residential development 
and dustering of rural growth in existing hamlets. 



When we consider the fiscal advantages to munidpalities of higher-density suburbûn 

growth, the pichire is much l e s  sbaight fonvard. Fiscal advantages are supposed to flow 

from the increased idrastruchue effiaenaes: e.g, reduced kontages for water, sewerage, local 

roads, etc.. However, the gradua1 transfer of the hancial burden for growth-related capital 

costs from the municipality to the private sector (e.g., through the univenal use of 

development charges in suburban areas of the CTA) have led some municipal offiaals to 

believe that high-àentity developrnent is no more advantageous to the muniàpality than 
traditional development patterns. As Sancton and Montgomery (1994: 791) gathered boom 

their case study of London, Ontario, "as revenues from the charges grow, there must 

inevitably be a tendency arnong municipal councilloa to beüeve that building infrastructure for 

new residential subdivisions is a costless, if not profitable, proposition." 

In terms of operating costs, Mme municipal plannea pointed out that most municipl 
services are population- rather than area-related (hice the provision of librxies and tire 

stations), that density-dependent services would tend to cancel each other out ("what you 
loose in garbage pick-up you gain in mow-removal"), and that hgher densities may involve 

weicoming more "soft servicedependent" populations into the rnunicipality. 

Most plamen ageed that fiscal gains could be made by filling in incomplete 

subdivisions and other vacant areas on the urban hnge before moving into new developrnent 

blocks, and that development adjacent to existing settlement ûreas was more efficient than 

leap-hog development trom a fiscal point of view. Beyond this, however, plannen did not 

have a firm position on the relationship between dwelling type and fiscal burden. Generally, 

they seemed to beiieve that residential uses did not pay for themselves, regardless of dwelling 
type. They pointed to the inaeasingly interest in the fiscal impacts of land-use decisions 

shown by municipal counciilors and the growing populûnty O f fiscal impact sta tements to 

justifj residential redeveloprnent of employrnent lands. Offiaal plan policies reflected the 

concem over loss of assessrnent base in the t o m  of policies to restrict residentid growth 
unless accornpanied by growth in employment-related uses. 

One of the primary fiscal benefits of higher-density development is the alleged support 

it provides for operating public transit. Although most suburban planners agreed with this 

proposition, not all agreed that it would jus* dramaticaliy higher development densities. 
Transit provision in suburban areas is extremely expensive preasely because of the low- 
density, auto-dependent urban fom that has developed there since the second world war. 

Whereas one planner may see this as an obvious rationale for transit-supportive densities to 

be encouraged through landuse planning policies another rnight see this as a clear indication 

that transit provision is a lost cause, especidy given the local resistance to high-density 

growth and the reductions in fiscal transfers for transit from the province. 



Plannen aduiowledge in i n t e ~ e w s  that they were not prepared to dramatically 
transform the character of suburban development so as to render "low-density residential" 
transit-supportive. Official plan provisions corroborûte this conclusion. Some plans reviewed 
contained specific provisions for subdivision design but none required that new subdivisions 
achieve transit-supportive densitiesml'The poliaes actually adopted in lower-tier plans 
suggest that transit-supportive land use is being agg-vely promoted in only one setting: Le., 
along corridors and in urban centres where it c m  be hoped that densities will reach levels that 
economically justify current or increased levels of transit provision. 

Other fiscal pressures are serving as disincentives for local compüance with the 
provinaal intensification policy kamework Most importantly is the tendency for 
municipalities in the region to compete for the tax benefits assoaated with industrial land 
uses. Such a strategy leads to the oversupply of industrial land in the a A ,  espetially in the 
suburban regions outside Mehopolitan Toronto, where from one-third to one-half the land 
zoned for industrial use was vacant in 1995 (Metropolitan Toronto, 1996 ). This ovenupply 
tends to idlate municipal demands for greenfield lands during land budgeting exercises, and 
in older areas, the reluctance of municipalities to rezone industrial land for residential use 
reduces the opportunities for mature-area intensification (Wainman, 1996). But, given the fact 
that vacant industrial land provides so little assessment. the long-term impact of ttus strategy 
may be fiscally damaging. 

We can conclude from these observations that while fiscal issues are an important 
influence on offiaal plan outcomes they are not decisive: i.e., toms of growth are permitted 
or encouraged even though they are undeatood to be less than optimal from a fiscal point of 
vie W. 

10.3.2.3. Reluctance to Change Institutional Practicesl Roles 
Lindblom (1959) suggested that the srnaller the scope of behavioural change required by a 
poücy, the less problematic would be its successful implementation. As Berman (1980: 213) 

explains, this is because: 

implementation can be programrned along existing lines of authority and can 
consist of modifications to established standard operating procedures ... [ButJ 
where poücy involves major behaviourai changes, existing routines have to be 
redesigned, replaced or sidestepped and new routines must be invented. 

in the discussion of findings in Chaptea 7-9,I noted that one source of resistance to 
the provincial policy frarnework frorn municipalities was the reluctance of officiais to 
radically alter institutional practices and roles. ïhis induded the reluctance of municipal 
transportation engineen to accept the implied changes to road standards and hct ion.  and 
the resistance of parks and recreation personnel to adapt to more flexible standards that 



would allow higher densities to be achieved, and the bias of some suburban planners to 
conventional toms of greenfield development. 

A related theme that emerged in the discussion of findings in Chapter 7-9 was the 
ambitioumess of provincial targets compared to existing trends. 1 observed that where long- 
term trends supported provinaai policy direction, the provincial objectives were more lûcely 

to be respected by municipal offiaai plans. Such trends favoured the affordabüity target, 
expansion of the urban envelope at modestly higherdensity due especially to the increasing 
demand for smaii-lot detached housing, and the wation of malier units in sites accessible to 

seMces and facilities, especiaily near transit routes. But where provincial objectives irnplied a 
major shift from existhg trends, muniapalities were less compüant: tg., dramatically 

increasing ~ b u r b a n  densities, intensification of existing neighbourhoods, and redudng 
suburban growth below trend. 

The deviation of provinaal policy objectives from existing trends is an important 

variable in accounting for municipal reaction to provincial intensification policies because it 
relates to the undentandhg different actors in the policy process have conceming the role of 
planning in a market soaety. On the one hand, provinaal planners ûmimed a large degree of 
planning control over land-use development and the housing market. The setting of density, 

afforda bility, population, and intensification targets assumes that municipalities have or 
should have at their disposai instruments to adueve these ends or to correct market trends if 

they are not heading in the right direction. On the other hand, municipal officiais in suburban 
areas commoniy felt that provincial agenaes were out of touch with the realities of the housing 

market and the control that local land-use planning can exert over it. 

These i n t e ~ e w e e s  pointed out that the market response would simply not be 
suffiaent to meet the provincial targets. They observed that although there was plenty of 
physical potential for high-density development in many suburban munîcipalities, littie of this 
potential was being taken up by the market. 

Given t h s  orientation of muniapal planners, it is not surprising that they tended to 
spum the attitudes brought to official plan negotiations by provincial plannen. "[Provincial 

plannen] c m  tell us to build high-rises, but if nobody wiii live in them, what is the sense of 

it?" The attitude of municipal plannea was dearly more market-oriented than that of 
provincial plannen and cast in the role of market iaolitator rather than state authority: 

Our argument with provincial staff is that the advantages of more affordable, 
higher-density houshg is clear. But we tell them to s e l  that to the public. It's 
üke t e h g  peo le to stop smoking: you can try to convince people it is 

ai' environment y and socially inappropriate to use less land, but we don't see it 
as our role to change society. 



P l m e n  also accept the constraints of operating in a market society . Interviews 
revealed that suburban p l a ~ e r s  were generaily of the opinion that local planning institutions 
play a lesser role in the determination of residential densities than does the marketplace. In 
fact, one of the most repeated phrases among suburban p l m e n  was "you cannot force 
intensification." interviewees seemed keenly aware of the limitations of the instruments 
available to them, i.e., that they had no direct control over the price of housing, the level of 
development activity within the municipahty, or the level and nature of housing demand, 
which they considered to be more strongly influenced by demographic trends. Iarger economic 
forces detemiining employment and income and senior governent poücies relating to 
immigration and regional economic development. 

Suburban plannen also accepted the overall conditions of growth in their 
rnunicipalities, i.e., they recognized that people were rnigrating to suburban regons primarily 
in search of low-density housing, and it would not be desirable to prohibit such housing forms 
for planning or poiitical reasons even if it were technically and finanûaliy feasible to do so. 
"Therels always Metropolitan Toronto for those who prefer higher densities" was a sentiment 
that resonated widely in interviews with wburban planners. Some thought that planning 
intervention-where unwarranted-could achially lead to perverse results: 

Partly we tlunk it's 'mission impossible'. As long as you have a supply of Iarger 
lots then people will buy them. If you artificially constrain them, then you drive 
up the price of large lots and people will invest in them. Then you start getting 
unintended effects: if you are tryin to Say to people that it's okay to live on a 
moderûtely sized lot, then the last a n g  you want to do is escalate the prices of 
low-density lots. 

In Chapter 2. the distinction was made behveen growth accommodating and growth 
restricting poücies needed to aciueve more compact urban forms. The evidence presented here 
suggests that planners are more likely to accept a more proactive role for growth restriction 
poliues than for growth accommodation policies. Growth restrictions, such as disailowing 
development that is premature hom a seMchg point of view, restncting the amount of land 
for low-density housing, prohibiting cul-de-sacs, and so on, fit weli into the traditional role of 
planning as a regdatory activity that directs development by imposing restrictions on a 
chaotic market place. 

Crowth accommodation policies. in contrast, require positive planning that creates 
opportunities for certain types of growth where there may be strong soaai resistance. These 

poücies, such as encourapg the intensification of existing neighbourhoods, would require a 
willingness to pursue a social vision-of integrated neighbourhoods-which is often 
considered to be outside the purview of land-use planning and which confiicts with the role of 
plannen as agents of social stability, not change.19 



10.3.2.4. Desire to Preserve or Enhance MuniCipal Autonomy 
in explaùung the research ûndings in each of (fiapters 7 through 9, preserving muniapal 
discretion was a consistent theme. As Selznidc has argued, this is a universal feature of 
bureaucratic institutions, i.e., to achieve a "condition of independence sufncient to permit a 
group to work out and maintain a distinctive identity" (Selznick, 1957: 121). Such beliaviour 
presents a bamer to policy implementation because it results in what might be called "goal 

displacement" whereby the goals of a given policy have to compete with the organizational 

goals of those involved in its irnplementation (Brooks, 1993). Although the desire to preserve 
autonomy is not unique to muniapal govemments, it can be more pronounced due to the fact 
that munio'pali ties are a separate order of govemment and-unlike bureaucrûtic agenaes 
within the provincial govement-can make and support daims that their rutonomy is an 
important and legitirnate aspiration to be respected by other levels of government. In the 

following sub-sections, 1 attempt to explore in more detaii the desire of muniapalities to 
preserve and enhance their autonomy by focussing on three component issues: the level of 

policy authoritativeness, the level of consultation with municipal authorities in poücy 
formulation and the level of invasiveness into traditional muniapal jurisdiction. 

10.3.2.4.1. h l  of Policy Coercîon 
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, 1 introduced the "coercion theory" of Doem and Wilson (1974), 

which suggests that the coerciveness of policy instruments used by govemments tends to 
escalate over time. This mode1 helps account for the increasing authontativeness of the 

province-wide policy framework As we saw in Chapter 4, provinaal resolve in promoting 
intensification through province-wide poliaes inaeased from the early 1980s: from research, 

hinding programs and mord suasion to more aggressive regulatory approaches, including 
poücy statements and guidelines and, finally, legislation that actualiy overrode municipal 
planning powen. n ie  Planning Reform package that was implemented in Mardi of 1995 as a 

result of the work of the Sewell Commission continued this trend with the elaboration of a 

more comprehensive set of provincial planning poiiaes, an elaborate catalogue of policy 
guideluies, and changes to the Planning Act that would require muniapali ties to increase their 
cornpliance to provincial poiicies. 

But a contradictory trend in the authority of provincial poliaes was also visible in the 

province's approach to regional planning in the GTA. The province's regional planning efforts 

fall neatiy into two periods: the Toronto-Centred Region concept of the mid-1960s to the mid- 
1970s and the Office for the Greater Toronto Area of the late 1980s and the 1990s. The earlier 
period was characterized by an ambitious scheme to reshape the entire urban region, a scheme 

that involved massive institutional reorganization in the area and that was evenhaiiy enabled 
by the Ontario P l a ~ i i i i n ~  and Devefupmmt Act of 1973, w hich "convey ed unlimi ted municipal 



planning powers to the province" (Feldman, 1987). In contrast, the only institutional 

innovations involved in the more recen t exerdse in regional plannllig were the crea tion of the 

OGTA and the consolidation of resources at the CTA Offiaal Plan Project in the Ministry of 

Municipal Affain. The û C ï A  was not given any legal mandate to purnie its regional planning 
function, 

According to classical thinking on poiicy implementation, the increasing 

authoritativeness of province-wide poliaes should have r d t e d  in more reliable 
implernentation while the reduced level of coercion in the regional planning sphere should have 

undermined implementation. But my review of the municipal implementation of the provinaal 

policy framework showed that certain aspects of the housing supply poücy objectives, which 

had the highest level of coerave power-ntch as the Aparhnents in Houses legislation-were 
the leûst well reflected in oMicial plansmm It is also apparent that the regional planning visions 

faalitated by the OCTA has been more niccessfd in terms of muniapal compliance than the 

TCR concept. These observations Unply that higher levels of coerdve authority may create 

municipal "backlash" that ultimately reduces implementation. Thus, increasing the legal 

authority of policy elements may not guarantee increasing municipal compliance. 

10.3.2.4.2. b e l  of Policy Prescriptirwrress 

In Chapters 7 and 8,I discussed the conflict between provincial and muniapûl plannen over 

provincial objectives expressed as quantitative targets vernis "general principles". The 
province has long taken the position that the most unambiguous policy objectives are those 

expressed as quantitative targets (Ontario Ministry of Housing, 1981). In the present research, 

provincial plamers argued that a targets approach provided a concrete goal whose 

reaiization can be objectively determined over time. in contrast, municipalities rejected the 

numeric targets approach on the grounds that such targets are too prescriptive, ignored 

variations in local conditions, and, we rnay speculate, because unmet targets may provide a 

justification for greater provinaal involvement in muniapal decision making and reduce long- 

term municipal flexibility. 
Table 10-1 suggests that expressing provinaal objectives in quantitative form is not 

niffiaent to guarantee municipal cornpliance: Scenario One population tqe ts ,  minimum 
density and intensification targets, were ai i  weakly complied with. However, the avdabüity 

of a numenc target on the supply of affordable housing, backed by the authority of the 
Houshg Policy Statement, rnay help to explain why this target was weU represented in 

municipal plans despite domestic political opposition and the municipal perception that this 

provincial objective undermined local autonomy. As noted in Chapter 8, however, municipal 
implernentation of the target may be weak under these conditions. 



10.3.2.4.3. Lmcl oJConsultation in Policy Fonniilation 

The level of consultation in developing different aspects of the provinaal policy framework 
may also have some impact on municipalities' wülingness to comply with the provincial 

policy Eramework. The province has created hvo principal mechanisms with which to 

formulate intensification poücies: the process leading to province-wide policy statements and 

guidelines and the process involved in the development of a regional planning vision 

faaiitated by the OCTA. 

The two methods of policy formulation differ markedly in terms of consultation with 

the municipiilities affected by the policy outcornes. In the case of province-wide poücies, the 

municipalities that would be responsible for implementing the policies were treated essentially 

as any other stakeholder or interest group in the poiicy formulation process. Their input was 

invited after policies were already fomulated and their recommendations were only weakiy 
reflected in the final wording of the policy. In this approach, muniapalities are seen as 
bureaucra tic implementers O t provincial polides, although policies are intentionally kept a t a 
general level so as to allow for implementation to Vary according to local conditions. 

We have seen in the discussion of the Housing Policy Statement that the municipal 

sector forcefully denounced this unilateral process of policy formulation and called for greater 

involvement in the process. The unwillingness of the provincial governrnent to recognize the 

unique status of municipalities in formulating land-use policies served to increase animosity 

and dishust between the two levels of government and polarized provincial-muniapal 

relations more than at any other time in the province's history flindal and Tindal, 1995). 

In contrast, the OGTA was cornmitted to avoiding the top-down policy formulation 

proces used during the Toronto-Centred Region days. Thus it created the conditions for a 
consensus-building process that would fully involve the affected muniapalities, while 

maintaining control over the process through funding, staffing, and agenda setting. Esseotially, 

the office facilitated a discussion about regional issues using an inter-govermnental niodel 

(with some important deviation h m  that mode1 discussed below). Municipalities played a 
prominent role on al committees responsible for developing this regional v;sion, a process 
which more or less exduded other stakeholders (such as the development industry). 

Through this cornplicated policy formulation process, the province has created a 
mechanimi for influencing planning decisions in the GTA that is unique in the province. 

Whereas elsewhere in the province, the province-wide policies stand alone in guiding plan 

approvai, approval of official plans in the C ï A  are heavily conditioned by regionally-specific 

policies, most of which were deveioped in close conniltation with municipaüties. It is also 

important to note, however, that in some cases, provinaal officiais have "pushed the 



envelope" by uruiaterally estiiblishing certain poücy objectives, such as the objectives of the 
land budgeting exerase, Le., the density and inteMfication objectives for the regions and 
Scenario One population allocations. 

My review of official plans in the GTA shows that, generally speaking, the degree of 
compüance with the regional planning framework inaeases with the degree of collaboration 
involved in setting the framework Unilateral provincial actions were poorly complied with 
while those regional objectives that were the renilt of considerable consultation, such as the 
ûC ïA ' s  urban structure vision for the region, were broadly incorporated into muniapal 
plans.'' 

However, @en the fact that collaborative efforts tended to produce objectives that 
deviated little from exisüng trends (e.g., the population projections and the urban structure as 

suggested by the OCTA was largely a refiection of the growth aspirations of municipal 
govemments),* it cannot be argued that collaborative objectives represent major redirection of 
growth patterns. We may conclude fiom these observations that the province is most likely to 
adopt ambitious growth management objectives but these are not ke ly  to be well reflected in 
municipal plans, and that collaboratively set objectives are less likely to present ngnificant 
changes from existing growth patterns but are more ke ly  to be incorporated into municipal 
plans. 

10.3.2.4.4. b e l  oflnfitigement ON Mimicipal Ittrisdictio~z 

The codict  between provinaal and municipal interests anses in part beciluse provincial and 
municipal acton are responding to essentially different sets of political and instihitional 
pressures. Except in ununial circumstances, provincial planners do not have direct control 
over the f o m  residential development takes on the ground, yet provincial agencies are 
responsible for deaiing wi th the externaüties assoaated with uncoordina ted, spra w h g  
growth: the need for more infrastructure, economic losses due to congestion, 105s of 
environmental amenities, and shortages of affordable housing in appropriate locations. 

For their part, the regional implications of their development decisions are not 
foremost among the concems of muniapal planners and politicians. They are responding to 
local concems about the quality of the budt environment and the potentiai social and physical 
changes introduced into neighbourhoods through intensification pressures. They may also be 

more attuned to the needs of the local development community and their assement  of "what 
seiis." Their interest in intensification policies stems from their need to ensure orderly 
community growth, revitalized centres, a stable and mixed assessment base, a housing supply 
appropriate for the needs of local employers and changing housing needs of an aging 
population. Their political constituency is made up of m e n t  residents rather than the 



"potential" residents of concem to the province. in order to act effectively on these issues, 
local politicians need to retain a degree of flexibüity in their actions. 

As Fowler (1992) has argued, the traditional strategy of allowing expansion of the 
settled area can be seen as a method of minimizing the conflicts that arise from growth: there 
was no dismption to the existing urban fabric, land developen were rewarded for their 
investment and patience, the province absorbed most of the hancial costs related to 
greenfield growth, and the environmentai externalitie4.n terms of automobile o u e d  
pollution, consumption of energy or production of waste-went umoticed and unaccounted 
forew 

When the province intervenes in the local control over development decisions (in order 
to control the fiscal, environmental, and social extemalities associated with residential 
development patterns) and attempts to impose restrictions or requirements on municipal 
action, it is reducing the municipality's maneuvering room in dealing with the potential conflid 
assoaated with growth. Les land for development translates into fewer wtisfied developers, 
more residents of low-density m a s  with medium or high-density developments to object to, 
and more residents of mature areas upset with intensification projects or conversions. Thus, if 
successhil, the provinaal intervention is likely to increase political confi ict in the rnunicipality. 
This can only reduce the political fortunes of counallon (although it may increase the 
autonomy and influence of plamers). It is not surprishg then that municipalities have 
developed a number of strategies to preserve their policy jurisdiction against provincial 
incusions. 

The review of offiaal plans and the planning context in the three previous chapten 
shows that municipalities are more likely to resist complying with those provincial policies 
that represent the greatest encroachment on their traditional junsdiction. Provinaal o~jectives 
to intensify land use through housing supply polides and by restricting the amount of land 
avaiiable for expansion were explicitly designed by the province to thwart past municipal 
development practices, and they are accordingly perceived by municipalities as direct 
challenges to their traditional domah. Many of these policies were poorly implemented in 

official plans, with the exception of the provincial affordability target. in contrast, poliaes 
with respect to expansion management, mch as phasing and servicing, were weil accepted. As 

Hodge (1994: 39) notes, provincial intervention in rnetropoütan regions: 



achieved considerable success in the planning and delivery of "hard" services: 
water nippl , waste disposal, highways and parks. But in areas such as 
housing an dY soaal plannin , the record is less auspidous, possibly because it 
cuts doser to rnuniapd turf 

10.3.2.4.5. Lminary 

The analysis of issues relating to muniapal autonomy suggest that poliaes that invade 
muniapal jurisdiction, that are adopted without consultation, that are highly presaiptive and 
coercive wiii be strongly resisted by municipalities. In contrast, if poliaes are adopted with 
more consultation with municipalities, then they are l e s  likely to be resisted on other grounds. 
This is corroborated by the responses of AM0 to various provinaal policy initiatives: they 
were wiiling to accept a greater provincial role in muniapal planning (e.g., the "be consistent 
with" provision of the 1995 reforms, and more prescriptive poücy statements) if 

muniapalities were more tully hvolved and achieved a special status in the consultations that 
led up to the adoption of new poücies. This insight will be kept in mind for the next chapter 
when 1 tum to m a h g  recommendations. 

10.4. Conclusion: The Role of Planning 
In the preceding section, 1 identified variables that could help explain the inability of the 
province to impose its will on municipaüties within the CTA, and why municipalities resisted 
such an imposition. By necessity, this focussed on the failings and problems within the policy 
process, leaving the reader with the impression that the future of the compact city in the CTA 

is pretty p. I would be remis, however, to leave the analysis at that stage: in fact the 
research has also revealed some limited but promising signs that progress in the future 
towards more compact urban forms mûy be possible. By way of linking with the 
recommendations section in the next chapter, 1 would like to oüer a brief analysis of these 
issues. The discussion is structured by referring to the two major public policy goals that 
justified senior govenunent intervention as spelled out in Chapter 2, i.e., to brîng development 
decisions into a planning context, and to bring municipal planning decisions into a regional 
context. 

10.4.1. Goal 1: To bring development deciçions into a planning 
context 

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, growth machine theory was introduced along with its centrai 
hypothesis that local authorities were dependent on and responsive to local growth interests 
and (to a lesser extent) anti-growth interests. This mode1 has been very usehil in the present 
research. It pointed to the ubiquitous forces shaping growth and planning policies at the local 
level, helping to formulate questions and purnie the most cogent lines of inqujr." 



However, the results of the CTA case study fded  to c o h  the growth machine 
model in several respects. In contrast to the predictions of the model, large businesses (other 
than real estate-related firms) had very little input on official plans as they moved through the 
approval process. This deviation from expected renilts may be due ta national differences 
behveen the US and Canada: municipalities in Canada have less latitude for influence over 
the key variables of interest to large firms (e.g, restrictions on the use of property tax 
discounts as an incentive to attract h s  (Skeily, 1995). Secondly, there is no evidence of 
infîuence in the officiai planning process Erom federal or provinaal parties. T'lus may be due to 
the fact that federal and provincial parties are not well estabüshed in muniapal political 
systems in the region. Finally, the influence of anti-growth goups was more pronounced than 
expected: rnuniapalities in the shidy region show a dear desire to preserve low-density 
neighbourhoods with a minimum of disruption, even though developerç show interest in 

intensifying those areas. 
Most hportantly for my purposes the growth machine model was inadequate in its 

dimissive treatment of the role of planning in a market society. We have seen that according 
to growth coalition theonsts, municipal autonomy from locd social and economic interests is 
very low. Logan and Molotdi's model focused on the role of the locd economic and political 
elites and their abüity to create a growth consensus among the electorate and little attention to 
the role of planners in influenang local development decisions. In Cottdienef s 1 9 7  study of 
suburban development, he concluded that plannen were completely subordinate to municipal 
politidans, their planning advice systematically overhimed by politicaiiy-motivated 
decisions. 

Roweis (1983) has pointed out that the planning process is inherently and increasingly 
politiazed in North Amenca as collective interests clash ever more strongly with individual 
interests. The research conducted for this thesis leaves no doubt that the offiaal planning 
process is highly politicized and that outcomes were iduenced by locd growth and anti- 

growth interests. That it is poütical, however, does not mean that the process is wholly 
controlled by local politiaans. hawing €rom Catanese (1984: 59), Johnson (1989) provides 
this typology of the political role of planners: 

apolitical-technical: plamers are technical experts and do not advocate political or soaal 
values. The planner thus impliatiy adopts and implements the political choices of the 
dominant coalitions. 'This OCCLUS, for example, when a planner in an upper-scale ~ b u r b  
drafts a zoning ordinance that makes it impossible for a lower income household to 
acquire a home there" (Johnson, 1989: 214). 

covert-activist: this depicts the planner as somewhat more involved in poli tical choices. 
P l m e r s  assume the appearance of the apoiitical technical role, but become involved 



behind the scenes in negotiating poliaes and projects. They want to influence the 
substantive value choices that surround the adoption of planning policies or projects but 
find it best to do so in private meetings with policy maken, politidans, community 
groups, or developen. 

overt-activist: the plamer is an overtly political and openly "support politicians, political 
parties, and causes that they beüeve are most in keeping with their values" (60). 

Of these three potential roles, the second, or covert-activist is the role that most 
closely corresponded with the pianners u i t e ~ e w e d  for this case study. For the most part, 
p l a ~ e r s  were carefui to point out their formally subordhate status to municipal politiarns, 
but their own reports of the official plan procea and the docurnentary evidence ~gges t ed  a 
relatively high degree of conkol over the process. This agrees with the following observation 
on metropolitan planning in Canada by Smith (199%: 233): 

Plannen are always qui& to disdaim an su gestion of power, on the rounds r P B that they merely advise those who have ega authority to act on behal of the 
communities they represent. Planners may even express frustration at their lad< 
of power ... From an outside perspective, however, what plannen seem to la& 
is not power but responsibiiity. It is not the lanners who are directly B accountable to the comunities they serve, ut the politicians who employ 
them. That gives the appearance of an open lanning system, yet the sigtuficant 
deasions-the decisions that have lasting ef ect-rnay have been made at some 
rernove from the public ûrena. 

P 
Sources of planner control over the official planning process included their 

responsibility for: 
conducting studies (or working with a consultant to conduct studies) preparatory to 

offiaal plans 
preparing (or working with a consultant to prepare) an initial "staff recommended" 

official plan for council consideration, which sets the terms of the official plan process 
setting the agenda and conducting public meetingsa5 
receiving, organizing, and responding to the incorning written comments and objections 

Erom developen, aüzen groups, and public agencies 
recommending changes to the draft offiaal plan based on the comments received 
recomrnenâing which items were important enough to go to the OMB to fighr ror. 

These sources of conhol provided planners with ample opportunity to advance their 
own p1-g agendas. But the main source of control appeared to be the key role planners 
played in the private negotiations with other actors in the planning process. We have seen 
that the provincial-municipal relationship involved detailed negotiations between plannen 
Erom municipal and provinaal agencies. Such negotiations were also conducted with other 
stakeholders, including other officials within the muniapaüty concerned, and with developen 



and atizen groups. Muniapal plannen typically manage a i  of these negotiltion-in addition 
to reporting to planning cornmittees and council-and in this position they are able to play a 
mediating role among competing interests, enhancing their own ~nfiuence over the planning 
outcomes. 

Thus, in negotiations over plan approval, plmners could say to developen "the 
province will never allow us to expand the urban boundary so as to indude your lands." To 
councillors, a planner might say "the province wiIi never approve a plan that includes these 
prohibitions on intensification, that is based on these low densities in new development, or 
this much population growth." And to a rendent group at a public meeting over the official 
plan, a planner might say "we understand your anxiety over assisted housing, but the 
province wili not permit us to restrict the neighbourhoods where such housing is ailowed," or 

"we were forced to indude these policies, but you wül have to trust us that they wdl not lead 

to unacceptable change in your neighbourhoods." And, of course, this dynamic also worked to 
reduce expectations of provinaal planners too: "ItU never be able to sel1 that to council" wos a 
phrase frequently heard by provincial planners at staff meetings with suburban plannen. But, 

in the space opened up by tl;is mediation role, planners were able to bring forward their own 

planning agenda, Le., of what constitutes "good planning principles." 
It was cleûr bom i n t e ~ e w s  and planning documents that what constituted "good 

planning principles" was in transition from earlier planning pandigms. Muniapal planners 

distinguished the former approach, whch had allowed auto-based, segregated, homogenous, 
and low-density development, from a new, positive approach to planning, which favoun 
transit, a mix of housing types and land uses in new communities, preservation of 
environmental feahues, and completion of the urban fabnc over expansion. These ideas reflect 

emerging trends in urban planning, also shared by provincial plamen. 

Muniapal planners were generally more supportive of the compact aty mode1 thûn 
their political "rnaster~~' .~~ They were dso more willing to conkont local political opposition, 

while municipal politiaans have been wary because of their direct dependence on economic 

and electorai interests. However, to be effective in ths role, p l m 2 n  had to overcome what 1 

called "political failure" in the andysis of intensification poliaes in Chûpter 8. This is the 
tendency for politidans to be strongly d u e n c e d  by short-term electoral interests over long 

term planning goals. For instance, councillon may agree to a broader housing mix in prinaple, 
but take every practicai opportunity provided by development applications to reduce the 
range of housing actually created in the municipality? Suburban plamers also lamented the 
tact that local poiititians may agree in principle to the need to Limit the amount of new land 

designated for urban development, but in practice were likely to support developers' 
applications for an officiai plan amendment to extend the urban envelope so as indude their 



land. Finally, planners dso commented that local politidans may agree to greater land area 
being designated for medium and high-density development in expansion areas, but ody as 

long as they maintain their discretion to redesignate those lands for lower-density 
development if development applications corne fonvard with that market in mindeu 

in this case, planners reyorted that provincial poücies in favour of higher densities and 
intensification could strengthen their hand when it came to "showdowns~' over these issues at 
cound or cornmittee meetings, or at the OMB. Policies of this type will serve to signal to 

developers where intensification opportunities are more likely to be entertained positively by 

the municipality and to shift the balance of power in confiicts over intensification in these 
areas in favour of the developer and planner, and against the residents' group and 
intensification-adverse poiitiaan [e.g, the ward counallor). When developen are applying for 
density reductions, espeaally in intensification zones and in new development areas, the 

policies adopted will strengthen the hand of the plamer against the developer and the 
developer-hiendly politician. It is interesüng, although not çurprising then, that provincial 
officials report that muniapal planncrs informaiiy lobby hem to strengthen provinaal policies 
govemùig intensification and to enforce them more rigorously? 

Leo (1994) has shown that planning autonomy €rom local economic interests in a given 

municipality is erthanced by strong growth, when poiitiaans are assured of continued short- 
term growth, they allow planners to adopt policies that will strengthen the municipality in the 
long-terni." The recession of the early 1990s is comrnonly thought to have devastated the real 
estate market throughout the CfA,  but in fact, housing starts were strong in the suburban 

regions outside Metropolitan Toronto: building activity was roughly at the same level as the 
early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  i.e., before the real estate boom? Employment growth in suburban regions also 
continued throughout the receaion) and immigration was at about the same rate as the early 
1980s. Although population growth has fallen short of the levels predicted by Hemsoi~ in 

1993, it is expected to recover with the end of the recession and to continue to be strong in the 

future (Hemson Consulting Ltd, 1995). 

The end r e d t  was that the CTA case study showed more planning than wodd have 
otherwise been apparent. Greenfield development has become far more regulated than in the 

preceding period, municipaiities are required to conduct housing studies to identify the shelter 
needs of their residents, official plans are littered with new requirements for impact studies, 
whether that be on the fiscal impacts of estate residentiai development, the environmental 

impacts of low-density developments in environrnentaiiy-sensitive areas, or the impact of a 
subdivision on transportation fadties. By introducing staged development behveen the 30- 
year upper-tier and the 20-year lower-tier urban boundaries, lower-tier municipaiities were 

forced to choose among the daims of developea compehng for indusion within the urban 



boundary. And, finally, because of limitations on the municipality's ability to finance 

infrastructure extensions planning choices must increasingly be made about the most effiaent 
location of new development. 

Of course, 1 am not ciaiming that planners have unlimited autonorny to pumie theu 

planning agenda. As critics of the urban managerialist approach of Pahl(1970) have argued, 
planning officials (and other non-elected officials in municipal govenunents) have limited 
professional autonomy due to a number of ideological, economic, and institutional factors 
(Saunders, 1981). indeed, the available evidence suggests that plannen (at least in the US) are 
attitudinally biased towards growth and development (Calavita and Caves, 1994), and even 
in Canada, "the planning profession itself and its local government masten retain strong 
ethical reservations about the legitimacy of strong public controls over the use of private 
property. Put more bluntly, most Canadian planners are extremely ambivalent about the very 

le@ timacy of public-sector planning itself" (Kiernan, 1990: 63). 

Furthemore, plannea may lose control over the planning process if the planner- 
brokered consensus building process breaks d o m  and an issue "goes political": developers or 

citizen groups may challenge officia1 plan deasions at the OMB, the media rnay become an 
important forum if confüct breaks out behveen stakeholders, controversial issues rnay be 

nised at raucous public hearings, or cound rnay enter the fray on speafic planning issues 
with the potential to reject the planner's recomrnendations. Finally, municipal concillon are 

concemed about the ramifications of official planning deasions, espeaally with respect to 
their implications for taxation leveis, resident satisfaction, and the degree to which offiaal 
plan commitments may reduce their own future maneuvering room. Thus, planners must be 
sensitive to these issues in their official plan recommendations if they are to avoid conflict 
with council members. And, as one interviewee explained, "a planner can only contradict his 

councilior so many t h e s  before his job becomes insecure." 
With these caveats, I am saying, however, that under the appropriate institutional, 

economic, and ideological conditions, suburban planners will be able to balance and rnediate 
between compeüng interests in such a way that helps them to enhance the autonomy of the 
local state in the face of powerfd pro-growth and anti-growth forces that would othenvise 
lead to greater sprawl. 

This, of course, was one of the main justifications for provinaally-sponsored growth 
management and intensification poiiaes as introduced in Chapter 2. If we had found that 

local plannen were completely hamstrung by local growth and anti-growth forces, regardles 
of provincial poiiaes, there would be Little justification for M e r  provincial involvement and 

little hope that more compact development patterns could ever be achieved in the region. 



10.4.2. Goal 2: To bring municipal planning decisions into a regional 
context 

The second justification for senior government intervention in local decision making given in 
Chapter 2 was to overcome localim, the tendency for muniapaiities within urban regions to 
focus on local interests instead of regional issues. As with the growth machine hypothesis, the 
localist hypothesis helped steer the research in that it focussed attention on regional decisions 
to address negative externalities (such as low-density, autodependent subdivisions) and 
encourage positive extemalities (nich as affordable housing) and on the important role of 
strategic invesmient deasions in inkastructure to support efficient regional growth patterns. 

As with the growth machine hypothesis discussed in the last section, the research 
findings indicated that municipal locûlist behaviour was substantiaily modified by provincial 
interventions in the region. As a renilt, more regional planning took place than would have 
otherwise been possible. Thus, offiaai plans contained regional context statements, and û 

variety of studies have been undertaken on regional issues. But more importantly, provincial 
intervention has brced municipalities to engage in more planning whose only rationale is the 
fact that the muniapality exists in a regional context. For instance, regional land budgeting 
and population allocations mean muniapahties have to choose and justify where to allow 
and where to restrict growth. And, by adopting urban structure poliaes, municipalities have 
to choose which nodes and corndon will be supported with limited public resources. 

Again paralleling the case with the role of planning in overcoming local growth forces, 
regionai planning deal t more successhiily with growth restrictive functions than grow th 

accommodative functions. Most importantly, as noted above, issues related to housing-i.e., 
the distribution of affordable and assisted housing among the region's municipalities-were 
not regionalized, while issues related to growth limitation. land designation, and 
infrastructure were. Once again, municipal plannen were the key agents of change, mediating 
between local politicians-who someümes wanted more autonomy and l e s  to do with 
regional issues (which they often asoaated with Metropoütan Toronto's prob1ems)-and 
provincial officiais trying to faciiitate or impose a regional vision. 

Planners' awareness of regional issues and willingness to serve this role may have been 
enhanced by their partiapation in consultations faciütated by the OCTA. Scores of senior 
plannea from the region's municipaiities participated extensively in the variety of working 
groups that were set up by the OGTA to discuss population and employment targets, urban 

structure, infrastructure, agriculhiral land protection. and so on. The province created these 
fora in part to sensitize local plannea to the major trade-ofk that had to be made with 

M t e d  public resources and to increase their "buy-in" of the results. These negotiations forced 
muniapal plannea to recognize that their deasions went beyond the localist logic and 



adjusting for "market failures", and that they were involved in political allocation of 

resources that would affect the growth prospects of the various jurisdictions and their 

property holden. 
Other factors may alx, have been at work, nûrnely the emerging awareness among the 

region's politiaans of the GTA as an integrated economic unit. This awareness has been 

expressed in a number of ways, induding participation in a sub-cornrnittee on economic 

development at the GTCC, agreeing to promote the GTA as a single unit at international trade 

shows, and the proliferation of conferences on the changing role of GTA in the global 

economy. At one such conference, Hazel MacCalüon, Mayor of Mississauga, remarked: 

We are going to two major [international] exhibits ... What we will be doing is 
not promoting individual municipaiities w i t h  the GTA, it will be the C'T'A ... In 
my opinion, we are the econonuc en e of Canada, and 1 felt very strongly that 
the engine was sputtering badly, an tf" we needed to hamess our forces. A most 
ununial cooperative move: to get some 30 municipalities working together to 
promote the economic recovery of the GTA (1994: 88). 

A final factor to consider here is the growing awarenea among the region's political 

leaders concerning the importance of the regional core to the economic performance of the 
region as a whole. Until the end of the 1980s, few people doubted that the City of Toronto 

would remain as the healthy, vibrant core of the region in spite of waves of suburbanization 

outside the Qty (Toro~ito Slar, July 28,1988: A5). Since then, the property bust and ensuing 

recession hes seriously undermined the City of Toronto's and Metropolitan Toronto's 

econornic performance relative to oiher regions in the GTA, and the decline was expected to 

continue (Gilbert and Pepperell, 1994). At first, suburban regions outside Metropolitan 

Toronto did not want to acknowledge the city's püght, lest it result in favourable treatment 
from the province. Eventually, however, this position was softened and suburban mayors 

began to recogmze the importance of the central city to their own economic performance. Tius 

shft in orientation was reflected in the changmg position of the GTA Mayors' Committee, 
which graduaiiy came to accept the importance of a healthy regional core(Tomnto Star, June 

14, 1995: A7)? 

As outlined in Chapter 2, the Literature on urban politics identifies two types of 

municipal autonomy, fieedom from control h m  provincial authorities and beedom hom 
control by local political forces (Curr and King, 1987). in metropolitan regions a third 
dimension of rntinidpal autonomy could be idenlined: i.e., autonomy from regional govemance 

institutions. The tension behveen local control and regional institutions has been documented 

by students of regional planning institutions in Canada (e.g., Smith and Bayne, 1994) and of 

growth management regimes in the US (e.g., Clark, 1994). 



It is interesüng to note that in the Toronto region, because the province has undertaken 

the primary responsibüity for regional coordination-through the activities of the OGTA and 

Ministry of Municipal Affairs' ÇFA planning unit-the conHiet between the local and regional 

levels has been subsumed by the conflict between the local and provincial levels. lnstead of 

ciaiming that other munidpaüties or the municipally-conholled regional govemment are 

threatening their autonomy as in other urban regions of Canada. munidpaüties in the C'TA 

point the h g e r  at provincial authonties. As Feldmm (1995: 225) points out: "[l]n its desire 

to extend both policy and fiscal control over the GTA, [the provincial govemmentl is slowly 

spawning protests amongst the regional and area municipalities within the CTA." 

One of the predominant sources of contention between provincial and municipal 

authorities is the fact that provincial policies in the region are-at least in part-being 

fomuiated by non-elected officials. When provincial politiaans have intervened in regional 

affairs, they have often done so without consultation with municipdities and have made 

deasions that were extremely unpopular at the municipal level. ïhis has reinforced the image 
of arbitrary provincial power. Perhaps the most egregious example of such a decision was the 

announcement by the provincial govemment that new landal ntes for the solid waste being 

generated in the GTA would have to be found within the region itself. But examples more 

closely related to the topic at hand are also available, Le., the choice of Scenario One as the 
regional population a l l m  tion. 

The key issue in this context is the need to for greater political control over decisions of 

regional importance, and, from a municipal point of view, greater municipal control over those 

deasions. The solution that might k t  corne to mind-espeaally to advocates of the compact 
city-is some form of regional govemment: this wouid have the potential of hrther 

regionaiking decision making and reducing confiid between municipal and provinaal levels of 

govemment in the regon. 

This was the approach taken by the Task Force on the GTA, appointed by the NDP in 
the h a l  days of its mandate before the provincial election in June, 1995. in its January 1996 

report, the Task Force recommended the abolition of the five existing upper-tier municipal 

govemments and theù replacement by a new indirectiy-elected Creater Toronto Council 
(GTC). The new GTC would have some of the powea currently exercised by the province in 

the region, and some of the powers upper-tier muniapalities now have. It would be 
responsible for: regional planning, economic development, and the construction and 
maintenance of regionaily significant highways. It would coordinate the activities of so-cded 

flexible service districts (essentially intemunicipal agreements) for the provision of non-local 
seMces such as transit, water. and sewage treatrnent. The GTC wouid undertake to produce 

a regional transportation plan. but would not have control over the ûnmaal levers to 



implement the plan. Jurisdiction over artenal roads and adjacent land uses, now lying with 
upper-tier muniapdities, would be transferred to area rnunicipalities. 

However, critics of the GTA Task Force have been quick to point out that a regional 

govemment would do little to address the reai issues facing the region. Reminiscent of the 

position put forward by Church above, Ruppert, a former policy director with AMO, has 

wri t ten: 

Strategic coordination is dearly more in need within the provinaal 
govemment ... The Golden Report has resorted to focusing on municipal 
structures [yet] we do not have a provincial govemment that is concerned or 
prepared to deal with the real solutions: action on long-overdue provincial- 
muniapal h a n a a l  refonns and the development of a coherent provinaal 
urban policy (1996: 5). 

Adrnittedly, the aeation of a regional govemment in the GTA is extremely unlikely. As 

Feldman, 1995 has noted: 

There are no formal CTA governance provisions whaisoever, for very obvious 
reasons. The provincial govemment remains fearfd of a super-regional 
govemment encomprssing the GTA which, theoreticaily at least, might 
ovenvhelm the whole provincial govenunental structure and directly threaten 
the province itself. 

Furthemore, the notion of regional government is anathema to most suburban 

municipaiities in the GTA. The widespreûd antipathy to the notion of a regional government: 

even an induectly elected govemment with fewer powen than the eWsting upper-tier regions 
became obvious in the aftermath of the january 1996 report of the Task Force on The GTA. 

An anaiysis of the submissions to the Task Force from muniûpaüties shows that primary 

concerns were the loss of municipal autonomy in controllhg growth. a fear that regional 
govemment would entail amaigarnation or abolition of certain municipalities, and the belief 

that regional government would entail higher taxes in suburban municipalities (Tomalty, 

lorthcoming)?' 

Supporting the view of municipal politiaans was a recent poll conducted by 
Environics, which showed that most residents of the GTA outside Metropolitan Toronto did 

not support the notion of a regional govemment, regional tax pooüng, or the abolition of ûny 

municipal institutions (Toronto Star, Apnl27,1996: Al; April30,1996: Al).  Finaily, the 

panel appointed by the new Tory govenunent to review the hdings of the CTA Task Force 
found iittie public support and strong antipathy to the idea of the GTC It recomrnended that 

the province reject this aspect of the Task Force's reform package (Review Panel on the 

Greater Toronto Area Task Force Report, 1996). 



These results agree generaliy with those found in the wider üterature on regonal 

planning. As Self (1982: 149) writes: 

It seems tha t po uiar identification of a common metropolitan existence and 
set of interests c f  edines steadily with distance kom the main center ... Few 
people appear to recognize their membership of an entity called an urban or 
city region or to appreciate its functiond importance, except br 
transportation: and public interest in that subject gows  spottier as one rnoves 
outward. 

This would suggest that as mehopolitan regions decentraiize and the proportion of the 

regional population residing in niburban areas increases, the level of political support for 
regional institutions would dedine. Research in the US ~ g g e s t s  that there are three 
preconditions for strong niburban support for regional govemment: geographical 
distinctiveness, positive expenences with regional agenaes, and a smaiier central city that 

wburbanites view positively (Baldassare, 1994). None of these conditions apply to the GTA, 

where there are few geographical feahres to define the region (compared to, Say, the 
mountains surroundhg Vancouver), the most widely recognized expenence with regional 

agencies was with the landfill search of the interim Waste Authority, a negative experience for 

most suburbanites, and a large central city with which many suburba~tes have neutral or 

negative associations. 

Recognizing the political resistance to any regional govemment in the CTA, Gardner 

Church (1993: 13), one of the strongest advocates of regionai coordination and compact urban 

forrn, has warned: 

It seems to me that the method for dealhg with this [re ional] reality is not ... 
jamming a regional sysiem onto the curent structure. I funk ihat, generaly 
speaking, would be so counter-intuitive to the tax-payer and to the public, no 
matter what the value of the kamework, it will simply be seen as another level 
of govemment and an intrusion into the legiümate rîghts of the states and the 
local munitipalities. 

If we accept that regional govemment for the CTA is unükely, the question remains as 

to what steps c m  be taken in order to strengthen institutions that prom~te a regional vision, 

cooperation, and solutions to regional issues? This is another key question that will be 
addressed in the recomrnendations found in the next chapter. 

Endno tes 
' In the case of Durham Region's officiai plan, municipd plmners reported that there was little 
d~ange in the land designated for development between the originai plan put fonvard by staff ir. 1991 
and the plan approved by the province in 1993. In other regionsi, municipdities uscd definitional 
viigueness of the provinad concept of density to argue for the incorporation of Iarger mounts of land 
in the expansion areas. 



' The targets adoptcd by Ministry of Municipal Affairs were not very ambitious cornparcd to growth 
management efforts in other mctmpolitm m a s  such as the GVRD. Then the regional planning 
agency adoptcd t q e t s  that would see a 77 percent inmase in the population of the rcgionûl corc 
a m  ovcr cumnt trends, al though subuhm lobbying later reduced t his target to about 50 percent. 
' This conclusion minors that &ved at by provincial planners in their 1993 assessrnent of the 
municipal rcsponse to the Housing Policy Statemcnt: "Ceneal intensification polides are found in 
most plans, ... though how the polices are to be implementcd is usually unclcar. ûverall, Otficial 
Plans appert to have difficulty with the idea of ' p h ~ i n g '  for intensification. At best, thesc 
Official Plans secm to be a framework for reading to sitcspecific applications, and in most cascs in 
an (sicl veiy cautious and exclusionary mannef' (Ontario Ministry of Housing, March 1993: 2). 

Interestingly, no one interviewed for this research expected a significant incrcase in the numbcr of 
accessoiy apartments unless aisis conditions in the housing market reappcarcd. 
' In some US states with growth management system in place, citizens routinely launch court 
challenges of municipal decisions that violate date planning laws. Their funding typically cornes 
from g m p s  such as the "1000 Friends", which conduct major fundnising campaigns specifically for 
this purpose. 
Vn fact, this is an issuc oftcn rais4 by municipal planners: "if the province can't gct its a d  togethcr 
to support growth management and intensification efforts, why should WC?" they ask. 
' Nonetlules, expedation had been r a i d  by the OGïA-led pmms a d  in 1994, the province wt up a 
long-tenn planning exercise in partnenhip with the GTA's regional govemmcnts. This initiative is 
considered in more dctail in the next chapter. 
'Those concemed about sprawl in the rcgiun hiivc pmposcd a rnove to a unit assessrnent systcrn that 
would be b w d  on pmperty dimensions ather thnn market value (City of Toronto Assessmcnt Rcfonn 
Working Group, 1988). 
' In thc final rcport of the Task Force on the GTA, the role of the office in coordinating growth was not 
cvcn mentioned. 
'O With rcgional planning bcing downplaycd, thc officc bcgan giving more attention to cconomic issues 
by sponsoring or coordinsting studies on issues such as the dispmportionatc taxation burden in tho 
GTA and the availability of industrial sites in thc region. Of the sevcn sub-committccs of thc Grcater 
Toronto Coordinating Cornmitttx (C'CC), none is specifially concemed with urban form or structure. 
Rat her, they rcflect the emerging economic orientation of t hc office: there arc su b-committecs on 
economic development, municipal finances, quality of life, telecommuniwtions, infrastructure, 
property asscssmcnt and govemment services. 

For instance, the reicase of an ûGTA sponsored report on residentid dcnsity was held up for cight 
manths because of concerns over muniapal mactions. 
l2 Self (1981) noted many of thcse shortcomings applied to other regionai governments a a w s  North 
Amena and Europe. 
'' For instance, Metro Toronto rmntly published a reseûrch report on industrial lands in the Toronto 
rcgion. It was carried out with finanaal assistance from the province and was guided by a stccring 
cornmittee of provincial and municipal rcpresentntives (Metropolitan Toronto, 19%). 
'' As Downs (1994: 190) points out in the US context: "Very few benefiaaries would vote for or against 
a stats legislativc candidate on the basis of gmwth management alone." 
l5 As mentioned in Chapter 5, this was givcn as a reason for the electoral defeat of certain 
Conservative MPs in the 1975 election, especially the aeation of upper-tier govemments and the 
amalgamation of lower-tier muniapalities. 

Perhaps this is explaincd by the la& of interest on the part of the OCTA to a d  as a focussing 
mcchanism for a wide-range of stiûceholders in the region. Rather, their efforts have been almost 
entirely directed towards building a consensus among the muniapal sector in the region. Thus, no 
grow th management coalition can be recognized at the GTA-widc s d e .  
I7 Many other intcrests attempted to influence offiaai plan outcornes, induding numerous agenaes of 
the local state. Two such agenaes stand out: school boards and social planning councils. School boards 
tended to support gmwth management because population projections, phasing of development, and 
attention to service provision would allow bettcr planning for new schools, a recurring problcm in 



apidly gmwing subuhs. In temis of housing intensification, school boards supportcd highcr dcnsity 
ncw development on the gmunds thût more compact ncw subdivisions could d u c c  thc nced for bussing, 
but they might object to intensifiwtion of existing communities (Le., through bascmcnt apartmcnts 
and infill) unless strict contmis wcrc in place to prevent overaowding of existing schools. Social 
planning counals also supported growth management in prinaple because of the inmascd 
opportunity to plan for human services and to match human necds with facility provision. Thcy 
supported the notion of gmwth centres and corridors as likcly to inmase access to scrviccs, and the 
notion of intensification as a means of providing more affordable housing. Prcserving cnvironmcntal 
features was supported as a strategy to enhancc amenities for human users. 
la Some plans (e.g,, Pickering's) recommended that thc municipality consider othcr transit-supportivc 
techniques in subdivision design, such as rcducing cul-des;ics in the road tayout and reverse lotting on 
arterials. 
le This observation dosely mirmm the situation found by mearchers of growth management rcgimcs 
in thc US. In his rcvicw of statwponsoml growth mmgement, Bollcns (1992) found that carlicr 
pmgnms tended to restnd growth that would be envimnmcntally destructive - only rcrcntly have 
thcy begun to encourage growth accommodating polides at the local level. In his well known book 
City Limits, Peterson (1981) pointed out thet distributional issues - such as housing opportunities - 
were best left to senior govemments with p a t e r  taxing, spending powers and wider geographical 
p u ~ e w s .  AM(Ys response to the provincial Housing Policy Statemcnt also rcflccted this appmach, 
insisting thût the pmvince withdraw policies rcquiring municipalities create opportunitics for 
affordable housing and instead expand its own subsidized housing pmgnm. 

Of couae, because the legislation overrides muniapal planning poliaes, one could arguc that the 
provincial objectives in Bill 120 wcre perfcctly implementcd. In fact, howcvcr, most municipalities 
that hod deficd the pmvince by placing illegd rcstnctions on basement apartmcnts intended to 
enforce their own policies and leave it up to property owners to appcal municipal dccisions to the 
OMB. 
" I t  is intcresting to observe that urban structure planning was not a principal featurc of the 
provincial policy framework (province-widc policies). The growth and setthment 6uidelincs 
mcntioncd urban structure in passing and thcTSGs were voluntary only, nor were thcy a major fcaturc 
of the comprehensive policy package in 1995. They beame an important componcnt in local 
intcnsification initiatives as a result of the OCTA, which ultimately drew upon the experiencc of 
municipdities within Metro Toronto. 

The relatively succcssful incorporation of the urbm structure concept into municipal planning 
policies can also be seen as a result of an inherently l e s  conflictuai situation betwcen provincial and 
municipal interests. For its part, the province sces policies to ensure at Icast somc arcas of suburbm 
munitipalitics becomc transit supportive, they provide intensification opportunities without 
rcquiring as much infrastructure investment as greenfield development, and land use cfficicncy is 
increascd, dowing  for the preserviition of environmential, rcsource and agricultural land. From a 
munitipd perspective, existing neighbourhwds m proteded, developments trends ;ire ntionalized, 
and new rcsidential units m a  pmvided in response to lowlly genented pressures for tnnsit- 
accessible, affordable housing. 
"The other strategy available to munitipalities is not to allow any growth, but this is really only 
availsble to the rural muniapalities in the GTA that can more easily withstand development 
pressures. None of the six suburban muniapalities seledeci for review had adopted I no-growth 
strategy, although Brampton had attempted to f m z e  gmwth at one point in order to pressure the 
province to deliver on promises for transportation funding. The strategy fell apart when the 
muniapal counal continued to approve projeds in spite of the freeze. 
" For instance, the theoretical framework accurately refiected: 

the overall pro-growth assurnptions behind muniapal plans and the d e  of the public 
consultation process in "selling growth" to cowtituents wary of growth either through 
intensification of the existing urbm fabric and the destruction of environmental amenities on the 
urban fringe 
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the importance of developers and red estate interests in local ddsion-making as thcy attcmpt 
to increasc the cxchangc value of their properties in both fringc and mature arca situations 

the important role played by rcsidents in protecting use values of their imrnediate commu~iities, 
thc inability of residents' groups to infiuence the ovcrdl Pace of growth within the municipality 
the concem for thc messment base shown by muniapal councils cager to rcducc tiu rates by 

balancing residential with employment-related grow th 
the willingness of muniapalities to sometimes override fiscal interests (such as in adiieving 

transit-support ive densities or in lobbying upper-tier govemments for p a t e r  population growth 
when it is belicved that residential development is a drain on municipal finances) in the face of a 
powerful growth interests when it cornes to expansion of the urban a m  or the rcsistancc of 
cxisting residence to intensification. 

the important role played by extemal corporate capital in shrping planning prioritics in the 
region as an instrument in meeting its changing spatial needs, Le., the need for a more diverse 
housing mix in suburbm areas to attract fimis with employees of al1 income Icvels, and the nced 
for provincial invcstment in regional infrastructure to support the transportation of goods. 

the genenl pro-growth orientation of most suburban muniapalitics, as reflccted in the dynamis 
over population and employment allocations. 

In somc cascs, outside consultants wcrc retained in order to pnparc a plan proposal. Evcn in t h a  
cascs, however, planning staff appearcd to rctain control as they typicdly dircctcd the consultants 
and rclayed information to council via the planning cornmittee. 
'This  observation is based on interviews with municipal planners and provincial officiais, and 
reflccts the findings reportcd in Chapter 5 contrasting the responses of muniapd councils vcrsus 
gmfcssional planners ta thr compad urban f o m  thrust of the Sewell Commission. 

Many planncrs intewiewed for this research referred to the gap between political expressions of 
support for growth management and intensification on the one hand and sitclcvcl dccisions that 
would givc conmte expression to that support. One plmner said: "council's support is only 'lip 
scrvicc'. Whcn it cornes down to pradical dcasions, thcy will oppose it.' 
2a Recognizing this dynamic, provincial planners have tricd to put uppcr-ticr govcmrnents in the 
position of watchdog over lowcr-tier redesignûtions. For instance, the province insertcd the following 
(rather self-contradictory) phrase in York Region's plan: 'That designations and rcdcsignetions that 
would have the effcct of rcduang the densities in area muniapdities shall ensure that arca 
municipal urbm form, density and housing policies arc achieved" (York Region, 1994: 33). No othcr 
upper-tier plan containeci such language, 
*The first dynmic desaibed ûbove mlating to municipal autonomy stresses the political conflict 
between provincial and municipal junsdidional levels. This argument suggests thrt provincial and 
muniapd planners have a common professional interest in " g d  planning principles". 
" Andrew (1995: 140) h a  noted this phenomenon in other ammstances and observecl thût: "We do not 
know enough about the processes intemal to municipaliües, through which pmfessional experts 
working at the local level pressured their provincial counterparts to extend centnlized control in the 
form of provinaal regulation." 
It He found that the City of Vancouver, with 38 head offices and a fluny of developmcnt 
applications, had more planning autonomy than Edmonton. with only seven head offices and scanty 
applications for new development. 

About 14,760 units per yeu  behveen 1990 and 1994 compjred to about 15,480 units per year in the 
1980 to 1984 period 
Vhere  were more than 90,000 net jobs created in subuhan regions behveen 1991 and 1995. 
" Why the Mayors' Cornmittee changed its poliq on this matter is open to speculation. It may have 
been due to the increasing acadeMc evidence from the US thût hedthy cores were essential to 
healthy regions. More likely, it refleded the desire of suburban mayors to show the province that 
they did not require a new level of regional govenunent - as was being openly discussed at the time - 
in order to achieve cooperation on regional issues among the component muniapdities. in order to 
realistically make this case, the Mayor's Cornmittee needed the participation of the City of Toronto, 
the region's largest and fundionally most important municipality. Until then? the City of Toronto 



-- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - 

had boycotted the Mûyors' Cornmittee bewuse of their refusai to acknowledgs the econornic plight 
and speaal fiscal and sfrviang conditions in the rcgional COR. 

'!'The following comment found in the Town of Whitby's submission to the Task Force was typiwl of 
suburban municipalities: "Whitby believes that its boundaries and its s in,  with signifiant wpûcity 
for future gmwth, continues to be appmpnate to serve the ratepaycrs of Whitby, now and in the 
future. W hitby believcs that its ntepûyers will strongly resist ûny change to its bounderies multing 
in a nduction in Whitby autonomy, its 
uniquc qualities and dwraderistics, as well as its strong r n s e  of comrnunity identi ty as a viiiblc local 
municiprlity in Durham Region (Town of Whitby, 1995: 7). 



11.1. Introduction 
In this ciosing chapter, 1 propose some recommendations for achieving more compact urban 
f o m  in the GTA based on the forgohg case study, and draw some implications for other 
urban regions. Fially, 1 consider some of the limitations of the m e n t  case shidy and point to 
future research directions. 

At the tirne of writing, the province-wide poücy kamework and institutional 
arrangements within the C ï A  were in flux: 

in May 1996, major reforms to the P[aming Act and a new set of policy statements under 
Section 3 came into effect 

in January 1996 the Golden Task Force had recommended wholesale change to the 

governance and fiscal structure of the region 
in February 1996 a provincial panel, appointed to conduct public hearings on the task 

force's recommendations, found Little enthusiam for dramatic change 
in May 1996/ the provincial governrnent announced another task force to look into 

unravelling provincial-municipal relations and resolving the fiscal issues involved. 
Making recornmendations under these conditions is undoubtedly hazardous and 

perhaps unwise: the institutions to which they are addressed may not even exist in a few 
months or the legal basis for relationships among those still existing may be trmsformed. 
Nonetheles, there is still value in makmg these recommendations: the hdings may help put 
some the changes and proposed changes to the planning system in Ontario and the GTA in 
perspective, and it is hoped the study will have wider significance for intensification efforts in 

other regions, regardess how fast the situation is chanpg in Ontario. 

11.2 Reform Pinciples: Effectiveness and Legitimacy 
Before moving on to recommendations, a key choice must be made: given the research findings 
presented here, should advocates of compact cities propose more coercive provincial policy 
measures that wouid increase the pressure on municipalities to meet the provinaal interest in 

stopping sprawl, or should solutions be sought in greater cooperation with municipalities in 

the region? 
In the last chapter, 1 conciuded that the provincial-muniapal relationship concerning 

intensification policies in the GTA can be charactenzed by a nwnber of different W g e  
models. in Mme respects it was found to be a very top-dom relationship akin to the classical 
technocratic or instnicted delegate model; in other respects the relationship was better 

characterized by the bargaining model. The conventional technocratic model would suggest 



that recalatrant muniapalities should be subjected to more coercive and intrusive provincial 

poliaes and that more extensive conunand and control measures be put in place, removing 

their room for maneuver, discretion, interpretation, and therefore theu abüity to cospt 
provincial poücies. The primary virtue of the top-dom implernentation mode1 is the promise 
of effectivenes it offers in t e m  of a high-fideüty "hear" movement £rom poiicy formulation 

to policy implementation. The ime of legiümacy is limited to issues relating to the policy 

formulation process (i.e., that it uses a transparent public process where elected 

representa tives are in control O t estabiishing policy goals). Unfortunately, this approach fails 
to anticipate the issues reliiting to the legitimacy of policy formation and implementation at 

the local level. The research renilts presented here suggest that the legitimacy concems of 

"local implementers" are a major impediment to reaüzing the objectives of the provincial 

policy framework. In other words, legitirnacy concerns at the local level are interfering with the 

effectiveness of the provincial policy framework. 

This is another way of saying that provincial policy makea cannot expect to achieve 

their policy objectives without the wiiiing cooperation of local authorities: municipalities have 

the power to implement, co-opt, or undermine provincial policy objectives. We have seen that 

municipalities have become increahgly important players in the planning and development 

game as they have had more responsibility for funding development placed upon them. Recent 

legislative and financial changes in Ontario reinforce this trend, with significant cuts in 

provincial-municipal transfen for roads, transit, water, sewage, and other growth-related 
senrices in exdiange for greater muniapal powen in raising revenue from non-property tax 

sources. The elirnination of federal and provincial h d m g  for new assisted housing projects 

has also placed greater responsibüity on the municipal sector for Einding mechanimis to create 
affordable housing. As Frisken has observed, "such shifts are likely to reduce the prinapal 

incentive for provinaai intervention. They also imply a larger role for municipal governments 

in detemiining how metropolitan areas develop. Ultimately, then, Canada's municipal 
governments have to be taken seriously as agents of metropoiitan area adaptation and 

change" (1994: 22-23). 

Indeed, a less hierarchical and more coilaborative approach is favoured by 

municipalities in the region and municipal sector associations. We have seen that new housing 

supply policy initiatives on the part of the province were met with increasing levels of conflict 
between the province and individual municipaiities, including widespread resistance to the 

Housing Poiicy Statement, ever more strident denunaations by AMO, and a court challenge to 

the Residents Rights Act. By the end of the study period, the intergovernmental atrnosphere in 

the region was poisonous: municipaiities daimed that the province was being paternalistic in 
its approach to planning, that the provincial offiaal plan approvai process was t h e -  



conniming and humiliating for municipalities, that unelected provincial officials had too much 
power over the planning choices of elected municipal officiais, that there was too much 
direction given in terms of targets, that d a t e r a l  provincial deasions (nich as Scenario One 
population targets) had brought the process h to  disrepute, and that generally, the province 
was treating municipalities as "regionai offices" of the provincial government (Association of 
Municipalities of Ontario, 1995). Rather than increased provinaai intervention and oversight 
of muniapal decisions, AM0 called for refoms to the provincial-municipal relationship 
amounting to a new parhiership, a so-called Bill of Riglils for Local Govemment: 

There is a need to renew and promote the essential nature of democratic local 
govemment, its integral role in the inte and as the level of 
govemment closest to the citizens and to involve 
them in the making of deasions conceming their 
of Municipalities of Ontario, 1994b: 11). 

Other influentid institutions, induding some provinaal agenaes, have also endorsed a 

more collaborative approach to planning in the region. Most importantly, the Royal 
Commission on the Future of the Toronto Waterfront is in Pvour of the "ecosystem 
approach", which is based on negotiation among interested parties rather than top-down 

[Elcoqstem planning involves al1 key stakeholders workmg together in an 
open, public, fair, and effiaent procea ... Processes shouid be designed to 
facilitate CO-operation, encourage conflict resolution, and buüd consensus. This 
should remit in more timely and efficient decision-makin with kwer 
antagonistic procedures than often occur in haditional p f anning (1992: 81). 

Fortunately, other theoretical models for policy implementation based on more 
coi.laborative prinaples are available. in an influentid 1980 article, Berman presented a model 
called "adaptive implementation", as an alternative to the topdown model, which he called 
"prograrnrned implementation". In programmed implementation the major sources of policy 
failure are seen as ambiguity in objectives, value confiict, overlapping jurisdiction, and 
resistance from irnplementen. It foiiows then that reform proposais would focus on more 
prease instructions to implementers leaving hem l e s  room for interpretation. Implementen 
are perceived as operathg in routinized ways that should be presaibed by detailed guidelines 
that will reduce discretion and ineffiaency, and circumscribed by monitoring theu 
performance, and by offering more incentives to comply with the policy objectives. 

ï h e  adap tive implementation model offea a different diagnosis and prescription: 

hplementation problems arise because of the overspecification and ngidity of 
goals, the tailure to engage relevant actorç in deasion-mahg, and the 
excessive control of deliveren. The ideal of adaptive implementation is the 



estabiishment of a process that allows policy to be modified, speafied, and 
revised-in a word, adapted-according to the unfolding interaction of the 
poücy within its institutional setting. 

In contrast to the highly speafied directives of a programmed approach, an adaptive 

approach seeks only general agreement on goals, whch are permitted to remain vague. 
Consistent with Lindblom's (1959) concept of "muddling through", this approach works best 

under conditions where poücy formulating and irnplementing agenaes have different interests 
and values, and where negotiation and compromise on objectives is appropriate. This type of 

implementation process also cdls for maximum participation £rom stakeholden in order to 

bring more information to the table and to enhance "ownership" of the outcornes. 
According to Bennan, an adaptive approach works best when the required behaviour 

change is dramatic, when the wusal theory comecting poücy to behaviour change is 
questionable, and when the relationship between formulators and implementers admits of a 

degree of autonomy for implementen. As we have seen in the analysis presented in the last 
chapter, au of these conditions prevail in the present case study. Under such situational 
conditions, applymg a programmed approach may be a mistake: "a programmed approach 
applied to a loosely coupled setting can lead to the ail too famiüar problems of symbolic 

compliance and cooptation ... The critical mhconception is, thus, the fanaful beiief that the 
'tightness' of programmed implementation can compensate for and ovemde a loosely coupled 
structure" (Berman 1980: 219) 

Although written over 15 years ago, these hvo models of implementation capture well 

the debate that has emerged in the GTA, at the provincial level, and elsewhere in Canada over 
the appropriate role of provincial, regional and muniapal governments in a rapidly chiu ipg 
econornic and political environment. At the Ontario-wide level, the NDP reforms to the 
Plaanirig Act were based on a more programmed approach that reduced muniapal discretion 
while the counter-reforms of the Tories were very much in line with the daptive approach. At 

the regional level, the model of a directly-elected regional government that would impose a 

top-down order on member municipalities competes with the model of a more coilaborative 

approach based on a looser muniapal federation. 
According to Berman, these models are not mutuaily exdusive. Rather, they are ideal 

types and real world situations may contain elements of both: "the context or policy situation 
matte rs... and policy maken ought to choose implernentation strategies to match the different 

situations." in the situation at hand, we can detect limitations of both approaches: the 
programmed approach does not recognize the local implementer as a separate level of 
govemment with a legitimate daim to partnership in deasions that affect them, w N e  the 

adaptive approach makes the questionable aaumption that the level of provincial control 



over muniapal action camot be increased through more coordinated action at the provincial 

level. 
The general approach that I wdi adopt in the following recommendations is that 

programmed and adaptive implementation techniques must be combined in order to address 
the effectiveness concerns of the provincial govemment and the legitimacy concerns of 

muniapal govemments. The recommendations put tonvard here also attempt to incorporate 

the insights from the discussion at the end of the last chapter, Le., that the abiüty of the 
muniapality to resist local political forces encouraging sprawl is tied ta the existence of a 
strong provinaal poücy framework, and that economic and other issues are driving muniapal 

politicians into a greater awareness of the region as an integrated unit. 

11.3. Increase the Effectiveness of the Provincial Policy Framework 

ll.3.l. Reform the Planning System 
Recent changes to the planning system introduced by the new Conservative govemment in 

May of 1996 have transformed the poücy framework described in this thesis. This is not the 
place for a detailed review and assessrnent, but a few observations on the major changes can 
be made. Changes indude the: 

removal of the content requirements for officia1 plans 

amendment process for officiai plans was considerably streamlined 
removal of the right of municipalities to require that services be in place before approving 

new development and the removal of the right of the OMB to summarily reject a referral 
from a proponent if such seMces were not Iikely to be in place within a reasonable 
amount of t h e  

provision for developea to refer municipal deasions to the OMB (in the past, developers 

had to request that the municipality refer the matter, giving h e m  an opportunity to drag 

their heels) 

provision that only the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing (the two ministries 
were combined) cm appeal municipal planning decisions to the OMB, removing the right 
of appeal from ministries such as Natural Resources, and Agncdture, Food, and Rural 

Affairs 
repeal of the açof-right apartments in houses legislation, restoring municipal discretion 

over the right of home ownen to establish basement apartments 
provision that the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing may exempt a muniapality 
from the need to seek planning approval from the province 

repeai of the "be consistent with" enabhg dause for policy statements and return to the 
"have regard to" clause 



reduction in the presaiptiveness and detail O f the cornprehensive policy sta tements.' 
The main relevance of these changes to the present research is that the refonns moved 

very far in the direction of the adaptive implernentation mode1 presented above.' in fact, the 
provisions of Bill 20 are uncannily nmilar ta those proposed by the municipal sector and the 
development industry during the pubüc discussion surrounding Biiis 163 and Bill 120.' 

Ruppert (1995: 4 4 ,  a former senior policy advisor to AMO, recentiy wrote: 

[Olne questions, where is the provincial voice? The answer is there isn't one 
and that's the point. The province is repeaiing more provincial authonty than 
that added in BU 163. Municipal decision-making is inueased, provincial 
policy-making authority and influence deaeased, public consultation and 
appeal processes further tightened and lirnited, and developer rights inaeased. 

The main justification for this provincial retreat was that the province could not 
possibly formulate detailed policies that would be appropriate when broadly applied across 

the panoply of conditions being faced by municipalities throughout the province. There is, in 
fact, a compelling logic to this argument, especially with respect to the difference between 
ml, urban, and mehopolitan conditions. This is captured by Church's prinaple of 
"particularity": 

except where the case for standard poücy is founded on national uni ty, human 
rights or immutable standards, policies and institutions of govemment should 
be crafted to fit the unique circumstances of various parts of the state or 
province (1996: 103). 

Thus, rather than suggesüng that the recently amounced policy statement be revoked, 1 

recommend that it be preserved as a generic statement of provincial policy interest in 

municipal plartning deasions and be buttressed in the various regions of the province by the 

adoption of geographicaily-speafic poiicy statements under Section 3 of the Plan~i i~ ig  Act. 

Such statements would provide detailed guidance to municipalities in different regions of the 

province depending on the particular economic, social, and environmental conditions that 
prevail within them. They should be adopted with fuü conniltation with the muniapalities 
involved. Regions for this purpose could be defined according to the Uely pathways for 

positive and negative externaii ties, indudmg ecologicd systems, housing markets, 
comrnutersheds, and economic regions. Perhaps the most promising approach would be to 
define a number O t bioregions in the province that could serve as a bans for regional planning.' 

11.3.2. Develop Supportive Policies From Related Ministries 

The case study pointed to the fact that the province cannot expect to see its policy objectives 
achieved through muniapal land use plans in the absence of supportive provinaal policies 
Erom related mùustries. The Ministries of the Environment and Energy; Transportation; 



Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs; Finance; Economic Development and Trade; and other 
growth and land-related ministries should adopt an explicit policy in favour of effiaent use of 
land as an objective to be pwsued through theù poliaes, programs, operating procedures, and 
their spending deasions Spedfically, the Ministry of the Environment and Energy should 

consider the spatial implications of its environmental protection policies and include the 
environmental impacts of any meanire that contributes to sprawl as one of the policy costs. 
This would indude storm water and soi1 decommissioning standards, as well as separation 
distances between "incompatible" land uses. The Ministry of Economic Development, Trade, 

and Tounsm should assess its many initiatives from the point of view of the province's 
expressed policy to direct new growth to Metropolitan Toronto and suburban mixed-use 
commercial nodes. Recommendations for other ministries appear below. Fiially, the Ministry 
of Agndture, Food and Rural Affairs should consider adopting innovative and cost-effective 

meanires to support farming as an economic activity in the urban shadow around Toronto. 
For instance, speaal tax breaks for farrnea that accept conservation easements, helping to 
fund land trusts, transfer of developrnent rights programs, and in particularly sensitive areas, 

outright purchase of development rights (Hilts and Mitchell, 1993). 

11.3.3. Reform Provincial-Municipal Fiscal Relations 

Reform of provincial-municipal relations is needed in order to reduce the property tax 

dependence of municiprlities in the region and to obviate tax pressures towards sprawl. Most 

importantly, responsibiiity for funding social services such as schools and welfare should be 

removed from the property tax and transferred to the province. This would elimuiûte the need 

€or tax pooling in the region, reduce the fiscal fiight of businesses from within Metropolitan 
Toronto and reduce the incentive for fiscal zoiUng by suburban municipalities. Furthemore, 

the Dewlopment Charges Act should be amended to require that muniapalities base 
development charges on the marginal cost of growth-related capital expenses. 

The municipal granting system should be reformed so as to incorporate intensification 

objectives that would reduce subsidization of scattered nual development. Variables such as 
income, number of new immigrants, and other indicaton of service-dependency should be 

incorporated into the granting formula, instead of the m e n t  system based on assessrnent 
only. This would direct more provincial money to Metropolitan Toronto and help stem core 

dechne. 

11.3.4. Link Infrastructure and Transit Funding to Achievement of 
Relevant Land-use Objectives 

That provincial infrastructure funding and grants to municipalities Ire dedining does not 
mean that the province must relinquish its attempts to influence municipal decisions to meet 



provinaal objectives. The province should link infrastructure investment and transfers to 
muniapal performance on relevant mersures related to land use. For instance, inaeases in 
transit hinding should be made conditional on the adoption and implementation of transît- 
supportive poliaes in municipal offiaal plans, road spending should be made conditional the 
adoption of alternative development standards, and so on.' 

11.3.5. The Ontario Municipal Board 

Intervenor hinding should be pmvided ta support atizen intervention in OMB hearings on 
official plans and offiaal plan amendments when the Board feels confident that the 
perspective being brought fonvard is in the public interest. 

11.4. Strengthen Institutions of Regional Coopera tion 

ll.4.l. Focus on the OGTA as a Vehicle for Provincial Planning in the 
Region 

The role of the û C ï A  has been allowed to dedine over the last three yem, losing staff, its 
Deputy Minister, and its credibüity. Yet, the office is an obvious vehide for strengthening the 
province's d e  in regionai planning and in cooperating with municipalities in the region. The 
role of the office should be strengthened by adopting the following meames: 

11.4.2. The OCTA Should Coordinate Policies and Spending of 
Provincial Line Departments 

The OGTA should have its ongrniil mandate restored: i.e, to coordinate the decision-mûking 
among provinaal line drpartments as they effect the GTA. Canying out this function wil 

require substantial inaeases in staffing and other resources. The office should assume 
responsibility for the regional transportation plan (see below), the iunding of major water and 

sewage faciiities, economic development, and environmental protection. 

11.4.3. Merge OGTA/ Plans Appraisal Branch 

One of the insights gained from the research conducted for this thesis is that the agency 
responsible for overseeing municipal cornpliance with provincial policies in official plans 
should aiso be responsible for coordinating the activities of other state agencies that c m  affect 
development patterns in the metropolitan region and whose cooperation is required in order 
to implement any regional plan or vision. Thus, the OGTA should aiso asnune responàbiiity 
for plan approval within the GTA. 

11.4.4. Adopt a GTA Poücy Statement 

As mentioned in Chapter 10, the province has failed to adopt a GTA policy statement under 
Section 3 of the Plan~iing Act, although a draft statement has been available for at least three 



yews. This statement should be officialy adopted as one of the regional policy statements 
recommended in Section 113.1. This would respond to a number of the issues raised in the 

last chapter. It would: 

serve as  a statement of the province's "urban policy" in the C ï A  

bring murent bureaucratic practices into the political sphere by incorporating planning 
objectives of regionai importance 

give more legitimacy to regional planning objectives. 
Although the actual targets should be adopted under separate annexes, the GTA 

Policy Statement should incorporate provisions for erch of the foliowing: 
population and employment allocations 

an urban limit line 

affordable housing allocations to each upper-tier region 
intensification and minimum density objectives 
an urban structure vision. including a full hierarchy of nodes and corridors 
shared definitions and terminology on density and intensification, in order to facilitate a 

regional discussion on relevant planning policies, to standardize planning concepts, and to 
facilitate monitoring of planning objectives 

a process for negotiating actud objectives with municipalities in the region. 

The process for aeating the policy statement should indude consideration of 
alternative development patterns, fiscal, economic, social. and environmental impacts, 
building on the results of the 1990 IBI study and subsequent revisions A number of 
comprehensive regional planning process formats are avaiiable, including those based on m 

ecosystem approach (e.g., Tomalty et al., 1994). 

11.4.5. Set Growthj Land-use Objectives 

Actual planning and growth-related objectives should be negotiated under the authority of the 

CTA policy statement and expressed in updatable annexes. These objectives should be 
expressed in the t om of numencal targets wherever feasible. This is crucial £rom an 
implementation, monitoring, and adaptation point of view. MuniapûLities are more ükely to 
accept numericaiiy expressed targets if they are the result of negotiations between provincial 

and muniapal representatives. Targets should be established for the GTA as a whole and 

then distribu ted to upper-tier muniapalities through nego tia tions behveen those governrnents 
and the OGTA. Upper-tier targets should be distributed to lower-tier municipalities through 

inter-municipal agreements. Area muniapalities should be given the ilexibility to achieve the 
targets on a municipality-wide basis rather than a site-by-site basis. 



11 A.6. Create a Regional Transportation Plan 
In aiapter 9, we saw that the nodes and corridors concept depended heavily on provincial 

investrnent in transportation and that the uncertainty assodated with t h s  was undermining 

muniapal confidence in the nodes and corridors concept. As mentioned in Chapter 10, a GTA 

transportation plan is being elaborated by the Ministry of Transportation. Preliminary 

documents showed that there are three key dimensions to the regionai transportation plan: 

demand management, the rehabilitation of the existirtg system, and systern expansion. The 
transportation plan wül link with the nodes and corridors concept embedded in upper-tier 

officia1 plans now emerging in the region. The plan wdl ffdearly reflect the inter-connections 

between the way we use and settle land in our communities m d  the form of transportation 
system required to service these settlement patterns" (Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 

1995a: 2). Among the specific goals brmulated early in the planning exercise were to the 

reduced use of single occupant vehides and minirnization of the need for greenfield 

development. The latter was softened to "transit-supportive landuse pattern" in later 

venions of the document (Ontario Minisfry of Transportation, 1995b). 

Without question, the GTA bansportation planning exercise is a major undertaking 

that has considerable potentiai to d u e n c e  land-use patterns well into the future. After two 

yeaa of work, the transportation is still only in the goals formulation and shidy design stage, 

considerûbly behind schedule. This provides the opportunity to modify the process in several 
important respects: 

the nodes and corridor hierarchy that is embedded in the plan should be those determined 

through the regional visioning exerase and described in the GTA policy statement, not 
those embedded in the current upper-tier official plans 

intensification of ntburban land use should be re-introduced as a goal of the 

transportation plan 

responsibiiity for the plan creation process should be moved to the OCTA, with increased 
administrative resources dedicated to developing and implemenhng the transportation 

plan 

besides dose cooperation with municipal govemments, the planning process should 

Uiclude wide-scale consultations with interest groups across the region. 

11.4.7. Implement a Joint Monitoring/ Response System 
Objectives and targets in officia1 plans are meaningless unles resources are committed to 

t r achg  progess towards those objectives. The type of monitoring/response system that is 

put in place will depend on whether programmed or adaptive implementation mode1 is 
adopted for this purpose. in programmed implementation, m o n i t o ~ g  is done in order to 



adjust the behaviour of irnplementers so as to enhance their fidelity to policy objectives. In 
adaptive implementation, monitoring is done in order to adapt the policy to the conditions 
prevailing at the level of the local irnplernenting unit. in fact, monitoring c m  serve both 
purposes: it wiii show where municipatitîes must adjust plans and development control 
activities to meet targets, but should also give information on local conditions that may make 
adueving targets more onerous than fint thought. Under these conditions, new targets should 
be negotiated between lower-tier and upper-tier muniapalities in order to redistribute targets 
across area muniapalities within the region, and, in the case where conditions have changes so 
dramatically that the upper-Lier municipality feels that it will not be able to meet the overali 
goal, the target should be renegotiated with the C)Cï"A. 

11.4.8. Build a Regional Consciousness and Public Support for 
Regional Planning 

There is cunently a mimatch behveen the growing reality of the region as an economic, soaal, 
and ecological entity and the fragmented conscioumes of the region's citizens, who sall 
identify most dosely with local municipal institutions. Muniapaiities and developen speak to 
the region's residents as consumen of housuig and tax payen. But Hirsch (1976) has pointed 
out that when individuals p u m e  the ideal home and lower taxes on the urban fnnge, they 
actually contribute to the extension of the urban envelope, traffic congestion, and 
environmental deteriontion that destroys the sought-after situation. This suggests a role for 
regional institutions in informing the region's citizens of the real tradeoffs availiible to them. 

As pointed out in the last chapter, however, the K ï A  has accepted "munidpalities 
as gatekeepers, a way to filter the views of residents up to higher levels of govemment" 
(Office for the Greater Toronto Area, 1991b: 6). But, as the main institution or regionalization 
in the CTA, the OGTA must overcome its disinclination for direct contact with the citizens of 
the region, and should play a more active role in building a regional consciousness. The main 
strategy here should be to focus on the links between "everyday experience" (such as traffic 
jams, high housing prices, crime, isolation, disappearance of favourite Iandscapes and so on) 
and regional p l m g  issues. Overall, the OCTA must undertake to increase public awareness 
that regional problems transcend municipal problems and require regional solutions. This 
could be done through an extensive program of regionai visioning, and through public 
consultations on a new GTA policy statement. 

If provincial policy objectives are to have more weight in the hplementation process, 
they must have wider legitimacy, Le., they must involve a wider constituency beyond 
municipal officiais and politicians. Thus, OGTA faalitated reg.onal planning exercises should 



include major stakeholders such as environmental groups, business groups, labour, farm 
groups, social planning and advocacy groups, and so on. 

To address the municipal argument that regional issues are adequately dedt with 
through municipal institutions that represent citizens, the W A  should build upon the 
emerguig awareness among municipal non-elected officiais (such as plannen) that the region is 
more than the sum of its parts from a planning point of view, and the heightened awareness 
of local politidans that the region in one economic entity for purposes of econornic 
development and global competîtiveness. 

11.4.9. Launch a Joint Research Program 

As noted in previous chapters, a basic lack of research on key issues related to 
regional growth and on the central daims of the compact city notion have helped to 
undermine progress on this h u e .  Thus, the OGTA should undertake, in coilaboration with 
municipalities of the region, to launch an arnbitious growth related program. Such a research 
program should indude: 

Identifyïng the potential for intensification on a area-by-area bans throughout the GTA, 

applying consistent standards such as: excess servicing capaaty; access to facilities; 
servicing standards for libraries, police, traffic, and so on; housing demand; land 
ownership patterns; etc. 

Studying the relationshp between land-use patterns and economic, social and 
environmental variables should be more extensively explored withn the regional context. 
This could also serve as a basis for the OCTA-facilitated regional planning exercise 
described above. in particular, the connection between land-use and fiscal issues should 
be better explored, with attention paid to expenditures by the various levels of 
govemmen t involved. 

The social impacts of intensification and higher-density living, including the acceptability 
of various intensification fonns, the market demand for various types of medium and 

higher-density development, design issues, and so on. 
The desirable mix of land uses in nodes and comdors; the likely demand for housing, 

employrnent and services in the designated areas under a variety of future scenanos; an 
assessrnent of the currently designated nodes and comdors from an economic point of 
view; and, the financial implications of the nodes and corridors strategy for ai i  levels of 
govemmen t. 



11.4.10.Establis h a Municipally-Controlled Regional Coordina ting 
Body 

While the province has a major role to play in coordinating decisions in the region, the regon's 
muniapalities must also develop their own identity as memben of a regional entity. Some 

institution of muniapal cooperation is required in order to interact from a municipal 
perspective with the strengthened OCTA, to help resolve inter-municipal conflicts, and to 

serve as a forum for consensus building on initiatives jointly sponsored by the OCTA and the 
muniapal forum. 

The purpose of the municipal coordinating body should be to provide a forum where 
regional issues can be discussed, to act as a catalyst for the creation of inter-muniapal 

agreements and special-purpose bodies, and to serve as an advocate for the GTA in 
provincial and federal fora. 

Seveal govemance proposais have emerged to compte with the regional government 

recommendations of the GTA Task Force, discussed in the last chapter. The GTA Mayon and 
Regional Chain Conunittee has rejected the idea of a Creater Toronto Counal and instead has 

proposed a GTA forum of municipal leaders to regularly address the over-di concerns of the 
region. They have suggested that the forum be served by a smaii provincial government 
secretariat and that it would meet monthly to coordinate nich things as economic 
development and cross-boundary issues üke waste, water, sewer, roads and transit. I t  would 

have no taxing authority. The province would have the final say in resoiving disputes in 
absence of a consensus. Such a body could help coordinate muniapal input into regional 
planning exercises conducted by the OCTA and its creation should be supported by the 
provincial govemment. 

11.5. Strengthen Municipal Planning 

11.5.1. S trengthen Planning Capacity of Upper-Tier Governments 
The case study showed that upper-tier governments played an ambivalent role in the region: 
whde they increasingly served as a linchpin behveen provincial policy interests and municipa 
planning deasions, they were harnstning by political factors that reduced their w h g n e s s  to 
contravene lower-tier planning decisions. The GTA Task Force recommended the abolition of 

the upper-tier governments and their replacement by a poütically and legaliy weaker 
metropolitan-wide counal, trading geographical cornprehensiveness for jurisdictional potency. 
The la& of political support for this option makes its reaiization extremely doubtful. 

Furthennore, aboüshing upper-tier municipalities rnight play into the hands of a powerful 
movement among the large lower-tier municipalities to remove ail regionai coordination. 



Thus, it is reconunended here that upper-tier municipalities be preserved, but that their 
planning functions be strengthened by moduying the Region of Durham, Peel, York, and 
Halton constitutive acts in order to establish a uniforrn method of direct election, as is 
currently used in Metropolitan Toronto. Although circumstances certaidy differ, the 
performance of Metropolitan Toronto council Nice its shift to direct election in 1988 has 
shown that upper-tier govemments can be strong advocates in favour of higher-density more 
compact development forms, balancing lower-tier objections. Furthemore, directly elected 
upper-tier counds may be more innilated from growth and anti-growth coaütions due to the 
fact that they are not so closc to site-speafic planning issues. 

11.5.2. Strengthen the Planning Capacity of Lower-Tier Municipalities 

If a more coilaborative relationship between the provincial government and municipalities in 
the region is to prevaü, then municipal institutions need to be reformed so as to increase 
confidence in local deasion-making and irnprove local planning. The main recommendation 
with respect to local govemment must be to increase its capaaty for autonomous decision- 
making in the face of powerfui growth and anti-growth coalitions. This can be encouraged by: 

reduang the fragmentation of the local state in the GTA, by putting library boards, police 
boards, hydro commissions, transit commissions and so on under the control of municipal 
councilsb 

reducing fiscal dependence on property tax (as discussed above) 
proclaiming the Local Govemment Disciostire of Merest Act and carrying through with the 

appointment of Commissioners under Section 7 of the act' 
transferring control over local infrastructure spending, especially on transportation, to the 

planning department." 

11.5.3. Modify Planning Practices 

Zoning and planning regdations on density, building Ne,  lot size, exaggerated development 
standards, minimum separation distances, and prohibited uses of the land have hpeded  
intensification and a mix of housing and land uses. These shouid be addressed by: 

adopting alternative development standards for both greenfield development and 
redevelopment in existing areas 

replacing single-using zoning with flexible zoning techniques that encourage a mix of uses 
and the most efficient use of lande9 

11.5.4. Improve the Quality of Public Participation 

The h a 1  recommendation concems improving the quality of public participation in municipal 

planning processes. Most importantiy, mechanisms shouid be found for providing citizens 



with redistic al tematives with respect to growth management options. Residents sometimes 

desire incompatible development objectives, such as modest growth, no expansion ont0 rural 

lands, and no intensification of existing areas. Experience in other junsdictions suggests that 
when plamers present atizens with the choice among intensification and realistic alternatives 
to such a planning strategy, resistance to intensification softens. For example, when 
confronted with the choices behveen more residential growth in their neighbourhood and 
increasing traffic congestion h m  cornmuters beyond the neighbourhood, atizens may choose 

the former. Or, when asked if they would prefer to preserve the& own dismcts at the expense 
of preserving industriai employment lands, they chose to allow neighbourhood changes and 
preserve industrial lands in their current use (DeMarco, 1995). 

Municipaiities shodd also consider innovative ways of tymg impmvements in 

neighbourhood quality to intensification. For example, funding for neighbourhood amenities 
such as parks, daycares and libraries in neighbourhoods could be linked to an acczptance of 
increased den~ities. '~ 

11.6. Research Limitations, Value of this Study, and Directions for Future 
Research 

ln this final section, 1 reflect on the limitations of the present case study and on how the study 

could be improved. 1 then propose a nurnber of ways by which the results of the present case 

study may infonn future research of a more directed nature in the CTA and other 

metropolitan area in Canada. 
The present study has a number of limitations thût flow from the research design: it 

focuses nther narrowly on offiaal plans and more or l e s  ignores the broad range of other 
municipal planning outputs that could be used as meanires of the degree of implementation of 
the provincial poiicy framework it is concemed almost exdusively with residential density 
rather than the broader m a y  of land uses that help determine whether an urban region is 

compact or not; and it relies for interview evidence exdusively on provincial offiaais and 
municipal plamers, ignoring the broad range of other stakeholders involved in the 

intensification policy formulation and implementation process. Each of these limitations is 
dealt with in more detail here. 

The focus of this research has been on provinaal planning policy and policies 
embedded in officiai plans. As ahowledged earlier, an official plan policy is only the first 

step in implementation at the local ievel: secondary plans, subdivision agreements, zoning 
bylaws, and building p e d t s  translate official plan poücies into built forrns on the ground. 
Comments have been made throughout the thesis as to the implications of the research 

hdmgs for these h t h e r  implementation steps, but future research could expand on this 

aspect of the study considerably. For instance, a study centering on development applications 



in the wake of the provinaal adoption of various aspects of the intensification policy 

frarnework might be a fruitful way of seing how long it takes policies to be translated into 
practice by developers and which aspects of the development process are most affected. 

This type of investigation would dso ailow us to determine whether and how 

intensification is actualiy happening on the ground: i.e., is intensification happening in a 
policy-led fashion or a developer-led fashion? For instance, do redevelopment areas such as 
nodes and corridors appearing in offiaal plans and secondary plans show signs of 

intensification? 1s this where the majority of applications are corning in? Or do developers 

seem to be pursuing other signals, unrelated to the policy Erarnework, such as land values, the 
reputation of muniapal planning departments for speedy or slow processing of applications, 

the political orientation of counds, or the likelihood of neighbourhood opposition? 

Another limitation of the research is that i t focuses almost exclusively on residential 

density. As Simpson (1993: 7-8) has noted: 

If intensification is to achieve the goal of greatl reducing the arnount of land 
required for new urban development, it must r ocus on more than just the space 
required for private residences. h a typical community in southern Ontario, 
private land represents only about one-third of a community's urban land. 
Public and community uses account for a greater share of the land area. There 
has not been enough acknowledgment of the need to lower standards and to 
reconsider issues such as the size of school sites, and road widths and 
setbadcs, among many others. 

Furthermore, the benefits of compact urban form may rely l e s  on residential densities 

and more on the spatial distribution of economic activities, and the relationstup of those 
activities to residential areas (Bourne, 1994). Whiie it was not ignored, this issue played a 

secondary role in the present analysis. Thus, future research could broaden the scope of the 

present study to include a detailed analysis of provinaal policies meant to influence the 

spatial distribution of economic activities and municipal reaction to those policies. 
Development patterns for other land uses, such as industrial, commeraal and institutional 

could be hacked to detennine overali trends and poiicy intluences on them. 

This research relied heavily on information provided by provindiil offiaais and 

municipal plannen in interpreting official documents and arriving at general conclusions about 
the nature of the provincial-municipal relationship. Arguably, planners may have a wider 

perspective than other bureaucratie functionarîes on urban issues and the political and 

economic factors under lpg  planning choices. Needless to say, however, planners have their 
own professional interests and ideas that undoubtedly colour their interpretation of poiicies 
and other mattea relevant to the present researdi. Thus, one way to broaden the significance 

of ihis study would be to incorporate the views of other hctionaries, politidans, and other 



stakeholden in the offiaal planning process, such as citizen groups and development 
corporations. 

Despite these limitations, 1 believe the present study may be usehil for a number of 
purposes. This study has Eocussed attention on the implementation stage of the poky 

process and detaüed the considerable "slippage" between policy formulation at the provincial 
level and policy implementation at the local level. Such research is not widespread in Canada, 
and as a result policy maken at the provincial level and pliuiner~ at the municipal level have 
little in the way of empincal knowledge to guide their actions. This study therefore may have 

some value to plannen and politidans involved in land-use issues. Within the GTA itself, the 

poücy and planning framework affecting the density of residential land use had never been 
hilly described and it  is hoped that the descriptive elements presented in üus thesis are 

adequately detailed and coherently presented so as to give practitioners a comprehensive 
view of the poliaes, administrative feahires, and intergovemmental dynamics involved. 

1 have also tried to make a contribution to the theoretical üterature on the problems 
associated with poticy implementation. in ths respect, 1 hope that the detailed attention given 
to the issue of local agent autonomy in affecting implementation will particularly interest 

students of public administration, policy anülysis, and politicai science. 
This leads to the third contribution of the study: it helps sheds some light on the 

changing nature of provinaal-municipal relations in Ontario. By relating the official planning 
process to larger institutional, political, and economic factors, ! was able to interpret official 
plan outcomes in terms of a changing context that seems to be favouring muniapal autonorny 

from provincial oversight. 
Fourth, by focusing on a single variab1ei.e.. the intensity of residential land u s c t h e  

study has been able to link province-wide growth management, housing, and urban structure 

policies to regional planning polides. This tended to complicate the analysis but paid off in 

ternis of the comparisons it dowed between the two types of poücy in terrns of policy 
formulation processes, level of cod ta t ion  with municipalities, and level of implementation. 

Fifth, 1 have endeavoured to lay the groundwork for other researchen to structure their 

research methods and test plausible hy~otheses. Future research could be based on 

deterrnining the importance of any of the 13 factors wggested in Chapter 10 in helping to 
explain the observed planning outcomes. For instance, it was wggested that the dedùùng 
authority of the ûGTA may have been important in reducing provincial authority over 
municipal planning decisions in the CFA. This could be more thoroughly investigated in a 

multiple case study design c o m p a ~ g  a number of urban regions with more and l e s  effective 
regional planning institutions. Beyond the detailed heahnent of explanatory factors offered in 

Chapter 10,I have elsewhere in the thesis proposed explmations for the observed planning 



outcomes and thew could also serve as the basis for deeper explanatory research designs in 
the future. Here 1 mention a few of the potential hypotheses that emerged kom the present 
case study: 

public resistance to intensification is heightened in muniapaiities where most of the recent 
higher density housing has been for low-income users 

the commitment of individual municipal officiais to intensification goals plays an 
important role in explaining different municipal responses to the same provincial 
intensification framework 

public acceptance of intensification can be inaeased through public education exercises 
* the stage of maturation of a municipaiity has an infiuence on the acceptance of the need 

for intensification, at least on the opinions and attitudes of planning staff (Le., mature 
municipalities with little or no land avûilable for greenfield development may be more 
amenable to intensification as a planning policy) 

institutions of regional coordination will be stronger in urban regions where there is 
positive identification among suburbanites with the fate of the central aty. 

Sixth, 1 hope that the conceptual innovations and appücations contained in the thesis 
will help researchen in the design of studies relevant to other metropoütan areas of the 
country. Speci fically, the conceptual organiza tion of intensification policies into growth 
management, housing supply, and urban structure may help other researchers to bring order to 
the often confusing array of indirectly-related policy initiatives at the provincial and 
municipal levels. Furthennore, the contrast between the provinaal vision of a more compact 
urban region and municipal planning strategies presented in the case study of the CTA may 
also provide investigators in other regions with guideposts for their research, i.e,: 

growth management versus expansion management 
intensification opportunities widely distributed versus site-specific intensification 
an urban structure based on a iimited number of nodes and corridors versus diffuse nodal 

development withou t connecûng corridors. 
1 also hope that researchers find the application of the policy formulator-implementor 
typology to an intergovernmental context useful in conceptualizing provincial-municipal 
relations in other metropolitan regions. The distinction made in ths  thesis between growth 
accornrnodating and growth restricting poliae+and the different munidpal response to the 
two policy types-may also help other investigators form hypotheses and interpret empîrical 
resul ts. 

Finaiiy, the GTA case study Eindings rnay shed üght on intensification efforts in other 
metropolitan sreas of the country and lead to fluitfd spedation on how intensification 
efforts in those areas might compare with those in the Toronto region. Extrapolating the 



findings to other jurisdictions is, of course, a pedous task, Iargely because of the differing 
legislative frameworks operating in provinces across the country, induding the institutions 

goveming provinaal-municipal relations, but also because of differences in political cultures, 

and economic conditions. Nonetheless, 1 wiiî offer a k w  thoughts on the applicability of the 
present study to Canada's two other largest metropolitan regions: 

The Montreal region shares many relevant feahires with the C ï A .  It is a large 
metropolitan area with a relatively powerhil regional govemment at its metropolitan core, and 

a number of l e s  effective regional govemments goveming the outer suburban areas. Thus, it 
has no unified planning authority that embraces the entire region, making the provincial 
goverment the effective regional planner. As briefly recounted in Chapter 2, previous 

attempts at regional planning by the province came to naught due to mburban resistance and 
la& of provincial coordination, much the same destiny met by the TCR concept. Core area 
dedine has also become a major political concern in the region, and has been linked to the 

issue of suburban sprawl. As in Toronto, a recent task force recornrnended the creation of a 

regional govemment in order to achieve-among other objectives-a more conipact region. 
Resistance from suburban muniapalities is expected to prevent the province £rom mowig 
ahead with jurisdictional reform." Finally, the Quebec govemment has adopted new province- 
wide growth management policies to steer a new generation of upper-tier plans, much the 

same as the provinaal shritegy in the GTA. 

However, there are also major contrasts between the GTA and the Montreal region: 

there has been no attempt to direct population or employment growth among the Montreal 

region's muniapali ties 
there is a provincially-controlled agricultural land preservation commission, but its 

influence over municipal planning is purely negative: it cm prevent the premature 
urba~zation of particdar sites but camot exerase a regional pianning function 

growth management based on an urban structure vision will be more problematic because 

of the over 100 municipalities in the metropolitan region'' 
Quebec has not tried to influence housing supply through muni5pal level poiicies and has 

no counterpart to Ontario's Housing Policy Statement" 

the upper-tier regional muniapalities have fewer powers to implement a provinaal growth 
management vision 

muniapalities are more independent from a fiscal point of view, i.e., the province pays for 
soaûl services sudi as education and welfare and muniapalities receive less in the way of 

provincial transfea for operating costs. 

Thus, it would seem that although the province is f a d g  many of the same sprawl- 
related problems in the Montreal region as Ontario faces in the Toronto region' Quebec has a 



much less authoritative planning system in place, there are fewer mechanimis for provincial 

and regional interests to be translated into municipal actioiis, and muniapalities have more 

motivation and leverage to retist provincial policy efforts. Given these conditions, we nught 
expect that the provincial interest in more compact aties would be more weakiy expressed at 

the local level-ui particular with respect to encouraging a range and mix of housing types in 

wburban areai-and that offidal planning documents in that region would show l e s  

evidence of a concem for the intensity of residential land use. We would not expect to find 
strong evidence of municipal plan coordination in t e m  of the expression of a metropoiitan 
urban structure. Nor could we expect that the challenge to the province in wating 

collaborative medianims to overcome municipal resistance would be any less thûn daunting. 

In some ways, the Vancouver region has l e s  in cornmon with the GTA from a 

provincial-municipal relations perspective than does Montreal. The province has had iittle 

direct rote in managing growth in the region, choosing instead to ueate the Greater Vancouver 

Regional District (CVRD), a geographically comprehensive regional institution to manage 

growth and provide growth-related idrashucture (except transportstion faaiities). Thus, the 
province has few poliùes meant to influence municipal planning, whether growth 
management, housing supply, or urban structure. in fact, its political culture obviates any top- 

down type of provincial-regional-muniapal planning and favoun a more adaptive, shûred- 

decision making approach. Even B C s  new Growtlr Sfrategies Act avoids a top-down approach 

by relying on "cross-acceptance" of planning policies between the CVRD and its component 

municipali ties. 
tnterestingly, however, the GVRD has adopted planning objectives that are very 

sirnilm to those that have been adopted through facilitation of the OGTA in the Toronto 
region: a regional plan based on a hierarchy of " t o m  centres" connected by transit corridors, 

a better balance of residential and employment land uses in various areas of the region, and a 

population allocation that favours the cectral area of the metropolitan region over suburban 

areas up the Fraser Vdey. 
Therefore, we would expect that a case study of the GVRD focusing on official 

community plans would reveal that region-wide growth management goals are not very 

ambitious but that they wodd be relatively weii expressed at the municipal level. We would 

expect to see the CVRD-approved urban structure embedded in municipal plans, but there 
may be the tendency for municipalities to hirther designate a number of local centres that 
would detract £rom the viability of the regional urban structure. We would not expect to see 

strong housing supply policies relating to the distribution of intensification opporhuiities 

throughout the urban fabnc. 



-- 

' The ncw policy statement under section 3 of the Act were l e s ~  than hdf the length of the 
comprchcnsive set adopted by the NDP. The new housing poliaes did not rcquire that municipalities 
pmvide opportunitics for affordable housing or intensification through thcir planning dcasions. Thc 
affordablc housing target was droppcd and intensification poliaes were considerably diluted such 
that municipalities were asked merrly to "facilitate residential redcvelopment. "Provisions that 
werc desirable from the devdopment community's point of view were retained: i.e, maintaining s 10- 
ycar supply of designated land and a 3-year supply of midential units in draft approvcd or 
mgistered plans of subdivision. The new poliacs droppcd the provision to encourage development 
standards that would facilitate compact and affordable residential development and rcplûccd it 
with a policy to encourage "cost-effective" standards. 

Growth management poliaes werc also affcctcd: growth would still bc directcd to urban and 
rurd settlement areas but the requimment that growth m r  in the f o m  of "logial extensions" to 
built-up or alrcady designrted areas was dmpped. Rather than regulating change on the bais  of 
spatid aiteria, the ncw policics pointcd to economic aiteria: new land for developmcnt should be 
dcsignatcd on the basis of the efficient use of "Imd, resources, infrastructure and public servicc 
facilities, and avoid the need for unnerrssJry andlor uneconomial expansion of serviccs and 
infrastnidurc." This wording would leavc it up to municipdities to decide the most efficient spatial 
fom for new dcvelopment. 
Reqi~iremcnts that new dcvelopment bc compact in f o m  and that muniapalities provide 
opportunities for intensification of existing areas were a h  dmpped. Provisions to support transit 
wcrc also considcrably weakened in the new policy statements. 

Environmental policics underwent signifiant diange. The new policy statement maintains 
the restrictions on residential development in prime agricultural areas but dianges in growth 
management policies will probably weaken farmland protection. Restrictions on development 
were maintained in significant wetlands and endangered and threatened eties habitat but 
reduced for some other natural features, including: a reduction the geograp 'R cal uea where the 
greatest restrictions apply; removal of outright restriction on development that will negatively 
affect groundwater recharge areas, head-waters and aquifers that have been identified as 
sensitive areas; and removal of the requirement that the proponent conduct an environmental 
impact study in areas adjacent to protected natural hentage features and areas. 
What are the implications of these policy changes for the three compromise strategies being 

ernbodied in municipal plans? 
Like the previous provincial policy framework, the new policies encourage 

municipalities to designate land for new development in the most economicali efficient 
manner so as to minimize the private and ublic expense associated with lan development.2 & Cr 
However, the new policies do not require at municipalities explore or exploit intensification 
opportunities before aliowing greentield development or that intensification opportunities be 
created within the built u area. These changes suggest that the province has moved closer to 
recogniring the municip 2 approach to growth management, i.e., whût 1 have calied expansion 
management. The effect of these changes will be to lay l e s  emphasis on the spatial aspect of 
expansion management and focus concem on its fiscal aspect. 

By restoring municipal authority to prohibit basement apartments in low-density 
neighbourhoods and by eliminathg the requirement that muniapalities create opportunities 
for intensification throughout the municipaiity, the new policies confirm the municipal 
approach to the previous policy framework, i.e. to direct intensification premues to speafic 
sites where community resistance wdl be lowest and advantages of intensification d l  be 
greatest. Thus, the new policy tramework appear to adopt the site-specific approach to 
intensifica tion tha t was characteristic of municipal govemments. 

Because the new policy frmework dces not ded with regional governance, it will not impact 
diredly on the urban structure aspects of the previous policy framework. In fad, this was one issue of 
significance to the present report that was not addressed in the refonn or counter-reform pmcess: 
regional planning in metropolitrn areas. 



' Corroborating the observations made in Chaptcr 10 conccming the diffcrence in pcnpcctivc bctwecn 
elected and non-eleded municipal officiais, planncrs have gencnlly dcnounccd thc mcnt  changes t« 
the planning systern (eg., Sniezek 1996). As one plùnner intcrvicwed for this rescarch wid: 

The problem is that no mattcr how fo~cful  the municipal plan is in prcscrving 
envimnmental featurcs and pmmoting compact development, evcrything could be 
changed through future arnendmcnts to the plan. If there arc no tecth in provincial 
policy to hang your planning hat on, you'rc in trouble. The weaksncd policies and the 
"have regard for" provision is a major boon to developers who want to dcvelop in 
ùreas we were hoping would be off limits ... "Have regards top' givcs dcvelopcrs a 
second crack at it becausc thq- an appeal the muniapal plan on gmunds that "no 
docsn't meûn no." There are lots of ways to have regard to a policy. Thece is a t n d c  
off between municipal autonomy to interpret provincial policies in a way that makcç 
sense given Our planning situation and the ability to make Our plans stick. 

' This is an approach that secms to be gaining favour in the literaturc on regional planning in Canada. 
Scc, for example, Wright, 19%; Church, 19%; Tomdty, 1994. 

In 1995, the Ministries of Housing and Municipal Affairs rclcased a report entitlcd Moking Choices: 
Allernative Deveiupment Standards. The guidelines were dnigned to encourage affordable and 
compact urban form, espccially in new greenfield development. The standards indudc both 
engineering issues such as the placement of abovc and bclow ground utilitie, storm drainage, w ~ t e r  
distribution, and planning issues such as lot and road widths and setback rcquircmcnts. Thc fact that 
thcy have been reieascd as guidelincs rather than as provincial policy, mcans that thcir application 
is purcly voluntary on the part of munidpalities and devdopcrs. 
The Canadian Urban Institute (1995) rcccntly countcd almost 300 boards, agencics and commissions 

among thc 35 municipalitin in the GTA, most of which wcrc omplctely or relatively autonomous 
from municipal councils. 
This act represcnted the fuifillment of an NDP promise to "dean up municipal politia", which thcy 

had rcpeatcdly made while in opposition. I t  set out a clew process for avoiding confiicts of interest 
by municipal councillors. For instance, it prohibited counallors from acccpting "gifis", oftcn 
associated with undue influence by developers, and established a Commissionds office that was 
cmpowered to investigatc allegations of impropriety. Not surprisingly, the Iegislat ion was 
extrernely unpopulùr among the municipal sector. The ad  wûs prodaimcd by thc formcr NDP 
govemment at thc end of March 1995, then rescindeci in the middle of April, the day bcforc the 
provincial eiection writ was issued. A well-informai offiaal at the Ministry of M u ~ c i p ~ l  Affain 
and Housing daimed that the NDP rescindeci the a d  because it did not want ta fight a provincial 
election with municipal councils uniformly anayed agUnst them. 
This has been done with positive results in the City of Vaughan in York Region. 
Such techniques, sometimes dled  "perfomance-based zoning" were pioneered in Canada in the 

City of Vancoiivcr. A sirnilar planning approach is being piloted in hvo dedining 
industrial/comrnerdal a r e s  in the City of Toronto thût have seen large-sde illegal conversion to 
midentid use (sec the City of Toronto, 1996). 
la Such linkages are bcing considered in the Vancouver region (Vmcouver Sun, Jmuùry 27,1990; 
Decernber 6,1994: 83). 

In fact, suburban-urban codicts are even more deep seiited in the Montreal region than in Toronto. 
There seerns to be more resentment towmcîs the central city by suburbanites, perhaps tuelleci by 
linguistic differences and deep political divisions over the desirable future of the province within 
the Canadian federation. This rcduces the op portunities and likelihood of achieving regionûl 
coordination, and increases the respowibility of the pmvinco tc assume the regiond perspective. In 
general, the City of Montreal is more supportive of q i m a l  govemment than the City of Tomnt- 
Iugely because the Montreal task force did not recomrnend extensive tax pooling a a o s  the region. 



l2 As we ww in the CTA, each municipality would like Io be the site of st least one nodal am-a 
managea ble pmposi tion in the Toronto region but onc that would lead to diffuse sprawl in the 
MontreaI rcgion. 
"" This may not bc thùt signifiant a difference duc to the fùct that housing supply issue arc not as 
important in the Montreûl a m :  the region has higher vacancy rates and lower house prices than in 
Toronto. 





Ap~endix A: Piimary Interviewees 

Provincial: Ministry of Municipal Affairs 

Carol Antie 
Senior Planner 
C ' A  Officiai Plan Project 
Cen traf and Sou thwest 
Plans Adnunisbation Branch 
Municipal Opera tions Division 
Minishy of Munici al Affairs 
777 Bay St., 14th oor 
Toronto, Ontario 

Fr 

M5G 2E5 

Victor Doyle 
Project Planner 
( X A  Official Plan Project 
Central and Southwest 
Plans Administration Branch 
Municipal Operations Division 
Mirustry of Munici al Affairs 
777 Bay St., 14th oor 
Toronto, Ontario 

FI' 

M5G 2E.5 

Phi1 McKinstry 
Manager 
Munici pd Planning Policy Branch 
Ct unia pal Policy Development Division 
blinistry of Muniapal Affain 
777 Bay St. 13th Fioor 
Toronto, Ontano 
MSG 2B 

Scott Thompson 
Canada Ontario Inkastructure Works Office 
Municipal Poiicy Development Division 
Ministry of Municipal Mfairs 
777 Bay St. 13th Fioor 
Toronto, Ontario M5G 2E5 
Forme*: 
Land Use Policy Section 
Municipal Planning Branch 
Ministry of Muniapai Affairs 



Provincial: Ministry of Housing 

AM Borooah 
Director 
Housing Development and Buildings Branch 
MuUstry of Housing 
777 Bay St. 2nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5C 2E5 

Evelyn Brown 
Counsel 
Buildings, Advocacy and Planning Section 
Legal Branch 
Corporate Resources Division 
Ministry of Housing 
777 Bay 16th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5C 2E5 

Rob Dowler 
Manager 
Planning and Building Policy Sechon 
Housing Development and Buildings Branch 
Ministry of Houm 
ï77 Bay Street, 2n Aoor 
Toronto, Ontario 

Ci 
M5G 2E5 

Rob Gibson 
Policy Adviser 
lndustry and Municipal Liaison Section 
Housing Development and Buildings Branch 
Ministry of Houshg 
777 Bay 2nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2E5 

Mchael  Heitshu 
Policy Advisor 
Planning and Bui lhg  Policy Section 
Ministry of Housin 

Toronto, Ontario 
1i 777 Bay Street, 2n Aoor 

M5G 2E5 



Frank Nichots 
Senior Poky Advisor 
Planning and Building Policy Section 
Ministry of Housin 

Toronto, Ontario 
d 777 Bay Street, 2n Floor 

MSG 2E5 

Vanine Yee 
Policy Advisor 
Industry and Municipal Ltaison Sechon 
Muiistry of Housing 
7 7  Bay 2nd Fioor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2E5 

Provincial: Other Ministries and Agencies 

Andrew Aiic 
Manager of Development 
koperty Development hvision 
On tûrio Reali ty Corpon tion 
777 Bay St., 16th Roor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2E5 

David Crombie 
Commissioner 
Waterkont Regenera tion Trust 
Box Ql t 1, Postal Station A 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5 W 2V4 

Ravi Girdhar 
Director 
Transportation Systems Planning Branch 
Ministry of Transportation 
1201 Wilson Avenue 
North York, Ontario 
M3M 118 

Frederick M. Johnson 
Coordinator, Speual Rojects 
Ecological Planning Section 
Ministry of Nahird Resowes 
Creater Toronto Atea District 
Box 7400, 10401 D ~ f f e ~  St. 
Maple, Ontario 
L6A 1S9 



Wayne McEachern 
Manager 
Policy Dtvision 
Planning Department 
City of Vaughan 
2141 Major Mackenzie h. 
Maple, Ont 
L6A 1T1 
Forrnerly : 
Manager 
Transporta tion Systems Planning Branch 
Ministry of Transportation 

Dave Neufeld 
Senior Policy and Program Plamer 
Environmental Planning and Analyns Brandi 
Ministry of the Environment and Energy 
250 Davisvilie Avenue 3rd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4S 1H2 

Kei th Pinder 
Director 
Runl Development Secretariat 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affain 
10 Alcorn Ave, #IO 
Toronto, On tario 
b14V 303 

Justin Teny 
PI amer 
Provincial Planning Office 
Ministry of Transportation 
1201 Wilson Avenue 3rd Floor West Tower 
North York, Ontario 
M3M lJ8 

Mike Toombs 
Rural-Urban interface Speoalist 
Agndhire Division 

MiwY of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs 
110 Ste lar Drive, # 102 
Newrnarket, Ontario 
UY 787 



Toby Vigod 
Assistant Deputy Minister 
Policy , Planning and Legisla tion De parûnent 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Park 
81 0 Blanshard Street 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8V 1x4 
Fomerly : 
Commisioner 
Ontario Commission on Planning and Development Reform 

Office for the Greater Toronto Area 

Chris Burke 
Manager 
Policy Division 
Planning Department 
Metropoli tan Toronto 
bletro Hall 
55 John Street, 22nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5V 3C6 
Formerly: 
Senior Policy Adviser 
Office for the Creater Toronto Area 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 

Gardner Church 
Uuef Execu tive Officer 
North Pickering Development Corporation 
25 Crosvenor Street, 13th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A IR1 
Formerly : 
De u ty Muuster g Of 'ce for the Grea ter Toronto Area 
Ministry of Municipal Affûirs 

Sylvia Davis 
Manager 
Ideas Corporation 
PO Box 11010 
97 Guildwood Parkway 
Scarborough, Ontaiio 
M t  E 5G5 
Fonnerl y: 
Execu tive Coordina tor 
Office for the Creater Toronto Area 



Bruce McCuaig 
Senior Policy Coordinator, infrustntcture 
Office for the Greater Toronto Area 
10 Bay St., Suite 300 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5j 2R8 

Christine Primeau 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Office for the Greater Toronto Area 
10 Bay St., Suite 300 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5J 2R8 

Metropolitan Toronto 

John Barr 
Director 
Research and Spedd Studies Division 
Planning Department 
Metro Toronto 
55 John Street, 2 n d  Fioor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5V 3C6 

Brenda Bernards 
Planner 
Policy Division 
Metro Planning 
55 John Street 2 n d  Roor 
Metro Hall 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5V 3C6 

Joanne Egan 
Manager 
Policy Division 
Planning Department 
Metro Toronto 
Metro Hall 
55 John 22nd Roor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5V 3C6 

Wayne Reeves 
Project Coordmator 
Policv Division 
Pla&ng Department 
Metropoli tan Toronto 
~ e t r o ' ~ a l l  
55 John Street, 22nd Aoor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5V 3C6 



Regional Municipalities 

Ka therine Bladen 
Direct or 
Planning Policy and Research 
Planning Department 
Peel Region 
10 Peel Centre Dr. 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6T 409 

Paul Bottomly 
Senior P l m e r  
PIaming Department 
York Region 
17250 Yonge St. 4th Fioor 
Newmarket, Ontario 
L3Y 621 

john Koopmans 
Senior Planner 
Planning Department 
üurhm Region 
605 Rossland Rd. E. 
Whitby, Ontario 
L I N  6A3 

John Shûrpe 
Senior Planner 
Planning Deparûnent 
Durham Region 
605 Rosstand Rd. E. 
Whitby, Ontario 
LIN 6A3 

John Waller 
Direct or 
Long Range Planning Brandi 
Planning De partment 
York Region 
17250 Yonge S t. 4th Fioor 
Newmarket, Ontario 
L3Y 621 

Ho Wong 
Senior Planner 
Planning and Develo pmen t De partment 
Halton Region 
1151 Bronte Road 
Oakvdie, Ontario 
L6M 3L1 



Arta Munici pali ties: Focus Areas 

Carl Brawley 
Mmager 
Landuse Planning 
Planning Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington St. W. 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

Mark Chcoine 
Planner 
Planning and Building Department 
City of Mssissauga 
300 City Centre Drive 
b~ississûuga, Ontario 
LSB 3CZ 

Kat herine Emerson 
Drector 
Plamin Deparûnent 
Town O f Newmarket 
465 Davis Drive 
Newrnarket, Ontario 
L3Y 4x7 

Ron Milier 
Planer 
Planning and Building Department 
City of Mississauga 
300 City Centre h i v e  
Mississauga, Ontario 
L5B 3C1 

Karen Pianosi 
Nepean Housing 
Planning and Development Department 
Nepean Qvic Centre 
101 Centrepointe Dr. 
Nepean, Ontario 
K2G 5K7 
Fonnerly : 
Senior Planner 
Planning and Development Department 
Halton Region 

Kathy Power 
Planner 
Plannin Department 
Town O f Whitby 
575 Rossland Rd. E. 
Whitby, Ontario 
LIN 2M8 



Allan Ramsay 
Senior Plamer 
Planning Department 
City of Burlington 
426 Brant St. 
Burlington, Ontario 
L7R 326 

Catherine Rose 
Manager 
Policy Division 
Plannin Department 
T o m o  P Pickering 
1 T h e  Esplanade 
Pickering, Onta rio 
LIV 6K7 

Robert Short 
Director 
Plannin Department 
Town O ! Wlutby 
575 Rossland Rd. E. 
Whitby, ûntario 
LIN 2M8 

Bill Winterhal t 
Director 
Policy Planning and Research 
Planning Department 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington St. W. 3rd Aoor 
Brampton, Ontario 

Area Municipalities; Non-focus Areas 

David Coiinson 
Manager 
Poücy Section 
Plannin Department 
Town O f Richmond Hill 
225 East Beaver Creek 
Richmond Hill, Ontario 
L4B 3P4 



Wayne McEachem 
Manager 
Policy Division 
Planning Department 
City of Vaughan 
2141 Major Mackenzie h. 
Maple, Ont 
L6A 1T1 

Kevin Plautz 
Plmer 
P l a ~ i n  Department f Town O Aurora 
100 John West Way 
Aurora, Ontario 
L4G 6jl 

Pau1 Robinson 
Senior Planner 
Policy Division 
Planning Department 
City of Vaughan 
2141 Major Mackenzie Dr. 
Maple, Ont 
L6A 1TI 

Sue Seibert 
Direct or 
Plannin Department f Town O Aurora 
100 john West Way 
Aurora, Ontario 
L4G 6J1 



Amendix B: Secondarv Interviewees 
Cynthia Byrd 
Interventions Officer 
lndustry and Municipal Liaison 
Housing Development and Buildings Branch 
Minishy of Houshg 
777 Bay St. 2nd Roor 
Toronto, On ta rio 
M5C 2ES 

Dan Qement 
Policy Advisor 
Planning and Building Policy Sedion 
Ministry of Housin 
777 Bay Street, 2n Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 

a 
M5G 2E5 

john Van Dam 
Program Adviser 
Nonprofit and Market kograms Branch 
Operations Division 
hfinistry of Housin 
777 Bay Street, 2n Floor 
Toronto, On tario 

d 
M5G 2E5 

Ceny Fi tzpa tnck 
Re tired 
Manager 
Provinciai Plannine 
Provincial Prograis and Planning Brandi 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
777 8 a i  Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2E5 

Richard Franz 
Senior Advisor 
Partnenhips Unit 
Housing Advocacy 
Ministry of Housing 
777 Bay St., 2nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2E5 



Paul Freemûn 
Plamer 
Plamin Department 
Town O f Richmond Hill 
225 East Beaver Creek 
Richmond Hill, Ontario 
L4B 3P4 

Julius Corys 
Senior Planner 
Urban and Regionai Plûnning Office 
Transportation Systerns Planning Branch 
Minisliy of Transportation 
1201 Wilson Ave. 3rd Fl West Tower 
Downsview, Ontario 
M3M lj8 

John Harris 
Manager 
Finandal Planning 
City Manager's Office 
City of Brampton 
2 Wellington St. W. 
Brampton, Ontario 
L6Y 4R2 

Fnnces JO hnston 
Policy Coordinator 
Office for the Greater Toronto Area 
10 Bay St., Suite 300 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5j 2R8 

Nevair Keoshkerian 
Houmg Adrninistrator 
Metro Office 
Operations Division 
Ministry of Housing 
4950 Yonge St. 
North York, Ontario 
M2N 6K1 

Tom Kliem 
Transportation Enguieer 
Roads Department 
Town of Marktiam 
101 Town Centre Blvd. 
Markham, Ontario 
L3R 9W3 



Bryan Kozman 
Senior Policy Advisor 
lndushy and Municipal Liaison Section 
Ministry of Housing 
777 Bay 2nd noor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5C 2E5 

John Langley 
Special Adviser 
Data Development 
Ontario investment Service 
161 Bay St., 40th Roor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5J 2Sl 

Sue Macdonald 
Senior Policy Advisor 
lndustry and Municipal Liaison Section 
Ministry of Housing 
777 Bay 2nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSG 2E3 

Grant Macgregor 
Senior Planner 
Planning Department 
Durham Region 
605 Rossland Rd. En 
Whitby, Ontario 
L I N  6A3 

Maureen MacQuarrie 
Adviser 
Office for the Greater Toronto Area (OCTA) 
10 Bay St., Suite 300 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5J 2R8 

Maureen McObe 
kograms Officer 
Crants Administration 
Ministry of Munici al Affairs 

Toronto, Ontario 
P 777 Bay St,  12th F oor 

MSG 2E5 



Rob M m e s  
Area Manager 
Planning Office 

E % g ~ 7 ; L S p o r t  a tion 
1201 Wilson Avenue 
North York, Ontario 
M3M 1J8 

S teven Rhodes 
Acting Manager 
Affordable Supply Policy 
Housing Policy Bnnch 
Ministiy of Housing 
777 Bay St., 2nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5G 2ES 

Dtane Rusnov 
Acting Manager 
Central Area 
Planning and Building Department 
City of Miaissauga 
300 City Centre Dnve 
Missis~uga, On tano 
L5B 3C1 

Peter John Sidebottom 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Local Poli Branch 
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